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hiS is a work of impressive richncss, both on rhe level of the methodology of Ihe
human sciences and on that' of an analysis of cultural practices in ,I specific sct·
ling and milieu whose f.u ili ariry is here cransformed into an opportuniry to �:-c
ourselves anew. T"� Pmcrict o/EwrydllJ Lifo, Volum� 2 brings to light an aspeci
of the work of Michel de Certcau-his commitment to collective research-that by
their nature his indivi dually authored volumes can hardly communicate as dearly.
In the work of his collaborators Giard and Mayol it will make available the specific
research resulrs and an expanded pracriCil/ account of a methodology that will be of
ifl{ense inteTCSt to an),one working in the area of cultural studies today."
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To remain unconsumed by consumer society-this was the goal, pursued through
a worl([ of subtle and practical means, that beckoned throughout the first volume
of The Pmrt;rr ofEIWyd'IY Lift. The .second volume of the work delves t."Ven deepe r
than did the first into the subtle tactics of r esistance and private practices t hat make
living a subversive art. Michel de Ccneau, Luce Giard, and Pierre Mayo l develop a
social history of "making doH based on microhistories that move from the private
sphere (of dwelling, cooking, and home m aking) to the public (dte experience ortiv
ing in a neighborhood).
This l ong- awaited second

volume of de Certeau's masrerwork. updalt"d and revised in
first English edition. cOl1lpletl'S the picture begun in volume 1, drawing to the
last derail the collective pr:lCtices that define the texture, substance, and importance
of the everyday.
t his

(1925-1986) wrote numerous books that have been tranS
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translator's Note

Timothy J. Tomasik

At the risk of adding to an already highly charged introductory section,
a few comments about the English translation of The Practice ofEveryday

Life,

volume 2,

Living rind Cooking seem in order.l Luce Giard's "History

of a Research Project," which introduces the 1990 revised French edi
tion of volume 1, explains the genesis of the two-volume joint project
with Michel de Certeau and Pierre Mayol. An introduction written for
the 1994 revised French edition of volume 2, her "Times and Places"
details the preparation of

Living and Cooking.

My comments here in

volve the difficulties encountered in translating this volume into English.
In "Times and Places," Giard refers to the enthusiastic reception of
Michel de Certeau's work in volume 1, which appeared in English via
Steven Rendall's translation in 1984.� She adds that; "Not having been
translated at this time, volume 2, which the American publisher had
judged too closely linked to something specifically French to interest the
American public, was less read." \\That the American publisher found to

be "too closely linked to something specifically French" can in part be
explained in light of the French concept of terroir, the difficult translation
of which itself illustrates one difficulty in translating Living and Cooking.
According to its etymology, terroir is rooted in the popular Latin
terratoriulll, referring to earth, land, or soil, which is an alternation of
territonllm, referring more specifically to territory.3 Terroir is often em
ployed in the context of food products that come from or have a flavor
unique to a particular region. Cheese, for example, that comes from the
Languedoc-Roussillon in France does not have the same savor as that
from Normandy. This difference can be explained in part by differing
production methods, but the concept of

terroir suggests that such differ

ence stems from local geographic, geologic, climatic, and other distinc
tions, which in turn affect the soil that produces the plants that nourish
the animals whose milk is then made into Roquefort or Camembert.

Giard evokes the concept of te1,oir, particularly in chapter II, by re

ferring to the borrowing of regional cuisines. She maintains that when
regional specialties are borrowed by other countries, their duplication

'translator's Note

lralls]ator's Note

,i

seems "to uprOOt a regional cuisine from the tang of its soil IWTOi,-j."

The contributions of the indi\'iduals above have undoubtedly gone a long

The danger in this uprooting is that the results become "pale copics" of

way in making this translation possible. Any shortcomings that remain

the original. In terms of translating Living alld Cooking onc difficulty in

are my own.

volves how to carefully "uproot" that which is specificatty French with
out the result becoming a pale copy in translation. This task is not made
any simpler in that cultural allusions, idiosyncratic expressions, and plays
on words-examples of what I might call discursive U1TOi"-abound in
this text on cultural practices. Adding translator notes is one way to min
imize the shock of uprooting the original Frcnch, but such tactics can
not eliminate all potential damage.
Moreover, this text teems with voices. We encounter the voices of
three main authors who, though united in pursuit of a common task,
maintain their own unique tonalities. In addition to the numerous cita
tions of other authors brought to hear on this task, the authors of Living

find Cooking have incorporated interviews in which "ordinary" people
speak about their lifestyles. The translator is thus faced with the diverse
prose styles of Certeau, Giard, and Mayol as well as the everyday spo
ken discourse of the transcribed interviews. Capturing the timbre of
these multiple voices in translation presents obvious difficulties.
This chorus of voices creates a unique harmony out of what Mayol
refers to in chapter 1 as "the 11Iunll1wing of the everyday." But this har
mony is further modulated by voices [ have marshaled behind the scenes
ofche translation. For thc references to Certeau's vocabulary in volume

1, I am indebted to Steven Rendatl for his preparation of this fertile
ground. My thanks, too, go out

to

those whose voices contributed to

this translation in other myriad ways: to all those at the University of
Minnesota Press who contributed to this project; to Tom Conley, who
first proposed my name to the Press as a potential translator and whose
translation experience served as a source of support; to Luce Giard for
her generous explanations of problematic passages and her meticulous
editing of the manuscript; to Fran�ise Charras and Frantz Coursiere for
their detailed clarifications from a native-speaker perspective; to Helene
Guastall�l for her perspicacious insights into the art of translating; to Jim
Fraser at Harvard's WIdener Library for his help in locating English
translations for works cited in this \'olume; most important, to Paula
Shreve, to whom lowe more than gratitude for her timely typing and
unstinting support throughout the duration of this project.
Unless otherwise indicated, all translations are my own. \Vhere pos
sible, I have located English transbtions for the secondary sources here.

I dedicate this translation
Tomasik.

to

the memory of my brother, Eric

Introduction to Volume 1:
History of a Research Project
Luce Giard

Only the end of an age makes it possible to say what made it live,

as if it had to die in order to become a book.
Michel de Certeau,

The Practiu ofEve/yday Life, voL 1, 198

In February 1980, the first French edition of L'Invrntioll du quotidien ap
peared in paperback.' The fact that a previously unpublished work, pre
senting the results of a long-term research project (from the end of 1974
to 1978) of which only a few fragmentary insights had previollsly been
in circulation, was published directly in paperback fonn was not custom
ary.2 Research reports generally await the highly regarded appearance in
hardback, or more often disappear into purgatory, into the flotilla of "gray
literature" bogged down in the secrecy of government ministries or re
search centers. The particular treatment received by this work, from the
moment its writing was finished (September 1979), can be explained by
the nature of the publishing series, the personality of the main author,
and the internal logic of the intellectual project.
At that time, the 10-18 series was not just any paperback series. It
had its specificity, its renown, its program, its ambitions. The director,
Christian Bourgois, a publisher if ever there was one, publishes, on a large
scale and at the lowest cost i n a modest format, the recent production of
the social sciences, which he places side by side with works of literature,
among them a good number of translations, because he believes in the
importance of a text's form as much as in a policy of quality and of a di
versity of authors, genres, and styles. Within a joyous brouhaha of new
ideas, of concepts knocked together, of anathema on the opposing school,
and of sector-based jargon, the 10-18 series circulated the winds of words
and ideas and published, amid mixed allegiances, anthropology, political
economics, linguistics, philosophy, sociology, and so on. In those books,
people debated with the fiwia frallcese about Marxism, structuralism, or
Western ethnocentrism. The edectic flair of the director, his curiosi
ties, and a favorable economic context made this intellectual wager win
out for a time. Prosperous and vaguely worried, post 1968 France be
lieved in the effectiveness of the social sciences in digesting the modern-

xiii
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izatian of its economy, its urbanization, and the mounting flow of grad
uates produced by universities. Thousands of students and theiT profes
sors passionately debated the ideas of Marx, Freud, or Levi-Strauss. Peo
ple chose sides for Althusser, Chomsky, Foucault, Lacan, and a few others,
or 3g<'1ins[ them; they bought their work; they read their epigones or
their adversaries. People still went into theory as if into religion or rev
olution in the past. Neither the lassirude of the "posnnoderns" nor the

make use of all locutors and take over successively all languages. He is in
historian of medicine and socicty, theolOgian, psychoanalyst, quanti
fier, disciple of Freud or Foucault"; "he never lowers his guard. He remains
indecipherable. By presenting his astute Posst'ssioll dt' Lolldlln, Michel de
turn

Certeau thus wrote the most diabolical book of the year. "J
Through the range of his scholarship interests, the multiplicity of
methods that he practices without pledging allegiance to just one of them,

ruin of the great ideological families had yet reached the crowd of authors
and readers. Only a few visionaries traced out the barely visible rift where

and the diversity of abilities that he has acquired, Certeau intrigues and
disconcerts. On the chessboard of a profession with rather sedentary

the tranquillity of the "glorious years" would soon founder, and sought
to interpret society differently by shying away from the too-simple an

tastes, he does not cease to move around and does not allow himself to
be identified with one determined place. A Jesuit, he refused the social
position that this belonging ensured for him, but he did not break ties

tagollisms that were still a big success.
Michel de Certeau is onc of these anticonfonnist and perspicacious spirits.
On the intellectual scene, he is a character apart, not true to the canons of
a well-fixed disciplinc, and whose intellecrual radiance follows p.lths that
are strangers to the 10b';c of institutions, whether these stem from the uni
versity, the church, or the state. A well-known historian, respected for his
learned production on mysticism and religious currents in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, he is also feared for his demanding and lucid
criticism of the epistemology that silently governs the historical profession.
Some reproach rum for relativizing the notion of truth, for being suspicious
o f the objectivity of scholarly institutions, for underscoring the weight of
hierarchical dependency and complicity, and finally, for doubting the re
ceived models for which the French school of history is renowned. Some
would soon reproach him for foregrounding the role of writing at the ex
pense of the grasp of the "real" of which the historian wants to give a
"true" description. Is he not too interested in the semiotic or psychoan
alytic reading of situations and texts, all of them things foreign to the
good historical method and that go against the (sacred) ideal of fixation
on the archive, of accumulation of an (impossible) exhaustive documenta
tion? These were repeated reproaches, unjust ones, irritated at being so,
because on not one of these contentious points did people succeed in
catching him in his practice of historical work. Thus, Emmanuel Le Roy
Ladurie allowed his embarrassment to show through, as well as the irri
tation of the profeSSion faced with the (too?) brilliant rereading of the
Loudun affair under Richelieu: "for Michel de Certeau, theologian and
historian, the devil is everywhere except in the precise place where the
witch-hunters thought they had detected him." Certeau "knows how to

to the Society. A historian who became a master in the most classic eru
dition, proved by his monumental edition of the Corrtspondonce of Surin,
a seventeenth-cenrury mystic Jesuit whose "madness" rendered him sus
pect, Certeau does not content himself with the reputation for excellence
on a certain topic of the past. He is interested in psychoanalysis, be
longed to the Ecole Freudienne of Jacques Lacan, as of its founding in
1964 and until its dissolution in 1980, and maintained an intellectual
friendship with several great barons of Lacania.4 But he deals just as much
'with linguistics, and assiduously frequented the semiotic seminars chaired
by A1girdasJulien Greimas in Paris and the annual encounters in Urbino
(Italy), discreetly orchestrated by Pino Paionj,
If a government agency asked him in 1974 to direct a research pro
gram on problems of culture and society (I will come back to the cir
cumstances of this commission), it is because of another facet of his ac
tivity. Tn 1968, his reputation expanded beyond the milieu of historians
where his works gained him his professional identity, outside of Chris
tian networks where his Jesuit affiliation inserted him, but in which he
refused to limit his intellectual and social circulation. From then on, he
was invited to join numerous leftist intellectual circles, some political
decision makers consulted him or had him consulted, and certain think
tanks in high-level administration turned to him. He was thus associ
ated, in an infonnal way, with the brain truSt that collaborated with Edgar
Faure in trying to reform the university during the summer of 1968 and
create new foundations to organize the new academic year. Soon he was
asked to teach histOry and anthropology in these places: he would be at
Paris VITI-Vincennes from 1968 to 1971, then at Paris VIl-Jussieu from
1971 to 1978.

,
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This new role was born of his surprising ability to analyze, on the

true question, the "indiscreet question ...'How to create oneself?'" This

spot, between May and September 1968, the maelstrom of the "events,"

substituted for what had been "the imperious urgency that asked, 'Cre

as people said at the time. In a series of dazzling articles, which remained

Erudts,

ate what and how?' "10 Within this very question, I recognize the first

he gave an

shapes of the perspective reversal that founds L'lnvmtion dll qllotidim by

intelligent and generous reading about this uncertain time, a reading hos

displacing the attention from the supposed passive consumption of re

so, appearing in the monthly journal of the Jesuits,

pitable to change and free from the fear that paralyzed so many of his

ceived products to anonymous creation, born of the unconventional prac

contemporaries! He sought not to propose solutions, nor to posit a de

tice of these products' use (32-33).

finitive diagnosis that would close off the furore, but first of all to ren

Because of the original stands he made in several studies that ap

der what happened intelligible. His objective was not the froth of the day,

peared after 1968, Certeau was asked to be the spokesperson for the

the disarray of the political discourse, the lamentations of some, the re

Arc-et-Senans international colloquium (April 1 972) where the Helsinki

proaches of others, but the hidden meaning of that which, deeper and

meeting of European Community ministers to define a European pol_

more mysterious, reveals itself as something essential in a large confu

icy of culture was to be prepared (September of the same year). This

sion of words. This rurmoil, this disorder of words and barricades, this

work would be a decisive step in the crystallization of his reflection on

revolt and these strikes-what did they say about a society, about its la

cultural practices. In 1974, he brought together under the revealing title

tencies, about its hopes? 1n the rift between words and actions that he

La ClIltll1't au pluriel the reports written for Arc-et-Senans and certain

thought he had detected,6 Certeau did not see a threat but a possibility

works concerning similar matters.ll All by itself, the chosen title mani

for the future. He deciphered there the beginnings of a great social ad

fests the refusal of the uniformity that an administrative power would

venture and recognized, in front of the generation of fathers (his own)

like to see reign in the name of a superior knowledge and of common

that did not know how to or could not assume its paternity, the legiti

interest. Throughout this collection of texts, one can follow just beneath

mate impatience of a generation of sons that neither the mediocrity of

the surface the research program of which L'/lIvmt;on dll qllotidim would

small pleasures nor the management of social order would be able to

be the deployment. His "theoretical task," as he would say, was already

fulfill.

clearly pointed out: one must be interested not in culrural products of

May 1968 left Michel de Certeau intrigued, "affected," "altered" in

fered on the market of goods, but in the operations that make use of

his own words. This mark would be a definitive one on him. According

them; one must be concerned with the "different ways or styles of so

to another of his phrases, coined to describe the contemporary situation

cially 1I1111'killg the gap opened up by a practice in a given fonn."12 \¥hat

of Christianity. it was for him at the time "a foundational ruprure,"i not

maners is no longer-can no longer be-"Iearned culture," a treasure

that he wanted to abandon, forget, or deny his fonner existence. but that

left to the vanity of its proprietors. It is no longer "popular culture," an

henceforth his scholarship and intelligence, his social energy would be

appellation bestowed from the outside by some scholars who make an

mobilized otherwise, in the service of an elucidating effort that had be

inventory of and embalm what one power has already eliminated be

come a priority. From then on, he said that he had to "come back to this

cause, for them and for this power, "the beauty of the dead" is all the

'thing' that happened and understand what the unpredictable taught us

more moving and celebrated the bener that it is enclosed in a tomb.ll

about ourselves, that is, what, since then, we have become."s It was im

From then on, one must rum toward the "disseminated proliferation"

possible to shirk this task: "I needed to clarify it. Not in the first instance

of anonymous and "perishable" creations that allow people to stay alive

for others. Rather, because of a need for veracity.'>\! He did not know

and cannot be capitl'llized.14 A domain of research was circumscribed even

how to give reality to this radical quest; he hesitated, groped, sought a

if the theoretical means to work in it were still poorly defined. This do

ground for action, instruments for analysis, and a way for adequate in

main would involve "the cuirural operations Ithat] are movements" and

tervention. He reflected on educational maners, on universities, Unguis

whose "trajectories that are not indetenninate but that arc unsuspected"

tic minorities, on what constirutes culture in any society. His thinking

constitute that whose formality and modalities are to be studied in order

tried to find its direction and its object, but it had already identified the

to give them intelligible status.I) La Culm'?

I1U

pluriel can say no more

•
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about it; it would come down to the subsequent works to clarify the wind

xix

work, so that Certeau, in order to respect the letter of the signed con

ing paths that the tactical ruses of ordinary practices follow.

tract, would have to resolve [0 form a small group for cultural furnrol

This chance would be provided by the friendship and admiration of Au

ture" (according to a work document sent to the DGRSny The

gustin Girard. As head of the Service des Etudes ct Recherches au Se
crt!tariat d'Etat a la Culture [Department of Research at the State Office
for Cultural AffairsJ, Girard had read and understood Certeau. He be

g:m by assuring Certeau's collaboration for a year thanks to an ad hoc
study directorship in the department. This experience increased Girard's
conviction that Certeau was the man for the simarian, capable of defin
ing this problematic of research and action on the culture that political
decision makers and their administrations needed to orient their choices
and decide on budgetary priorities. ''Vith skillfuLness and a sure sense of
opportunity, Girard advanced a timely proposal to the DGRST, where
he sat on the leading committee (chaired by Paul Delouvrier) in charge
of the "Cultural Development" program.16 This was June 1974, the prepa
ration of the Seventh National Plan was on the horizon, and the com
mittee was in trouble because it did not have any clear ideas to propose
to the delegate general (Hubert Curien, former director general of the
CNRS [Centre National de la Recherche Scientifiquel and future min
ister of research under the leftist government). Certain research credits
still remained that had to be committed quickly, before, according to cus
tom, the budgetary services froze the unspent surplus. Girard suggested
a major project of reflection, sketched it out, proposed that Michel de
Certeau be contacted, argued, persuaded, and finally prevailed. Soon
Certeau was asked to produce a "synthesis taken at once from fururol
ogy, from concrete cases, and from the research milieu" (such were the
committee's terms),
The commission took the official form of a research contract titled
"Conjuncture, Synthesis, and Futurology," initially projected for two years
and then prolonged for one year. The contract lasted financially from
the end of 1974 until the end of 1977, and the final write-up of the work
would be submitted in 1979 because in the meantime Certeau was teach
ing as a visiting professor at the University of Geneva in 1977-78, then
as a full professor at the University of California, San Diego, as of Sep
tember t 978. Certeau was left free to define the contents and methods

of the contract; he alone ensured the scientific leadership of it and chose

ogy, considered "'under its (own) scientific fonnality and as utopian litera

critical reading of "scenarios for the future" and of grandiose projects
for a "systemic(s)" supposed to establish order in the description of the
present and to provide the possibility of forecasting the furore would re
veal itself to be deceiving, poor in conceptualization, rich in redundan
cies and numerical rhetoric, so that the announced study would not be
written up. In the meantime, the wind had happily changed and the
DGRST ceased believing in the importance of this nonsense.
The signed contract anticipated that Certeau would be able to ben
efit from the documentation and the experience accumulated by Gi
rard's department. It had JUSt published a vast study on cultural practices,
providing a precise quantitative picture of modes of cultural consump
tion and of leisure occupations, divided according to age, gender, social
category, residential zone, and so on.l� Certeau himself intended to dis
tance his project from this type of statistical study whose limits, because
of the very nature of the procedures used, he perceived. It was not that
he scorned figures, but such a step would allow everything that interested
him to escape: the individual operations and customs, their sequences,
and the changing trajectories of the practitioners. His introduction to
volume I of L'Invention du quotidien would clearly summarize his criti
cism. Statistics "grasps the material of these practices, but not theirform;

it determines the elements used, but not the 'phrasing' produced by the

brico/age (the artisan-like inventiveness) and the discursiveness that com
bine these elements, which are all in general circulation and rather drab.
Statistical inquiry ... 'finds' only the homogenous. It reproduces the sys
tem to which it belongs" (xviii).'9
His criticism took its source from his reflection on the epistemology
of history. He was, for his generation, one of the rare historians eager
for new methods, ready to venture into them, and lucid about their de
terminations and their limits. Thus, he did not succumb to the siren's
songs about quantitative data or to the modernist seductions of comput
erization; it was perhaps his love for the text (and his awareness of diverse
reading methods) that protected him from some contemporary illusions.

Likewise, he knew not to cede to the opposite bias that systematically

his own collaborators. He was assigned the report on futurology (tech

denigrated recourse to figures, computers, or formal models. Finally, I

charge of working on it, but the latter would soon abandon the ongoing

in epistemology; hence his insistence on the fact that statistical data have

nocrats at that time believed in this type of discourse) and a researcher in

believe his lucidity came from a philosophical education and an interest

a
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no other validity and pertinence than those of the conditions of collec
tion. Treated manually or submitted to a sophisticated treannent by ma
chine, data remain what they are at the moment of their production as
such; their quality and infonnative meaning are proportion"ate to those
of procedures used to define and construct the categories that organized
this very production; the latter are worth as much as the former.1o As a
histori:m. Ceneau was anned against the illusions of any scientific St3rns lsciemifidttl gained through numbers, tables, and percentages. An
analyst of culture, he had no reason to accept here what he had refused
elsewhere.
Having defined his research framework in relation to the contract con
cluded with the DGRST, Certeau took charge of specifying its objective
and major directions. A working document, sent to the DGRST in Feb
ruary 1975, emphaSized "common and everyday culture inasmuch as
that it involves appropriation (or reappropriation)," consumption or re
ception considered as "a way of practicing," and finally the necessity of
"elaborating certain models of analysis that correspond to these trajec
tOries (or series of operations articulated in time sequences)." Thus, an
objective field, a line of inquiry, and a theoretical task were defined. It
was a matter, said the text, of "sketching a thealY of roeryday practices in
order to bring out of their munnuring the 'ways of operating' that, 3S a
majority in social life, often only figure as 'resistances' or as apathies in
relation to the development of sociocultural production." The essential
of what would be done in L'Il1Vtntioll dll quotidim was clearly stated and
the general introduction to volume I would add nothing except that the
"ruses of consumers compose the network of an antidiscipline which is
the subject of this book" (xv).
Only one new term, "antidiscipline," intervenes in 1980, as an obvi
ous echo of the work of Michel Foucault, whose masterpiece (in the eyes
of Certeau), Survei/ler et plmir lDiscipline and Punish], appeared in 1975
and caused a considerable stir.21 It is not entirely right, however, to say
that "there is an obvious and even claimed filiation" between the two
works,2! a filiation in which Certeau would have constructed volume I
of L'/Ilvellfio11 dll quotidim in response and opposition to the analysis of
Foucault, because Certeau's major themes are clearly articulated in his
texts prior to the reading of Surveiller et ptmir. Thus, he was already us
ing the vocabulary of "strategies" and "tactics" in an article that appeared
in April 1974 and this vocabulary structured the internal work docu
ments written for the DGRST in the definition phase of the contract in
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June 1974 or addressed at the same time to those that Certeau intended
to gather together in the "first circle" of interlocutors (I will come back
to this point later on).B But it is true that the reference to Foucault is
quite noticeable in the 1980 work. Quantitatively, Pierre Bourdieu is JUSt
as present in it, if not a bit more.H In fact, the two authors receive a com
parable treatment and they share the same role as purveyors of strong
theoretical propositions, read closely, with admiration and respect, care
fully discussed, and finally ruled out.
H Foucault and Bourdieu serve together as opposed theoretical fig
ures, it is because of some related reasons that are not entirely accounted
for in the discussion of their theses. A difference comes into play here
that precedes theory, a distance that one might qualify as an elective a1lti
affinity and that does not impede interest or fascination in proposing the
ses. With these words, I am pointing something out that would charac
terize the entire inspiration of a kind of thinking, its "style," its own
tonality, in short its presuppositions, which do not stem from the criti
cal awareness of the author and are never made explicit, but in which is
rooted that which specifies a way of being in the world and rendering it
intelligible. This involves the organization of the internal forces that
govern the economy of a way of thinking, and determine its preferences
and suspicions.H WIth Michel de Certeau one can always perceive an
optimistic elan, a generosity of intelligence, and a trust given to others
in such a way that no situation appears to him a priori fixed or hopeless.
It seems that, beneath the massive reality of powers and institutions and
without deluding oneself about their function, Certeau always discerns
a Brownian motion of microresistances, which in tum found microfree
dams, mobilize unsuspected resources hidden among ordinary people,
and in that way displace the veritable borders of the hold that social and
political powers have over the anonymous crowd. Certeau often speaks
about this inversion and subversion acted out by oppressed people, for
example, the South American Indians subjected to forced Christianiza
tion by Spanish colonizers. Seeming 011 the surface to totally submit and
conform to the expectations of the conqueror, they in fact "metaphorized
the dominant order" by making its laws and representations function
"in another register," within the framework of their own tradition (32).
This difference prior to theory stems from an ethical and political
conviction; i t is fed from an aesthetic sensibility that Certeau expressed
through the maintained capacity for being filled with wonder. "Daily life
is scattered with marvels, a froth ... as dazzling as that of writers and
artists. Lacking proper names, all kinds of language give birth to these
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ephemeral celebrations that surge up, disappear, and return."16 [f Michel

action such that Ignatius of Loyola puts them into play when stating his

de Certeau sees these wonders everywhere, it is because he is prepared

principles (for example, the directives of the Spirit/lal R'l:m:ises or the rules

to see them, as Surio in the seventeenth century was ready to encounter

of the ConrtitutiOHs). This conception of action is, for Michel de Certeau,

"the young uneducated man in the stagecoach" who would speak to him

inseparable from the reference to an "art," a "style," twO notions equally

of God with more force and wisdom than all the authorities of Scripture

familiar to Renaissance Jesuit culrure. Both serve Certeau in volume I

or of the church.!' His incredulity vis-a-vis the dogmatic order that au

of L'invention

thorities and instirutions always want to organize, his attention to the

served him elsewhere for interpreting mystical texts. In ordinary culture,

du quotidie11

for understanding culrural practices, as they

internal freedom ofnonconfonnists, even those reduced to silence, who

he says, "order is Nicked by an art," in other words, outsmarted and fooled;

rurn imposed truth around and over, his respect for aU resistance, how

within the determinations of the institution "are thus insinuated styles

ever minimal, and for the form of mobility that this resistance opens

of social exchange, technical invention, and moral resistance"; that is to

up-all of this gives Certeau the possibility of firmly believing in the

say, "an economy of the

'gift,' " "an aesthetics of 'tricks,' " and

"an ethics

mumrfreedom ofpractices. From then on, it is natural for him to perceive

of

microdifferences where so many others see obedience and stand:udiza·

the upgrading of ordinary culture and by rights give practices the status

tion; it is natural that his attention focuses on the minuscule loose space

of a theoretical object. There then remained finding the way to "distin

tenacity" (26),

three qualifications that put the finishing touches on

that certain silent and subtle tactics "insinuate," as he liked to say, play

guish 'ways of operating,' " to think about "styles of action" (30), in other

ing on the twO meanings of this verb, within the imposed order. And it

words, to theorize practices.

matters little that this order today involves consumer products offered

In order to realize this difficult task, a multiplicity of knowledges

by a mass distribution that wants to conform the crowd to imposed mod

and methods was convened, applied according to varied procedures, and

els of consumption, whereas in the past it was a matter of the order of

chosen according to the difference of the practices considered. But Certeau

dogmatic truths to believe and of their celebration rites to follow. The

took care to dissipate all ambiguity about his intentions; he wanted to

mechanisms for resistance are the same from one period to another, from

procure neither "a history of theories concerning practices" (62) nor "the

one order to anomer, because the same unequal division of forces sub

constitution of . . . a semiotics" (39) that would seek to satisfy the eigh

sists and the same parrying procedures serve as the final recourse for the

teenm-cenrury dream of finally having a complete and systematic descrip

powerless, like so many ripostes and ruses that have come from "imme

tion of the arts

morial intelligence," rooted in the past of the species, in the "farthest

thinking about everyday practices of consumers, supposing from the

(66-67). He

limited himself to proposing "some ways of

reaches of the domain of the living," in the history of plants or of ani

start that they are of a tactical narure" (39-40). In this intention, the

mals (xix-xx, 4O) -an unexpected Aristotelian theme for someone who

analysis is organized on three levels: the modalities of action, the for

preferred the poetic style of Platonic philosophy to the naturalist logi

malities of practices, and the types of operations specified by the ways

cian of ancient Greece.

of operating (29-30). Each theoretical proposition is immediately put to

Certeau summarizes his position with a jest to be taken seriously: "it

the test of a concrete practice, here walldng in the city, there the de

is always good to remind ourselves that we musm't take people for fools"

scription of a living space, elsewhere silent reading. It is not a question

(176). Ln this trust of the intelligence and inventiveness of powerless

of elaborating a general model in order to pour into such a mold the to

peo

ple, in the extreme attention to their tactical mobility, in the respect ac

tality of practices, but on the contrary of specifying "operational schemas"

corded to the powerless who have neither belongings nor place, nimble

(30) and

at thus being deprived in face of the strategies of the powerful, owner of

with these categories, it would be possible to take the totality of prac

of seeing if there exists among them common categories and if,

the theater of operations, stands out a political conception of action and

tices into account. Voluntarily, in its appropriateness to its concrete ob

of unequal relations between a government and its subjects. Here one

ject, the analysis here is doomed to an incessant coming and going from

may recognize the trace of an Ignatian conception of action. I am thus

the theoretical to the concrete and then from the particular and the cir

not pointing out the contents of a poitical
l
plan defined by its relation

cumstantial to the general. Certeau says this clearly about reading, of
which he makes a central paradigm (xx-xxii); this analysis of practices

to a time, place, and situation, but the very motivating forces behind the
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"comes and goes, alternately captivated . . . playful, protesting, fugitive"

( I 75), made in the image of the mobile reality that it aims at grasping.
In order to lead this ambitious and complex research program, Michel
de Certeau tried to organize three collaborative circles, distinct circles
with separate functions, but with points in common, certain members
circulating from one to another. The "first circle" in chronological order
appeared in june

1974.

Certeau gathered together in this circle young

researchers in the middle or at the end of their graduate studies with
juSt a few exceptions; they did not yet have an institutional status or were
starting research work alongside other wage-earning work. Their aver
age age was right around thirty for the most experienced ones and did
not go beyond twenty-five for most of the others. The initial proposal
was addressed to Marie-Pierre Dupuy, Marie Ferrier, Dominique julia
(who declined the responsibility, absorbed as he was with his research in
history), Patrick Mignon, Olivier Mongin, Isabelle Orgogozo, and my
self; in july, Thomas Gunther (an American student), Pierre Mayol, and
Pierre Michelin entered the "first circle"; this circle would spread no
further, perhaps because of its ephemeral duration. In a circulated let
ter, Michel de Certeau proposed to the chosen collaborators "an en
gaged observational practice" in a Paris neighborhood to be detennined
by the group; but he specified that it involved neither joining together
in a "commune" (born of the sixties, the communal dream was still at
tractive) nor constituting a closed group. On the contrary, he wrote, "our
gTOUp is open to others who you think might be interested"; "we are

closure, prepares for, so I hope, our progress toward becoming lost in
the crowd."JO
The "first circle" functioned frolll june

1974 until the spring of 1975,

its activities declined in silence, and it silently disappeared. The partici
pants, each one caught up individually in their own network, labor, and
militancy, did not know how or could not invent for the group a com
mon place of investment and investigation; their practices and interests
were probably tOO divergent to agree on a project. Perhaps all they had
in common was the impatience of their generation and their personal
tie to Michel de Certeau, which was tOO little for a close-knit group to
emerge inasmuch as its sponsor refused to be the group's motivation and
glue. Perhaps Certeau's request was ambivalent and he allowed the cir
cle to dissolve as he became aware of this ambivalence

(l mean the am

bivalence of his role in the group that he created, but in which he did
not accept being the magnet and raison d'etre). In any case, after a few
months, it became obvious that the common insertion in a neighbor
hood had been a dream and would remain so. Another factor in this
silent dissolution was the importance soon gained by the "second cir
cle" and the vitality that came out of it. From the "first circle" would
subsist among members links of variable intensity, a durable complicity,
and the insistence placed on the need to refer to concrete cases in order
to write their "description or historiography," a phrase used several times
by Certeau in the internal documents of the "first circle. The "first cir
n

cle" was not useless because it assembled people who, with very few ex
ceptions, such as the inseparable duo of Patrick Mignon and Olivier Mon

fonning a transitory space that one crosses through or leaves as amica

gin (whose patronymic proximity seemed to cement the duration of their

confrontation of experiences, and engagements with the young genera

collaborators in the research were eventually chosen by Certeau from

bly as one enters. "18 VVhat he hoped for was a collaboration of work, a

tion, but he did not want the adventure to end up being a "refuge" or
with the fonnation of a sect, even if it were a thinking sect. He pro
tected himself from these dangers, as he did the group (known by the
vague and rarely mentioned title of "experimental group"), by refusing
to set himself up as the charismatic leader or as the intellectual guide
surrounded by disciples.19 Even if the life span of the "first circle" had
been ephemeral, the echo of this proposal can be found, almost stated
in the same tenus, in the opening to L'/nvemion du qflotidirn, whose twO
volumes written in collaboration allowed "the research to be pluralized
and several passersby to cross paths," without erecting a unique space,
nor amassing a treasure of which they would remain the proprietor. On
the contrary, "this interlacing of journeys, far from constituting an en-

friendship), did not know each other previously; moreover, the actual
the members of the "first circle," which certain of the other members
felt as a fonn of repudiation in respect to them, as they explained to me
years later.
The "second circle" of collaborators involved the doctoral seminar
given by Certeau in anthropology at the University of Paris VII-Jussieu
between

1974

and 1978 until his definitive departure for California. In

truth, this was the anchoring post for the undertaking, an extraordinary
place where people learned, confronted experience and questioning, drew
theoretical schemata, and became educated in the range of social sci
ences, according to the French tradition, but also in the recent foreign
production of Europe and America. There, every proposition was sub
ject to common critique and likewise taken seriously because every the-
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oretical position was defensible a priori on condition of being argued

The "third circle" was a small, restrained, and stable group com

and referred to a concrete test. Certeau often cited the refutability of

posed of the direct collaboramrs on the contract with the DGRST At

theories provided by Karl Popper as a criteria for scientific status and

first there were Pierre Mayol and myself, then, in the final work phase,

was inspired by it, without being Popperian with respect to the rest (he

Marie Ferrier. Pierre Mayol immediately gave himself the theme of the

had frequented Hegel too much in the past and was too interested in

practice of the city, in the relation between neighborhood and private

Ludwig Wittgenstein during those years to be lured by Popper's claims).

housing space. His collaboration was precious because he brought to the

The seminar discussed with equanimity all the research stages, from the

Paris group the difference of an insertion in the provinces, in a working

first badly roughed-out theoretical hypotheses with which one started

class neighborhood, and the material of a srudy taking time into account

on the quest for a "terrain," up to the final interpretations that shaped

through the consideration of three generations of a family that remained

the obtained results. This was done in a climate of intellectual freedom

attached to the same neighborhood. The object of my collaboration was

and of equality for all participants, whether uncertain apprentices or ex

at first a request from Michel de Certeau, who hoped to find within the

perienced researchers, who were listened to and discussed with in the

logic of action (about which he had vab'Uely heard in some circles of semi

same way. No orthodoxy reigned and no dogma was imposed: the only

oticians and of Chomskyan linguists) a theoretical model applicable to

rule (implicit but strong) was a desire for clarification and a cognitive

practices. Soon I ended up with a negative diagnosis, which was difficult

interest about concrete iving.
l
It was a miraculous period; an air of in

to have him accept in the name of logical "neatness." I then broadened

telligence floated there, a fonn of exhilaration in work that I have never

my study to include the logic of time, modalities, and norms, in the hope

encountered in the institution of knowledge. It was a ford on which the

of finding a rigorous and precise kernel in order to analyze if not prac

boatman encouraged, guided, and then stepped aside; each person was

tices, at least the utterances that they involve. Later, I went on to study

received with the same listening intensity, the same wannth, the same

the articulation between formal and natural language, basing it in par

incisive attention; each person was treated as a unique and irreplaceable

ticular on the contrasting theses of Wittgenstein (both the "first" and

speaker, with an extreme delicacy, full of respect.JI

the "second" Wittgenstein) and the logician Jaakko Hintikka. Certain ele

In this fluidly, heterogeneously populated space, which attracted
strangers, reigned a curious mixture of proximity and distance in relation

ments of this work were incorporated into Part I ofvolume

1

of L'Inven

tioll du quotidien.

to the person in charge, of availability for each person, and of reserve

I intended to write separately a technical srudy on the problem of

that simultaneously avoided familiarity, imitation, or the establishment

those different types of logic and their way of "layering" the utterances

of dependence. One passed through this place, then went on one's own

of language, but when the two volumes were finished in

1979,

Michel

way, and sometimes returned after a long absence as a psychoanalyst goes

de Certeau and I decided to publish them without waiting for the com

to another for a "check" at a difficult time. This "way of operating," which

pletion of the third that we wanted to dedicate to the problem of those

provided talent to so many srudents (testified to by the number of master's

logics and the question of language practices; this latter part would have

theses and Ph.D. dissertations that came out of the seminar) -Michel

been written jointly by him and me. This project was first titled

de Certeau took its secret with him all the way to California, but there

et ruses

remains a perceptible reflection of it in

the DGRST), then

L'Invention du quotidien

and it

1980),

Dire I'autre

gives the work its particular savor.Jl The "second circle" basically con

appeared in

stituted the place of experimentation and the echo chamber where the

[The practice of speaking]. After

theoretical propositions of volume

1

were fashioned and tested in di

Logiques

[Logics and ruses] (in the intermediary documents written for
[Saying the other] (at the time our book

and finally the title that remained for us, Arts de

dire
1980, we discussed the project over again

several times, redid the outline, tried to fix a writing schedule, and Certeau

verse contexts, at the crossroads of multiple field studies in and out of

dedicated some of his courses and seminars to it in California. But he

Paris. The seminar did not produce these theoretical propositions, the

was absorbed in his history of mysticism and I by the history of logic

essential of which, as I have indicated, was already found in works by

and languages during the Renaissance; rime went on, and the third volume

Certeau between

1968

and

1974,

but it provided a place favorable to

their refinement and final clarification.

never came into being.JJ He regretted this, just as he had the "missing
chapters,"

as

he used to call them, from volume

1 , which would have con-
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cerned memory and museology, belief (of which chapter

13

is a sketch),

retical explorations, as did Pierre Mayol's srudy of the Croix-Rousse neigh

torture, and finally scientific status (a dossier on which we had both

borhood in Lyons. Thus, it was decided to publish in extenso in volume

worked a great deal together and of which I published my part in vari
ous articles, notably in Erp,i, between

1974 and 1981).

2, one interview

from each series (the neighborhood, the kitchen) to bear

wimess to the richness of speech among ordinary people if one takes the

But my work in the "third circle" soon took an unexpected rum.

trouble to listen to them and encourage them to express themselves.H In

Our trio was meeting for a weekly morning of discussion, that is, a trial

so doing, the trio, which became a quartet, did not lose sight of the en

of dle theoretical analysis of concrete practices. I made a remark that

terprise's primary intention -the refutation of the commonplace theses

women were strangely absent from this concrete music.

I

protested, I

on the passivity of consumers and mass behavior.

argued (it was tbe time of feminist awareness), and I did so well that we

The evocation of these three collaborative circles does not suffice

I was charged

to explain how the research was based on concrete experiences from di

with rapidly defining an object, a field, and a method because it was al

verse milieus. The contribution of numerous social action groups or re

decided to remedy this serious gap-as soon as possible.
ready spring

1976,

time was of the essence, and the DGRST was asking

search groups located abroad must be added. From

1974 to 1978, Michel

for results. After some reflection and diverse discussions, 1 chose cook

de Certeau did not stop traveling. He waS invited to teach, take pan in,

ing for its primary necessity, its ability to cross over all divisions, and its

and supervise numerous programs of research or social action and he

intrinsic relation to Oppo1"tlmity and circumstllnce, two notions that had be

seized on these opportunities to amass an impressive documentation on

come central to our understanding of those who practice. To become

problematics, methods, and culrural or social experimenration.H Some

familiar with the gestures of every day in all their hidden details, we

of these trips were long (a quarter) and so allowed him to directly par

thought of collecting from women of all ages and backgrounds, long in

ticipate in certain concrete experiences; others that were more brief only

terviews built on a rather flexible schema in order to allow comparisons

allowed him the time to listen to and discuss the reports of others. Thus

without obtaining stereotyped responses. We hoped to see confidence

was constiruted an informal and active research network, from Europe

appear in the dialogue so that certain things would be on the tips of their

to America, of which he was the pivot, thanks to an immense correspon

tongues, memories, fears, reticences, everything that usually remains un

dence maintained with great regularity and always in a personal fonn in

said about knacks for doing things, decisions, and feelings that silendy

spite of the piling up of tasks and his numerous travels. The contribu

preside at the accomplishment of everyday practices. This w:ty of "giv

tions of this infonnal network are visible everywhere in volume I of

ing the floor" to ordinary people corresponded to one of the main in

L'lnvmtio1J du qllotidim,

tentions of the research, but in collecting the interviews, the interviewer

great deeds of popular heroes in Brazil

needed to give consideration without directing and to have an uncom

culture in Denmark

mon capacity for empathy.

whether it is about the narratives involving the

(15-16), the collection of oral
(13 I-H), the constructed space of the American city
(91-93), or the way New Yorkers describe their place of residence ( 1 1 8-

This task was proposed to Marie Ferrier, then at the point of com

20). However, these elements, memories and testimonies about an else

ing back from Greece where she had spent a long time working, and

where, do not function as decorative inlays or as exotic touch-ups; they

who had been a member of the "first circle" during its ephemeral exis

are incorporated each time into the analysis itself and put into the serv

tence. She accepted, became caught up in the game, fulfilled it quite well

ice of the theoretical intention that unites the research program.

in

1977,

and discovered how to strike up with her female interlocutors

This diversified and multiple circulation aCross the social fabric was

conversations of a marvelous freedom, rich in unexpected information.

not limited to space located outside of France but had its equivalent in

The "second circle," like our litde trio before the arrival of Marie Fer

France within the most diverse groups: neighborhood militants mobi

rier, had thought for a long time about observation-participation tech

lizing themselves against major urban planning operations decided on

niques and of those for the collection of in-depth interviews, in relation

by a technocratic power, educators teaching in prisons or in deprived

to the classical methods of anthropology and in relation to the rediscov

suburbs, associations assisting immigrants, architects responsible for the

ery. through linguistics. of the meaning in the distinction between oral

building of new cities in the Paris region, young women seeking to take

and written. Marie Ferrier's work thus benefited from dlese prior theo-

back the management of their health, minorities defending a regional

,
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tradition and language against the centralizing and unifying state, and
so on. All of these experiences, these encounters, these narratives and
debates, and also an entire compost of tracts, ephemeral publications,
and reports of studies produced by minuscule channels-all of these
drops of water came along to irrigate the reflection, to enrich it at the
same level as the perusal of the sciemific literature and gray literarure,
piled up in research centers and ministries. Michel de Certeau in L'ln
vmtioll till qllotidirn owes much to all these sources, as well as to all those
interlocutors who remain anonymous, even if the trace of their contri
bution has melded into the mass of accumulated materials. Certeau knew
of his debts to them and it is to them that are addressed the pages that
make reference to the collective dimension of all scientific starus (4344), and it is also to them that the dedication that opens Part I of vol
ume 1 must be rendered: "To the ordinary man. To a common hero, an
ubiquitous character, walking in countless thousands on the streets" (v).
Chance (was that really it?) had it that I should see to the appearance of
the first edition in 1980 while Michel de Certeau was teaching full-time
in California. And now ten years later and almOSt five years after the death
of its author, I am again bent over the text of volume I of L'[nVe1U;Ol1 du
quotid;m to establish a second edition of it. I have brought a few minor
modifications to the first published version, either to correct typographi
cal errors from the preceding edition (of which the material production
conditions did not allow a perfectly finished presentation of the printed
text), or to take into consideration certain subsequent corrections indi
cated by Michel de Certeau on his own copy of the book. Thus were
eliminated a few unfortunate repetitions between the development of the
analysis and tbe "general introduction" written a posteriori in order to
explain to the DGRST the narure of the obtained results. AJso corrected
were minute errors or inaccuracies noticed during the rereading carried
out with translators of the work (English in I984,japanese and Spanish
in 1987, German in 1988). As the author had decided in 19.84 for the
English version, the text of the overall presentation received the new ti
tle General introduction, in accordance with its function.
In the notes for this introduction, I eliminated the three references
that announced certain complementary srudies to come, studies that we
now know will never come into being; they involved, as I have already
indicated, different types of logic, language practices, and futurology. I
added a few footnotes, each signed with my initials, to provide minute
explanations and to translate foreign-language quotations. \¥hile doing
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this, I noticed that these quotations, six in number, were in six different
languages (English, Gennan, Italian, Latin, Portuguese, Spanish). This
range was not a conscious one, but I like the revealing role of chance,
here once again, that "betrayed" (Michel de Certeau liked to play on
the double meaning of this verb) a circulation from Europe to America,
from the Old World to the New World, in the image of what Fran�ois
Hartog nicely described as "travel writing!'}' In the references given by
the notes, I have standardized and completed the bibliographical infor
mation. For the texts by Certeau, I have each time mentioned the most
recent edition or the collected edition of some of his articles.
I also added an index of authors cited in order to allow for inter
secting itineraries. Reading an index is always instructive and indiscreet
because if clarifies the secrets of a text's making. This allows us to see (it
is no surprise for attentive readers) that the author most often made use
of is undoubtedly Freud, present from one end to the other, a natural
homage to the too-lucid author of a Psychopathorogy ofEveryday Lift (190 I).
Aside from Freud, the most profound influence is exerted not by Fou
cault nor by Bourdieu, whose theses are weighed and scrutinized in the
same chapter; nor by Marcel Detienne and Jean-Pierre Vernant, whose
Greek "ruse" played an essential role in the underscoring of the ruses of
practitioners; nor by Claude Levi-Strauss, whose "bricolages" were a trig
gering factor, but by Wittgensrein, to whom the maximum credit is ac�
corded: this "fragmented and rigorous body of work seems to provide a
philosophical blueprint for a contemporary science of the ordinary" (14).
The rest ofthe index shows how much Certeau's thought, nourished from
the complementary contributions of anthropology, history, linguistics,
or sociology, is from the start structured by its philosophical entrench
ment. All the periods of the philosophical tradition are made use of: an
tiquity with Heracleitus, Plato, and especially Aristotle; the early mod
ern period with Hobbes, Descartes, Pascal, Diderot, Rousseau, Kant, and
Condillac; the nineteenth century with Hegel, Marx, Nietzsche, or Peirce;
our century with Wittgenstein, Heidegger, Quine, English analytic phi
losophy and French philosophy with Merieau·Ponty, Deleuze. Lyotftrd,
or Derrida.
I regretted not being able to include in this index the gallery of leg
endary or fictional characters, heroes of Greek myths or from the "case
studies" of Freud, that modern crcator of myths. They are not authors.
This close-knit troop traverses volume 1 of L,'[l1vtmtioll du quotiditm, just
like the departed philosophers and poets in the camos of Dante. some
times as potcntial actors, sometimes as metaphoric carriers of meaning.
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Antigone, Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, Daedalus and icarus, Dora and
Little Hans, Emile, Figaro, Don Juan, Lady Macbeth, Oedipus, Robin
son flanked by Friday, Scapin, Ulrich, and so many others people these
pages. Archetypal figures of an intermediate starus, they act as go-be
tweens, between known authors, named and renowned individuals. and
the anonymous crowd of inventive and cunning practitioners, "unrec
ognized producers, poets of their own affairs" (34). Their presence gives
this unclassifiable work a profound humanity, a poetic density in which
onc recognizes "the artist, undoubtedly one of the greatest of our time,
through the grace of a pennanent counterpoint between the rigor of his
writing and the richness of the metaphors that bring it to life."H An un
classifiable work of a "Jesuit who became a poacher,"JR which one can as
sign neither to a genre nor to a discipline, it achieves this tour de force
of making the act of reading, an image of passivity for so many observers
and masters, into the example of an appropriation activity, an independ
ent production of meaning, one might as well say "the paradigm of tac
tical activity."JY
A praise of night and shadow (ordinary intelligence, ephemeral cre
ation, opportunity, and circumstance), this philosophical journey through
"common life" is blind neither to political realities (treated by all of chap
ter 13) nor to the weight of temporality everywhere reaffirmed. Reread
ing the text as such ten years later, I am struck by an insistent, hidden,
maintained, and tenacious note that speaks of the presence of death
among the living. The death of God whose Word no longer inhabits the
world (136--37, 157), the death of societies (25, 197-98), the death of be
liefs (1 80), the death to come for each of us (chap. 14). For Michel de
Certeau, death always refers back to the process of writing in which he
saw the matrix of Western societies, the means for this conquering ra
tionality that spreads to the New World in the sixteenth century. This
hypothesis plays a central role in his thinking; put into place in L'icrit
ure de I'histoirt (1975) [The Writing ofHistory, 19881 and already in the
articles collected in L'Absmt de I'histoire (1973), it is reworked in L4 Pa
hle mystique (1982) [The Mystic Fable, 19921. Here, it structures the sec
ond half of volume 1 of L'/nvmtion du quotidil'1l, and on this thesis de
pends the place accorded to the theory of "narration," indissociable from
a theory of practices (78) and central for Certeau; for narration is the
language of operations, it "opens a legitimate tbeater for practical actions"
(125) and allows one to follow the stages of operativityj hence the atten
tion given, for example, to spatial stories (chap. 9).
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Since the Renaissance, God has withdrawn from the world and writ
ing is no longer the interpreter of the hidden meaning of the \-Vord. Thus,
it has become the great fabricator (137), source of all power. For this
new historical figure. Michel de Certeau found the perfect mythical ex
pression in Robinson Crusor, a text he never tired of reading and com
menting on: henceforth, "the subject of writing is the master, and his
man Friday is the worker, who has a fool other than language" (1 39). In
this new form, writing has an intrinsic relationship to death; when writ
ing, every writer is moving toward his or her own death. "In this re
spect, the writer is also a dying man who is trying to speak. But in the
death that his footsteps inscribe on a black (and not blank) page, he knows
and he can express the desire that expects from the other the marvellous
and ephemeral excess of survi\-ing through an anention that it alters"

(198).
"A wonderful wreck," Surin would have said of this inscription of
life in death, death in life, the image of the ordinary days of the innumer

able crowd whose unflagging ruse carries these pages away.-Ml
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It is a strange, bittersweet experience rereading and revising one's own
text fourteen years later. I-laving appeared in their first edition in Feb
ruary 1980, the two volumes of L'Invention du qllotidiell had been finished
the preceding summer. It was the outcome of a research contract, financed
by the DGRST from 1974 to 1977, whose instigator was Augustin Gi
rard, the person then in charge of the Service des Etudes et Recherches
au Secretariat d'Etat a la Culture [Deparnnent of Research at the State
Office for Cultural Affairs]. I My rereading is tinted with sadness. Michel
de Certeau, the soul of this enterprise, passed away in January 1986 as
had two other faces from the "first circle" of associates.! However, across
these pages, a great movement of life comes back to me, a seething of
ideas and plans, of laughter and voices, of naiVete and enthusiasm, and
the all-too-rare feeling of participating in creation. As such, there were
fierce discussions among us in which no one wanted to yield the advan
tage, points of view that intersected and more often that clashed uncer
emoniously, an entire unlikely and unusuaJ elan that Michel de Certeau
mysteriously aroused around him and enlivened with a strange generos
ity.! Later, during his stay in California (1978-84), I saw him produce
the same alchemy with just as much success and just as light a touch, in
spite of the difference of place, language, culture, and social context.
VVhere consumerism saw only the passive consumption of finished
products, purchase volumes to be increased, or market shares moved from
one brand to another, where Marxist vocabulary spoke in tenos of ex
ploitation, of imposed behaviors and products, of mass culture and uni
formity, Michel de Certeau proposed as a primary posrulate the creative
activity of those in the practice of the ordinary and it was the responsi
bility of the ongoing study to bring "ways of operating" to the fore and
to elaborate for them an initial theoretical mapping and shaping, which
he called the ufonnality" of practices. From this work site, the master
plan and the guiding lines were sketched our in infonnal meetings of
the "first circle" and then clarified and pursued in more depth at the
doctoral seminar in anthropology that Certeau gave at the University of
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Paris VlI, a seminar whose work was often prolonged in the small, slllol.y
and noisy cafes of placcJussieu.

xx.wii

first detailed diSCUssion with him, much before the beginning of the joint
work on practices, concerned the method of the history of science (in

If Ceneau inspired and led the enterprise from beginning to end,

comparison to other specialized histories) and Anglophone epistemol

giving it his own style, his overall objective, his horizon of thought, this

ogy. One of the recurrent themes was tile problem of induction accord

was never done by imposing his postulates and methods, nor by making

ing to Popper, closely linked to the definition of the "demarcation crite

our trio into an instrument of verification for his theory. During the re

rion" between scientific theories and other theories.? Popper's thesis on

search, he practiced-with an intelligent flexibility and the delicacy that

the key role of falsifiability seduced Certeau through the modesty of its

he put into encounters with others -what he theorized. Thus. every re

assertion, its economic character. in a sense, and through the provisional

search operation was conceived as the test for clearly stated hypotheses,

value that it gave to truth statements within a given theory. This satisfied

with which onc was supposed to faithfully treat the materials in an attempt

his philosophical requirement and his experience as a historian. The prob

at "bringing fonh differences."4 If he placed so highly the implementa

lem of induction and of the demarcation criterion often led us to the ques

tion of the analysis to be produced, it was because he was not satisfied

tion of skepticism and of the status of historical truth,S and thus brought

with the divide established between disciplines of knowledge. He re

back the reference, tinted with respect, to the work of Richard Popkin,

fused to believe that a "scientific status" was forever the privilege of cer

uncontested master of the history of skepticism in its modern version.9

tain fields of knowledge. On the link between the "sciences" and their

Around

exterior, he had more subtle ideas than the official vulgate at the time

which he was in charge, Certeau had dreamed of having a collection of

and his deep knowledge of the avatars of knowledge classifications al

1970,

for the series "Bibliotheque des sciences religieuses" of

Popkin's articles translated. Itt This volume was never published because it

lowed him to back history, like the other social sciences, with richer and

proved to be difficult to put together and translate, but an impressive pile

more diversified conceprual references.s

of Popkin's offprints figured in Certeau's personal library until the end.

Attentive to the explicit rigor of a method or of theoretical models,

His second aversion, or rather reticence, involved the erudition prac

refusing to let himself be enclosed within the practice of one particular

ticed as an end in itself, in order to avoid ideas and to shy away from the

model or to accept the preeminence of a certain model, Certeau had an

choice (and the responsibility) of an interpretation. Like all historians,

inveterate taste for controlled experimentation within the order of what '

he had learned about archival work, collating SOurces, and the minutiae

is thinkahle. Thlls, there is nothing astonishing about his mistrust in re

of criticism, and h e highly valued the "invention of the document,'"' this

gard to two tendencies, or temptations, common to the social sciences,

moment when the historian, among the innumerable traces of the past,

and that he attributed to a gap in conceptual elaboration. The first of these

produces his or her material by defining relevant criteria, selection meth

tendencies is accustomed to thinking big, takes pleasure in pompous state

ods, and procedures for setting up series and parallels. I I But this atten

ments, and gives generalist and generalizing lecrures about society. By

tive and imaginative collection of sources did nOt suffice for him' he

narure having an answer for everything, such a discourse does not allow

also believed in the benefits and the necessity of elucidation and e1l:p icit

itself to be embarrassed by any contradiction; it always skirts around re

explanation in the "construction'"' of a research operation. This is why,

ality tests and never encounters a possible refutation. Certeau had in part
read IVtrl Popper before

1970,

before the first translations in France,

i

at the very beginning of our trio's fonnation, it was clearly posited that
OUT task would be neither to recapitulate the grand theories of the social

perhaps under the influence of the information processing and criticism

by illustrating them, pro and con, or with ad hoc examples, nor, at the

led by the Archives de phi/oSQphie under the direction of Marcel Regnier,"

oth�r extreme, to procure, through direct obselVation or by compiling
.
carher studIes, an "encyclopedic description'"' of everyday life. Everything

or from having circulated in Germany and across the Atlantic where the
influence of Popper was massively exerted in the philosophy of science

that up close or from a distance resembled an encyclopedic pretension

:IS

I ade him re oil an

in the social sciences. Popper's central thesis on the falsifiability of

"scientific" statements, whose scientific status was precisely measured by
the yardstick of their possible refutation, was made to please him. My

�l

�

� I often wondered if a part of his Hegelian decep

tion entered mto thI S retreat-a plausible hypothesis, but no more than
thatY He wished research work always to be clear-cut (a circumscrip_
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cion of a domain of objects, a statement of the study's methods, a propo
sition of theoretical hypotheses, a testing of the domain of objects re
tained in well-defined places, etc.).
Our own difficulties in conducting this study were horn from this
requirement. How could we grasp the activity of those who practice the
ordinary, and how could we go n contrnno from sociological and anthro
pological analyses? With our weaL: strength and without any illusion save
our enthusiasm, we had to open up an immense construction site; we
had to define a method, find models to apply to it, describe, compare,
and differentiate activities that are by nature subterranean, ephemeral,
fragile, and circumstantial-in short, seek by trial and error to elabo
fatc "a practical science of the singular." We had to grasp the multiplic
ity of practices in action, not dream about them, succeed in rendering
them intelligible so that others in rurn might be able to study their op
erations. There was a desire at stake for a ,'evers,,' of the analytic glance,
and this desire was of course no stranger to the great disappointed com
motion of May 1968; in order to succeed, this reversal had to be based
on making practices factually visible and theoretically intelligible.]) In
retrospect, one may be amused by our audacity and optimism, and think
ing about it now, it seems to me that both were justified. But that is up
to the reader to decide.
In the setup phase, each of the three of us thus had to produce, in
relation and in confrontation with the two others, his or her game of
hypotheses and invent his or her material, in other words, detennine a
testing ground for these hypotheses. But first, one had to argue in de
fense of one's hypotheses, and then the first test came. At that poim one
often had to confess to the fragility of one's presupposition scaffolding.
\\!hat seemed so attractive two weeks earlier collapsed like a house of
cards or revealed itself to be perfectly useless for taking a real situation
into consideration. Each ofthese Stages was perilous. Although it was with
great amiability, Michel de Certeau did nOt spare you or himself anything.
Nuanced and subtle, his criticism was scathing because it went straight
to the essential, with neither condescension nor pettiness. Because it did
not grant itself more as the "authorized one," it deprived you of false
theatrical exits and obliged you to really argue about the issue. Disann
ing, this criticism disanned you, and in an instant you would lose your
conceptual equipment and would realize that you had to start all over
again from top to bottom. \.vhen, after several singeing experiences, a hy
pothesis finally survived this baptism by fire, you were stil l not at the end
of your efforts. From then on, the diffi<.:ulty concentrated on the field-

�
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wor : good God how those who practice the ordinary became irksome,
evaSIVe, and uncertain in their "ways of operating"! One might even say
that they had underhandedly decided to conspire against you and ruin
the e�tire enterprise. It is useless to dwell on these phases of deception
and discouragement; the standard literarure contains quite a few nice sto
ri �s a ut the trouble of the ethnologist or the sociolOgist confronted
with hiS or her "terrain." Sometimes, after several deceptive and dismal
weeks, the simation would suddenly be reversed, exaltation would over
take you and be communicated to yOur associates, and then a thousand
co�tradictory detads would make sense, all fitting together, just as the
panent uxtaposition of small monochrome squares ends up composing
the design of a mosaic.
This respite did nOt last long because soon a new difficulty had to
be resolved. As voyagers in the ordinary, we had remained in a familiar
world, inside a society to which everything attached us, our past, our ed
ucation, our experiences, and our expectations. How were we rigorously
to thernatize this situation of "participating observation"? We knew roo
milch about everyday life in France in the 1970s- our own lifestyle de.
.
pended on It-and not tllough because we were unable to benefit from
any critical precedence, given the ambition of a "reversal" of the glance
that we were pursuing. \Nhat meaning could we attribute to the mi
crodifferences that we would find here and there? vVould we have to as
cribe them to the difference of generations, of family traditions, of local
customs, o social groups, of ideologies, of circumstances? Did they stem
.
Circumstance or were they to be attributed to more profound
from
r�gulantJes, buried within the secret of practices? Knowing my admira
.
tion for AriStotle, Certeau at that time would ask me, a bit mischie
vously, if the great one had a suggestion to offer in order to open up for
us the path towar "a practical science of the singular." Based on my
embarrassed and, In the end, humbly negative answer, Certeau would
suggest that we might look for help from Freud or VVittgenstein. We thus
learned together to travel from the same to otherness, each one with his
or her favorite companions, Bourdieu, Foucault, Spinoza, VVittgenstcin,
and �any ot��rs who were helpful to us, but strangely without any of us
tllrmng expliCitly to Norbert Elias.l� Then, little by little a controlled
and controllable distancing of Our places and practices wa constructed
in order to enabl� us to marvel at them, interrogate them, and then give
them back mearung and form in a SOrt of conceptual "re.creation"_a
strange adventure that rroubled us for a long time, absorbed LIS even more'
and of which I rerain a memory as being intellectually blissful.
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Rereading today the parallel narratives of the journey across pTac·

up scraps of photocopies for artistic ends,19 still others "mix" sound tracks

rices, two or three constirnent traits appear clearly to me. \Ve surveyed

urban spnct$,

from small to large cities. each in our own way, spaces

there existed modes of nctivt

sociability,

and orchestrate a prerecorded melody using a "beat box," and so on.

� here

Everything is happening as if the generalization of reproduction devices

in the family, at school, In the

(for images, sounds, and texts) had opened up users' imaginations to a

neighborhood, among neighbors or work colleagues. What we paid close

new field of combinations and diversions. It would be along a range of

attention to stemmed from the common experience of a large segment

these new practices that one would have to put the analytic schemata of

?," Quite

of French society, considered at a particular moment in its histo

L'/twmtion JII qllotiJien to the test. From the initial trio, only Picrre Mayol

narurally. as aU social description or experimentation, our work 15 dated

remains to continue the investigation, which he is doing on youth cul

and datable, limited and not exhaustive. OUT interlocutors stemmed from

ture and the whole of musical practices. Michel de Certeau is no longer

the working class, from the lower middle class of employees and shop·

and, as for me, a certain chain of circumstances associated me with this

keepers, and from the well-educated middle class; they shared the COIll

work for only a short time.10 WIth this cpisode completed, I returned

fort and security of an "average condition" in the still prosperous France
of the

quite naturally to my province of origin, to the history and philosophy

1 970s.

Undertaken today, an analogous study would have to explore an at
omized reality where mounting unemployment has interrupted

�e func

.
tioning of procedures for social insertion through the work truheu 1I1d
:
the corollary construction of social identities. II To the destrucruratlon,
for economic reasons, of the social fabric has been added the silent col
lapse of networks of belonging as well as other strongholds

�litical af

filiations, trade unions, etc.). The transmission from generation to gen
eration is becoming de6cient.16 Ordinary life has thus been profoundly

�

reshaped whether in tenns of the appropriation of private spa e or in
the use of public spaces. The relation maintained between the neighbor
hood and the city has been transfonned,'7 the generalization of the per
sonal car has modified the alternating rhythm of worklleisure and ac
companied the increase in the number of country homes [Oward

� hich

weekend travel has been multiplied. Likewise, much has changed 10 the
preparation of meals, with the proliferation of semiprepared producfS
(pie crusts) or ready-made meals to be reheated (frozen meals, which are
nowadays very practical thanks to the microwave oven). Saving and spend

�

ing behaviors and individual consumption practices are no l nger the
same because they are no longer exerted in the same econ01111C and so
cial context. In the same way, in the city, places and rites of merchant
exchange have changed greatly. IS

•

.

Today, to the reading of that which is written is added the IIltenSlVe
relation to the world of images through films, television, the use of the
VCR, and the purchase of videotapes. New transfonning practices of cul
tural products offered for consumption have appeared. Some people color
in, paint over, and make double exposures of photographs. Others snatch

xli

of science, and, as for the rest, rejoined the anonymous crowd of those
•

who practice the ordinary.
Because of his ambition for a "reversal" of the glance, the twO vol
umes of L'Invention

d'/l q1lotidiell

have been much read, discussed, and

applied, imitated or copied, and sometimes unabashedly plagiarized.
Each of us was able to recognize himself or herself, with or without quo
tation marks, under other pens and other signarures, but that just proved
that we had had some attentive readers. \Vhy had Certeau's theoretical
propositions so often been silently reappropriated or pillaged without
further ado? \Vhy had people traced Pierre Mayol's methods of study,
or my o'wn, without saying a word?

I would hypothesize that we did not

belong to any school constituted within the market of ideas and meth
ods, so we had no institutional identity; moreover, we exerted no power
in the official administration of a discipline and this authorized the bor
rowings and minute conceptual pilferings. We had taken a certain pleas
ure in "crossing the borders" of fields of knowledge, methods, and liter
ary genres; would it not be normal that we had to pay for it? In Fact, in

1980, it was "transgressive," as it had been, in another form, back in
May 1968, to believe in imagination, in the internal freedom of the "man
without qualities." Our descriptive and interpretative hypotheses "dis
turbed" the established order, the hierarchy of abilities and knowledge.
People sometimes treated us as "optimists" (as if that were an intellectual
insult), and sometimes as "gullible fools" or as "dreamers," and people
reproached us for not having revered God Marx the way his Faithful un
derstood that it should be done. Rereading our two volumes at present,
I cannot stop thinking that on certain points, we had been correct in ad
vance - may we be forgiven for it.

r
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Next to the borrowers who did not recognize their debt, there were
those who, saying so, took up our hypotheses, our methods, our results
for their own and put them to the test, applying them by adapting them
to

other situations. I have not drawn up a list of these successors and so I

will mention only a few recent works by Marc Auge. Anne-Marie Chartier
with Jean Hebrard, Marc Guillaume, or Louis Quere.21 Our work has
continued to serve sodal workers, counselors and trainers, and people
in the field, in the most diverse placesj12 I think i\1.ichel de Certeau would
have enjoyed this posterity the most because he would have felt that our
hypotheses were put forward to serve those who practice the ordinary.
In the Anglophone world, the circulation of our research has taken
place a bit differently. The translation of volume 1 and the strong pres
ence of Michel de Certeau in California aroused a wide diffusion of his
ideas, which was continued and amplified after his death.H Not having.
been translated at this time, volume 2, which the American publisher
had judged too closely linked to something specifically French to interest
the American public. was less read, but it did find perspicacious readers,
particularly in England -perhaps the European vicinity had something
to

do with it. In any case, we, Michel de Certeau especially, Pierre Mayol

and myself to a lesser degree, have discovered a certain echo in English
speaking countries right down to Australia, an echo in the disciplines of
urban sociology, cultural anthropology. "communication," or in a new
field. not yet recognized in France, cultural studies, a new way of writ
ing the history and sociology of contemporary cu1ture.H
This new edition, which I have established with the help of Pierre
Mayol for his own text, includes, in relation to the first edition, three
series of modifications, each one concerning one of the coauthors. First
comes the addition of two articles by Michel de Certeau, published af
ter the appearance of volume

I

of L'lnvnuion du quotidien, but that pur

sued its inspiration. This is why his name appears as a coauthor for this

xliii

from the composition of our trio, our twO studies, on the practice of a
neighborhood through a family living in the Croix-Rousse neighbor
hood of Lyons, and the tactics of the Kitchen Women Nation [It peuple

[bnilli11 dts atirintsl . had been assigned the function of illustrating, through
the details of concrete cases, a common way of reading ordinary practices.
of putting theoretical propositions to the test, of correcting or nuancing
their assumptions. and of measuring their operativity and relevance.
In this new edition, Michel de Certeau is thus established at the
three main checkpoints whose titles are my own. As an "entree" figures
the brief introductory text that had also opened the first edition of vol
ume 2 . For the "intermezzo," in order to conclude Pierre Mayol's study
of urban space, I selected Certeau's article on Paris, "Les revenants de la
ville" ("Ghosts in the City"l, written at the request of Michel Vemes for
an issue titled "Paris, Ie retour de la ville"

(ArcbittcNlrt mtiritllrtlCrii

192-93 [January-March 1983J: 98-101). As an "envoi," I inserted an ar
tide that we had coauthored under the title "La culture comme on la
pratique" (i.e jral1(ais dans Ie 1IIollde 181 [November-December 19831:

19-24). For "Les revenants de la ville," I followed the version, slightly
corrected according to indications written by Certeau on his own copy,
that I had edited for a republication as a tribute to him (TrllVuses 40, ti
tled "Theatres de la memoire" [April 1987J: 74-85; this issue was dedi
cated to Certeau's memory as mentioned on pp. 4-5). For the coau
thored text, I allowed myself to modify it, deleting some passages that
summarized the arguments of L'lnvrotion du quotidiro, clarifying other
points, but all in all without straying from his main line of argument. I
gave it a title based on a phrase that figured in his conclusion and that
perfectly summarized the intention of our work on ordinary culture.u
Pierre Mayol and I decided of a common accord to not yield [0 the
temptation of profoundly reworking our two studies. Because Michel de
Certeau did not have the chance to take up volume

I

again, rewriting

second edition, contrary to what was done for the first. Along with Pierre

volume 2 would have introduced a gap between the twO with this new

Mayol, we deemed it right and fair, legitimate as well, to salute his mem

�n order to eliminate repetition or stylistic heaviness, and to tighten, clar

ory, to make visible his presence in this volume. Michel de Certeau had
aroused, enriched, and accompanied our research in so many ways that
it seemed quite natural to thus point out our debt to him. Each of us re
tains full responsibility for his or her part; I have already reminded the
reader that Certeau allowed us complete freedom to organize. each in
h.is or her own way, the monograph for which we were each responsible
and which was supposed to resonate with the analyses of volume 1 . Right

edition. We thus limited ourselves overall to touching up a few details

IfY, or nuance an expression here and there. Pierre Mayol has added about

twenty notes, each indicated by an asterisk, to update infonnation and
point out a few recent studies. Moreover, he wrote up two "supplemen
tal notes" on the prescnt state of the Croix-Rousse neighborhood. They
are placed near the end of chapter 3 ; one involves the unemployment of
young people and the other analyzes recent demographic evolution in

2£
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census. The work carried out by Pierre Mayol on his

the fabric of a SOOn-to-be lost time, ephemeral inventions of the "ob

own part constitutes the second series of modifications mentioned earlier.

scure heros" of the ordinary, arts deloire that make up without saying so

The third series concerns my part. I did not enrich the note system

an art de vivre. The modifications and additions brought to this new edi

light of the

1990

nor the bibliographic information in it for the simple reason that I have

tion had the sole intention of rendering more perceptible the music of

not pursued further research in this domain. On the other hand, I have

these anonymous voices that speak the gestures of every day and the

added two articles that appeared shortly after the first edition of volume

treasures of ingenuity that those who practice the everyday deploy there.

2

and that complemented its analyses. The first of these texts, placed

within the "intermezzo," treats the relation to private space and seemed

to me to furnish a natural transition from the urban space studied by
Mayol, and then evoked by Ceneau, to the private space of kitchens,
with which my part is concerned. A governmental agency for urban
planning

[Plan-ConstructionJ had

requested this article from me for the

catalog of an exposition that it was organiz.ing at the Trocadero ("Lieu
de corps, lieu de vie" [A place for the body, a place for life!, in COllstruire
L'Equerre and Plan-Construction, 1982], 16-17). I

pour habiter fParis:

have amended it and added a few points. My other addition comes from
another article, "Travaux de cuisine, gestes d'autrefois"

nique 3 , titled Machines au foyer [September

(Cllltlire

tech

1980]; 63-71). I improved it

and inserted it in what was the last chapter, "Gesture Sequences," of my
part of the first edition. This led me to divide up the material from this
chapter in a different way: its beginning, plus the article from

tublliqlle,

Cultllre

have become chapter 12 in this edition while retaining the

earlier title of the chapter. The rest of the first version of this chapter
constitutes a new chapter
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titled "The Rules of the Art," also modi

fied and sometimes added to.

As for the interviews that made up the two last chapters of the first
edition, neither Mayol nor myself has changed a single word of them. I
have simply shifted their placement so that each one may conclude the
study that it illustrates. The stories ofMadame Marie and Madame Mar
guerite collected in Lyons now constitute chapter

7

at the end of Part 1.

The long interview with Irene on cooking makes up chapter 1 4 at the

end of Part II. As for volume I , I have edited the totality of this volume's
text and established the index of names, which will allow the reader to
judge the intellectual company that we kept and to follow the journeys
of our nterlocutors
i
in the streets and shops of the Croix-Rousse or in
the secrecy of kitchens, through this back-and-forth from the past to

the present of the past, through practices of which certain ones have al
ready receded from us. We were very fond of these intersectings of ex
periences and voices, these stories of times and places, these gestures that
came from afar, fragments of life whose secrets and poetic ruses wove

Michel de Certeou
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The Annals of Everyday Life

Everyday life is what we are given c\"ery day (or what is willed to us), what

presses us, even oppresses us, Uecausc there docs exist an oppression of the
present. Every morning, what we take up again, on rrU'alrrning, is me weight

i
of life, the difficulty of living, or of living n

a

ccrtain condition, with a

particular w�akness or d..:sire. Everyday life il what holds us inti11Ululy, from
the inside. It is a history at the halfway point of ourselves, almost in a recess,
sometimes veiled; we should not forget this "mrlllory world, � to use Peguy's
expression. We have our heartS SCt on such a world, a world of olfactory
memory, memory of childhood pbces, of the body, of childhood gestures,
of pleasures. We should perhaps underline the importance of the domain
of this "irrational" history, or this Unonhistory,M according to Alphonse
Duprom. VVhat interests the historian of everyday life is the invisihlr.l

It's not all that invisible. The intention of this second volume, an un
doubtedly more important facet than the explanation of ways of operat
ing and modes of action in the first one,2 is precisely to trace the inter
lacings of a concrete sense of everyday life, to allow them to appear within
the space of a memory. Only partial and necessarily limited, these an
nals of everyday life can only be, in a language of expectation, effects
marked by those "obscure heroes" of whom we are the debtors and
fellow creatures. This study, a haunted narrativity, thus does not seek
to chase the living and the dead out of the house of the authors in
which they live in order to make them into "objectsn for analysis. It ar
ticulates itself by way of the relationship that their strangeness has with
familiarity.

It is

organized according to two motifs. On the one hand, living in

a neighborhood according to family practices recalls the "swanning struc
Nre of the street, nJ which is also the anthill-like structure of activities

punctuated by spaces and relationships. On the other hand, culinary vir
tuosities establish the plural J:m6"llage of stratified histories, of multiple
relationships between enjoyment and manipulation, of fundamental lan
guages spelled out in everyday details.
These two studies, born of a common task, placed under the general
rubric of everyday practices, have gained their freedom.� They escape.
They follow their own paths. There should be many others. which in
1
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fact are not lacking. I am thinking of Pedigree by Georges Simenon, who
said the following about his Old Desire, living in Liege:
He had arl"JIlged his days so that they were a harmonious sucression of lit
tle joys, and the abscnce ofthe least of these joys threm:ned the whole ed
ifke. A cup of coffee and 3 slice of bread and buner, a dish of bright-green

part

peas, reading the paper beside the fire, a maidservant standing on a pair of
steps and washing a window, a thousand quiet pleasures which were wait
ing for him at every rurning of life, which he had foreseen and looked for
ward to, were as necessary to him as the air he breathed, and it was thanks
to them that he was incapable of feding any rcal suffering.!

"The annals of anonymity," as Valery said.
But finally, their "meaning," linking a way of operating to a way of
living, was written anonymously as a bit of graffiti in the rue des Rosiers
in Paris: "When will you let yourselfbe happy?"

•

•

IJvmg
Pierre Mayol

I
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Chapter 1

The Neighborhood

-

This study on the manners of city living aims at elucidating the cultural
practices of city dwellers in the vcry space of their neighborhood. For a
starting point, logical if not chronological, at least two problematics of
fer themselves as a way to implement the research:
I.

The urban sociology ofthe ntigbburhood. It essentially privileges data
relative to space and architecture; it takes measurements (surface
area, topography, the flux of movements, etc.) and analyzes ob
jective material and administrative constraints that enter into the
definition of the neighborhood.

2. The sodottlmogmphic analysis oftvtrydny lift, which proliferates from
the erudite research of folkJore specialists and historians of "pop
ular cuJrure,n to the vast poetic, even mythic, frescoes that the work
of a James Agee represents in an exemplary way.! From there, an
unexpectedly lively offshoot detaches itself and becomes what one
might call the hagiography of the poor, a literary genre of con
siderable success, whose "lives" more or less well transcribed by
researchers, give the bittersweet illusion of rediscovering a peo
ple lost forever.2
These twO opposed perspectives risked blurring the maps of our re
search by dragging us behind twO

indeterminate discourses:

that of regret

at not being able to propose a "fabricationn method for ideal spaces where
dwellers could finally fully fit into their urban environment; and that of
the 1111ll71mr;l1g of the everyday in which one can multiply the soundings
indefinitely without ever locating the s tructures that organize it.
The chosen method consisted of joining these two sides of a similar
approach in the hopes of establishing a system of control that would al
low us to avoid indetenninate discursivity: to work at the objective mat
ler of the neighborhood (external constraints, dispositions, etc.) only to
the point where it becomes the terrain of choice for a "setting and staging
of everyday lifen; to work both setting and staging insofar as they con
cern the public space in which they are deployed. Some specific prob
lems have come up: we were no longer working on objects carved out �f
7
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the social field in only a speculative way

(the neighborhood, the everyday

9

"hell" with an abusive ruprure of the implicit contract on which the neigh

life), but on relationships among objects, more precisely on the link that

borhood's coexistence is based. The compensation of this coercion for

attaches private to public space. The mastery of this separation by the

the dweller is the certirude of being recognized, "well thought of" by

dweller, what it implies in terms of specific actions, "tactics," remains

those around one, and of thus founding an advantageous relationship of

the essential foundation of this study: this is one of the conditions of

forces in the diverse trajectories that he or she covers.

possibility for everyday life in urban space, which decisively molds the
notion of neighborhood.
Problemolics
The organization of everyday Hfe is articulated on at least two registers:

1.

One is

behaviors, whose system is visible in the social space of the

street and which is translated by dress, the more or less strict ap
plication of politeness codes (greetings, "friendly" words, requests
such as "how's the family?"), the rhythm of walking, the avoidance
of, or, on the contrary, the frequent trips to a particular space.

2.

One can now better grasp the concept of a "cuirural practice":) it is
the more or less coherent and fluid assemblage of elements that are

The other is that of expected symbolic benefits gained through ways
of "behaving" in neighborhood space: behaving well "yields a
profit," but of what? The analysis here is extremely complex; it
stems less from description than from interpretation. These bene
fits are rooted in the cultural tradition of the dweller, who is never
totally aware of them. They appear in a partial, fragmented way
within his or her walk or, more generally, in the mode in which
he or she "consumes" public space. But they can also be eluci
dated through the discourse

ofmeaning through which the dweller

carries out the near totality of his or her steps. The neighborhood
thus appears as the place where one manifests a social "commit
ment"; n
i other words, an act of coexisting with the parnlers (neigh
bors, shopkeepers) who are linked to you by the concrete, but es
sential, fact of proximity and repetition.
One regulation articulates both of these systems, which I have de

concrete and everyday (a gounnet menu) or ideological (religious, polit
ical), at once coming from a tradition (that of a family or social group)
and reacrualized from day to day across behaviors translating fragments
of this culrural device into social visibility, in the same way that the ut
terance translates fragments of discourse in speech.
is decisive for the

A "practice"

is what

identity of a dweller or a group insofar as this identity

allows him or her to take up a position in the network of social relations
inscribed in the environment.
The neighborhood is, almost by definition, a mastery of the social
environment because, for the dweller, it is a known area of social space
in which, to a greater or lesser degree, he or she knows himself or herself
to be recognized. The neighborhood can thus be grasped as this area of
public space in general (anonymous, for everyone) in which little by lit
de a private, particularizedspace insinuates itself as a result of the practical,
everyday use of this space. The fact that dwellers have their homes here,
the reciprocal habituation resulting from being neighbors, the processes
of recognition-of identification-that are created thanks to proxim
ity, to concrete coexistence in the same urban territory: all these "prac
tical" elements offer themselves for use as vast fields of exploration with
a view to understanding a little better the great unknown that is every
day life.
Having specified these analytic elements, I became attached to the
monographic srudy of a family living in a neighborhood of Lyons, the
Croix-Rousse. 1 myself come from this neighborhood. The division be

scribed and analyzed using the concept ofpropriety. Propriety is largely

tween the objective data of the study and my personal roots here is not

comparable to the system of the communal "kitty": it is, at the level of

obvious. Study of family members' personalities and of the relationships

behaviors, a compromise in which each person, by renouncing the anar

between them has been deliberately excluded to the extent that these

chy of individual impulses, makes a down payment to the collectivity

did not concern the task's objective: the description and interpretation

with the goal of withdrawing from it symbolic benefits necessarily de

of the ways through which one takes possession of urban space in the

ferred in time. Through this "price to pay" (knowing how to "behave,"

to be "proper"), the dweller becomes a partner in a social contract that
he or she consents to respect so that everyday life is possible. "Possible"
is to be understood in the most banal sense of the term: not to make life

neighborhood, in relation to which biographical or psychological COll
siderations have only limited pertinence; 1 described less a family than

the trajectories that it implemented in its neighborhood, and the way in
which these trajectories are entrusted to one or another family member

10
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according to necessity. Moreover, I have retained only a few characters:
Madame Marie, then age eighty·three, a fonner corset maker in a large
downtown finn who was widowed in

1950j� Maurice, her elder son, sixty

years old, a worker in a lumberyard of the west suburb, father of t\'.'O
sons, divorced; Joseph, the younger son, fifty-eight, single, a worker at
the RhOne-Poulenc factory in the south suburb of Lyons (Saint-Fans);
Jean twenty-five, a grandson, former gild worker in a jewelry store, cur
rently a temporary worker, like many in his generation who are crushed
by the economic crisis. I should also mention Michele, Catherine, Benoit,
Gerard, and so many others . . .s
Rightly or wrongly, I preferred to entrust the essential elements of
the study to onJy a few people, while accumulating behind them the fruits
of my prospecting within a much wider sphere of relationships. In this
reconstruction, I endeavored to respect as much as possible the discourse
of diverse generations, clearly privileging older people and adults be
cause the time invested by them in the neighborhood facilitated one of
the main lines of research polarized by the problem -a temporal one if
nothing else -of appropriatioll.

body's engagement in public space until it exercises a sort of appropria
tion of this space. The everyday banality of this process, shared among
all urbanites, renders invisible its complexity as a cultural practice and
its urgency in satisfying the lwball desire of dwellers in the city.

As a result of i[S everyday use, the neighborhood can be considered
as the progressive privatization of public space. It is a practical device
whose function is to ensure a continuity between what is the mOst inti
mate (the private space of one's lodging) and what is the most unknown
(the totality of the city or even, by extension, the rest of the world); "a
,
relationship exists between the apprehension of lodging (an 'inside ) and
the apprehension of the urban space to which it is connected (an 'out
side')."7 The neighborhood is the middle teno in an existential dialectic
(on a personal level) and a social one (on the level of a group of users),
bc[\veen inside and outside. And it is in the tension between these two
terms, an

illside and an olltside, which little by little becomes the contin

uation of an inside, that the appropriation of space takes place. As a re
suit, the neighborhood can be called an outgrowth of the abode; for the
dwelling place. It is less an urban surface, transparent for everyone or

To this embarrassing question, the work of sociology proposes several
answers from which we will pull out some invaluable indications about
the dimensions that define a neighborhood, about its historical, aesthetic,
topographical, and socioprofessionai characteristics.6 I especially rerain
the proposition of Henri Lefebvre, for whom the neighborhood is "an
entrance and exit between qualified spaces and a quantified space"-a
key proposition for the inauguration of our first step. The neighborhood
appears as the domain in which the space-time relationship is the most

from his or her home.

gressive apprenticeship that grows with the repetition of the dweller's

dweller, it amounts to the sum of all trajectories inaugurated from the

Whot Is a Neighborhood?

favorable for a dweller who moves from place to place

"

on foot, starting

Therefore, it is that piece of the city that a limit

crosses distinguishing private from public space: it is the result of a walk,
of a succession of steps on a road, conveyed little by little through the
organic link to one's lodgings.
Faced with the totality of the city, obstructed by codes that the dweller
has not mastered but that he or she must assimilate in order to live
there, faced with a configuration of places imposed by urban planning,
faced with the social unevenness inside urban space, the dweller always
succeeds in creating places of withdrawal, itineraries for his or her use
i dividual marks that the dweller alone inscribes
and pleasure that are n
on urban space. The neighborhood is a dynamic notion requiring a pro-

statistically measurable, than the possibility offered everyone to inscribe
in the city a multitude of trajectories whose hard core permanently re
mains the private sphere.
This appropriation implies actions that reconstruct the space pro
posed by the environment, to the extent of the subjects' investment, and
that are the main pieces of a spontaneous cultural practice: without them,
life in the city is impossible. First of all, there is the elucidation of a for
tnal analogy between the neighborhood and one's home: each of them
has, within its own limits, the highest rate of personal development pos
.
Sible because both are the only empty "places" where, in different ways,
one can do what one wants. Because of the empty space inside constrained
concrete layouts- the walls of an apamnent, the facades of a street
the act of arranging one's interior space rejoins that of arranging one's
own trajectories in the urban space of the neighborhood, and these two
acts 3re the cofounders of everyday life in an urban milieu: to rake away

�

o e or the other would be to destroy the conditions of possibility for
t
hiS life. Thus, the limit between public and private, which appears to be

the founding strucrure of the neighborhood for the practice of a dweller'
.
.
IS not only a separation, but constitutes 3 separation that unites:
the
public and private 3re not both disregarded as two exogenous, though

p
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coexisting, elements; they are much more, constantly interdependent
because, in the neighborhood, one has no meaning without the other.
The neighborhood is also the space of a relationship to the other as
a social being, requiring a special treatment. To leave one's home, to walk
in the street, is right away to commit a cuJrural. nonarbitrary act: it in·
scribes the inhabitant in a network of social signs that preexist him or
her (proximity, configuration of places, etc.). The relationship between
entrance and exit, inside and outside, intersects with others such as be
tween home and work, known and unknown, hot and cold, humid and
dry weather, activity and passivity, masculine and feminine; this is al
ways a relationship between oneself and the physical and social world; it
is the organiz.er of an inaugural and even archaic structure of the urban
"public subject" through the unflagging, because everyday, stomping
around, which buries in a detenninate soil the elementary seeds (decom.
posable into discrete units) of a dialectic constitutive of the seJf·awareness
that, in this come·and-go movement, in this move between social mix·
ing and intimate withdrawal, finds the certainty of itself as immediately
social.
The neighborhood too is the place of passage by the other, un·
touchable because it is distant, and yet recognizable through its relative
stability; neither intimate nor anonymous - a mighb01:8 The practice of
the neighborhood is, from childhood on, a technique of recognizing space
as something social; everyone must have a tum at taking up a position
in it: one is from the Croix·Rousse or from the rue Vercingetorix, just
as one is known as Pierre or Paul. A signature attesting to an origin, the
neighborhood is inscribed in the history of the subject Like the mark of
an indelible belonging inasmuch as it is the primary configuration, the
archetype of every process of appropriation of space as a place for every
day public life.
By contrast, the relationship that links home to the workplace is,
most generally in the urban space, marked by the necmity of a spatiotem
poral coercion that requires traveling a maximum of distance in a mini
mum of time. Everyday language here provides an extremely precise
description: "jumping out of bed," "eating on the run," "catching one's
train," "diving into the subway," "arriving right on time" . . . Through
these stereotypes, we see what "going to workn really means: entering
into an undifferentiated, indistinct city, sinking into the magma of inert
signs as in a swamp, guided only by the imperative of being on time (or
late). Only the succession of the most univocal actions possible counts
with a view toward improving the pertinence of the space-time relation-
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ship. In communication terms, one can say that the process (the syntag
matic axis) prevails over the system (the paradigmatic axis).
The practice of the neighborhood introduces gratuitousness in
stead of necessity; it favors a use of urban space whose end is not only
functional. Ultimately, it aims at according tbe 1II0xi1ll1l111 oftime to 0 11Iin
i order to liberate
imu1II ofspace n

the possibilities for wandering about.

The system carries over into the process; a stroller's walk in the neigh
borhood alwa)'s carries several meanings: a dream of traveling in front
of a particular display window, a brief sensual agitation, the arousal of
the sense of smell under the trees in the park, memories of itineraries
buried since childhood, joyous, serene, or bitter reflections on one's own
destiny, as many "segments of meaning" as can be substituted for each
other as the walk goes on, without order or constraint, aroused by chance
meetings, incited by the floating attention to "events" that constantly
take place in the street.
The city, in the strongest sense, is "poeticized" by the subject: the
subject has refabricated it for his or her own use by undoing the con
straints of the urban apparatus and, as a consumer of space, imposes his
or her own law on the external order of the city. The neighborhood is
thus, in the strongest sense of the term, an object of consumption that
the dweller appropriates by way of the privatiz.ation of public space. All
the conditions are assembled there to favor this exercise: knowledge of
lhe surroundings, daily trips, relationships with neighbors (politics), re
lationships with shopkeepers (economics), diffuse feelings of being on
one's territory (ethology), so many indices whose accumulation and com
bination produce and then organize the social and cultural apparatus ac
cording to which urban space becomes not only the object of a knowl
edge, but the piau ofII ,·ecogllitioll.
Therefore, and to take up again a key distinction from Michel de
Certeau, the practice of the neighborhood stems from a tactic whose
place is "only that of the other." \-\!hat the dweller gains in truly "pos
sessing" his or her neighborhood neither counts nor is at stake in an ex
change requiring a power relationship: the experience gained through ha
bituation is only the improvement of the "way of operating," of strolling,
of going to the market, through which the dweller can constantly verify
the intensity of his or her insertion in the social environment.

w

Chapter 2

Propriety

-

Obligation and Recognition
The neighborhood is thus defined as a collective organization of indi
vidual trajectories; it involves places "dose at hand" put at the dwellers'
disposal in which they necessarily meet each other in order to provide
for their everyday needs. But the interpersonal contact that takes place in
these meetings is itself random, not calculated in advance; it is defined by
chance comings and goings involving the necessities of everyday life: in the
elevator, at the grocery store, at the market. By going out into the neigh
borhood, it is m
i possible not to come across someone you "already know"
(a neighbor, a shopkeeper), but nothing can say in advance who or where

(all

the stairs, on the sidewalk). This relationship between the formal

necessity of the encounter and the random aspect of its content pushes
the dweller to behave as if "on guard" within precise social codes, all
centered around the fact of rrcogllitioll in the sort of indecisive collectiv
ity-thus undecided and undecidable -that is the neighborhood.
By "neighborhood collectivity," I mean the raw, materially unpre
dictable fact of the encounter of subjects who, without being absolutely
anonymous on account of proximity, are not absolutely integrated into
the network of preferential human relationships (friendship, family) either.
The neighborhood imposes a snvoirfai1'r ofsimultanrously undecidablr and

illt:Vitnblr coexistence: the neighbors are there, on my floor, on my street,
and it is impossible to avoid them forever; "one has to make do," to find
an equilibrium between the proximity imposed by the public configura
tion of places and the distance necessary to safeguard one's private life.
Neither too far, nor too close, so as not to be bothered and also not to
lose the expected benefits of a good relationship with the neighbors: thus,
one must win on all counts by mastering, without losing anything, the
system of relationships imposed by space. Defined as such, the collectivity
is a social place that induces a practical behavior by which each dweller
adjusts to the general process of recognition by conceding a part of him
self or herself to the jurisdiction of the other.

An individual who is born or moves into a neighborhood is obliged
to take his or her social environment into consideration, to insert himself
15
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or herself into it in order to be :lble to live there. "Obliged" should not
only be understood in a repressive sense, but also as something that
"obliges," which creates obligations,

links [liens], etymologically.l The prac

tice of the neighborhood is a tacit collective convention, unwritten, but
legible to all dwellers through the codes of language and of behavior;
any submission to these codes, JUSt as any transgression, is immediately
the object of commentary: a norm exists and it is even weighty enough
to play the game of social exclusion when faced with "eccentrics," those
who "are not or do nOt act like us." Conversely, this norm is the mani
festation of a contract that has a positive compensation: it allows for the
coexistence on the same territory of partners who are, a priori, "not
linked"; a contract, thus a "constraint" that obliges each person, so that

This will appear to us as the conjunction of two lexicons associated
with the same grammar: on the one hand, there is the lexicon of the body
proper, the way of presenting itself on diverse occasions in the neigh
borhood (waiting in line at the grocer's, speaking loudly or softly, giving
precedence or not to other partners according to the supposed hierar
chical rank that dwellers believe they must maintain in certain circum
stances); on the other hand, there is the lexicon of "benefits" expected
from the progressive mastery of these occasions, based on habituation to
the social space of the neighborhood. As for the grammar, it corresponds,
one might say, to the space organized in trajectories around the living
space, there where the dweller's body allows itself to be seen, and through
which it brings home benefits acquired during its diverse prospecting.

the life of the "collective public" that is the neighborhood becomes pos
sible for everyone.

1'0 go Out into the street is

lIiud, thtls pointed 01lt.

to constantly run the risk of being

recog

The practice of the neighborhood implies adhe

sion to a system of values and behaviors forcing each dweller to remain
behind a mask playing his or her role. To emphasize the word
indicates that the

body is

behavior

the primary, fundamental suppOrt for the social

message proffered. without knowing it, by the dweller: smiling or not
smiling, for example, is an opposition that empirically divides dwellers,
on the social terrain of the neighborhood, into partrlers who are "friendly"
or not; in the same way, clothing indicates an adhesion or not to the im
plicit contract of the neighborhood because, in its own way, it "speaks"
the conformity of the dweller to (or his or her deviation from) what is
supposed to be the "correct way" of the neighborhood. The body is the
support for all the gestural messages that articulate this confonnity: it is
a blackboard on which is written -and thus rendered legible-the re
spect for codes, or the deviation from them, in relation to the system of
behaviors.?
Transgressive deviation, moreover, possesses a wide range of possi
bilities: it can involve the minitransgression, in relation to the everyday
continuum, that is the clothing of a woman who is "dressed to go out"
one night ("She's dressed to the nines"; "You look wonderful tonight"),
or, on the other hand, the complete dislocation of the recognition codes
by an alcoholic under the influence who make noise at night. In short,
the body, in the street, is always accompanied by a knowledge of the
representation of the body whose code is more or less, yet sufficiently,
understood by all dwellers and that I will designate with the word that is
most appropriate to it: p,·op,·iety.
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Propriety
I. Milll/sctlie reprrsriom.

Propriety first imposes itself on this analysis

through its negative role: it is related to law, that which renders the so
cial field heterogeneous by forbidding the distribution of any kind of
behavior in any order at any time. It represses what is "not proper,"
"what one does not do"; it maintains at a distance, by filtering and ex
posing them, the signs of behaviors that are illegible in the neighbor
hood, intolerable for it, destructive, for example, of the dweller's per
sonal reputation. This indicates that it maintains dose relationships
with educational processes implicit in every social group: it takes care of
decreeing the "rules" of social custom, inasmuch as the social is the space
of the other, and the medium for the position of self as a public being.
Propriety is the symbolic management of the public facet of each of us
�s soon as we enter the street. Propriety is Simultaneously the manner
In which one is perceived and the means constraining one to remain
submitted to it; fundamentally, it requires the avoidance of all disso
nance in the game of behaviors and aU qualitative disruption in the per
cepti n of the social environment. That is why it produces stereotyped
�
behavlOTS, ready-to-wear social clothes, whose function is to make it pos_
.
Sible to recognize anyone, anywhere.
Propriety imposes an ethical justification of behaviors that is intu
itively measurable because i t distributes them ·along an organizing axis
the "quality" of the human relationship such that it
�f value judgments:
1l
m
nent of social verification that is the neigh
IS deploy d within the
�
e qualIty of a so ial "know-how," but of a "knowing
borhood IS no�
�
.
; to the observation of COntact or no Contact with this
how-to-hve-wtth

�

�

other who is the neighbor (or any other "role" established by the inter-

1R
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nal nccessities of neighborhood life) should be added an appreciation, I
would dare say a fruition, of this contact.

''''e are now entern
i g the field of the symbolic, nOt reducible, in an
thropological analysis, to the statistical quanti fication of behaviors, nor
to thcir taxonomic distribution. The field of the symbolic is "equiva
lently" that of the "cultural rule," of the i1lttrlloJ rr:gU/Oti011 of behaviors
as the effect of a heritage (emotional, political, economic, etc.) that over
runs from all sides the subject implanted hie tt nwlt in the behavior that
allows him or her to be located on the social surface of the neighbor
hood. Thus, some motivation is always added to the necessity of the en
counter; like or dislike, "hot" or "cold," begins to superimpose

itself on

("to color," as one might say) the system of "public" rclations. The ethi
cal axis of this motivation, what animates it from within, is the aim of
metiiocTif(fs [moderation] . Not mediocrity, but the point of social lIeutnll

ity in which the differences of individual behaviors are maximally abol
ished: one must respect the old proverb in medio stat virtus [excellence
lies midway]. The bearing of the passerby must carry the least amoullt
of information possible, to manifest the least amount of deviance in re
lation to the stereotypes allowed by the neighborhood; however, it must
affinn the greatest participation in the standardization of behaviors.!
The level of propriety is proportional to the lack of differentiation in the
corporal manifestation of attitudes. To "remain a dweller in the neigh
borhood, n and to benefit from the stock of relationships it contains, it is

not proper to "be noticed." Every too-obvious deviation, especially in
clothing behaviors, impacts this symbolic integrity; this is immediately
echoed on the level of language in

an

ethical appreciation of the moral

"quality" of the dweller, and the terms used

can

be extremely severe:

"she's a slut," "he's just showing off," "he's snubbing us . . . " From the
subject'S point of view, propri ety rests on an intemal legislarion that can
be summed up in one phrase: "\¥hat are they going to think of me?" or
"\¥hat are the neighbors going to say if . . . ?"

2 . The socilll trllnsporency ofthe neighborhood.

The neighborhood is a

social universe that does not take transgression very well; this is incom
patible with the supposed transparency of everyday life, with its imme
diate legibility; it must take place elsewhere, hide itself in the darkness
of the "bad side of town," or flee into the private folds of the household.
The neighborhood is a "diurnal" scene whose characters are, at every
moment, identifiable in the role that propriety assigns to them-the child,
the grocer, the family mother, the teenager, the retired man, the priest,

the doctor - so many masks behind which the dweller of a neighbor-
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hood is "obliged" to take refuge in order to continue collecting expected
symbolic benefits. Propriety tends constantly to elucidate the nocturnal
pockets of the neighborhood, an unflagging task of curiosity that, like
an insect with enormous antennae, patiently explores aU the nooks and
crannies of public space, scans behaviors, interprets events, and con
stantly produces an irrepressible interrogative buzz: Who is who and
who is doing what? \Nhere is this new customer from? \Nho is the new
tenant? Chatting and curiosity are internal impulses absolutely funda
mental to the everyday practice of the neighborhood : on the one hand,
they nourish the motivation for neighbor relations, but on the other,
they constantly try to abolish the strangeness contained by the neigh
borhood; chatting is a repe:lted exorcism a�,..ainst the alteration of the
social space of the neighborhood by unpredictable events that might
cross it, it seeks "a reason for everything," and it measures everything
against the backdrop of propriety. This being the point at which the
character becomes legible to others, it is situated on the border that
separates strangeness from what is recognizable. If one can say that every

rite is the ordered assumption of an initial impulsive disorder, its sym
bolic "locking mechanism" in the social field, then propriety is the ritr of

the 1uighborhood: every dweller is subjected by it to a collective life whose
lexicon is assimilated in order to prepare oneself for a structure of ex
changes that will in turn allow him or her to propose, to articulate the
signs of hi s or her own recognition. Propriety withdraws from social ex
changes all "noises" that could alter the picture to be recognized; it fil
lers everything that does not aim at obtaining clarity. But, and here is its
positive side, if propriety imposes its own coercion, it is in the hopes of
a "symbolic" benefit to acquire or maintain.

3. The cons·u111ption and oppeara11U of the body.

The concept of pro

prIety becomes particularly pertinent at the level of consumption, as an
everyday relationship with the quest for food and services. It is in this
relationship that the accumulatiOll of symbolic capital plays out best,
and a capital from which the dwe[[er will obtain expected benefits. The
role of the body and its accessories (words, gestures) within the concrete
event of the "presentation of self" possesses a key symbolic function on
which propriety tends to base an order of equivalence where what is re
ceived is proportionate to what is given. Thus, buying is not just paying

money for food, but in addition, b eing well served if one is a good cus
tomer. The act of buying is surrounded by the halo of a "motivation"
that, one might say, precedes it before its colllpletion:foithfull1ess. This un

countable surplus in the strict logic of the exchange of goods and services

r
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is directly symbolic: it is the effect of a consensus, a tacit understanding

polished up (the child, the man, the woman, etc.), and where the con

between customer and shopkeeper that undoubtedly shows through at

ventions agreed upon by characters momentarily assembled on the same

the level of gestures and words but is never mentioned explicitly in it

stage are massed.

self. It is the fruit of a long, reciprocal hnbituation in which each person

4. Tht social task ofrigns. This concept explains the complexity of re

knows what he or she can ask of or give to the other in hopes of :m im

lationsh.ips engaged in the small public space of the neighborhood. The

provement of the relationship to the objects of exchange.

signs of propriety are remarkable in that they are, with time, only rough

The economy of words, gesrures, "'explanations," as well as the econ

skC[ches, incomplete linguistic strokes, barely articulated, fragments; a

omy of time, opens a path straight toward a growth in quali(}': the qual

language of half-words, frozen in the smile of politeness, the silent com

ity of objects for certain, but also the quality of the relationship itself.

i front of
pliment of the man who steps back to allow a woman to cut n

The latter functions in a special way: it does not proceed by way of a

him, or, conversely, the silently aggressive vigor with which one holds

deepening as in friend or love relationships; it aims, on the contrary, at

one's place "in line" ("I'm next . . . It), the furtive glances of the shop

a SOrt of exaltation of the single process of recognition. It is necessary

keeper who, out of the corner of his or her eye, evaluates the behavior

and it suffices to be recognized ("regarded," one might say) so that, for

of a stranger or a newcomer, the automatic dialogues of the gossips who

this one reason, the consensus will function, like a wink that would never

meet on the "doorstep," the unconscious recording of the neighbor's

go further than a blink except by improving itself through the simple

steps down the hall "who must be bringing back her shopping, it's about

act of repetition. Recognition becomes a process whose functioning is

her time now . . ." These are worn-out, even hackneyed, stereotypes, but

taken over by propriety. Between what is said (the shopkeeper's polite

whose function is to ensure "contact" (the phatic function of language);!

phrases, for example, whose content and intonation vary from customer

has communication been achieved or not? If so, going further does not

to customer, adapted as they are to the habituation of each) and what is

matter! The symbolic equilibrium has not been ruptured and, for this

not (the calculation of the benefit in the relationship to objects), propri

reason alone, a benefit has been gained.

ety gives rise to a complicity in which each person knows (not by a con

Fundamentally, the stereotypes of propriety are, through the pres

scious knowledge, but by one acquired through the "circumstance" of

entation of the body, a manipulation of social distance and they are ex

the purchase)4 that what one says is not immediately what is at stake and

pressed under the negative fonn of a "how fur is not going too fur?" at

that, nevertheless, this disparity httwtrll what is said and what is tms/lid s
;

titude, in order to retain the contact established by habituation and, at

tht strtlcttlrt of tht txchallgt currently engaged, and that it is to this law

the same time, not become dependent on a too-close familiarity. The

that it is proper to consent in order to benefit from it. The relationship

search for this equilibrium creates a tension that must continually be re

that links a customer to a shopkeeper (and vice versa) is made from the

solved by corporal bearing. For this reason, the quest for benefits is

progressive insertion of an implicit discourse within the explicit words

transfonned into signs of recognition. The expected benefit cannot be

of conversation, which weaves between both partners in the purchase a

brutally fonnulated; this would make the implicit spring forth directly

network of signs, tenuous but efficient, favoring the process of recognition.

into speech, without the mediation of the symbols of propriety. Suppos

The deeds and gestures of propriety are the indirect style - the

ing that the quest for the benefit is nakedly expressed ("serve me well

mask-of the benefit pursued through the relationships of the neigh

and quick now because I'm a longtime customer"), this would break off,

borhood. Thus, far from exhausting the possibilities of social space little

in one shot, the benefit of a contact accumulated over a long period of

by little, it fuvors, on the contrary, an undefined personal insertion into

time: the dweller, like the shopkeeper, for that matter, must "behave

the collective fabric of the environment. That is why the time factor has

well." The body thus bears a request that censorship covers up in the

such importance for dwellers, because it authorizes them to make de

name of propriety by imposing controls that prOtect it against itself and

mands that only habituation allows them to make. The level of con

therefore render it presentable within social space. One might say that

sumption is, for the observer, one of the privileged places where the

propriety, with all its constraints, plays the role of a reality principle that

"socialness" of dwellers is verified, where the typical hierarchies of the

socializes the demand by deferring its fulfillment. How can one behave

street are elaborated, where the social roles of the neighborhood are

at the butcher shop to calculate, "without seeming to," the price and qual-
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ity of the meat, without it being perceived as mistrust? "''hat can one

2)

communication in the neighborhood is strongly controlled by conven

say to the grocer, and at which moments (off-peak times, rush hour?), to

tions. The dweller, as an immediately social being caught in a relational

continue being recognized without going overboard into a familiarity

public network that he or she has not completely mastered, is taken care

that is not proper because it exceeds the roles authorized by propriety?

of by the signs that secretly order him or her to behave according to the

Over and over again, what are the appropriate signs that will clinch and

requirements of propriety. The latter occupies the place of law, a law

stabilize the signs of recognition?

stated directly by the social collective that is the neighborhood, of which

These signs, buried deep within the body, emerge on the surface,

no one dweller is the absolute keeper, but to which all are urged to sub

and slip toward the few points that are always before one's eyes: the face

mit in order, quite simply, to make everyday life possible. The symbolic

and hands. This fragmented body is the dweller's public facc; a sort of

level is none other than that where the most powerful legitimiUltion of

"contemplation" is verified on it, that of a secret attention calculating

the social contract is born, that is, at its core, everyday life; and the di

the equilibrium between a demand and a response, providing a supple

verse ways of speaking, of presenting oneself, in short, of manifesting

ment of signs when, with equilibrium lacking, it is proper to reestablish

oneself in the social field are nothing other than the ongoing assault of

it (a smile, an extra word, a slightly more insistent submission). The com

a "public" subject to join the likes of him or her. If one forgets this long

plementarity between demand and response is not static-it always aims

process of habiruation too much, one risks missing the true, though veiled,

at a sustained increase in the possibility for demanding and responding;

mastery with which the inhabitants of a neighborhood manage their own

there must be "something deferred," a remainder that will start the game

ascendancy over their environment and the discreet, though tenacious,

of demand and response all over again because of the slight disequilib

way in which they insinuate themselves into public space in order to ap

rium that it gives rise to.

propriate it for themselves.

To be "proper," one must know how to play "whoever loses wins,"
not to require everything immediately in order to always subsequently

Propriety and Sexuality

defer complete control of the expected benefit in the consumption rela

1. The sexualized orgr1l1iwtioll ofpublic space. As a practice of public space,

tionship: the benefit also grows because it knows how to give up. The

crossed over by everyone, men and women, young and old, propriety can

body knows it: it reads on the body of the other the discreet signs of ex

not not take into consideration, in one way or another, the gender issue.

asperation when the demand far exceeds the foreseeable inscribed in

It must confront this problem and try to manage it through its own capac

habituation, but progressive indifference, on the other hand, when the

ities. The neighborhood is the traditional space of the difference in ages.

demand falls short of it for too long. The body is truly a lennlet/ lIlf!lItory

It is also the space where boys and girls, teenagers, and men and women

that records the signs of recognition: through the game of bearings at

circulate and consequently meet and recognize each other. How will pro

its disposal, it manifests the effectiveness of its insertion in the neigh

priety legislate this gender difference? It first has at its disposal the code

borhood, the detailed technique of a savoir faire that signs the appropri

of politeness, which goes from familiarity (the "most common") to defer

ation of space. One could undoubtedly talk about an obsequiousness,

ence (the "most exquisite"); there are the winks (the pidnlp) that young

but not in terms of dependence or submission; rather, in the manner of

men impose on young women in the street, and the indifference, irritation,

Spinoza, who speaks of "obedience" (obsequi1l1lt) to a tacit law, "the con

or friendliness of the latter; there are public benches where young lovers

stant will to execute that, which by law is good, and by the general de

clasp each other, where old couples rest; the parks where boys and girls

cree ought to be done," in other words: obedience to the logic of the

run in most often distinct groups, where mothers walk with their infants

symbolic benefit of which all the agents of the neighborhood are, in dif

during the week, where couples, this time on Sundays, stroll surrounded

ferent ways, the beneficiaries.6

by their children. All these social manifestations respond to a gendered

Propriety is the royal road to this symbolic benefit, to the acquisi
tion of this surplus whose mastery manifests the full insertion into the

organization of society, each parmer playing the role presented by his
or her sexual definition within the limits imposed by propriety.

everyday social environment; it furnishes the lexicon of obedience and

Certain places in the neighborhood are more specifically marked

organizes from the inside the political life on the outside. The system of

out by one or the other sex. The opposition between the cafe and the
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i f this relationship is materially absent or, a t least, strongly dominated

trast to the "passing-through cafe," whose function is completely differ

from a numerical point of view; it is no longer a question of male or fe·

ent-can in some ways be considered as the equivalent of the "men's

male space but, in the cafe as well as the store, in the kitchen as well as

club" of traditional societies. A "poor man's sitting room,"' it is also the

the park, of the very archaic work of the androgynous fantasy, the melo

vestibule of the apamnent where men meet for a moment on their way

dramatic muddle [7IIili-milo(dmllle)J always tangled up in an unending

from work before reruming home for dinner; the cafe is a "transit 7.one,"

dialogue, even if it ukes a path other than that of self-evident speech.

an air lock for readjusnnent to the social atmosphere, between the world

The same goes for the kitchen: rather than saying that it is a place for

of work and private life; that is why it is so regularly populated in the

women because it is said that men arc "often absent" from it (a sutisti

early evening on workdays and almost uniquely by men; that is also why

cal point of view), 1 prefer to begin with an analysis that would show

it is an ambiguous space, at once highly tolerated because it is a "re

that, through a procedure within the dialectic of the sexual separation

ward" for a day's work and terribly feared because of the propensity for

of familial roles, men are excluded from it; there is another relationship

alcoholism that it authorizes. Conversely, the grocery store plays the role

here that inscribes negativity (and not absence) as an integral part of its

of a "women's club," where what is usually called "the feminine" finds a

function, and that allows men and women to be linked one to the other

place for its use: exchanges of words, family news, minor gastronomic

as sexual partners, up to their effact!ment.

remarks, the children's education, and so on.

I would like to try to locate this particular problematic within the

This pinpointing of the occupation of a certain place by a certain sex

text of propricty such that an attentive observer might understand it as

at a certain moment is not sufficient to account for the extreme practical

soon as he or she is confronted with the microevents of everyday street

mbtlety with which the gender difference is experienced in the space of

life, a text that authorizes each of its umembers" to articulate, even if

the neighborhood. It becomes inadequate even when, basing itself On a

unconsciously, their sexual attitude [qUQm.01Hexe} (as we say, personal

naive psychosociology, it resorts to affinning, in the name of formal char·

attitude [qllant-a-soiJ). This supposes that one first analyzes the function

acteristics, the "essence" (masculine or feminine) of a certain portion of

of language between the contractual parties that are the dwellers in the

urban or private space: thus, straight, rectilinear, and hard would be the

same territory, in order to see how the discourse on sexuality succeeds

indisputable fearures for masculine spaces (the sacrosanct phallus), whereas

in joining the game of neighborhood interrelationships (in the general

soft and curved would be those for feminine space (the no less sacra-

sense of the term). How does one play with language in order to talk about

sanct maternal womb). The mystification comes when one transfers sup

sex? \,Vhat type of behavior results? How does one express this specific

posed coherent criteria for the complementarity of the sexes to architec·

sutement? This investigation poses a serious methodological question:

tural data: hard and soft, dry and moist, logical and poetical, penetrating

how can one clear a straight watershed path, the clear theoretical "vista,"

and penetrated, as if the division between the masculine and the femi·

which not only avoids the gulf of psychosociology, but also the compli·

nine passed precisely along the genital or biological border that sepa·

cared, thorny, obscure paths through the fields of a "psychoanalysis of

rates sexual partners. One thus overestimates the capacities of the space

the social"?

to account for sexual symbols, and one underestimates the extreme com·

I would like to situate myself on the side of an "anthropological"

plexity of the symbolics of desire as it is elaborated by always approxi.

interpretation of stt!rcotypes, cliches, and gestural and verbal conven

mate practices, shortcomings, dreams, slips of the tongue, and, as well,

tions that allow propriety to tackle and manage, at its level, the problem

by itineraries within urban space.

of gender difference. I rely here on what Pierre Bourdieu calls "the u'IIIi·

2. The problematic ofsexual ambivalence. A problematic of sexual am·

lennled grnmmnr of practices that we inherit ftom common sense, sayings,

bivalence must be substituted for this dualism in the separation of the

proverbs, riddles, secrets of specialists, gnomic poems . . . . This 'wisdom'

sexes: by that I mean the essentially polemical mode, never entirely elu·

hides the exact intellection of the system's logic in the very movement

cidated and hence heavy going, difficult to manage, through which each

made to point it out," because it is uthe SOrt of thing that turns away
from a systematic explanation rather than introducing one. . . . Sponta·

sex constantly continues to maintain a relationship with the other, even

r
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neous 'theories' owe their open srructure, their uncertainties, their in
accuracies, even their incoherence, to the fact that they remain subordinctl.on s.
nate to practica1 fu

"8

3. The $TattiS ofthe dis(ollr"Sr 01/ sexuality: double 1!Ufmillg a"d otherfig
l material of propriety (this "semi leamed
IIrts. The lingui stic or behaviora
of language and the body in the pu�lic
ance"
r
a
e
"app
grammar" of the
.
space of recognition) thus does not put forward a discourse on sexuality;

the sexual life of the neighborhood (the language as well as the prac
tices) is not locatable in a systematic that would reveal full social trans

parency to us. On the contrary, it only manifests itself there in brief
sparks, in a twisted way, obliquely, "as if through the looking glass," by

�

seizing the place of its utterance in "direct speech." In the str et, at �e
.
cafe, in a shop, it is possible, and frequent, to speak clearly, In explicit
terms, about political t.:urrent events, employment, school, the kids, sick
nesses. As soon as it becomes a matter of sexual allusion, the linguistic

register changes immediately: one only speaks "around" sex, in a remote
way, through a very fine, subtle manipulation of language, whose func

tion is no longer to elucidate, but to "allow to be understood."
Sexuality is entrusted to allusion, innuendo; the words that talk about
sex hover above the mystery of complicity, wake up latent echoes with
something other than themselves, a "h alf-smile," an "equivocal" ges

rure; the statemen t about sex intervenes through a fracrure of common
places, by metaphorizing "hack phrases," by playing on intonation (coo

i terspersed with silent laughter), in order
ing, a toneless, muffled voice, n
to ex-press (to push out in an embryonic yet effective way) an unexpected
meaning; it is fundamentally the working over of language that func
tions by leafing through the possible meanings of the same expression
that slip into the interdiction, opening on unplanned semantic spaces to
a verbal exchange, but to the benefit of a relational mode that reinforces
the permissiveness of propriety by enlarging the symbolic space of recog

nition. This everyday, frequent practice of semantic diversion finds its
perhaps most acc mplished form in the linguistic technique of the pun,

�

of the play on words, of any speech act that, by the dislocation of con
ventional meaning, allows a double mellning to arise. -r;,lking about sex is,

in the register of propriety, talking about the silme tbing ill otber words: it
implements a dehiscence that separates a signifier from its primary sig

nified in order to place it beside other signi fieds whose linguistic prac
tice indicates that it carried them without knowing it; in its enun ciation,
tal k ::about sex de-normalizes, de-stabilizes the convention::al agreement
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between saying and what is s::aid in order to C<lrry our a substitution of
meaning in the same utterance.
"To have a dirty mind" (as we say) is nothing more than the savoir
faire of this "ironic" practice of language that understands or allows to
be understood an "obscenen meaning (offstage. in the wings of propriety),
through a play on intonation, the breaking out of laughter, punctuation,

or a half-gesrure. l'3lk about sex in a certain way is thus the intrusion of
emotion into the clarity of everyday language; it only has a right to the
staws of an utterance by being pronounced at the same time on the level
of transgression, in other words, that of the tolerance in action that the

circumstance in which it takes place, hie it flllIle, authorizes .
One can thus attend some truly oratorical jousts between partners

taken up in the game of sexual complicity, which consists only of a revival
of double meaning, of propriety's "pleasure of the text" that dislocates the
game and overruns it on all sides so that the ambiguous meaning of sex
stands out. The linguistic mode by which sexuality is semanticized in
the neighborhood by the controls of propriety is especially the ambiguity
ofmianing. This particular status of sexual language has multiple causes.
One might easily evoke the weight of moral, religious, or traditional con
straints. But that does not sufficiently clean up in depth the problem of
"public" sexuality, which, on all its borders, cannot not touch on the prob
lem of prohibition. Indeed, the social transcription of this prohibition is
expressed by behaviors that are more or less l.inked to the concept of1IIot/

my, which must not be perceived only as an exclusion of sex, but as the
possib i lity of using

cunning

with prohibition: it then becomes possible

to have "veiled" sexual speech, indirect, that is, not "shocking," in such
a way that whatever the case, communication is not broken.

4. Modesty and speech. Double meaning, ambiguity, and wordplay are
only a necessary duel that allows a neighborhood dweller to confront
the limits of the forbidden in the relational game. Propriety authorizes
one to say more than is proper, to produce a benefit that reinforces the
process of recognition through a symbolic participation in the manage
ment of gender difference in ::a given area. Modesty is never just a re
serve of fixed behaviors : li ttle by little, habituation opens an itinerary of
utteran ces to which the dweller, emerging from his or her "reserve,"
gives free rein, all the while knowing that it is a question of a game that,
very precisely, is of " no consequence." Modesty is at the origin and at
the end of the d iscourse on s exuality. It is first of all the practica l limit
in language that the game of double meaning or the pun transgresses,
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because thesc make possible the utterance of a proposition marked as
"erotic" in public space. But it also reemerges at the end of the opera
tion insofar as it is what is to be protected from aU "acting out,"
This transgressive practice is a statement that never fails in the ::Ie
rual doing; it is a "poem," not a "praxis" -in the very materialistic sense
of the transfonnation of concrete social facts. The "doing" (the real sex
ual practice) is inscribed in private life; if the acting out occurs (adul
tcry, for example), the effects will make themselves felt only on the level
of language, "comments" about the rumor, exclamations of amazement.
But the neighborhood, as a public space, has no power of regulation or
coercion at its disposal to subordinate the actual sexual practice of its
dwellers to a collective will; it can, in no case, be the place of its proof
or of its presentation openly and publicly. It 01lly haspower over discolme,
over "what is said about sex"; words are the only social matter on which
it can legitimately pass judgment within the very narrow margins, on its
borders, that the behavioral system of propriety tolerates.
The ambiguity of talk about sex comes from the very ambivalence
that authorizes for it on one level (what is said) what it forbids on the
other (what is done). Right up to the permissive window of so-called risque
language, this ambiguity is also a law that is opposed to the illusion that
everything is possible sexually in the public space of the neighborhood
from a practical point of view. People are allowed to have a good laugh
together, to "make a few allusions" by being clever with propriety in
order to make a few erotic sparks fly out, but people are not allowed to
"believe that they are allowed everything."
The innuendo is, structurally and quasi-legally, the expectation of
propriety in regard to sexuality: no other means exists to utter it cor
rectly (strucnlre) and it is on this condition (jurisdiction) that propriety
accepts it. The constraining character of this ars loqllt1ldi [art of speak
ingJ comes from criteria that stem directly from the everyday fuce of "pub
lic morality" -not from a dogmatic morality, explicitly uttered, but from
a practical morality more or less integrated into the heritage of social
behaviors that we all practice. The randomness of encounters in the
neighborhood limits all oral propensity for eroticism or smut; the risk
of words explicitly termed "improper" is always insinuated in the very
act of utterance. Propriety requires erotic discourse to adapt itself to the
immediate social environment: crude jokes are toned down in the pres
ence of children or young women or even elderly people judged to be
respectable. Erotic speech is always subject to the system of the aside, of
the lowered voice, of laughter. The erotic, smutty voice is always a vocal
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ornamentation for the displacement of signifiers, used in order to leave
a space for double meaning.
5. Three examples. Be that as it may. tolerance in many places in the
neighborhood is large. The markets 3re certainly the social spaces where
erotic wordplay flourishes the most spontaneously. There are three rea
sons for this:

I. Markets are places in which the social environment is barely con
trollable because of the extreme complexity of the random rela
tionships that overlap there. Consequently, it is very difficult for
a market vendor to precisely take into consideration the "profile"
(age, sex) of his or her clientele the way a shopkeeper who runs a
store must.
2. Compared to shopkeepers or retailers, market vendors have a
marginal position; they are more anonymous, more interchange
able, and their presence is more transitory. The relationships that
they fushion with their customers are thus less organized by every
day propriety.
3 . Finally, vendors are obligated by the profession to hail their cus
tomers; they have a vocal relationship with them that one might
call hyperaUocutive. often close to a yell. That is why they often
deploy a vocal energy that forces them to go straight to the cut
and-dried essentials, either in order to extol their products or to
attract customers. Hence the impressive number of mimed love
declarations, of litanies of terms of endeannent spread to the four
winds ("my pet," "my beauty," "my dearie," "my little one," "my
precious"), so many expressions "rendered pennissible" by the
market context.
In particular, I remember a vendor who, at a Parisian market, put
forward the worst obscenities and only to his women customers (he
practically scorned the men who "were doing the shopping," a slight
macho remark); when women bought vegetables from him, it went
from "mounds" of lettuce to "well-hung" onions, and moving on to car
rots "that, when squeezed enough, the juice comes out"; all this to the
point where one day, a deeply shocked woman customer publicly slapped
him, to the amazement of everyone around-a supreme n
i sult that the
vendor succeeded in parrying by coming out with a superb curse, wor
thy of Georges Brassens: "Death to virrue, for Christ's sake!"
Examples of the eroticization of language also abound elsewhere,
but in a less systematic way: the pressure of the social environment �_

r
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comes morc precise. It is then opportunity that makes the thief. For ex

only to women is the sociological sign that the vendor has, through his

ample, I enter a shop where everyone bursts out laughing; the origin of

specific status (marginality, transitory presence), the right-he and he

this euphoria is simple: the pleasure of a slip of the tongue. A smail poster

alone-to defy them on the level of language, that is, the right to be

of a handwritten job nouce is Snick to the display window: instead of

"improper" according to the consensus that forms the basis for the dis�

stating "housemaid," it is wrinen, in clumsy handwriting, "housematc.'"

tribution of social roles in the neighborhood.

No one had noticed or pointed out the mistake until the arrival of an

In the second case, it is a question of a pun, a play on words based

old customer, a native of the neighborhood. He then abandoned him

on a similarity of sounds covering up a difference of meaning. The erotic

self [Q an improvisational sketch in wruch he allowed himself to make

transgression is made possible by the strange slip of the tongue on the

"propositions" to the women customers present and, naturally, the latter

job notice (the result of a certain misunderstanding of the French lan

to take on airs of being offended as he would lay it on thick, to every

guage if, as is most likely the case, it had been written by a foreign

one's amusement.

woman). Everything then plays out at the level of the "pleasure of the

Here is another example, in a cafe this time. Leaning with elbows

text" that allows an unexpected sexual meaning to come out before the

on the counter next to the cash register, a middle-aged gentleman speaks

decoding of the play on words: it is a fleeting permissiveness that meta

to the woman at the register about another customer who is not there, a

morphoses an elderly customer into an imaginary and universal reveler

young, terribly sad alcoholic. The man says: "\Nhen I was his age, peo

thanks to a linguistic error.

ple used to go dancing"-he interrupts himself, outlines with one hand

The third example, the shortest to recount, is also the longest to

an evocative gesrurc (a woman's figure, a caress?), and begins again in a

primi ni/usirJ1/; one can unravel three simulta
decode. It is built on an dJi

confidant tone: "How shall I say it?" with an "understanding" smile, while

neous levels of reading. First of all, there is the hand gesrure, at once

the woman at the register, blushing a bit, begins quickly to count her

furtive and specific, that takes the place of discourse; he says it "clearly,"

change, smiling herself as well.

but in the place of speech: "\¥hen I was young, I didn't get bored danc

One could add a multitude of other examples taken from everyday

ing, please believe me. Back then, we knew how to have a good time . . . "

life in the neighborhood. One would quickly tire before the pointillist

Second, this call to the gallantry of yesterye:lf i s for this man, he too a

accumulation of facts. Each of these cited examples actively foregrounds

seasoned drinker, a way of distinguishing himself from the young alco

the linguistic procedures that I have been trying to identify. Thus, the

holic, who, moreover, is sad ("they don't know how to drink anymore"):

market vendor systematically uses the technique of doubl" 71I"/ming through

on the one hand, to score a point against this antithetical adversary (young

the metaphorii"..3tion of the formal similarity of the objects he sells: mounds

and sad versus middle-aged and happy) and to point out that middle age

of letruce become a pubic mound, onions become testicles, and as for

has nothing to envy of youth (in the connoted context of the "genera

the carrots, it is all tOO clear. The metaphoric movement and the swing

tion gapj; on the other hand, so that the woman at the register does

into eroticism are only "suggested"; there is no true linguistic invention

not include both of them in the same judgment from the point of view

on the part of the merchant. He contents himself with superimposing

of alcoholism: "] drink, perhaps, but I am not like the other guy, I am a

within the same statement a realistic description of objects and an erotic

bon vi\'ant." Finally, the third level: the gesture was in essence rather

description that their form evokes. People acrnally talk about mounds

audacious so that one might be allowed to think that the customer had

of lettuce; it so happens that onions are sometimes sold hung from a

felt himself authorized, very briefly, to "make advances" to the woman

wooden stem like garlic or shallots in Proveno;al fashion; and finally it is

at the register. Even with a gesture to prove his good faith, he slipped in

well known that carrot juice is good for one's health and recommended

an attempt at seduction, hence a second-level double entendre! And the

for young children. These real details are doubled on a linguistic register

woman at the register was not wrong: by rushing to her change, she

that finds its rOOt in spoken lanb'l13ge: "Almond Joy's gOt nuts -Mounds
don't," ' O "to be well hung," "to come." It is thus by fonnal contamina

"made as if she had not understood," but her smile showed that she had

tion [hat the erotic level is introduced. That these jokes are addressed

understood quite well. In the end, it had all been a question of a very
short comedy of manners in three small simultaneous acts: the past ("in
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the past, we knew how to have a good time"), the present ("it's no longer
the case now; just look at all these young people"), and the future ("if
you wanted to . . !').

6.

Semiotic vO/linturism and the signifyil1g prnctirr. In spite of the ex

treme diversity of their formulation and their dispersion in social space,
these few examples all possess one common denominator: they are im
mediately locatable at the level of linguistic performance among speak
ing subjectS, of what they say about sex; these subjecrs in essence override
the codes of proper language in order to express its latent innuendo; they
apply to linguistic conventions an activity of transformation that changes
the semantic destiny of an utterance in the act of enunciation; in short,
they "twist" respectability about in order to unveil the latent obscenity
that it camouflages. This is to say that we find ourselves at the level of
an activity of cOllsciQUS speech that has for an indicator of its effectiveness
only the time of its realization. As Louis-Jean Calvet says more pre
cisely, in a synthetic expression, here we face a "semiotic volunteerislll,"l i
a deliberately active mode of relationship to language, functioning through

JJ

�nd revolution."U The signifying practice is the itinerary of rupture, the
nnplementation of the unpredictable, the "poetics"
of play, the disor
.
.
garuzatlOn of c nventional arrangements, the social
inscript
ion of laugh
�
.
ter and farce; It IS the work of impulse, of an excessiveforce,
never reduced
irreducible, inje ting into the conventional organi
zation of propriety'
�
stere types a muntnl st1l1ll1ltic s"Q(k, an explosion
�
that disrupts the
�
dommant social order (the most widespread, and
not necessarily the
most "repressive") of signifiers in order to introd
uce a carnivalesque
.
process," that IS, very precisely, one of reversal.
"The carnivalesque
structure . exists Ollly ill 1l1ld through tht proms of
relatioll . . Carnival is
essentially dialogic (made up of distances, relations, analog
ies, and nonex
clusive oppositions). This spectacle has no footlights;
this game is an ac
tivity; this signifier is a signified. Whoever participates
in carnival is ac
tor and spectator at the same time."ls

;

. .

. .

The examples cited earlier are equally manifestations of this active
r.eversal of su.pposedly coherent values in the relationships of everyday
.
life. In propriety, 10 the social consensus that establishes the identity of
a human group (like the neighborhood), there is an admittedly tenuous

express manipulation oflanguage signs.
behavioral acts, aiming at introducing into the wonderful organization

but structural possibiHty that authorizes eroticism to take up a position in
.
public space, not as goods for consumption but as a social practice in

of propriety the disruptive ("troubling") code of eroticism (smut. pornog

the dep� of language giving way to the collective repressed: "Having

raphy) through specific rhetorical work (parody, irony, double meaning)
with a precise goal: to make people laugh, to seduce, to make fun of

�xternahzed the structure of well-thought-out literary production, the
mevitable carnival reveals the unconscious that underlies this structure:

others, and so on. This mechanism can be observed in diverse strata of

sex, death. A dialogue is organized between them from which the struc

The analysis has shown that we were dealing with linguistic and/or

the population, from groups of teenagers to groups of adults; but for
me, the effects in the wider social sphere seem to stem specifically from

tural dyads of carnival result: high and low, birth and death, food and
excrement, praise and cursing, laughter and tears."16

a prerogative of adult age, or, at least, to mark the enrrance into profes

A systematic analysis of linguistic practices in an urban neighbor

sional life. The fact of being a man (a laborer, a wage eamer, etc.) au

h ood will certainly show the activity of these pairs whose internal ten
.
�Ion crea �es �npredictable meaning in the text of propriety. The signify
�ng pracnce IS thus, if the analogy may be allowed, the performance of

thorizes a more manifest deployment of eroticism in the social environ
ment. If a high-school student or teenager publicly takes to this style of
witty words, he would be considered a "misfit" or an "ill-mannered boy."

Impulse in language, the manner in which it acts through and on lan

This is why the erotic language of teenage groups almost never leaves

guage by ay of a task of dismantling and reusing-transforming
�
.
codes, an lonerary drilled into the interior of words in order to undennine

the group; it is for internal use only.
Taken in this context, the term

semiotic is

charged with a specific

meaning; it refers explicitly to the concept of a "signifying practice" as

their p�aceful social use. Words then live it up and become dangerous,
s scepoble t
nleashing scandal (like the slap at the market); they then
�
��

elaborated by Julia Kristeva.'l She defines it as: "the constitution and

disrupt the ngld monument of seemliness, they point out its false win

crossing over of a sign system. . . . Crossing over the sign system is
achieved by putting the speaking subject on trial, a subject who broad�

do�s, and they insolently reveal the cracks in the superb facade through
whIch slip the fine wind of desire and the storm ofillst; they detach with

sides the social institutions in which he or she had previously been rec

a finger the armor that prOtects the ki ng in order to discover, through

ognized, and coincides with a subject's moments of rupture, renovation,

laughter, his nakedness.
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The signifying practice here is none other than the implementation
of the spontaneous theories of the

Chapter 3

"semi/earned grammar" of practices

The Croix-Rousse Neighborhood

(Pierre Bourdieu). It is this syntax's dynamism and sometimes even its
frenetic implementation; pushed to the lim.it of its logic, the signifying
practice implements the camivalesque reversal of the codes of propri
ety. But it also means that, working along the borderlines of propriety

-

("'at the limit of what is proper") that legislate public behaviors, the sig
nifying practice too is unable to detach itself from it. It would risk dis

Historical Elements

appearing into (he worrisome world of anomie, into perversion, or into

The neighborhood of Lyons that we will explore with the R. fami1y is that

the codes of various social pathologies. This signifying practice is thus

of the Croix-Rousse; for a long time it was considered one of the more

held in the snare of propriety by the very fact of the tolerance that the

"working-class" neighborhoods of Lyons.' The territory designated by

latter offers it. Finally, this practice is rad.ically antitheoretical; it cannot

this name is vast: the Croix-Rousse is subdivided, from the point of view

be condensed into a systematic code; it signifies the diversion of proper

of the dwellers, into several subsets that are relatively autonomous in

meaning by a direct action on language, constantly pointing out the erotic

respect to one another, but globally comparable in the sociological com

flicker that, day after day, crosses everyday life right lip into its deepest

position of the population ,md in the external appearance of the most

banality.

widespread housing, the Cfl1111t buildings, inhabited in the past by Lyons
silk workers

[(omltSl.

Up until 1852, the Croix-Rousse was a district bordering on Lyons
and separated from the latter by ramparts protecting the city in the north,
most notably fortified after the camlt insurrections in 1831.2 We are lo
cated at the extreme southern point of the Dombes plateau that, at this
point, descends in steep slopes into the confluence of the Rhone and the
Saone, into the heart of the city, the Presqu'i1e (which was, until the Part
Dieu was brought into service, the active center of the town). On March

24. 1852,

an

imperial decree eliminated the municipal autonomy of me

Vaise, Guillotiere, and Croix-Rousse districts by including them within
the city of Lyons.J Then, for ten years, through the impetus of the pre
fect Valsse, enormous public works transformed me center of the city,
notably through the clearing done for the rue de l'Empereur and the rue
de I'Imperatrice (currently the rue de 13 Republique and the rue Edouard
Herriot); "and the Palais du Commerce was built, a temple to Industry
and Business, which harbored a new and faSCinating power: me Stock
Exchange (place des Cordeliers)."4 The slopes and plateau of the Croix
Rousse were to benefit from these urban transformations: on June 3,

1862, the first funicular railway i n the world was inaugurated, linking
the rue Terme (above the place des lerreaux) and the place de la Croix
Rousse higher up. On March 3, 1865, Louis-Napoleon Bonaparte de

clared in Le l\1olliUUI": "I wish to replace the city toll wall, a work of sus

picion from another age Ian allusion to the 183 1 and 1834 uprisings],
with a vast landscaped boulevard, a long-lasting testimony of my trust
l5
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in the comlllon sense and paoiotism of the Lyons population."> The clear
ing for the boulevard de 13 Croix-Rousse was to lead to the construction
of a few villas and opulent-looking buildings where the rich silk produc
ers, too constrolined in the old buildings of the place Tolozan "clown be
low," near the Rhone, would come to settle.
The (amI! buildings themselves result from a vast real-estate opera
tion at the very beginning of the nineteenth century (1804-5). h un
doubtedly involved the largest "working-class housing development" con
structed in France at the time. The buildings encircle the Croix-Rousse
along its slopes, from east to west, like a veritable shield. Many were built
on the plateau after the district was included in Lyons.6 The spectacular
incline of the terl1lin and an initially very parceled·up cadastre (the
multitude of religious properties turned into biens natirmallx [during the
Revolution], and of private properties bought up one by one by the pro·
moters of the period) poorly reveal the coherence in the overall layout:
one does not find the grid pattern of streets characteristic of "working
class housing developments" conceived by the urban functionalism of the
I 960s (bar buildings and towers). On the other hand, the apartments were

all conceived according to a standard model, submitted to a precise tech
nological constraint: each was supposed to house a Jacquard weaving loom,
a machine tha[ measured more than thirteen feet high and weighed about
half a ton:
As of 18M, with the: adn:nt of the:J3cquard we;.Iving 100m, the ((III/Its mC>\·oo
to

the new neighborhood Ithe: Croix-Roussel. With the vigorous rerum of

Workmanship, afte:r the: Revolution, a \·critablc migration of ((llIIlts began
from the: Saint-Paul and Saint-Georges neighborhCM:X.Is, "down below,non
the other side of the: Saime, right bank, toward the slopes of the Croix
Rousse where: moderate rcnts could be found. The Jaequard 100m allowed

the silk trade to blossom and provoked the construction of the�e immense
working-class hives that still cover the slopes of the plateau.1

These buildings all still have "Iyonnaise" ceilings (short spans of sup
port be:uns with very tight joists) that allow a great flexibility of surfaces
so that they can bear the weight of the weaving 100m.N Each apartment
has two or three rooms; one is destined to house the loom and the others
serve the family needs of the master worker or the journeyman. Because
the rooms have very high ceilings, in the interior a cubbyhole [sot/pel/tel
was built halfway up, a sort of balcony or mezzanine, converted into a
bedroom. \-\lith only one water source near the entry door, the toilets were
located in the stairway. There is not one elderly Croix-Rousse dweller
who does not remember the "cLick-c1ack-wham-bam" of [he weaving
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loom resonating in the street from five o'clock in the morning until
eight or nine o'clock at night. Everyone knows these roomed apartments
to be either cubical (more than thirteen feet by thirteen feet by thirteen
feet, the necessary dimensions for the room that housed the loom), or
narrow and with such high ceilings that one might think it was a box of
matches resting on its smallest side and that it was almost impossible to
heat these rooms in the winter.

The (roix-Rouue Today
Joined to the main arteries that precede it (the rue Tenne, rue du Jardin
des Plames, rue de l'Annonciade, cours du General-Giraud), the boule
vard de la Croix-Rousse forms a veritable enclosure embracing the slopes
that descend on the city: it climbs from the place des Terreaux in the
south and, after a wide bend toward the west, it comes back to the Gros
Caillou (a former glacial moraine, on view in a public park that closes
off the boulevard), dominating the city in the east looking toward the
Alps, with an itinerary slightly resembling the drawing of a crank start
or a paper clip. In its last section (the east-west axis), the boulevard bor
ders two distinct territories: there is the plateau itself where the high
ways that go toward the northeast begin (toward Bourg-en-Bresse, and
further toward the Jura) on the immense zane caught between the north
south riverbed of the Saone and the east-west riverbed of the Rhone (the
plateau of the Croix-Rousse corresponds to the fourth district of the
city of Lyons); there are also the bills or the slopes o/the Crox-Rousse
i
(the
first district of the city) advancing straight toward the heart of the city
and whose sloping streets charge down onto either the banks of the Rhone
to the east, those of the Saone to the west, or the place des Terrea.ux in
the south, toward the center of the city.
One of the oldest and most famous main roads in Lyons, the montee
de la Grande-Cote, links the place de la Croix-Rousse, on the plateau,
to the place des Terreaux below by an exceptionally steep incline. The
other, the montee Saint-Sebastien, links the place de la Croix-Rousse
(more or less) to the place Tolozan on the Rhone. Between these two
paths, which almost directly follow the line of slope, many streets and
alleys open up, sometimes linked to each other by the famous "traboules, ''9
pedestrian passageways that pass from one street to another by crossing
the interior of bordering buildings and that designate an alley network
of rare complexity.
More precisely. the neighborhood that I studied is situated on the
slopes of the Croix-Rousse descending toward the Sacme, near the pla.ce
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Rouville. It is located on the western Aank of the first district. In its
widest dimensions, it extends:

(1)

east to west, from the place Colbert

up to �nd including the garden of the cours des Chartreux; the mantee

39

This apartment is on the fourth floor of a (I1111t building, in the rue
Rivet. From the time the R. family moved in in

1933, the managers have

done nothing at all other than install a dim timed-light system in the

de la Gnmde-Cote, almost halfway between these (wo poles, is the veri

stairway around

table spinal column of this "enlarged" neighborhood;

(2) north to south,

of dampness eat away at the walls. The trash cans overflow in the alley,

from the last section of the boulevard de la Croix-Rousse above (around

near the mailboxes; their odor mixed with that of the resrrooms (which

1960. The coats of paint are long gone,

and wide patches

the square of the same name and the place des Tapis dose to the fourth

are in the stairway) is not easily dealt with in the summertime and some·

district city hall) up to the neighborhood of the Terreaux below, nar

times attracts a fat rat. The stairs are wide open onto the street and so

rowly compressed by the double pressure of the Rhone and the Saeme.

In its restrained, everyday definition, the heart of the neighborhood is
made up of the rue Rivet and the adjacent streets (rue Prunelle, rue Or
nano, rue de Flesselles, rue Pierre-Blanc, rue de l'Annonciade). One will

freezing in winter. This report of dilapidation and neglect completely
corroborates the analysis of Michel Bonnet:
'Vhen these ((llllIt buildings no longer served the textile indusny and were
emptied of their looms, the owners rented them out

(0 make a profit but

better grasp the apportionment of the neighborhood on the two maps

without doing any work on them. It was a fact that these apartments were

and the diagram near the end of this chapter.

designed for eraft purposes and their entire equipment eonsisted of just
one wnter source, with the bathrooms in the stairway . . . and no improve

The R.
Up until

Family in

Its Neighborhood

ment WliS brought to their change in funetion.11

the R. family lived in the Saint-Jean neighborhood.

In their apartment, the R. family had a second faucet installed in the liv·

Madame Marie was born there, at her parents' home; it was in this same

ing room, with a "white porcelain sink" that was more functional than

1933,

apartment that she was married in

while her fiance was on leave

their small original sink hewn from stone and installed at the end of the

from the army; it was also there that her first son Maurice was born. It

long entry hallway. These household transformations date the internal

1917

was still common at this time for a yOllng couple to live with the parent"

history of the R. family by providing "befor\!s" and "afters" from which

of one or the other, at least until the birth of the first child. This al

a successiveness takes meaning, oriented toward "progress" or, at least.

lowed them to "save up some money," but one would guess tha[ this

toward well-being.!!

came at the price of certain family conflicts because the apartments were

After an entryway hall that also serves another aparttnent (a tiny twO

so tiny; people lived there one on top of the other without always being

room apartment, one of which is still equipped with a cubbyhole), one

able to protect their privacy. The crisis engendered following World

follows a long corridor opening onto a large living room, which in rurn

War I, the bck of savings that had been a result of the war (men were

opens onto two bedrooms, that of Madame Marie and that ofJoseph. At

drafted and so they were nOt working and one could put nothing "aside")

the end of this chapter, one' will find a detailed description of the twO

forced the young couple to remain for some years longer with Marie's

apartments along with a floor plan. In the main ap:'lrnnent, where the

parents. They did finally find a sort of miserable lodging in a neighbor

heartbeat of the family is, the living room is called, as is custOmary in

ing street, a single room with an alcove and one tiny window opening

Lyons, the "kitchen"; it is used for everything, the preparation of meais,

on the north that afforded a view of the wall of the building across, only

watching television, listening to the radio, as a dining room, and for

a few meters away in the narrow alley. Their second son, Joseph, was
born there

(1923). Humidity, darkness, lack of space:

life became tOO dif

light domestic tasks; it is here, in fact, that all the heat is concentrated
in the winter, a season during which the two bedrooms are not easy to

ficult with two growing children. Finding nothing available on the prem

heat, especially Joseph's, where sometimes, during "cold snaps," the tem·

ises, the R. f."lmily rented an ap:lfunent on the slopes of the Croix-Rousse

perature drops below freezing.

whose le:'lse was signed over to them by a lady friend. Marie was finally
able to get decently set up in "her own home,"

11Il1rriagr.1O

sixteen yl'lIrs 11ftI''' /;1'''

Maurice also lives in a Cllt/lft building, in the rue Diderot. His apart

ment is on the sixth floor (which corresponds, in terms of the number
of steps, to the ninth floor of a modern building). Jacquard looms were
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not put in this high up. In the past, these floors involved sm:'lll :'Ipart·
ments taken in the loft or in the attics that the young apprentices packed
into for the night. The apartment is not very cheerful, but it is curiously
refined by two series of objects that invade it in an almost fanciful way.
Maurice is a collector who has a double passion in his life: music and
scale models. His apartment resembles a Prevert poem: there is a bas·
soon, a flute, a recorder, a mandolin, a violin, a metronome, an old pi·
ana, musical scores of all sorts strung together in the corners (from
Mozart to Tina Rossi (the crooner)), photos of famous artists, a few busts
(Beethoven, Mozart),') and a harmonica, a Jew's harp, a choir conductor's
baton, and so on, and there are hundreds of small automobiles, dozens
of planes, locomotives, battleships, a few ancient sailing vessels, and I
forget what else. The piano bridges the two systems of objects: it is a
musical instrument, but it serves as an elegant shelf (with a long, faded,
pink velour runner) for the most successful of the scale models. A strange
universe secretly organized from the inside through an exceptional mas·
tery of heterogeneity, for this entire inventory is held in less than 250
square feet. Like all true collectors, Maurice has an incomparable skill
for order and secret hierarchies that are incomprehensible for the unini·
tiated. An astonishing erudition (on the history of transportation, of ve
hides; on the history of music also) renders the apparent disorder of ob·
jects coherent when he starts to explain it.

The Population of the First District
Between 1961 and 1968, the population of the first district experienced
a clear aging trend, a movement confirmed by the 1975 census, even if
since then one perceives a slight rejuvenation of the local population,
thanks to the arrival of srudents or young craftsmen attracted by very
low rents. In 1968, the population of the district had diminished by 12.6
percent since 1961 and births by 5.6 percent, while the number of eld
erly persons sixty-five and over increased by 16.6 percent. Still in that
same year, while households in Lyons as a whole had on average 0.79
children under sixteen years of age, the figure drops to 0.47 in the first
district. Michel Bonnet's study shows that the number of children en
rolled in elementary school diminished by 30 percent between 1968 and
1974. A decrease in birthrate and a considerable, almost abnormal, ag
ing trend of the population in relation to national averages are the pri
mary characteristics that one notices.
The R.'s live in Block 1 3 of neighborhood 2 in the first district (IN
SEE apportionment 1968), with the rue Rivet bordered in addition by
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Blocks 8 and 12. ln the strictest sense, a block is a "filled space" isolated
by the "empty space" of the public roads; this filled space can attain a
considerable surface area, as with the immense Block 8, surrounded by
the rue Rivet, the cours du General-Giraud, the rue Philippe-Gonnard
and the rue Pierre-Dupont, the mantee des Chartreux, and the rue Or
nano; this block includes a school, a parish, a public housing complex,
some old apartment buildings, a few nice estates, and all that on a sur
face area whose perimeter is about one and a quarter miles; thus, the
dwellers grouped under the same block number do not necessarily know
each other. An inventory should be done, insofar as possible, as a func
tion of exits onto the same street rather than by considering the number
of inhabitants of a block of houses, whatever the streets surrounding
it may be! In the present case, it is impossible for me to use the numeri
cal data of Block 8 because, in order to make a pertinent analysis, it
would be necessary to extract from the data the inhabitants that live on
the rue Rivet, thus to have infrablock data, which the statistics do not
provide.
Block 1 3 (the half of the rue Rivet directly overhanging the place
Rouville -the border marked off by the tiny rue Prunelle is not taken
into consideration) provides some interesting information about the pop
ulation of the street that one can extend to the part of the "rue Rivet" in
Block 8. It shows a percentage of elderly persons clearly higher than the
average, while Block 1 1 suffers from a lesser demographic tcnsion, as
table I illustr3tcs.
The numbers for Block 1 3 are particularly abnorma1 at the two ex
tremes of the age range: this block has the lowest percentage of young
people (after Block 1: 15.4 percent; maximum: Block 6, 47.6 percent),
and the highest percentage of elderly people, with the exception of
Table I . Population ofordinary households
expressed in percent:lges by age
65 years
0-19 years

20-64 years

or more
2 0. 8

Block 12

24 .0

55.2

Block 1 3

16.8

57.3

25.9

Neighborhood 2

23.8

56.7

19.4

First district

23.4

59.9

16.6

Lyons

26.7

59.7

13.8

MetropoLicm Frnnce

34.0

53.7

12.3

SrlUru: rNSEE 1968.
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Block 2 (not shown in the table), which attains the extraordinary figure
of 53.1 percent because it includes a "retirement home."
This relative aging trend should be read carefully because it mani

Neighbor-

of people

Refusals

0-5

5-10

10-19

20 or

hood

asked

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

more (%)

leave either for professional reasons or to find more modern buildings.
cult to find housing available in the neighborhood for the simple reason
thou

tbt inhabitants like it /htTl' and

have no desire to go elsewhere, in

spite of the dilapidation of the premises. On the one hand, the rents there

Years of residence

Number

fests an ambivalence in social behavior. Certainly, many young people
But there is more: Madame Marie often told me that it was very diffi

4J

Still

(%)

"

8.3

JJ.3

8.3

16.6

25.0

8.3

1

83

7.2

21.7

8.4

16.9

27.7

24. 1

3

142

0.7

23.2

9.9

21.8

31.0

4

0.0

7.1

14.3

35.7

14.3

79

1.1

28.6
45.6

13.4

14

16.5

16.5

8.9

11.4

10.5

5

38

36.9

26.3

7.9

2.6

15.8

minute walk from the place des Terreaux, where numerous services are

ZAD

117

12.8

39.3

13.7

12.0

11.1

11.1

found and where downtown begins; finally, it has the advantage of being

liml

368

4.9

28.5

12.0

12.5

20A

21.7

are still reasonably priced; on the other, the neighborhood is a ten

6

well ventilated (the people of Croix-Rousse are very proud of their "air")
because it is in the hills, and it has at its disposal the ravishing Char

globally stable neighborhood at the time of the study, justifying the

treux Park almost directly overlooking the sweep of the SaClDe. Madame

high percentages of elderly persons. The long practice of the neighbor

Marie would nOt want to leave her street for anything in the world 

hood, the social osmosis that it induces, even ending up in a certain stan

undoubtedly an expected reflex in an elderly person, but one that I have

dardization of behaviors, all of this strongly enriches the feeling of "be

found several times among younger adults, especially men, the women

longing." Perhaps it is this rather typical "ambiance" that explains the

being more sensitive to the lack of comfort in the bathrooms and the

spectacular rise in percentages of new arrivals who have moved in since

mediocre cooking facilities. The aging trend stems less from a demo

1970: this phenomenon corresponds well to the renewal of interest man

graphic abandonment than from the increase in the longevity of elderly

ifested by young people after

persons who, to the extent that they feel well enough, prefer to remain

maintained their own style and traditions.

at home rather than to enter an old folks' home or a hospital. An inter
esting study, in March

1975,

showed the high percentage of inhabitants

1968

in popular neighborhoods that have

The depopulation pointed out earlier (16 percent between 1962 and

1968) is above all the result of twO

factors: on the one hand, the disap

1960--65

and, on the other

living for twenty years or more in the first district;'" it included the fol

pearance of many small shops as of the years

lowing question: "How long have you lived in the Croix-Rousse?" (ques

hand, the nonrental of apartment or commercial space in the quite nu

18). The results are given in table 2 , with the neighborhood appor

merous places that were unhealthy, dark, and damp. But since then, one

tionment following the INSEE's nomenclarure; the ZAD designates the

notices a certain renewal: empty shops have been bought up to be trans

Tolozan-Martiniere sector then threatened with demolition, which took

formed into housing, and young craftspeople or shopkeepers (printers,

place after the enlargement of the place Tolozan.

booksellers, etc.) try to maintain themselves on the slopes of the Croix

cion

These figures call for a few comments. One perceives first of all that
in the total, the highest percentages (28.5 percent and

2 1.7

percent) arc

Rousse; finally, the combination of the increase in immigrant workers
in the last ten years, the unemployment crisis,l! and, more locally, the

located in the extreme opposite columns. It is striking that, still in this

demolition of one part of the Grande-Cote has required numerous f:lIn

total, the two right-hand columns (a duration of residence equal to or

ilies or inhabitants to make a virtue of necessity and to occupy again the

above twenty years) involve 42.1 percent of the people asked: it is the

abandoned housing of previous years. The renovation work undertaken

indicator of a strongly rooted settlement in the first district as a whole.

A still more remarkable fact: the addition of these same twO right-hand
columns for the twO neighborhoods on which I was working (2 and 3)
equals

51.8

percent and 52.8 percent, respectively, the highest results

for [he group of neighborhoods considered. We are thus faced with a

in an authoritarian way had the effect of politically sensitizing these strata
of newly established inhabitants (students, young craftspeople, and mil
itant..'» by creating places of meeting and discussion that were com
pletely novel in the social history of the neighborhood, where people
are rather reserved. Unfortunately, this strong mobilization could not
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entirely oppose one demolition project (the upper mantee de 13 Grande
Cote) that involved the blocks where the proportion of immigrants was
the highest. 16

The Working-Closs Tradition of the Family']
From an objective and subjective point of view, the R. family (which, r
remind the rcader, is a synthesis of numerous testimonies) knows itself
to be firmly ensconced in a working-class cultural tradition with which
it strongly identifies. This means many things: first, there is the feeling
of being urban from "generation to generation"; "we are workers as far
back as you can go," says Madame Marie, which is a way of indicating
that she no longer has any relationship with the possible peasant branches
of the family. Next, the very notion of a worker does not exclusively re
fer to work in a factory but rather to the idea of a wage-earning class,
whatever the trade carried out might be. By leafing through albums of
yellowed photos, one sees "workers" surge forth from the past, pictured
with their big caps and their heavy cloth vests leaving the factory; some
city employees (a road repainnan, a streetcar conductor); a simple postal
worker, a city hall employee. One great-uncle worked in a weaving fac
tory, another in an umbrella manufucruring workshop. Madame Marie's
father W3S a jewelry-shop worker (a jeweler) in "a high-quality finn"; it
seems that he worked 3dmirably. The photograph depicts him as very
dignified, with straight hair, and slightly bulging eyes from the hours of
work on precious stones or metals. His wife, Marie's mother, was a stone
polisher in another finn. As Madame Marie says laughingly: "At our house
we did work with gold and silver, oh yes! But in terms of having it in the
house, that was another matter!"
Being a worker is thus less being yoked to a specific task than par
ticipating-and this is fundamental-in a popular urban culture in which
dominate essential values of identification revolving primarily around
solidarity pmctices. In the absence of rites and peasant tales collected by
folklorists, urban culture is founded on practices concerning specific re
lationships (friends and family). Taking up the categories proposed by
Jacques Caroux, one can say that the R.'s and many of their neighbors fit
into the class of traditional workers (whose companionesque ideology is the
primary cement, proposing solidarity as a moral imperative) and of N"fl1lSi
tiona/ worker! (3lready trapped in a large firm far from home, but still ben
efiting from sohdarity through the cultural environment's sociological iner
tia, when they are still living in traditional working-class neighborhoods).'�
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This entrenchment shows through vividly in the topography of the
relational system. There is a continuity between social belonging and
urban space, as shown by the breakdown of the R.'s anchorage points, in
terms of friends and family, spread as follows throughout Lyons:
1 . The Croix-Rousse: where Maurice,Joseph, Madame Marie, Madame
Marguerite, and many of their friends live.
2 . Saint-Jean: Madame Marie's and Amelie's neighborhood of birth
and youth. Current place of residence for Amelie, Madame Marie's
cousin.
3 . The GlIillotib·e; for some very close friends of the R. family.
[n the suburbs, the family frequents:
1.

O'llllins: for one of Amelie's sons.

2. La Duchere: for another of Amclie's sons.
for Amelie's third son.
i
3 . Villssieux:
4. Villrurb{l1me; where Jean rents a tiny studio in an aparttnent build
ing targeted for demolition.
5. Saillt-Folls: for other friends, and as a place of work.

For those familiar with Lyons, each of these localities connotes be
longing to the working-class world (notably the suburbs, with the ex
ception in part of Oullins, which includes a more "residential" area). This
is still true for the Saint-Jean neighborhood, even though it has since
undergone a major rehabilitation: there still remain a significant num
ber of "good folk" (among them Amelie and Jacques) led little by little
to leave their neighborhood to make way for more well-to-do classes
fond of a "typical" neighborhood (a sociological phenomenon knmvn
under the English tenn gnltrification).,Q
To these neighborhoods whose frequenting is, for the R.'s, hyper
motivated thanks to the family or friend relationships they have there,
should be added what one might call intermediary neighborhoods or
"passing through" neighborhoods (as Madame Marie calls them), often
frequented by the R.'s for reasons having to do with their external char
acteristics, but in which their network of relationships is nonexistent.
These involve downtown, in the part between the place des Terreaux
and the place Bellecour, a very polyvalent urban space because the ma
jority of cinemas (rue de la Republi9ue), large dep3rtment stores (place
des Cordeliers, rue Grenette, rue Edouard-Herriot), and main public
buildings are concentrated there.10
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AJI that remains finally are the excluded neighborhoods. Some arc
excluded for reasons of indifference: they are too fur away, we do not
know anyone there; there is never a rcason to go there. People also speak
about the "deep country of me eighth or third districts," "out back by
M.omchut," "after Grange-Blanche, near Vinatiers," all expressions em
phasizing the inaccessible territorial limits, the extremes, the borders.
Other neighborhoods are excluded for motivated reasons: the so-called
"'bourgeois," "well-off" neighborhoods, the "nice" neighborhoods to
which the R.'s rarely go unless they have to follow main roads that pass
through them, the "Presqu'ile" for example, where the famous Ainay
neighborhood is located (only the rue Victor-Hugo, a very busy street
recently converted into a pedestrian street, is spared in the eyes of the
R.'s), or the "chic" side in the Broneaux neighborhood, the one that runs
alongside the Tete d'Or Park (bur the park itself, one of the most beau
tiful in Europe, is particularly appreciated by the people of Lyons, who
like to take strolls there).
The system of human relationships induces a diSCriminating practice
of urban space; it carves up portions of territory whose selection is signif
icant because it has a value of opposition as much from the cultural as
from the political point of view (in the most diffuse sense of the word po
Utica!).!l Belonging to a neighborhood, when it is corroborated by belong
ing to a specific social milieu, becomes a marker that reinforces the iden
tification process of a specific group. At the level of represenmtion, "being
from the Croix-Roussen excludes being sllnulmneously from BrottealL'< or
from the Presqu'i1e, in the same way that being a worker, a son of a worker,
and so on, excludes belonging to other social classes populating the nice
neighborhoods. But, on the other hand, this formula integrates whoever
pronounces it within a process of recognition that shows that the territo
rial system correlates to the relational system. This process authori7.es the
appropriation of urban space to the extent that it is the place where so
cial belonging and the network of urban itineraries charged with malcing
it known arc constantly joined. One knows oneself to be a "worker from
father to son," a cousin of workers, living in a worlcing-class neighbor
hood, having workers for friends, deeply inserted in this social fabric to
which a specific urban fabric corresponds and of which the Croix
Rousse neighborhood is one of the most important stitches.

Family Relations in the Field
The preceding discussion, painted in broad strokes, marks the backdrop
from which the everyday life of the R. family stands out. h remains now
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to touch on the types of relationships that each member of the family
has with the others in order to see whether or not the relational combi
nations are pertinent to the analysis of the practice of the neighborhood.
First, the proximity factor: it is fundamental because it favors the
frequency of visits, meetings, and especially, family meals. Indeed, in the
case of the R. family at the time of the srudy, Madame Marie and joseph
are living in the same aparbnent and Maurice lives not very far away;
onlyjean is living on the other side of Lyons, but, on the other hand, he
works nearby in the place Sathonay. Proximity in urban space is a deci
sive factor for the functioning of family relationships. The rue Rivet,
rue Diderot, and the place Sathonay form an almost equilateral triangle;
in any case, the distance between any two of these points does not ex
ceed a ten-minute walk. WIth a temporary internal adjusonent (Maurice
makes a short detour on his way home from work, as does jean, even
though he lives much farther away), it becomes easy to meet at Madame
Marie's home for the evening meal, starting from the principle that,
whatever the case may be, it is much nicer to eat with others as a family
than at home alone.
The second factor is already more subtle. One could call it the iner
fill! force of habit: a slow inscription in the family annals that, with no
peremptory reason and by the sole force of time, silently institutional
izes (without becoming aware at any moment of swinging from one system
to the next: this movement is even forgotten) what, in the past, was only
experienced as an exception. Thursday, for example, which was "Mau�
rice's day,n produced its own generalization: little by little, it became every
workday of the week, by extension of the systematic habit that founded
it. The inertial force of habit is thus the process by which a particular
event, through its specificity, becomes a "model" that is generalized to
practices of the same kind.
This introduces a subsidiary problem: in the old system, a qualify
ing interval separated workdays among themselves; Thursday was a bit
more "festive" than the other d:lYs. Since the generalization of the process,
the habit has smoothed over all qualitative difference. The family group
thus now seeks to reintegrate some break in the weekly continuum. This
intention was pushed back to Friday night, which became an open evening
when each person could enjoy himself or herself as he or she wished
and find "festive" possibilities elsewhere: the men each go out on their
own and Madame Marie stays home alone, "for a little breathing
space." The weight of habit, finally felt as an excessive introversion, was
transfonned into an extroversion: the group itself dissolves for one night
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in order to again practice a qualitative break in the way the week is or
ganized. This small revolution is currently becoming prolonged on the
weekend: from now on, each person feels more freedom to participate
in the family meals or not, with the exception of a constantly main
tained priority in favor of the family for Sunday dinner.ll
One could draw up a table of the week1y participation of each per
son in the meals served at Madame Marie's, the center of attraction for
the R. family. This especially has the value of a "methodological model"
because the results are simplified considerabl}' and only present the syn
thesis of many experiences and observations. \¥hat matters is the analy
sis of the principle according to which there is generally one relation
ship between a family mechanism (couples, generations, brotherhood/
sisterhood) and its projection onto the social terrain of the neighbor
hood. (In table 3, I designate Maurice,joseph, and je�m, respectively, by
the abbreviations Mau, jo, and jn.)
This schema maps the logic of interfamily relationships (which take
place only between the four subjects of the reference group) and internal
ones (inside the apartment). They present a rather firm, regular, "well
oiled" coherence, anticipating the necessities of workdays and the "free_
dom" (the independence, the diversification of festive possibilities) of
days off. But this system does not fold back on itself; it integrates other
extrafamilial relationships (with cousins or friends) that attach themselves
[Q it. "Visits" thus preferably take place at noon on Saturdays and Sun
days rather than at night; during the week, they are almost nonexistent.
This division of visiting days is traditional: Saturday or Sunday af
ternoon is generally, in Croix-Rousse, a very favorable time for house
guests. Observation and experience show that the afternoon is more or
less clearly divided into two periods that have opposite values. First of
all, there is "coffee," which begins around four o'clock (in the after

drink coffee and eat pastries. This first period of the afternoon is still
within the continuity of lunch.
"Vhen guests are n
i vited for after five o'clock, the content and style
change completely; I think a gastronomic rule is at the origin of this dis
tinction: one works from the principle that at this time of day, with di
gestion finished, coffee becomes hannful because it will then prevent peo
ple from sleeping. The "coffee" ceremony is thus succeeded by what I
have often heard described as a "light snack aperitif" or, more colloqui
ally, using a Lyons term, as a 1mOle/) [71I0e/)011J. People drink wine, beer,
and soft drinks as an accompaniment to deli meats, cheese, and/or pas
tries. This second period is clearly oriented toward dinner,!! often light
on nights when guests are invited, which assures a wait without impa
tience. The end of the afternoon is entirely appetite-inducing, whereas
the first part is conclusive. This provides the diagram in table 4.
Now what happens when at least two members of the R. family go
out on the town together? Can we locate a meaning in this scheme of
going out either from the point of view of interfamily relations or from
the point of view of the practice of urban space? Does a relationship ex
ist between the organization of these relations and their projection into
the field? After long observation, one arrives at the following results: as
with the visits at the house, the interfamily going out takes place exclu
sively on Saturdays and Sundays. The sum, then, of the occasions that
give rise to it can be reduced to the following cases: a meal in a restaurant,
shopping, leisure time, market. We end up with the diagram in table 5 .
Thus, Maurice neither goes out alone with his mother nor with his
brother joseph. It is extremely rare for him to go out with these two
family partners. On the other hand, each time he comes by, his son jean
comes along. Consequently, the trio Mme Marie + joseph + Jean can
imply the presence of Maurice, in other words, "Maurice may go out

noon) and ends around five-thirty; everyone gets together "at home" to
Table 3
Day

Noon

Thursday

Mme Maric + In

+ Mau
+ Mau + In
Mme Marie + Jo + Mau
Mme Marie + Jo + Mau + In

Friday

Mme Marie + In

Mme Marie

Sarurday

Mme Maric + Jo ::+:: Mau ::+:: In

Monday

Mme Marie + In

'Jhesday

Mille Marie + In

Wednesday

Sunday

Mme Marie + In

Mme Maric + Jo + Mau ::+:: )n

Table 4
Afternoon

Noon
Evening
Mme Marie + Jo
Mme Marie + Jo

Mme Marie +)0 :!: Mau � In
Mme Maric + Jo + Mau � In
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1:00

Evening

4:00-5:30

5:00-6:30

lunch

wcoffcc" with:

wsnack-aperitif" or

(full meal)

coffee

�mullch"

pastries

with:

[machO/II

wine, beer, soda
ddi meaQ;
cheese
paSlries

7:30
dinner
(full meal)
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Table 5

Restaurant

taining certain distinctive traits: thus, Maurice never eats a meal alone

Shopping

Leisure

ward very significant observations. A topographical projection corre

morning
noon
Mme Marie

afternoon

+

sponds to each relational formula and the trajectories are not the same;

)0 :!: In

Mrne Marie + In

Mme i\'brie + )0 + In

thus, the incompatibility of certain combinations is less an outcome of

Mau + In

psychological conflicts than the impossibility, for them, to meet on the

dinner

same terrain simultaneously. Pushing this reasoning further, one could

evening

say that coexistence is impossible precisely because the terms for these

Sunday
noon

combinations have not found a common ground where they can recog
Jvlmc Marie + )0

Jo (market)

nize one another in the neighborhood (though it is possible at home).
We see from table 5, for example, that Joseph goes to the market regu

+ Mau + In
Mme .1o,1arie

+

)0

afternoon

larly on Sunday mornings and that he goes there alone (a movement
Mme Marie + )0
+ l"lau + In
Mme Marie

dinner

with his mother at her place, and he never goes out alone with her.
From the point of view that interests us, these remarks direct us to

Samrday

morning
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+

)0 + In

Abu + In
Mme Marie + Jo
+

Mau + In

i\1mc Maric

+

Jo

evemng

that T integrated into the "interfamily going out" because it involves an
activity that explicitly serves the family). Wb.ile at the market, he sys
tematically stops in a cafe where he meets up with friends.

(J will

come

back to this sequence later.) Does this mean that he alone has the right
to go to this cafe? Yes and no. No, because Jean or Maurice can very eas
ily go there at any time of the week; it is thus not a "secret" territory,
reserved for joseph's use alone.

Yes, however, because no one in his fam

ily would think (outside offwrsrm exceptions) of stopping by there on
Sunday mornings. The sequence "Joseph goes to the market" excludes,

with Joseph and his mother as long as Jean is there." Conversely, the

at that time and place, any other interfamily combination because it would

duo Mme Marie + Joseph necessarily implies Maurice's absence: "Mau

be felt as a disturbance in the system of relations: one does not mix up

rice never goes out-or almost never-with Joseph and/or his mother

family relations and friendly ones in a cafe in just any way.H

in Jean's absence." Jean is thus in a mediating position between Maurice
and the rest of the fumily; he makes for a going-out relation that, with

Other examples: Table

3

shows that Jean has dinner at his grand

mother's on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Before jean returns home on the

out him, would not exist. In their interfamily going out, the members of

other side of the city, his father takes him to a cafe in the nearby rue

the R. family are divided up according to four scenarios:

Terme for a while where both have a beer before going their separate

I. Madame Marie + joseph
2. Madame Marie + Joseph + Jean
3 . Madame Marie + Joseph + Maurice + Jean
4. Maurice + Jean

ways. Madame Marie and joseph also are in the habit of stopping in this
cafe, either the two of them, or even with Jean or Maurice. But they never
go there on Tuesday or Thursday night; the cafe then is the intimate
privileged meeting place between father and son with which, in one way
or another, it would not be proper to interfere.

The psychological or emotional reasons for this configuration of re

There is no explicit calculation, elaborate awareness of sirnations,

lations remain outside our subject. It suffices to show that the division of

or complex strategies of precedence. The territorialization of public space

interfamilial relations is not exactly the same according to whether the

is infinitely more clever, woven into historical necessities and hardened

family gathers inside or outside of Mme Marie's apartment. The phe

in the process ofrecognition. It involves a practical diversification (I would

nomenon of going out redistributes the familial mechanism while main-

almost say "praxicaJ," because it is so attached to concrete modes of so-
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cializ3tion) that aims at excavating (in the sense of "bringing out of the
ground") specific places, and specific for a certain type of relation. Un
der these bundles of banal habits, it is not the humdrum appearance that
one must aim for, not the peaceful pace of day after day as the weeks,
months, and years go by; it is the rhythm produced in time by this fam
ily and through which it practices its singularity. The external (here, the
neighborhood) has been internalized, and as a result the internal is ex
ternalized in this space that has been reappropriated. because it has be
come an exclusivity-in other words, something that draws its meaning
through opposition. Laws of meaningful oppositions cross through the
R. family to the extent that they authorize each member to articulate
himself or herself in the socially structured environment that is the
neighborhood.

Supplemental Note: Unemployment among Young People
between Fiheen and Twenty-Four15
In 1975, I had taken a few notes on unemployment, of young people in
particular, without using them, because it seemed that they did not di·
reedy concern my research. Events have decided otherwise. Rereading
these notes while completing them with what one knows today, I notice
that as of 1975-78, the duration of the fieldwork study and the writing
based on it, unemployment among young people, especially those who
are poorly qualified or unqualified, becomes worrisome and imposes it·
self as a new fact of social reality. It would thus be useful to take stock of
the situation with the data from the INSEE, especially the remarkable
Aml1lnirt ritrosptctifdt In Frnnct, /948-/988 (paris: [NSEE, 1990), 658
pp.; on employment and unemployment, see pp. 50ff. and tables 8, 9,
27-30, and 35. For subsequent years, see the A,lnllni,·t stntistiqlle de In
France, 199/-1992 (p aris: INSEE, 1992), 824 pp. and index; pp. 102-4.
1 . In 1955, when the young people I questioned in 1975 were being
born or were in nursery school, France counted in total "only" 3 1 7,000
unemployed, that is, 1.7 percent of the working population of 1 9 mil
lion (the lowest proportion of unemployed was recorded in 1957: 1.0
percent, that is, less than 200,000 unemployed). In 1968, a year still
fresh in everyone's memory, 584,000 were unemployed: 2.8 percent of
the working population (20 million), of which already 2 5 1 ,000 unem·
ployed were ages 15-24, meaning 5.2 percent of the working popula·
tion of the same age (thus there were 4.5 million "young working peo
ple" that year); but proportion ally, they represented 42.9 percent of the
total number of unemployed, almost one out of two.

2 . As of 1975, the perct1lwge of Ill/employed young people among the
working population from 1 5 to 24 increases a bit faster than that of the
total percentage of unemployed: it brushes near and then surpasses the
1 0 percent mark. Table 6 shows the evolution of the situation from 1974
to 1988.
Comments on table 6:

the total number of unemployed surpasses I mi!)jon;
during Valery Giscard d'Estaing's seven-year presiden
tial term, the total number of unemployed was multiplied by 2.4;
• 1982: the total number of unemployed surpasses 2 million;
• in 1984 and that year only, the number of unemployed young peo
ple surpasses one million. One worker out of four from 1 5 to 24
years of age is unemployed.
• 1975:

· 1974-81:

Between 1974 (8.5 percent) and 1984 (25.3 percent), the proportion
of unemployed young people more th:m tripled and their absolute value
was multiplied by 2.7. Rounding off, one counts one unemployed young
person out of twenty working ones until 1970, one out of ten in 1975,
Table 6. Evolution of unemployed youth ages 15-24 in relation to the total
number of unemployed in units and percentages

% of

Total

%

% of
of

unemployed

Number of

unemployed

Total

unemployed!

youth!

unemployed

youth/active

unemployed

acti"e

total of

youth (units)

youth

(units)

youth

unemployed

1974

414,000

8.5

848,000

3.8

48.8

1975

505,000

10.6

1,081 ,000

4.8

46 7

1976

5 1 7,000

10.9

[,100,000

4.9

47.0

1977

542,000

1 1 .4

[,2 10,000

5.2

44.8

1978

6 1 7,000

13.2

1,360,000

5.9

1979

684,000

14.8

[,500,000

6.4
7.0

.

1980

744,000

16.5

1,650,000

1981

887,000

19.3

1,970,000

8.3

45.4
45.6
45.1
45 .0

1982

898,000

19.6

2,010,000

8.5

44.7

1983

984,000

22.2

2,200.000

9.3

44.7

1984

1 , 120,000

1985

25J

2,540,000

10.6

44.1

999,000

22.9

2,530,000

39.5

1986

955,000

22.5

10.6

2,620,000

36.4

[987

869,000

2 1 .6

10.9

2,560,000

33.9

1988

793,000

20.9

10.6

2,530,000

10.4

31.3
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one out of five from 1980 to 1982, one out of four in 1984, and then

24, male or female, out of three. Between 1954 and 1991, the activity

one out of five again in 1987.

rate for young people, males and females between

The relative decline of unemployed people from 15 to 24 years of

IS

and 24, had been

divided almost in half. The most dramatic decline involves the activity

IS

age, recorded after the black year of 1984, is explained, all the one hand,

rate of the youngest, between

by the numerous social and professional integration measures put in

percent in 1954, 12 percent in 1991), by six for females (from 43 per

place by the authorities (community work-the famolls "TUC" s

cent to 7 percent).

d'utiliti collective] -local

[tmvalfX

and 19, divided by five for males (60

projects, work-solidarity contracts, revival of

Moreover, in the period between 1950 and 1970, the activity rate

apprenticeships, tax reductions for employers of young people or when

for young people is clearly higher than the national average (62.9 per

hiring young people who are getting their first job, establishment of the

cent in 1954 as opposed to 60.4 percent; 58.6 percent in 1962 as op

"RlvlI"

posed to 57.5 percent), but passes below this average at the beginning

[1'eve!l'll 11tillim'lllll d'illsC11ioll, minimum income benefit] at the end

of 1988, but this measure applies only to those over age 25), and, on the

of the 1970s (49.7 percent in 1975 as opposed to 55.4 percent) and de

other hand, by the increase in the average duration of schooling and

clines all the way down to around 3 3 percent in 1991 (national average:

college srudies. As table 7 shows, however, the proportion of unemployed

54.9 percent).

young people from

IS

to 24 remains, in 1991, twice as high as the na

tional average (19.1 percent as opposed to 9.3 percent).
3 . During 1954 and 1955, as table 8 demonstrates, for the total for
men and women between

IS

and 24, which is the synthesis of percent

ages of active workers for these ages, males (M) and females (F) together,

tbe activity mte for 1 S-24-yet/1'-olds is very high,

4. The Rhone-Alpes region followed the same evolution during the
same period with, in general, one or two points better than the national

62.9 percent: two out of

average: a few more active workers, a few less unemployed (for example,
3 . 5 percent unemployed as opposed to the national average of 4.8 per
cent in 1975, 8 percent as opposed to 9 percent in 1982).
Thanks to the documents made for regions, deparnnents, and com

three young people "work," as one called it at the time. The details show

munes by the INSEE (March 1990 census),

that this is the case for three out of four males (75 percent: 60 percent

of percentages for the active working population and the unemployed

I was able to draw up a table

of 15-19-year-olds and 91 percent of 20-24-year-olds) and for one out

(table 9), moving from the most general to the most particular: metro

of every two females (50 percent, of which 43 percent are 15-19 and 57

politan France (F), the Rhone-Alpes region

(RA),

the Rhone depart

(UUL, which gathers together sixty

percent are 20-24). Then this synthesiz.ed rate does not cease to decline

ment (Rh), the Lyons Urban Unit

with 58.6 percent in 1962 before passing below the 50 percent mark pre

three communes within the COURLY [Communaute Urbaine de Lyon]),

cisely in 1975: 49.7 percent; then 49.5 percent in 1977, 48.0 percent in

Table 8. Falling activity rate based on census information

1980 (these three years arc contemporary to my research), 44.1 percent

by gender and five-year age groups, obsen't;:d in March

in 1985, 39.5 percent in 1988, 36.3 percent n
i 1990; finally, 3 3 . 8 percent

(age obtained in that year) (in percentages)

in 1991, meaning one "actively working" young person between 1 5 and
Men

'[able 7. Synthesis of unemployment rates according to the BIT
(Bureau International du Travail, National Employment Bureau)
organized by gender and age (age as of December 3 1 ) (in percentages)
Unemployed
Total

1954

1962

1975

1977

1980

1984

1985

1988

1990

1991

1.6

2.0

4.8

5.2

7.0

10.6

10.6

10.4

8.9

9.3

15 years old
10.6

IIA

16.5

25.3

22.9

20.9

18.0

Saurer: Annllart
i rftrMpmif, table 28, p. 71, for 1954-88, and A,wunin rrl1tisriqut

1991-1992.

19.1

1962

1975

1977

1980

1985

1988

1990

1991
63.8

82 .5

78.8

71.0

70.3

69.7

66.7

64.8

64.0

15-19

60.2

49.2

29.1

27.6

26.2

19.5

15.0

1 4. 5

1 2.3

20-24

9 1.0

88.1

81.5

81.2

80A

78.2

71.2

65.1

62.0

\VOlllen

38.3

36.3

39.2

40.6

41.8

43.5

44.3

45.8

46.0

15-19

43.2

35.5

21.7

21.1

18.3

13.4

10.7

8. 1

6.8

20-24

57.1

61.5

66.3

68.2

67.2

65.5

61.2

57.4

54.0

Total M + W,

62.9

58.6

49.7

49.5

48.0

44.1

39.5

36.3

33.8

10ta i M + W

60.4

57.5

55.1

55.4

55.7

55.1

55.1

54.9

54.9

15-24

and older
15-24

1954

SQIlrct: Ann/Ill;,.. rirrospmif, table 9, p. 56, for 1954-88, and Amllll1;,.. starisriqll(

1991-1992.
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"Jah!e 9. Active popubtiun rates including unemployment r;\tcs

5. These results, which are rather positive in relation to the na

according to the 1990 national census for metropolitan Fl';lnce, the

tional averages, do not at all lighten the load of the '"'sociological des

Rh6nc·AJI>Cs region, me Rhone department, the Lyons Urban Unit,

tiny" (pierre Bourdieu's phrase) that unemployment represents in the

the city of Lyons, and irs first and fourth districts

long tenn. A young person (a young man, but more so a young woman)

(the Croix-Rousse) (in percentages)
F

RA

Rh

UUL

Ly

1"

4,h

55.1

56.6

57.8

5 7.6

55.5

56.7

54.9

15-19-year-olds

1 1.8

10.2

10.5

9 .•

9.2

8.5

8.5

20-24-year-olds

63.7

64.0

58.6

55.9

47.8

44.8

55.0

25-29-year-olds

86.7

87 6

87.1

86.7

86.4

85.7

89.7

1 1 .1

9.1

8.7

9.5

9.2

1 1 .4

7.9

15-19-ycar-olds

2 1 .8

1 7.1

17.3

20.2

19A

16.3-

14.4-

20-24-year-olds

20.3

16.3

! 5.1

16.6

1-l.5

17.2

15.2

25-29-year-okls

13.5

1 1 .4

10.6

11.2

10.0

12.4

9.7

% of active workers

% of unemployed

.

"22 subjects in these two l':lSts.

with employment difficulties in Lyons at the time of my study in 1975
has many chances today of joining the ranks of the long-term unem
ployed or of benefiting, if one may say so, from the "minimum payment
benefit" established by the law of October 1988 (the

Rousse territory (Lyons consists of nine districts in all).

I have retained

the sorting into groups involving 1 5-19-, 20-24-, and 25-29-year-olds
in order to complete the data for the preceding tables and commentary.
By summing up the results of the five right-hand columns

(Rh

to

4th), one will nOte that the activity rate is on average twO points higher
than (he national average (about 57 percent as opposed to 5 5 percent),
except in the fourth district. One will also notice that the unemploy
ment nne is lower by one and a half points than the national average
(about 9.5 percent as opposed to 1 1 percent), except in the first district,
where it is slightly higher. The portion of actively working young peo
ple is clearly smaller in the city of Lyons and in the two districts than in

(report of the National Commission on the evaluation of the minimum
payment benefit), 2 vols.

(paris:

La Documentation Franpise, 1992).

For a summary presentation, see the interview with Vanlerenbe,rghe in

Actualitis sociales hebdomadnires, no. 1777 (March 20, 1992); and Economie
et statistique, no. 252 (March 1992).
pecially a stable job, if he or she has little or no education or is not pro
fessionally qualified. A "victim" of social exclusion-a phrase used to
day to describe the marginalization from all work structures and, more
widely, from all recognized fonns of work-this person will also have
been a victim of the antischool ideology, which is opposed to the quali
fications and diplomas representing "integration into the [discredited]
system, an ideology born of the May 1968 events, theorized by highly
It

educated intellectuals, which was still very much in force around 1975,
when it was good fonn to have "dropped out of school or college. This
It

utopia unfortunately backfired in relation to the socioprofessional reali
ties of the time, much more severe than what was suspected by the
"long procession of immobile discourses" (Roland Barthes).

Supplemental Note: The Croix-Rous!.e under Question26

metropolitan France, and the same difference is rated for the portion of
unemployed young people (even though, in these nvo districts, it is not
meaningful for the 15-1 9-year-olds because of the slllall size of the

first

case (activity), one obtains

about 9 percent of actively working people from 1 5 to 19 as opposed to
1 1 .8 percent in the national average, and about 50 percent of 20-24year-olds as opposed to 63.7 percent. In the second case (unemploy
ment), one noticcs that tllC proportion of young unemployed people

from 20 to 24, around 1 5 percent for Lyons and its two districts, is as

well clearly lower than the national average of 20.3 percent. An analogous
assessment can be made for the older group of 25_29_year_olds (around
1 I percent as opposed to 13.5 percent).

RMI), around 450

dollars a month. See Pierre Vanlerenberghe, ed., RMI, Iepari de l'insrrt
i(J1I

This young person has even less chance of having found work, es

Lyons (Ly), first (1st) and fourth (4th) districts, which represent the Croix

sample- twenty-two subjects). In the

5)

\Nhat

I wrOte

about the urban neighborhood "in general" has resisted

time better than the chapters on the Croix-Rousse, which are dated from
a demographic point of view.

I used cenSllS data from

1962 to 1975. We

did, however, already have a premonition about the increase of young
people in the population, as well as about the beginnings of the establish
ment, noticed since then, of activities and services oriented toward the arts
and culture (on '"'gentrification," see note 1 9 to this chapter), a tendency
verified by the recent history of the Croix.Rousse, which has become a
recognized place of attraction, with restaurants and living spectacle.
I. In OIl initial period, tbe Croix-RollSJe (first dim-iet) empties Ollt and

grows oMtT. The censuses of 1962, t968, 1 97 5 , and 1982 record a CO!l-
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stant decline in the number of inhabitants: 47,000 in 1962, 41,200 in
1968 (12.3 percent less since 1962), 3 1 ,200 in 1975 (24.3 percent less),
25,600 in 1982 (17.9 percent less). In total, from 1962 to 1982, the first
district lost 2 1 ,400 inhabitants-45.5 percent of its population. A de
crease in birthrate, aging, and demographic hemorrhage, such were the
"Croix-Roussian" criteria. Not until the March 1990 census did we see
a slight comeback: 26,592 inhabitants, or 3.9 percent more than in 1982.
These demographic anomalies had not only negative aspects. The
Croix-Roussian remained, and remains, very attached to his or her neigh
borhood and thus tends to grow old there, I might say, in spite of the
long-standing legendary lack of comfort in the housing (see "The Pop
ulation orthe First District," earlier in this chapter, based on the study
done in March 1975). Three values explained this entrenchment:
"This neighborhood is not expensive." In 1975, one could still
rent three- to four-room aparttnents for less than 100 dollars every
tbree montbs (around 320 dollars today).
• "It's a nice neighborhood." People used to sing the praises of its
tranquillity, jts "good air," its market, its parks, and the trees
along the boulevard. These qualities have not escaped the vigi
lance of developers, who will not rest until they turn the plateau,
on the borders of the first and fourth districts, into a new residen
tial neighborhood.
• It is close to dawntawn, which it in part contains (the first district
extends to Saint Nizier's Church; city hall, on the place des Ter
reaux, is part of its territory) and to which it is properly linked by
public transportation. Indeed, the "downtown" of cities is always
more attractive than the outskirts. \Vhy "get bogged down" in the
suburbs when one can benefit at the same time from the advan
tages of tranquillity and proximity to downtown?21
•

2. Beginning in J 975, tbe arrival of ''young people" (or rather, those be
tweetl 20 a1ld 25) compemtltrsfor the neighborhood's agi1lg. Students, crafts
people, and artists are lured by the attractive rents for aparttnents, bou
tiques, and workshops. This influx of youth attacks the eastern hill on
the "Rhone side," touching the streets and squares between the mantee
Saint-Sebastien and the mantee de la Grande-Cote (or Grand'Cote).
The other side, to the west, above the place Rouville looking straight
down on the Saone, resisted these intrusions with a higher average age.
WIth time, the advance of youth from east to west crosses the Grand'Cote,
settles firmly for five or six years on the montee des Carmelites, which
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Table 10. Division by large age groups of the population of metropolitan
France, the Rholle-AJpcs region, the Rhone department, the Lyons Urban
Unit, the city of Lyons, and its first and fourth districts (the Croix-Rousse)

F

RA

Rh

UUL

Ly

I"

4ili
30,552

56.4M

5.35 M

1.215 M

422,444

26,592

0-19'·

26.5

27.0

26.6

26.1

21.4

2 1 .0

20.2

20-39

30 3

30.4

31 . 8

32.5

H.8

39.1

31.9

40-59

23.3

23.9

23.9

24.0

22.3

20.1

21.9

60-74

12.8

12.1

11.5

1 1 .4

13.0

10.8

14.4

7.1

6.9

6.2

6.0

6.5

8.9

10.2

population*

75 and above

.

1 .5

M

'Population in millions (M), and then in thousands.
"Large age groups in percentages.

is parallel to it, as it were, then extends beyond it to finally touch the
rue Rivet and the neighboring streets.
3. The 1990 census shrds light on the demographic structure of this in
flllx ofyOMh. Thanks to the data from the INSEE, I was able to set up a
table of percentages for the population by "large age groups," from the
most general to the most particular (table 10): metropolitan France (F),
the Rhone-Alpes region (RA), the Rhone deparnnent (Rh), the Lyons
Urban Unit (UUL), Lyons (Ly), first (1st) and fourth (4th) districts for
the Croix-Rousse. I added sortings into age groups of 1 5-19, 20-24, and
25-29 to complete the demography of young people while refining it.
Table IO shows that in Lyons and the Croix-Rousse (Ly, 1st, 4th)
the proportion ofO-I 9-year-olds is clearly lower than the national aver
age, 2 1 percent as opposed to 26.5 percent; thus, one finds a deficit of
children and teenagers. On the other hand, one notices a high propor
tion of 20-39-year-olds, especially in the first district, where their rate
is the highest, 39.1 percent as opposed to 30.3 percent for the general
average. The 20:-39-year-olds are thus the main source of the influx of
youth under wayan "the slopes."
This tendency is confirmed by table I I : in Lyons and in our two
districts, the proportion of teenagers from 15 to 19 years of age is one
and a half points lower than the national average- 6 percent as opposed
to 7.5 percent. But the combined rate of 20-24- and 25-29-year-olds in
the three right-hand columns (Ly, 1st, 4th) is clearly higher than the
general average, which it surpasses by two and a half points, 10 percent
as opposed to 7.5 percent.
A more refined analysis (not in the table) on the population of the
first district shows that in the "large age group" of 20-39-year-olds, jt .is
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Table I I . Excerpts from the dh'ision by five-year age groups of
French population according to the same categories as in table 10

for

15-19-, 20--24-, and 25-29-year-olds (in perccnt1lges)

4th

F

RA

Rh

UUL

15-19

7.5

7.5

7.4

7.3

6.1

6.0

5.9

20-24

7.5

7.7

8.7

9.1

10.1

1 1 .2

7.6

25-29

7.6

7.6

8.4

8.8

9.9

11.3

9.3

Ly

1st

the 23-27-year-olds who are the most numerous by age. In essence,
whereas the average number of 20-39-year-olds is 520 per year, the
number clears the 600 per year mark for those who are between 23 and
27: 629 are 23; 630, 24; 607, 25; 633, 26; and 624, 27. The 23-27-year
aids also constirute, in the 1990 census, the most significant age class
for the first district: 1 1 .7 percent afthe inhabitants, Or four more points
than in metropolitan France, where the rate for 23-2 7-year-olds is, in
relation to the population as a whole, 7.8 percent. In other words, and
taking into consideration the time elapsed since the last census, 25-30year-aids are currently, much more so than children and teenagers, the
focal point for the demographic influx of youth in the first district.
4. These statistical remits confirm empmcni observatio1'. Walking up and
down the streets, one perceives this influx of youth as time goes on. The
old grocery stores, artisan shops, and fanner bistros have been trans·
fanned into bookstores, galleries, or studios, or even into theuers or
other places ofliving spectacle, right dO\m to the spaces that could have
been reasonably considered "beyond all hope" ten or fifteen years ago.
The deadlock was broken, slow modifications transformed the walls,
shops, courtyards, and apartments -these famous cnnttr apartments with
their "cubbyholes" that real-estate agents call mezzanines. The face-lift
of the facade has built up this neighborhood whose general appearance
was, not so long ago, heartrending in its dilapidation. To that can be added
the growth in the number of associations-at least twO hundred in the
first and fourth districts (culture, leisure, sports, nonprofit restaurants,
neighborhood committees, etc.).
.
5. The yOl/lIg people who moved imo the C"oix-ROllsse bave erptCIllJi? de·
veloped (l,tistic lind C'IIlturlll activities. The study "Artistes cr�ix-ro�sslens:
by
les chiffres," published in Le territoi1'e du crefltellr (a colleceon edited
four
Daniel Oheret [see note 1 9 in this chapter]) took a census of the
percent
nt
1
represe
who
hundred artists in the first and fourth districts,
y
of the population between 1 9 and 74, but also 2. pe�ce�t of the "activel
3
working population." This proportion, which IS slgmficant for such
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specialized category of inhabitants, indicates that, since 1975-80, the
Croix-Rousse has become a place with a strong concentration of artistic
;md cultural activities. The low rents explain (explained!) this attraction,
but so does the special configuration of these apartments, which, designed
for the Jacquard weaving looms, offer impressively high ceilings. This
living space is particularly adapted to those who work with the plastic
arts-the most numerous group, according [0 the study.
Besides artists, other professionals, booksellers, publishers, gallery
owners, and restaurateul1J enrich the palette with cultural activities and
also give the neighborhood a strong symbolic surplus value.z� Add to
this a real-estate surplus value that, not long ago, backfired on them and
chased them from an urban space whose value they themselves had en;
hanced. The renewal of leases takes place under devastating conditions
and, if no solution is found, the fate of the artists and the entire cultural
life there will be directly threatened.
6. The arrival of young people around 1975, including artists, did
not slow down the demographic hemorrhage that continued, as we have
secn, until 1982. But these young people integrated activities that, al
though they were new around ten years ago, are now easily recognized.
This is so to the point that the Croix-Rousse is truly an artists' lIeighbor
hood, considered as such in Lyons, in France, and abroad. The Croix
Rousse would not be the Jn�se1lt-daJ Croix-Rousse without its population
of artists and professionals of cultural life. Furthennore, this relatively
closed neighborhood has opened itself up to the rest of the Lyons ag
glomeration. Further stili, people go thue: mltural exchange has hmceforth
become Pllrt ofits ronydllJ lift, to tlu poim that it has becOl1U OIU ofits values.
A Saturday night in the Croix-Rousse around 1990 no longer has any
thing in common with a Saturday night in 1980: for every cultural event
ten years ago, there are twO or three today. Sometimes, festivals invade
an of the slopes, festivals such as Ul 111lit des VOrl/C/!r9 on September 2 1 ,
1991, which allowed several hundred artists to show people their work
and express themselves. The artists, cultural actors, spectators, and other
night visitors really feel lit bome here, and this is what is new compared
to 1975.
7 . A last point must be emphasized: the historic memory ofthe Croix
ROllsse goes blfck to before fbe Romlll1 occuplltion. Tt rests on a number of fac
tors, of which [ would like to stress three points.
The martyrdom of Blandine and her companions in August 177 has
become a pious imagery that masks the essential. In essence, the first
Christians who disembarked here under the authority of Pothinus arid
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Irenaeus were the disciples of the apostle John, the most enigmatic of
the authors of the New Testament. This perhaps explains the mystic,
gnostic, and even esoteric Christianity of Lyons (the capital of gastron
omy, Lyons is also the capital of spiritualism).lo
The city has constantly turned toward the east. Silk-and thus quite
directly the camltS of the Croix-Rousse-is the emblematic figure of
this relation: Lyons was one of the banking, commercial, and intellec
tual poles of the Mediterranean basin. In its old cultural background,
Lyons was eastern and Arab (which is testified to by its university trndi
tion of oriental studies). North African immigration does nOt date back
to the political and economic crises of the 1960s in this cenrury bue back
to the middle of the nineteenth century. Its constitutive, essential rela
tions with the east (Islamic or Christian) are a tradition in this city, a part
of its history. If there is one city where racism and xenophobia should
be banished, it is truly Lyons.
As another constirutive element of its history, the activity of the C(J1IlIts
was always accompanied by social cooperation, at the origin of numer
ous nonprofit mutual insurance companies and cooperatives born of the
crises in 1831 and 1834. A plaque (at 95, montee de la Grand'Cote) recalls
this: "Here in 1835 was founded, by Michel Derrion and Joseph Reynier,
the first French consumption cooperntive, 'Le commerce veridique et
social.'" The current associative activity and the solidarity that goes along
with it, solidarity between creators and solidarity with a place, are di
rectly related to this well-known social tradition. It is an additional pos
sibility for the Croix-Rousse to remain a "territory for creators."
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The R. Fami ly's Double Apartment
There are two adjoining aparonents that share the same entryway
vestibule A. The first apartment, the larger one, which serves as the cen
ter of the family life, is made up of a corridor (B), a kitchen and living
room (C), and two bedrooms (D and E). On the floor plan (see diagrnm),
the hatch marks designate the rest of the building. In the main room
(C), I have subdivided the space into three parts in order to organize the
enumeration of furniture and various objects found there. The two apart
ments do not have bathrooms; the shared central toilets are situated
outside them in the building's stairway.
First Apartmenf

Vestibule A leads to the right for the first apamnent (about 650 Squ3re
feet) made up of spaces B, C. D, and Ej and to the left for the second
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1. ROE RIVET

14. Rue Imbert CoIomo\s

5. RUE ORNANO

17. Rue des FllnIasquos, Saint 6ernenh Church
18. Pl..ACE DE LA CROIX-ROUSSE
19. PLACE SATHONAY

2. RUE PRUNELL£
3. RUE DE fl.ESSEUES
•. RUE PIERRE BlANC
&. MonIk '*'" c.nn6Iites

15. rue DlDEROT

16. Montl!e Saint-5ltbaslien. PIac. Cot>ert

1. PLACE MOREL

20. Botanical Gardans (lind SIr..
t 01_ name>

9. Rue de IB Tou,et\e

22. RIle des Tables ClaucMnnn

8. Rue des ChBrt,_

10. Rue du Bon Pasteur
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Detailed map of the neighborhood studied

"[On the map that appears n
i the two French editions of volume 2, this
location is erroneously referred to as the "Magasins de Roger." It actually refers
to the one and only "magasin" of "Robert" - Robert's Storc.- TrOllS.]
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apartment (about 325 square feet) made up of spaces F and G. Joseph
keeps his personal belongings in this second apartment.
Neighbor.,;

®

l-H-H+m�..4+l
®
@

Corridor (S)
Behind the door is a "white porcelain" sink installed as part of various
renovations done by Joseph in 1960. Along the wall is a medicine cabi
net fitted with a mirror, a wooden chest hiding the electricity meter, a
coatrack, and a chest for shoes. The corridor leads to Madame Marie's
bedroom (space D). The partition wall found on the left side while mov
ing toward this room was put up by Joseph; it is more than eight feet
high and thus stopS at about two-thirds of the total height of the room,
which is more than thirteen feet.

Kitchen and Living Room (C)
The R. family most often lives in this room. It involves a large kitchen
"11 la lyonnaise" that also serves as a living room. It is the only room in
the cold season that has continuous heating available: a gas heater whose
burner is located on the right when entering, along the partition wall
erected by joseph.
In subspace I, a variety of furnirure and objects is gathered together.
On the left-hand side when moving from B to C is a small plastic trash
can. Next to it is a large porcelain sink with a water heater installed by
joseph during the major renovations in the apartment in 1960; a wash
ing machine installed in 1962; a gas cooker that dates from 1958 (in the

®
RUE PRUNELLE

Floor plan of the R. family's double apartment

past, cooking was done on a coal-burning stove: the current gas heater
was installed in the space this formerly occupied); a big refrigerator dat
ing from 1956: on top of this is a small doth doily on which a fruit bowl
permanently rests.
Subspace 2 contains several elements. First, there is a red Formica
"expandable" kitchen table, surrounded by assorted chairs. The chair
marked with an M on the floor plan is that of Madame Marie: it is across
from the refrigerator and near all the kitchen appliances. During meals,
the seating arrangement remains stable: on Madame Marie's right,joseph,
then jean ifhe is there; on her left, Maurice when he is there. The guest
or guests usually take a place between Madame Marie and Maurice. Var
ious objects are attached to the wall: a music box in the form of a man
dolin, a barometer singing the praises of the aperitif drink Cinzano, post
cards from Corsica. There is also a wooden tool rack, strangely painted
over in pale mauve by Joseph, on which rests a 1950s-era radio, a bit
rounded the way people liked them back then. It no longer works, but
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its integrated turntable for 78s has played all the tangos in the world. It
is topped with a rectangular antenna, decorated with the photo of a moun
tain landscape. In the comer, there is a piece of furniture from Beaujolais,
purchased by Madame R. in 1930 from a person living in Ville-Morgon.
It most likely dates from the first half of the nineteenth century; it is di
vided n
i to twO partS: a chest lying on the bare floor (more than three feet
high) that opens with twO doors and a series of shelves on whose uprights
are sculpted bunches of fruits. Various souvenirs are placed on these
shelves, along with some postcards, a tiny Savoyard chalet serving as a
"piggy bank" with an opening roof, and finally an old round thermometer.
Under the window, on the floor, is a small child's stool on which
Madame Marie perches when she wants to look out the window, because
she is short. On the right, when looking at the window and slightly in
front on its wheeled stand is a color television, bought in 1973 with
Joseph's "thirty-five years of service" bonus. On the wall near the win
dow there is an old "weighted" clock. It often breaks down, defying the
patience of Joseph, who is otherwise an excellent handyman. Near the
door opening ontO room E there is a medicine chest with mirror at
l
beauty
tached to the wall. This is where Madame Marie keeps her "ittle
things": a tortoiseshell powder case, wi� its pink, puffy, and sweet
smelling bloner; violet and lavender water, various elixirs (among them,
of course, that of the "great Chartreuse") "for stomach pains," and so on.
Here are the contents of subspace 3 : to the right of the door open
ing onto room E, symbolized on the floor plan by an oval, is an old
Singer sewing machine from 1903: "My mother gave it to me for my
tenth birthday so that I would begin to have a trade when I left school."
Marie worked her whole ife
l on this finely wrought, venerable machine,
whose mechanism is rather fascinating: pedal, wheels, belts, needle mecha
nism, and so on. Next, there are two identical Formica kitchen counters.
Further on down is a vast, old wooden cupboard "for the housework,"
that contains brooms hanging from nails, rags, and cleaning supplies.
Between the open space of this big cupboard and the two Formica
counters is the bread bin, and next to it are stored the bottles of "cvery
day" wine. Between the big cupboard and the gas heater is the "kitchen
towel and napkin" corner.
This room also contains a clothes-drying rack not represented on
the floor plan: it involves a rectangular wooden frame to which are at
tached parallel cords on which to hang the laundry to dry. This frame is
attached to the ceiling through a system of pulleys that allow it to be
pulled up and brought down at will. On "laundry" days, Madame Marie
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spreads out newspapers on the floor in the space on the floor pl�n e
tween the letter C and the table in order to soak up the water drlppmg
down from the drying rack.
Madame Marie's Bedroom (Dl

One enters here by following the corridor to the left from the door of
space C. There is a large bed with a nightstand. On the wall there are
bookshelves whose supports are gilded metal and on which are placed
Madame Marie's favorite books (a collection of poems, etc.) and family
mementos (photos of Madame Marie's parents, her husband Barthelemy,
who died in 1949, her sons and grandsons), as well as various knick
knacks. Across from the bed, behind the door is a large modern writing
desk (for the "paperwork," as]oseph calls it) whose upper glass portion
also contains family photos. Next to it is a fireplace with a record player.
Finally, in the right-hand corner, looking at the window, one finds a
large storage closet where a part ofJoseph's very impressive record col
lection is located. On the other side of the window, there is another
bookshelfwith books and knickknacks. On one of the shelves is the tele
phone installed in 1972. Next to it, near the door opening onto room E,
is a full-length swing mirror. In the middle of the room is a small, low,
round table, always bedecked with flowers, and an easy chair. On both
sides of the door opening onto room E, there are coat hooks.
Dining Room and Joseph's Bedroom tEl

Although it is called a "dining room," this room is very rarely used for
this purpose. It is undoubtedly the nicest room; it is large and very well
ventilated. From the twO windows that look out ontO rue Prunelle, one
has a beautiful view of the banks of the Saone, which can also be seen
from the window in room D. On the left, coming from room D, there is
a large bed; above it are bookshelves where the collection of the journal
COllsteflarioo, bound together by year, is found. Next to the bed s
i Joseph's
nightstand; on the floor, a bedside rug. Between the twO windows is a
beautiful armoire with a mirror; it contains the sheets, fine linens, and
table cloths, and so on, for the family. In a drawer below, Madame Marie
sees to keeping her funeral clothing, along with a smaU botcle of holy
water and a branch of boxwood, renewed each Palm Sunday by her very
devout cousin Amelie. In the corner, a handsome dresser containing "the
silver." On the n
i tennediate shelf separating the lower cabinet from the
upper one are various objects, among them a beautiful bowl. Then, to
ward the wall of room C, is the large family wardrobe, mpped with a com-
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parnnent especially designed for storing records, the jackets of which,

Chapler 4

facing out, serve as decorations. Thus, one can see the photo of Mistin
guett, that of jean Lumiere, or of Fyodor Chaliapin

3S

'he Street Irade

Boris Godunov,

and so on. In the middle of the room there is a beautiful s(juare table
with four chairs. Behind the dresser and the wardrobe there used to be
two windows, currently walled over, that looked out on the rue Rivet.

The rue Rivet

Second Apartment
Vestibule A, shared with the first apartment, gives OntO the kitchen

(F),

where access is gained into bedroom G.

The rue Rivet is neither very long nor very lively: two hundred and
twenty yards, perhaps a bit more, cut in half by a small cross street (rue
Prunelle) that is the extension of a climbing staircase and that ends in

Kitchen If)

another staircase (rue Omano). This crossroads is a sort of border: for

Upon entering, one finds immediately on the left a large, extremely tall

all the inhabitants, the rue Rivet is divided into two "sides," clearly op

cupboard (it takes a ladder to reach the top), then a "white porcelain"

posed to each other. The R.'s live in one of the buildings on the corner

sink, and a dish cabinet on which rests a single-burner modem gas cooker.

of this crossroads and thus are located right on the boundary dividing

Next to this is an old coal-burning stove that is no longer used. Across

the street.

from these items is a folding table with its canvas chair. Against the wall

One of the sides, on the left going out from the "alley,'" is only

on the same side beyond the door opening Onto bedroom G is an un

crossed on a few occasions: in order to get to joseph's car when he parks

specified corner where Madame R. piJes up boxes.

it on the square at the end of the street; to take the trolley bus, number

Bedroom (G)

13, when elderly people wish to "go up to the plateau"; to go for a walk
in the Chartreux Park. Symbolically, this portion of the street is inert;

Immediately on the Jeft upon entering is a small glassed-in bookshelf

one does not stop off there; one only passes by: only one grocery store,

containing children's books and a few toys; across from it isjoseph's bike:

antiquated and archaic (gone by the end of 1978), known by the name

to get to work, joseph uses an old bike that he usually keeps outside on

"La Germaine," was a "holdout" in this sort of desert for which it was a

the half-story landing. Next to it is a walled bookshelf containing Joseph's

frontier post; beyond that, there s
i not a single shop for hundreds of

books, especially his "nice collections" purchased on the installment plan

yards: the square that closes off the rue Rivet opens on to the cours du

through correspondence with specialized organizations. There are about

General-Giraud, which only offers strollers the bleak hlock of the weav

six hundred books here (novels, poetry, history books, etc.). On one of

ing school, followed by intenninable fences with, across the way on the

the shelves there are a few old cameras, cleaned and carefully maintained:

other sidewalk, the Chartreux Park bordering the cours along its entire

Joseph is a photographer, a fan and devotee of everything to do with

length. The aesthetic impression plays a big role in the pejorative ap

photography. Below, a piggy bank in the shape of a 1955 automobile,

preciation brought to bear on the left side of the rue Rivet: no store

the Renault Freg:Jte: moreover, this model was the first vehicle bought

window gives it life (except for the one, just as dark as the walls, of La

by Joseph "for the family." This room is remarkable in the sense that it

Germaine); garage doors made of more or less rusted, dented, corrugated

includes a "cubbyhole" above the bed, a sort of interior balcony obtained

sheet metal accenruate the bleakness of the COl/lit buildings' grand, naked

from the height of the ceiling (more than thirteen feet) that served as a

facades. At the end of the street, the square is surrounded by a retaining

bedroom when the weaving loom occupied the center of the room. One

wall as high as an apamnent building, blind and black. It is truly the

gains access to it by a very steep and narrow flight of stairs. Above that,

"cold" part of the street that no lights brighten up at night, where a ter

there now are some old books and a storage closet. in front of the cur

rible wind blows in winter, summoned by the open space of the square
from where it rushes into the narrow gully of the street.

[ain, represented by a dotted line on the floor plan, at the base of [he
cubbyhole is a small armchair.
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It is toward the right, when leaving their place, that the R.'s sponta
neously move toward social life: there, the street shops are located on
the rue Rivet, and also on the neighboring streets (rue de Flesselles, rue
Pierre-Blanc). One store, called "Robert's," is painted in bright colors:
its wide display windows radiate a bright Light at nightfall: at Christmas
time, they are decorated with Chinese lanterns and artificial snow; two

7J

overloaded with symbolic references. In this manner of talking about it,
the past becomes the measure of present time, always guilty of a forget
or of a putting to death.
In the past, then, the social porousness of the neighborhood founded

rillg,

a space that made possible a multiplicity of little shops or of small trades
(grinders, glaziers, locksmiths, oHve merchants, retail wine merchants,

cafes that face it are also Lit up late at njght. The right side of the street
is its active side: there 3re a lot of people, noise, voices; it is human. It

etc.) living in perfect osmosis with the surroundings: people took Imives
down to the grinder less to have them sharpened than "to give him some

also opens onto the park of the Saint Charles clinic, which, at the end of
the street, offers the view of its flower beds, its copses, and its trees. It is
also in that direction that the R.'s make their way downtown or to vari.
ous customary walking places.1

used to go to "Old Durand's" once a week just "to give him some busi

Robert the Greengrocer
Besides the twO cafes (or CIlllis, as they are called), the rue Rivet includes
most notably a shopkeeper endowed with great symbolic value in this
little neighborhood. Everyone knows rum and calls him by his first name,
Robert; the expression "I'm going by Robert's" is standard here; his store
is a rallying place that enjoys the fidelity of almost all the riverside resi·
dents of the street, fidelity all the more vigorous and unanimous in that
"Robert's" is the only weU·stocked grocery store in a relatively important
area in relation to the density of the neighborhood. As Madame Marie
says, "he's nice with everyone, everyone likes him a lot, he's the 1mromni
Robert of the neighborhood." Robert certainly owes this "universality"
to his "good-natured character," but it has also grown with the disap
pearance of the neighborhood's shops beginning in the I 960s.
Madame Marie remembers the time when there was a profusion of
shops, both big and smaU, on her street and neighboring ones some fif.
teen years ago. She recites the names of those that have gone like a litany:
there used to be a milkman on the comer of the rue Pierre-Blanc ("well,
that's gone!"); there used to be a Bon Lait [a dairy store] at the end of
the rue de l'Annonciade across from the Saint Charles clinic, ("well, that's
gone!"); Old Durand disappeared from the rue de Flesselles; a baker, a
butcher, and a grocer shut their doors on the rue Rivet; there also used
to be the delicatessen of Madame Solier (people called her "Madame"
deferentially because "she was very distinguished"), who made such a tasty
cho1fcrQlltI! that people came down from the plateau to buy some from
her. The register of the past is deployed here, a word that assumes a myth.
ical function by emphasizing the fading of a past henceforth gone by but

business." This intention, "to give him some business," was the origin
of numerous purchasing steps in the neighborhood. Thus, Madame Marie
ness": Old Durand was a small greengrocer in a neighboring street, rel
atively alcoholic, with a neglected shop, but the people liked him a lot
because "he was not mean." Joseph used to go to an old barber, in the
rue de l'Annonciade, explicitly in order "to give him some business." On
Sarurday nights, he used to see two or three regulars there (I was going
to say "supporters"), who, to say the least, would not be bothered by a
random haircut. This old barber worked until the end ofrus days in spite
of a growing, and worrisome, blindness. An implicit contract for a sub
tle benefit underlines this move. One could formulate it as such: on the
whole, it is better to maintain competition between shopkeepers rather
than to fall under the monopoly of just one; flirtation and "infidelities"
("I've been unfaithful to you," says the customer to her shopkeeper when
she has produce in her bag purchased elsewhere) are better than mar
riage "'for better or for worse" (in any case, always "arranged") with only
one shopkeeper. This maintains a gap between supply and demand, a co
existence of several trajectories between each of these terms, a potential
game increasing the freedom of choice.
In these "little neighborhoods" of modest incomes, competition is
intense; the slightest economic surcharge (operating costs, an increase n
i
trade dues, taxes, considerable growth of "middlemen" monopolizing dis
tribution) destroys an abundant but precarious commercial equilibrium.
The great structural reforms in consumer consumption have "cleaned up"
these neighborhoods of all kinds of little storekeepers who could not or
would not adapt to new requirements. Robert is an exception: his business
succeeded in maintaining itself by modernizing, without losing anything
of the commercial practice belonging to the old system of strongly indi
vidualized sociability. Robert owes this exceptionally strong position to
two things: his long-standing establishment and his taste for modernity.
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Robert's family occupied this grocery store at about the time when
the R. family was settling into the rue Rivet (around 1930). He himself
was about tcn years old and he is now much older than fifty. He took
over from his mother ("3 rather strict woman," says Madame Marie), af
ter having been the delivery boy for a long time; he took wine and milk
up to upper floors, "took the shopping" to sick people, the elderly, preg
nant women, and so on.
Joseph, Maurice. and he found themselves growing up together, and
had the same problems during the war, the same difficulties "getting es
tablished" after the war; and what is true for the R.'s is also true for many
other families in the neighborhood. Robert thus has an "internalized"
knowledge of his street (he told me he "loved" the rue Rivet and was in
capable of ever living elsewhere, at least for as long as he worked), of in
dividuals, families, tragedies, an exceptional, fabulous knowledge of every
one. Endowed with a prodigious memory, he forgets nothing, records
everything, knows the preferences of each and every person, calls al
most all his customers by their first name, is still on intimate tenns with
all those he knew in childhoo<!,l and knows all their children. A rather
handsome man ("he is very pleasing," says Madame Marie), with a re
laxed gait, intelligent, and good-natured, he managed to impose himself
as the center of attraction in the neighborhood, and without him, the
rue Rivet would not be what it is; as Jean told me, "He's one hell of a
character in the neighborhood. \¥hen his son gOt married in the spring,
the entire street was at the windows to wave to the bride. We had never
seen such a thing in the rue Rivet!"
Before, his shop resembled any other neighborhood grocery: a large,
somber room where crates of vegetables were piled up on the floor and
canned goods up on high with, in the back, across from the door with
tiny bells on it, a wide refrigerator case (not so long ago, he still had
blocks of ice delivered each morning) for the dairy products and cured
meats; one pathetic lightbulb flickered over these somber riches. About
fifteen years ago, he joined a chain of stores in order to "hold out" and
adapt to the new strucrures of consumer consumption. He went from
the level of "shop" to that of "score," designed as a tiny self-service store
whose horseshoe floor plan organized the stock on either side of a "one
way path"; to get out, one passes in front of the register where Robert
stands. He comes and goes, discusses with this person and that, scolds
one child, gives another some candy, serves a customer, and asks how
things are going.
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Madame Marie once feared that the notion of self-service was incom
patible with what she knew of the decay of her neighborhood; it disrupted
something in her habits: "In the beginning, it really bothered me, but
then I got used to it. It's nice and clean and it's just as good as before."
Modernization always brings along a certain number of suspicions with it
about the quality of products; standardization, prewrapping, all the mod
ern procedures in food presentation worry people. Robert's strength was
precisely to take things into account equitably: he did not abandon "old"
products, now presented in a new decor, so there was no symbolic rup
ture; the main stream of consumption was able to be maintained by si
multaneously emphasiz.ing "the past" and "the here and now." This ex
plains the current success of "Robert's Store," which appeals to a large
clientele from a broad section of the neighborhood.
Robert's customers experience an equilibrium between the penna
nence of the past (because he has been the same grocer for forty years)
and the "necessities of progress" (because his store is "modern"). Robert's
store achieves a compromise that can be accepted by various age levels:
the "young" people feel just as well served there as the older people be
cause they find a self-service technique that they have integrated into
their practict as consumers; and the older people do not feel swindled,
rejected by modernization, because Robert continues, under a redesigned
market format, to make use of an ancient practice of consumption, in
other words, a speaking practice: discussions, information, help in choos
ing, credit, and so on. For Madame Marie, this translates into a small ironic
arrogance: having a store on ber street whose structure has no reason to
envy a modem "supennarket," but without having lost the advantage of
benefits acquired through long habiruation. For the inhabitants who have
been established in the relational fabric of the same neighborhood for a
long time, the absolute obsessive fear is the anonymity of the "super
markets." For that, Madame Marie has an evocative expression: "It spoils
-1I
my appetite!"

La Germaine
In contrast to Robert's store, La Germaine's grocery, at the other end of
the street, belonged to another world. In the past, Madame Marie used
to go there willingly "to give La Gennaine some business," but for ob
scure reasons, she has lately ceased going there. Before Robert's was
modernized, La Germaine's shop, though it was already felt to be "anti
quated," was nevertheless able to stand up to it; they were comparable.
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Since then, the rupture has been total; it has consecrated the abyss sepa
rating the tiny little shop condemned to disappear from the store that
managed to insert itself into a modem network of management and dis
tribution. Entering La Germaine's shop was truly like discovering a gro
cery from the beginning of the century (another in the same genre ex
ists on the rue du Bceuf in the Saint-Jean neighborhood): a somber, dull

blue, almost navy blue universe where La Germaine sat enthroned, b'Tay
and slow, behind her counter. Fantastic odors were anached to the walls:
smells of spices and cured meats in conflictwith dairy products and cheese;

smells of wine casks, coffee, olive oil, vegetables On the left upon en
tering was a tiny counter on a bean-shaped stand on which La Germaine
.

served (all07lS (wine by the glass) to a few regulars.
In this room, one experienced the passage of one time period to an
other, in the same way that a body is expelled from one liquid to another
as a result of their different densities; all of a sudden, one left behind
the deafening and anonymous rumbling of the city to enter into an ex
tremely heavy social density, transforming habirual gestures into ritualized
conventions: one spoke in a hushed voice and she replied in a whisper

from her closed, ahistorical universe, completely folded back on itself.
Obsen'ing the consumers coming to be served there confirmed the
strangeness of this feeling: they were especially men and, among them,
bachelors or elderly men. La Germaine's "patrons" (one talks about "pa
troniung" a shopkeeper when one goes there regularly) were the poor

est on the street, the "marginalized": retirees in poverty, old alcoholics,

semitramps and, along with them, the category always represented as the
abomination of desolation, the lushes and women drunkards (old alco
holic women). Some female "clients" (a word indicating an upper rank
in the social hierarchy),· also came there sometimes, either for convenience
in an emergency (its proximity) or to respect the sacrosanct principle of
"giving La Germaine some business" before her inevitable disappearance.
The practice of stores thus implies a difference of social starus

on

the street; there is no equivalence between Robert's customers and La
Germaine's. To go to one or the other implies a social transparency; this
is why, fundamentally, Madame Marie's decision to stop going to La Ger
maine's is less the result of an obscure quarrel than a question of "pro
priety." This propriety obviously does not come into play in an explicit
way; it would not occur to anyone to say that "it is not proper" to go
there. It is at play on a deeper level of taking sides with a sryle of com
merce that impljes a sryle of relationship to the ciry and, through it, by
an extension of scale, to the entire society. This taking sides with a "tem-
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pered" modernity excludes La Germaine's archaic commercial practice
because, from all points of view, the latter stems from a regressive at
tachment to the past.

Robert the Confidant
One can only understand Robert s "neighborhood function" well jf one
'

attaches to his professional role that of a co7lfidnnt. He is a confidant of a
particular type: a specialist not at all in confession, but in coded dis
course. The utterance of confidences at the grocer's rests on allusion,
ellipsis, understatement, euphemism, all the figures of speech that erase,
minimize. or reverse the meaning that they explicitly utter. \Vhy this

economy of discourse? Robert's is the terminus of everyday trajectories.
and very precise operations unfold there during a period of time that, in
any case, js limited. It is possible to prolong the conversation for a few
minutes after having paid, but propriety does nOt allow a woman to ha
birually settle in at Robert's register for a long period of time: the peo
ple in the street "would get ideas"; and for Robert, it would be better to
lose this customer, "by putting her back in her place," than to allow the
slightest misunderstanding to persist. He is expected by propriety, al
ways more puritanical for someone who is prosperous and highly re
spected, to "remain correct."

An objective constraint at the grocer's forbids a specific time from
being devoted to confidential talk. One must seek a starus of intimacy
that makes it sufficiently possible in order to be perceived as such, but
by masking it in its presentation. Confidences have no right to be un
veiled as such; they do not use direct discourse; they will latch onto the
functional discourse of the purchase and slip through in some way at
tached to it, just as Ulysses and his companions did in sheep s clothing
'

to escape the Cyclops's vigilance. Confidences are transferred in the chain
of commonplaces, of proverbial expressions that match up functional
language with the choice of objects. These stock phrases, which are com
mentary on the actions being carried out, are also the literary space in
which the confidence arises. The suprasegmental (gesture, intonation)
" speak... volumes" in the discernible language that the grocer decodes in
order to enter into the proposed complicity. We are within the phatic
function of language here ("Is the code working?"), but a phatic func
tion that knows itself to be so: "I-lave you understood what

I

mean?"

"Yes." "Good, then I can continue . . ." This is what intonation and ges
tures (or any other suprasegmental intervention) express in order to en

sure that the message has been decoded at its correct level by the receiver.
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The following is the summary of a dialogue heard at Robert's be
tween him and one of his customers, Madame X. 1 have shortened it
considerably:
R; So, Madame X, what would you like from me today? You'll want to

take a look at my apples, they're splendid.
Mme X: YC5, mey'll be fine for me; but let me have some oranges too because,
you know, Paul and apples!

.

.

.

R: And so how is he anyway? We hardly see him anymore.

Mme X: Oh, so-so! Not much new . . . He's been getting into it with the
young one pretty much all the time. But, anyway,

IS .

thats th� way lift

• .

R: Oh, yes, it is (in an approving fOnt,

thell silmcr).

Mme X: And so what do you have in the way of cheese?
R: Take a look at [hat one, it's first-ratc!

. l don't like that kind too much:! (;11 a tont
routd little by little and looking Rohert rtroight ll
i the rye) you know very

Mme X: Oh, no! Not for me

.

.

well, there's no accounting for taste. Can't do anything about it! . "
Let rne have a little of that chevre there instead, and some onu [wine],
as usuaL6
R: And Aline, how is she doing?

Mme X: Ah, well, . . . it's still the same. There's nothing anrone can do to make
up her mind; it makes her father furious; what do you want me to do
about it, especially at my age?

.

.

, (In a tone ofolrviollsnfSf) Well, any
way, YOllth ."lIst have is
t fling! These kids won'r be twmtyforrofT! (Then
she tnkes her full sbopping bog, rests it for a srcond 01/ thr cosb regs
i ter
hdgr, al/d, vrry quick/y, in almost hllshed tones, as Ifro fi,rish up, (ff to "let
the cat Ollt ofthe bog.") But anyway, let me tell you, they're quite right
not to wony too mucb, worries will come along soon enough. If I had
had such freedom at their age, I would not ha\'e deprived myself. Don't
you agree? Well, alrighty then, good-bye, Robert, see you tomor
row! Good-bye, sir [to me).
R: That's the way! Alrighty then, Madame X, good-bye,

VVhat does this short conversation tell us? Some raw facts: Madame
X likes apples and she also buys oranges, some cheese, and some wine
(sam!! onu). They talk about Paul and about a girl named Aline who is
having quarrels with her father about a problem we are unaware of, but
that most likely concerns "morality." VVhat is she giving away to Robert
that he alone is able to understand? Let us go back to this text, in which
one can distinguish four levels:

1.
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The functional level of the purchase, which corresponds to the
preceding paragraph. It involves the choice of fruits, wine, and so

on.
2 . An allusive level that refers to a contextual knowledge at Robert's
disposal. Roben knows who Paul is, knows his tastes, asks how
he is doing. Madame X does without a whole series of pieces of
information: "because, you know, Paul and apples"; "not much
new"; "he's been getting into it with the young one

all the time."

This is thus an infonnative level that aims at confirming Robert's
knowledge about problems that Madame X knows he is aware of.
3 . A first level of proverbial expressions: "that's the way life is,"

"there's no accounting for taste"; this latter expression is absolutely
remarkable in the context because it is a transfer in which what
seems to be said about cheese is at the same lime said about an
other situation that Robert is very well aware of, because he feels
authorized to respond with a nominal question: "And Aline, how
is she doing?"
4. A second level of proverbial expressions or of commonplaces, all
centered on the notion of carpe diem: "youth must have its fling";
"they won't be twenty forever"; in short: "they are right to take
advantage of it." Here, Madame X gives her own opinion ("But
anyway, let me tell you") about this situation, but without de
scribing it, still hiding behind stock phrases. Having gone this far
in voicing her conviction, she seeks approval; she engaged herself
in this confidence as far as she could with Robert and she leaves
quickly, certain that she was understood.
By reconstructing the "story," we learn that Madame X is Paul's
mother and Aline's grandmother. She ives
l
in an apartment near that of
her son and her daughter-in-law, and does their shopping because they
both work. Aline, barely twenty years old, lives with a boyfriend and re
fuses to get married, which scandalizes her father. It is a crisis situation
that has been dragging on for several months. Madame X does not know
which side to take; or rather, she does not dare to openly take her grand
daughter's side. This is why the stereotypes brought out in the third
level ("that's the way life is," "no accounting for taste") tend to minimize
the crisis, to normalize it by relativizing it with "popular wisdom." \¥hat
follows tells of her own position on this crisis: she wants to be "under
standing" ("They are twenty years old
they are right"); this is thus a
=
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way of telling Robert that she finds Paul to be too harsh and that she
does not agree with his severity. By means of a few sentences, and in a
relatively short lapse of time, the confidence has gone rather far, thanks
ro the discursive economy made possible by aJiusions, quick references
to a past known only by Robert, and without anything clear having been
revealed to the other customers.7
On several occasions, Madame Marie insists on the role of confi
dant that Robert plays in his practice of the neighborhood. In the exam
ple that I retain here, it is she who asks him about his brother, with
whom, she tells me, he has had a fulling out: "He has fallen out with his
brother, he doesn't know what he's been up to, where he's gone. Is M.ichel
married? He doesn't know. I ask him: 'And MicheP'; we S0111tt;mtS char

!ikt that, just tht two of liS, and so

I go: 'And Michel?'; well, 'we don't
know where he is' . . . "
The small phrase I have emphasized by itself contains all the condi

tions on which the register of the confidence relies. It is an exceptional act
that cuts through the continuum of habits ("sometimes"); the actors drop
their theatricalized "customer/shopkeeper" roles for a moment in order
to allow another level of language to come forth on which they can rest
for a moment; "we chat like that" means that they talk face to face, "like
I'm talking to you right now," as one would talk to a close friend, pri
vately ("just the two of us"), without another interlocutor, at an off-peak
time of the day. "And so I go: 'And Michel?'''; the use of the verb to go
instead of the verb to sny indicates, I believe, the exact level of language
that is used: the performative, that is, in this instance, the awareness of
having established a contract that onc can say is intensely provisional, in
which speech has a price because it binds, even if it is for a short time.
More superficially, Robert's role as confidant is constandy reassured
by the manifestations of kindness that burst forth during exceptional
events, rerurns from vacation, holidays, and so on:
�They married off their youngest son and he sent us the announcement,
and for all four of their children, he always let me know in advance, and he
would give me my parry favor, every time."

And, more genef311y:
"If you could JUSt see how he jokes around with all the nicc ladies there;
the young, the old, he makes compliments, he is . . . he's really chic. But his

little woman, she takes it all n
i stride, you know: she doesn't make a �ne . . .

"

This last sentence about Robert's wife shows us vel)' exactly what is
possible wirhil1 the limits ofpropriety. If Madame Marie took care to tell
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me that '"'Madame Robert" is not jealous of her husband's "liberties," it
is less to exalt her virtue than to make it known to me, to me as a listener,
that there was no cause for his wife to become angry. We are within the
domain of what is not only tolerated, but almost required by propriety.
This is inscribed in the social game of the neighborhood that, in its the
atricality, wants the shopkeeper to be more than a paid distributor of
consumable goods. The space in which he is enthroned must constandy
maintain a possibility for speech, the very speech of the street, which
finds an opportunity to manifest itself there.
It is at the grocer's that the neighborhood awareness is sharpened
much more so than on the sidewalk or on the stairs. \>Vhy? Because buy�
ing is a public action that binds, not only by the price it costs, but be
cause one is seen by others in the midst of choosing what will become a
meal. One thus reveals something about oneself, about one's secret; this
creates a permanent availability for speech that, starting from the exam
ple of a comment on the quality of various products, takes off from the
foundation on which it began rolling in order to rise up into a more gen
eral discourse on neighborhood events. Madame Marie often told me that
each time an event took place in the neighborhood (an accident, a death,
a birth, a police patrol, etc.), all she had to do was stop by Robert's to get

the commentary on it. That is where the neighborhood sptakr.
Robert is the neighborhood's coryphaeus; he receives the rumor of
events and gives it a universally communicable form, acceptable by every
onc: he changes into news the fragmentary bits of information that come
to him from all sides. The oral activity in his store recalls the strucrure
of ancient tragedy: the chorus of women exclaim, question, comment,

and amplify before the soloist's words: "It happened just like I'm telling
you!" No one would dream of challenging his role as soloist, which in
vests him with sovereign authority, and which he is the-onJy one able to
play in view of the position of infonnation synthesizer tbat he occupies
in the neighborhood: he can add words to the rumor, .organize it into
utterances, and interpret it through satisfying "lessons." Robert, after
all, is essentially a public man. He will thus utilize -and receive -pub
lic language, the very language that we were describing earlier: proverbs,
commonplaces, stereotypes. For there lies the acuity with which he de
tects, beneath the universality of this public speech, private and even in
timate, secret information. But, in a broader sense, his speech belongs
to everyone, and everyone collects it because it gives a universal mean
ing to neighborhood events so that the greatest number of people can
share in the information and excitement.
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Finally, the relationship with Robert implies a very elaborate prac
tice of time, linked to both proximity and habituation. The conjunction
of these two conditions shows through in verbal expressions such as "\Vith
Roben, you can allow yourself to . . ." That is an announcement of a ben
efit relating not only to provisions (being well served . . .) but [0 time: be
ing able to bother Robert even outside his official working hours. Madame
Marie has, for example, the rare privilege -along with a few other people
on the street-of being able to knock "on the back door," after eight
o'clock, when Robert has already closed. This involves not only toler
ance and politeness, but a permission resulting from long habituation.
It is a pact that must be used from time to time, two or three times a
year, to verify the solidity of the relation established over time. A privi
lege and gesture that a newcomer would not dare to ask for, it is up to
the R.'s to reactivate it regularly, in order to see, in short, if everything
is functioning well: a routine. This little rite celebrated a few times a
year has a function of rl'assurance, for the R's as well as for Robert: it
serves to verify that one still has "space" in relations, that one has some
"leeway" in everyday relationships, that one can thus count on the other.
The twO customer/shopkeeper awarenesses tighten the bonds of their
recognition by rendering themselves indispensable to each other, to the
point of the transgression of business hours that marks this after-hours
request.
In a more general way. the structure unique to the grocery store fa
vors the intensity of communication. At the baker's or the butcher's, the
choice of foods is relatively simple. They involve only one "moment" in
the meal, only one class of objects (bread, meat). One only really chooses
one kind of meat for a meal. At the grocer's, the range of goods offered
to customers involves a much more complex gastronomic discourse. All
by itself, it is a syntagma to be constituted on the spot: vegetables, canned
goods, fruits, dairy products, cheese, cookies, desserts, drinks, cleaning
products. Consequently, one spends more time there than anywhere else,
at the same time revealing one's capacity to master the complexity of this
overabundant universe. The "presentation of self" is much more impli
cated there: one does not really choose the bread one buys, but one can
always hesitate before the quality of Ietruce or cheese; the savoir faire re
quired is important. From this. I believe, comes the high symbolic value
of neighborhood groccry stores: they are, in a certain way and in both
traditional and popular urban neighborhoods, the sitting rooms of the
street, thc public sphere in which it is always possible to "waste a little
time," that is, to gain a benefit from recognition.

8J

I remember the extraordinary place held in neighborhood life many
years ago by two grocery stores that were very different from one an
other. The first was run by "Old Michel," whom everyone knew; a decent
man, rough and taciturn, he found himself cast in the ambiguous role of
bogeyman by various mothers. One often heard yeUed in the street, in
the public park, the fateful threat: "I've had enough, I'm going go get Old
l\1.ichel!" He himself went along with the game and rolled his terrifying
eyes. The second store occupied an exactly opposite symmetrical position
to the first. It was a dairy and grocery store run by a couple and their
two children. The wife was a sort of mother for all the neighborhood
children; people used to leave her keys to the apartment so she could go
to take care of flu-stricken children who stayed home alone during the
day while their parents were working. It was thus less a service she pro
vided than a privilege she granted herself and that she undoubtedly
believed legitimately involved part of her duties as dairywoman in the
neighborhood.
Thus, Old Michel and Madame Carli, each in their own way, were
inscribed in the neighborhood, going well beyond the purely functional
duties of their roles as shopkeepers. One could not just remain in a sim
ple relationship of consumption with them because that relationship be
came-it had to become-the support for another discourse that here,
in a generic fashion, I call confidence.

In order to understand this process weU, one must look in the di
rection of honor: the pure relationship of consumption is insufficient,
too brief, to express what it secretly involves on the level of relations.
Propriety takes over from the strict economic exchange and creates a
linguistic space in which a more complete recognition of these relations
becomes thinkable and thus able to be articulated. Submission to this pact
remains the essential condition for a good relationship with the neigh
borhood, that is, the possibility for any subject to take his or her place
in the social functioning of the street. Robert's role as confidant consists

of producing this space within which the neighborhood can recognize
itsclfby becoming awarc of itself through the lIlultiplication of exchanges
that it autboriZl's.

Chapter 5

Bread and Wine

I would like now to enter further into the relationship that the R. family
maintains with what it consumes at home during family meals. More pre
cisely, it seems to me important to analyze the philosophical function that
bread and wine occupy in their gastronomy, because, without these two
elements, a meal becomes not only inconsistent, but even unthinkable.
Foods bought from the shopkeeper remain within a random distribution
as long as they have not been ordered by the organization of the meal.
They have been chosen (or rather, their class of objects: vegetables, meat,
cheese, fruits), but it is in the kitchen that they become a succession un
folding according to a preexisting canonical order: appetizer

[mtrie], main

course (meat or fish with vegetables), salad, cheese, dessert. Culinary prep
aration imposes a coercive series inside of which the various elements
can no longer be rearranged: in France, one does not begin the meal by
what is served as dessert, one does not serve the cheese before the meat,
and so on. Otherwise, the meal would be perceived as disordered, "im
proper," and in any case, as something "not to be repeated," in short, a
sort of obscenity.
Only two foods "accompany" the meal from beginning to end and
are adapted to each moment in the series: bread and wine. They function
as two ramparts that maintain the unfolding of the meal. They are thus
at the foundation of cuisine, what must be thought about in first place,
before any other gastronomic decision. Let us suppose that Madame
Marie had planned to cook a rabbit for a nice meal and that at the mo
ment of buying it the poultry shop no longer had any available. She could
fall back on a chicken or any other meat without a problem. She could
substitute. This is impossible for both bread and wine: neither is re
placeable by anything that might take its place. They are the concrete a
prioris of every gastronomic practice, its unchallengeable necessity: this
is not up for debate; if they disappear, nothing has flavor anymore, every
thing falls apart. To make a comparison in the outdated linguistics of the
eighteenth century, bread and wine (and the category of condiments) are
the consonants of the meal, its fixed point..<;, its substantial toughness;
the menu is on the side of the vowels, of accidental value. Alone, bread
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and wine do not constitute a true meal, but both are hierarchically more

class condition: to throw bread in the trash means to forget the story of

indispensable than the remainder of the menu.

poverty. It is a memorial.

\Vithin their structural solidarity, bread and wine are irreducible to

Since the baker on the street closed down his shop, Robert also sells

each other. The connotations evoked by both are antagonistic, as if bread

bread so that his customers do not have to run too far to buy some. The

and wine were two opposite poles, creating a tension in which the meal

purchase is often preceded by a very simple ritual, consisting of "put
collromm

takes place. They do not occupy the same position at all in gastronomic

ting aside": every morning, Robert puts aside a few

semantics; they are two sides of a same philosophy that is constructed

male customers; he knows the preferences of each one. This gesture im

for his fe

based on a violent antithesis that it forever dominates: drama, work, se

plies an understated phrase that accompanies it, which belongs to the

riousness, opposed to laughter, alcohol, drama. Drama is at both ends of

oral code actualizing the intrinsic qualities of the bread's substance: "well

the chain: in the sweat of a troubled brow and in the delirium of an alco

done," "not overdone," "light," "crunchy," or "floury" according to the

holic who causes the trouble. Fundamentally, bread and wine exchange

CUStomer's taste.

terrible culrural provocations, the strength of good, the lure of evil, an

At home, the bread is placed on its breadboard at the end of the

archetypal dualism that is seen right up to the common image of the al

table, enveloped in its tissue paper, as soon as one gets back from shop

coholic who drinks his paycheck, rips the bread right out of the mouths

ping. One only rarely starts on it before the meal. \¥hen the latter be

of his children, beats his wife, and destroys his family. The alcoholic is a

gins, the head of the household stands up at the end of the table and

man who has forgotten bread along the way and who sets his house on

cuts as many slices as there are table companions. Then the service con

fire: this, I think, is the fundamental obsessive fear. One might wonder

tirmes as long as there are requests for more. Rarely are more than one

if, among all these functions attributed to the menu (celebration, nutri

or two slices cut "in advance"; this is done out of precaution so one does

tion, diversity), one of them, not perceived because it is central, is to

not risk having to throw them out. Moreover, bread is never thrown out;

maintain a bridge between bread and wine so that the fundamental rela

when it is toO old, one makes pudding out of it, or, in the winter, soup.

tionship can be stabilized and the threat of wine by itself averted.

Or else Madame Marie puts it in a cloth bag that she regularly gives to

Bread

her cousin Amelie, who knows a "country woman" who has chickens.
Bread is constantly the object of an almost unconscious precaution; af

Bread is the symbol of the hardships of life and work; it is the memory

ter the meal, it is carefully put away in a sack placed in the back of the

of a better standard of living acquired the hard way over the course of

cupboard "so it doesn't dry out."

previous generations. Through its royal presence (the R.'s most often

Sometimes bread almost has the value of a test that allows a guest's

buy collronnes [crown-shaped loaves]) on the table where it is enthroned,

social origin to be uncovered. If he or she wastes bread in such a way

it shows that there is nothing to fear, for the moment, from the depriva

that impacts the seriousness that bread represents, this guest risks losing

tions of the past. Even though living conditions have changed consider

all credit: "He never went without, that guy, it's obvious." Bread, very

ably in twenty or thirty years, it remains the indelible witness of a "gas

indirectly, allows one to know if someone is "with or against us." It bears

tronomy of poverty"; it is less a basic food than a basic "cultural symbol,"

a social writing: it is implicitly required to know how to read it correctly.

a monument constantly restored in order to avert suffering and hunger.

Because one does not joke around with bread: it condenses into a very

It remains "what we would have really liked to have during the war"

tight bundle much ardent and painful effort that had to be maintained

(Madame Marie's father nearly died from hunger in 1943: "all we had

throughout history so that it would not be lacking. The strange paradox

were tiny slices of bread like that, which we had to share with every

about bread is that this accompanying food (it is unusual to eat bread by

body. Grandpa was old and weak; that was not enough food for him").

itsell) is still perceived as the necessary foundation for all food, however

Bread arouses the most archaic respect, nearly sacred; to throw it out,

festive, because of the force of social representation of which it contin

to trample over it is a matter of sacrilege; the scene of bread thrown in

ues to be the support. \¥hen this nece�sity is ensured (when bread is pres

the trash arouses indignation; it cannot be separated from the working-

ent on the table), it is the sign that one can legitimately enjoy oneself
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within the gratuitousness of the menu, because "nothing is lacking," in
other words, because there is no urgency about suffering or hunger. As
long as there is bread . . I
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Ntigbborhood checks. The neighborhood has an implicit but important
legislative role: it operates like a regulatory authority tempering the con
sumption of wine. The purchase of wine is in essence a visible act, if not
by everyone, at least by the grocer. It suffices for one person in the neigh

Wine

borhood to know that there has been an abuse of alcoholic consump

Temperllnce. The discourse on bread is always at the limits of pathos, above

tion, thus a transgression of propriety's boundaries, for it to serve as a

all suspicion. That on wine is much morc nuanced, as if weighed down
from the inside by an indelible ambivalence: the pleasure of drinking well
always tends toward the boundary of drinking too much. Bread is sta
ble, a fixed point; wine intrinsically contains the possibility of drift, of a
setback; it can be the origin of a journey from which one does not return;
the abuse of drinking logically leads to sickness, destruction, death. This
reprehensible, pessimistic vision of wine goes back to elementary school
discourse on alcoholism. In the Croix-Rousse like everywhere else, every
one has in mind the social image of the alcoholic, angel of misfortune,
drunk husband beating his wife, a man whose black and shriveled liver
is put on display ("here's a normal liver, and over here is an alcoholic's
liver"). Because of this "work" of the cultural representations inculcated
in school, one does not go toward wine the way one goes straight to
ward bread; a detour must be made, which precisely allows us to avoid
drinking too much in order to authorize intelligent drinking, always
"sober. "
This strategy, ajming at turning aside every possible suspicion weigh
ing on the drinker, rests on the claim for a

drmking sowir flirt (sovQir

boi1't]. To the repressive discourse, another discourse is opposed

that ex

alts temperance as the savoir faire of qualitative and quantitative tasting.
Here too, there is no lack of scholastic references. Everyone knows by
heart Pasteur's phrase: "Wine, consumed in reasonable quantities . . .";
everyone knows the official scales for healthy drinking: less than a quart
for manual laborers, less than a pint for sedentary workers, and so on.
To that are added many opinions reinforcing the legitimacy of drinking:
a natural wine can do no harm; drinking during the meal does less harm
than drillking on an empty stomach; wine aids in digestion; it is dnnger
.
ous to drink water with fruit because it causes stomachaches, but a small
drop of wine helps everything along; cheese without wine tastes like plas
ter, it is like a day without sunshine, and so on. It is a question here of a
reinforcing discourse aiming to limit the strength of the ami alcoholic
discourse, which takes the fonn of a "not guilty" defense speech, in the
face of the atencks of which wine is a victim.

brake. Propriety thus requires the drinker to situate himself on the thresh
old immediately below the foreboding signs of reprobation, in the plau
sible "not too much" category that does not cast a slur on an individual's
or a family's reputation. Just as everyone more or less knows the number
of members in each family allowed to drink wine, everyone also knows
the scales cited earlier; it is thus not difficult to divide the quantity of
wine purchased by the number of people and to deduce from this the
rate of alcohol intake for a family. It is on this point that neighborhood
checks operate and in this way that, in all likelihood, they slow down
the consumption of wine and tend to bring it back within what are con
sidered "sensible" or "proper" limits. By holding to this implicit system,
one can let oneself be watched without risk by others, all the while
procuring the means to "properly wash down" each meal of the week.

If one were to see only repression here, one would misunderstand
the checks exercised by the neighborhood. In the deepest sense, "the
neighborhood" seeks to preserve itself, by preserving the capital of human
relations on which it is based through the imposition of implicit limits
for alcohol consumption. It tends to disassociate from itself the trans
gressions that it considers excessive. Having said that, the tolerance thresh
olds within this nonnaJity are quite elastic and adapted to individual
cases. More precisely, it involves a self-regulation in which each person
knows, more or less clearly, what he or she has a right to. The criteria
for this tolerance and the manner in which they can be combined create
an equal number of scenarios such as age, gender, profession, sickness,
suffering, worries, mental stability, sadness, joy, each according to his or
her limits, according to whether it involves an elderly man having greatly
suffered (extreme tolerance) or a happy woman in the prime of her life
(reduced tolerance). Nowhere do there exist stone tablets of the Law;
the only limit is, and always remains, to avert destruction or scandal in
the neighborhood: beyond this limit, there is no salvation; within it, every
thing is possible.l
Temperance is maintained as the ideal to which it is recommended
to submit as much by "scholastic" discourse on wine as by the public act
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of the purchase, which are joined in order to exalt it. The street is a glance
that constantly interprets the adherence to this submission in order to
evaluate the degree of conformity to propriety.

A

too·prolonged stay

beyond this limit. a too-often repeated journey into the magic spell of
the bottle involve a progressive social isolation of the individual or group
whose too frequent "debauches" arouse the obsessive fear of alcoholism.
The neighborhood fights against this monster that constantly reemerges
in its womb. A socia! segregation induces a social zoning of the neigh
borhood. This now explains the isolation of La Gennaine's clientele; her
shop is the only public space in the neighborhood in which the few
"lushes" around can gather together. This is why it had become so "im
proper" for Madame Marie to go there.

Wine and celebration: a social landmark. "Mr. Pompidou said that those
who drink water were sad people. That's the most intelligent thing he
ever said" Ooseph). Two elements, converging toward the same goal, can
be drawn from this comment. The first is the reference to Georges Pom
pidou: his phrase is an authorized remark; it is linked to a position of
power, as that of Pasteur, quoted earlier, is linked to knowledge. The opin
ion of a [former] president of the republic-even if his politics are oth
erwise contested by the R.'s -reinforces the positive discourse on wine;
it comes exactly as a reinforcement against the detractors of the drink:
"If even the president says so, then . . ."

The second element is the sadness of water drinkers, and thus, by
way of antiphrasis, the joy ofwine drinkers. In one blow, this jest points
out the culrural function of wine: it is the symbolic antisadness element,
the festive face of the meal, while bread is its laborious face (and water,
its penitential one: being sentenced to "bread and water"). Wine is the
condition sine qua non of every celebration: it is that for which it is pos
sible to spend more to honor someone (a guest) or something (an event,
a celebration). This is to say that wine contains, as a result of the unique
virtues attributed to it through a social consensus, a motivating social
force that bread does not have: the latter is shared, wine is offered. On
the one hand, we are within a calculating economy (don't waste the bread),
and, on the other,

a

spending economy (let the wine flow freely!). Wine

is thus par excellence the center of an exchange, the pontiff for the speech
of recognition, especially when there are guests.
Thus, at a festive meal at the R.'s home, when the main course comes
out, Joseph ducks into his room, where he will have earlier uncorked a
nice bottle of wine. If he is a few moments late or slighdy distracted at
this point, his mother elbows him or mumbles some sibylline phrases in
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hushed tones: "Hey, haven't you forgotten something?" "My heavens,
you're right, there's something still waiting for us . . . " He brings out the
bottle, sniffs it, "taste-tests" it, and serves his guests. The inevitable round
table discussion ensues ("What do you think? It's good, huh?), the oral
ity of gustatory judgment (speaking and tasting at the same time) whose
function s
i entirely celebrafory. A glass cannot remain empty without
becoming indecent: "it's pitiful," "if hurts to look at,n "it makes no sense
at all," "what's that all about?" As linle as it may be, there must be some
wine in all the glasses, because this gives a bearing to the table, to the
conversation; wine silently gives the assurance that a "plenitude" of being

together is possible. If it is lacking, it means that somewhere not enough
attention is being paid to the other, a lack of propriety; a duty has not
been accomplished: "Hey, boss, you're not doing your work, you're let
ting us dry out!" "Excuse me, it got away from me." Sometimes, a play
ful overstatement is added to the game of offering: "Give me a little bit
more, then . . ." "More!" "Oh, now he's gonna mete it out to me, this
guy; come on, pour!" Wine escapes calculation, and is even opposed to it.
Proverbs and witticisms burst forth at almost every meal: "Once a drunk
ard, always a drunkard"; "VYhen my glass is empty I complain about it,
when it is full, I empty it,'" and so on.
Like bread, wine is a social separator. One fears the "water drinkers":
"He's not very cheerful; he don't drink like the rest of us. That bothers
us, you feel constrained"; or, on the contrary: "For feast days, we like to
go out with the Denises. They eat, drink, and laugh, they're really funny!

\'Ve get along well because we have the same tastes!" Madame Marie of
ten wondered, in my presence, if the "bourgeois" in the boulevard des
Belges or the Presqu'ile had wine on the table: "I don't know if they do
that at their place . . . Surely less so than here!" A naive question where
memory of the cleavage between "the people" and "the others" shows
through, without wishing to, without even realizing it. Madame Marie
has internalized this moralizing ponderousness, but she knows how to
turn it against her adversaries, "the others," in a form of contempt, and
this contempt can be expressed in the following canonical fonn: to know
how to appreciate wine is to know how to enjoy oneself; one can only
enjoy oneself after having worked hard; thus. only workers know how to
taste wine properly. This is because wine is the blood of workers, what
gives them the strength and courage to accomplish their task; it is the
compensation for a miserable life, the celebration they have a right to.
Wine traces out a social borderline because it indicates where social
"sadness" begins, that is, the inaptirude for enjoyment; this is why the
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category of water drinkers corners less the so-called teetotalers than the
contemptible class of "fussy,'" "stuck-up," "sophisticated," "uPStart" peo
ple, and so on-in short, all those who represent for the R.'s the sad
ness of life. and whom they assimilate outright to the "bourgeois."
An abrupt social shortcut? In fact, the custom for wine consump
tion currendy in force in Lyons proves Madame Marie right. We know
that there exists, in this city and the surrounding region, a quantity of

tbe pitcher [Ie pot]: it contains just under a pint of wine, that
is, enough to serve about three shots [canunsl (3 glass containing about

wine called

six ounces). Indeed, to order a pitcher is to sign one's social belonging; a
bourgeois in Lyons would never risk it; it is an action specific to popular
neighborhoods and strata. Without being tOO far off, one can suppose
that this custom becomes more intense as soon as one enters into the
Croix-Rousse from below. In a cafe on the place des Terreaux, "down
below," one sees few men at tables surrounding one or more pitchers.
As soon as one arrives on the place Sathonay, the look of the tables al
ready changes considerably: people are drinking pitchers and playing
cards. Finally, in certain boulevard cafes or on various streets leading up
to the plateau, pitchers are almost exclusively served (with white wine in
the morning and red in the afternoon.)4

Cllitllrtli SlJllrces: Gnaffrol1. Lyons folklore provides other, very strong,
references to the conviviality of wine. The relationship to wine there is
experienced as a regional specificity, a claim of identity. It is the city of
"three rivers": the Rhone, the Saone, and the Beaujolais. The popular
local theater, the Guignol (which has nothing to do with its Parisian hom
onym), presents a key character who comes straight into our analysis.s
He is Gnaffron, the incorrigible friend of Guignol, the friendly drunk
ard with a glowing red face, always anned with his bottle: his blazon, his
coat of arms, his title of nobility, his insolence. "Gnaffron, well, he al
ways has his jug of wine with him, he always had his jug of wine!" Madame
Marie says, while evoking her memories as a child spectator. Gnaffron
is a cultural hero who occupies a complex place: he stands in the very
place of ambivalence that characterizes all discourse on wine-attrac
tive and dangerous, dangerously attractive.
He is attractive because, come helt or high water, he justifies drink
ing with all his mocking strength: he thunders in its honor. It is the ab
solute weapon against sadness and boredom, it swallows down all wor
ries into forgetfulness, and it is the sweet, nocturnal river on which one

can slide right out of history. Gnaffron proclaims what all drinking songs
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proclaim: "Drink, good Lord! Don't allow yourselfto measure how much!"
"Drink, drink, it's drinking we should be doing." In his raspy gullet is
held "the horrible cry uttered by (Gargantual, as he first saw the light of
this world, bellowing out, 'Drink, drink, drink!' ''6 Gnaffron is an avatar
of Bacchus. Popular iconography, found here and there in the cafes of
Fourviere or the Croix-Rousse, depicts him asleep under vine branches

with enormous clusters of grapes, with vine leaves encircling his old black
felt hat; in the distance, among the vines, men and women dance or frolic
cheerfully, with a glass of wine in their hand. Gnaffron is a son of nos
talgic proliferation that emerged from the land of milk and honey and
entered into popular imagination by the back door.
More profoundly still, Gnaffron arouses a social adherence: he is the
"ideal" for the man of the people; within his drunkenness, the subver
sive speech of the lowest echelons of society dares to speak. He is a car
nivalesque character who turns social, family, and political values head
over heels. The policeman has law and order on his side; Guignol has
cunning and the stick ("And then he smacks the policeman, always! The
policeman sure gets what he deserves!"); Gnaffron has his bottle and
forthrightness of speech: a coarse, anarchic, rebetlious speech. He is
Guignol's eternal second in command, his complementary associate (as
in comic books with Tintin and Captain Haddock, Asterix and Obelix).
Moreover, he plays the role of the valet: he has a lucid but impotent

gaze, with no power over society, whose abysmal dysfunction he reveals
with his sarcasm. He moons the owner (the horrible Canezou), the po
liceman, and the priests. He is a fonn of speech, a social "talk" [1m "dire"]
that bores deep enough to bring up the latent desire for disorder and
drunkenness beneath all social order.
But the theatrical form of this talk forbids him from becoming an
"action"

[un "joire"] effectively working on the historical thickness of so

ciety. This theatrical form is the fantasy-life presentation of the ambiva
lence that "works" the concept of wine and the social images attached
to it, right up to the source of the celebration it invites. At the same
rime, such theater says that there is an incompatibility between drunk
enness and social revolution or transformation. The former is on the
side of nostalgia: its way of being an invitation to the spasms of com
plete joy goes back to the great social archaisms (nudity, dance, sleep).
Drunkenness remains, fundamentally, a pathos for the ego. Revolution,
on the contrary, assumes a belief, an uprising, a rigor, an assortment of
competing forces, and even more, an insertion into the social thickness
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that it is a question of transforming. Indeed, Gnaffron the libertarian
cannot be a revolutionary because of the drink of which he is the active
symbol. Beside the fragments of dreams that he arouses deep down 
or, more exactly, above them -is inscribed in fiery letters the evil side
of wine, the social exclusion of which it is the logical eod in the case of
drinking too much. Wine brings the subversive dreams about the social
to a halt because, in its extreme manifestation, it is a dismissal of His
tory. On the rue Rivet, Gnaffron would undoubtedly have been onc of
La Germaine's customers, a nice pariah, but a pariah all the same.
Popular wisdom is not mistaken about it. It takes charge of this am
bivalence in Gnaffron's character whose connotations are always doubtful,
simultaneously positive and negative. By extension, it calls the neigh
borhood drunk "Gnaffron." To a child surprised in the process of drink
ing the last "drop" from a bottle or a glass, one says, "Look at the little
Gnaffron!"-which is a way at once to excuse the gesture (considered
to be funny) and to accuse it (because it is dangerous). More generally
still, one sometimes says, for example, about a group of politicians famous
for their incompetence: "V\fhat a bunch of Gnaffrons!" in the same way
that one would say, "\Vhat a bunch of clowns!"
In short, the relationship to wine, as opposed to the relationship to
bread, is not simple. The festivity that it is in charge of assuming is
cleaved by a danger correlated to it. A " not too much" always comes along
to temper wine,

to thwart the logic of the drink that cries: "Morel More!"
\Vine is an invitation to a journey toward a festival, but one cannot go
all the way, up to the central, mortal intoxication whose initial exchange,
symbolized by the filling of glasses, their clinking, and the wine tasting,
is, nevertheless, the premonition. The fantasy of absolute disorder, the
abolition of all the personal, sexual, and cultural differences presented
by the celebration of wine -the feast of fools-is nowhere currently
attainable in social life; propriety requires us to stop in time in order,
very precisely, to remain within time.7

Giving and Receiving
The R.'s huy wine for everyday consumption at Robert's. This operation
is the occasion for a little game whose insignificant appearance hides
unsuspected ramifications, as much in relation to the family mechanism
as in relation to the integration of the latter in the neighborhood. If the
R. family joins in this game, it is because it very exactly matches some
constirutive elements of its "vision" of the world. Among these elements,
two seem to me particularly distinguished: the giving-receiving rcla-
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tionship (here formed with Robert), and a specific practice of temporal
ity that one might call the taste for waiting.
\Nhat does this involve? The cap on every bottle contains a small
sticker that one must attach to a card divided into thirty boxes; when
one has finished filling up this card (thus, after having consumed thirty
bottles of everyday table wine), one exchanges it at Robert's for a bottle
of superior quality wine (VDQS), generally a Cotes-du-Rhone. The R.
family thus maintains a sort of small, permanent wine-cellar with about
twO bottles per month, allowing them to celebrate, in a dignified way
and freely, at one or another Sunday meal, or to honor a certain friend's
or family member's visit. This game can be reduced to t\.I.'O extremely sim
ple acts: filling up the card with thirty boxes (thus waiting) and exchang
ing it for a bottle (thus giving in expectation of receiving in return). The
game of stickers is only thinkable, and thus practiced, when inserted in
the logic of the relationship to Robert, with whom it strengthens the
ties. It adds to the rhythm of daily comings and goings a scansion meas
ured by each VDQS bottle "earned." Around it is constructed the per
formative language of reward. The filled-in card is, in essence, proof of
goodwill, a record of good conduct; it is a pledge integrated into the
text of a contract of which Robert is the representative; it insists on the
tie that binds the buyer and the seller in consumer activity. We are at
the heart of the practice of exchange. The very idea of a contract as
sumes that there exists a reappropriation of the market exchange for the
consolidation of a social benefit that cannot be reduced to the purchase
act alone.
The perfonnativity of language here is formally inscribed in obedi
ence (the obsequium, that Spinoza spoke of) to a common will (that of
"consuming well," just as propriety is an obedience to "behaving well"
in the conventional system of the neighborhood as a social space of recog
nition), whose game is at once the motive

[111obile]

and the grounds, the

rhythm and the visible mark in a network of signs known equally by all.
\Ve find the following in this sign: the process of recognition must be
invigorated, symbolically comforted, through the legibility of the ac
quired benefit by both partners in the contract. The card filled with
stickers quite obviously signifies (as everybody knows; whether or not
there are a lot of people, spectators, at the moment of exchange matters
little; the only thing that counts here is the public nature of the place)
0/.

lvtadame Marie:rjaithjlti1lf!Ss, to which Robert bi111se/f, in one way another,
is indebted, because she occupies for him, at this moment and in this par
ticular circumstance, the place of partner-consumer without which his
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place of partner-seUer would have no meaning. The public nature of the
place is worthy of publication, a quasi-official, visible manifestation of
the contract that underlies it from beginning [0 end. The "fee" that
Robert must pay (what goes back to his partner-consumer as a symbolic
supplemental credit added to the mechanical accounting of the pur
chase) must be spoken [00, publicly revealed somewhere in the syntax
of the commercial exchange, because the latter is, all things considered,
the support for a social exchange (a contract in the language of recogni
tion). In a certain way, one might say that we are wimessing here the
substitution of buying (which is only commercial, accountable) with ex
changing (a symbolic, beneficial surplus); the practice of the neighbor
hood goes without an important number of middlemen (for example, the
advertising campaign of the company organizing this game) in order to
rc::tain only what is proper for the good functioning of the system of re
lations. Robert thus offers the bottle of good wine ("Here's your litde
gift"), much less as a stimulus for higher consumption of wine than as the
sign of a reiterated alliance, continuing to seal the pact that ties him to
his parmers-actors, here his buyers, within the space of the neighborhood.
That explains why this "gift" can only be a "good botde." Supposing
that the offer of reward was more everyday table wine -twO or three
bottles as a free gift for so many bottles consumed, for example-the
effect would be completely different; we would be moving iTom the do
main of the exchange to that of equivalence, percentage. There would
certainly be a growth in assets, but one would not find this same sym
bolic tension perceptible from beginning to end in the game of stickers.
To be maintained. this tension requires a qualitative rupture that trans
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it is in some way an economic stopgap. an everyday accompaniment,
unsatisfYing in making real the feast, for which it nevertheless carries
inside it the program (because it is wine). This goes bad:. to saying, con
versely, that this insuffiCiency and this festive inadequacy contain a dy
namism that tends to erase ordinary wine in order to assume the festive
program, at the level of "superior quality." Wine tends to become abol
ished as ordinary n
i order to be realized as "of superior quality." This is
exactly what is produced within the intemal logic unique to the game of
stickers. The ideal for a wine drinker is always on the side of a quality and
quantity increase. But, just like all the imperatives of temperance advo
cated by the implicit neighborhood checks, ordinary wine economically
controls a quantitative expendirure that cannot, without endangering a
family's economic equilibrium, be squandered in the race for quality.
Here again appears the symbolic gulf that separates wine from bread.
One would have difficulty imagining the ideal for the bread eater; there
exists no game of stickers at the bakery offering a pie after having con
sumed so many loaves of bread. Bread is a static nutritional symbol from
the point of view of practical cultural experience. Wine, right up to its
ambivalence, is a socializing dynamic. It opens up itineraries in the thick
ness of the neighborhood. weaves an implicit contract between facrual
partners, and establishes them within a system of giving and receiving
whose signs Link together the private space of family life and the public
space of the social environment. We can perhaps find in this activity the
social essence of the gomt, which is immediately to establish the subject
in his or her collective dimension as a parmer.8

gresses the continuum of the purchase; it must have access to a superior

Wine ond Time

threshold of consumption. The gap between ordinary table wine and

The game of stickers also reveals another side of the R. family's practi

"good wine" is a highly significant gap: it is not the return of the same,
as the system of equivalence requires, but an active, symbolic differen
tial, producing motivation where before only plain necessity had pre
vailed. The "old wine" rears apart the habit-like homogeneity of ordi
nary wine by backing it up with a promise that leads up to another
desire: that of a real feast (a good bottle of wine for a good meal) result
ing from a faithfulness maintained within the space of the neighbor
hood, that is, suitable to propriety.
But if there is a qualitative rupture between the twO categories of
wine, the ruprure is not substantial. We find here again the logic of the
drink, the ambivalence of wine mentioned earlier. The strength of this
i and of itself;
logic constrains ordinary table wine to not be sufficient n

cal cultural experience. just as fundamental as that of exchange (giving/
receiving), although it largely surpasses the acrual practice of the neigh
borhood. It involves the relationship that this game has with time and
that I earlier called the "taste for waiting." It is always delicate work to
commit oneself, to attempt to interpret within the interiority of what
"others" experience, and to work on the reverse side of their conscious
representations, without at the same time holding on to the certirude of
a possible verification of the proposals made. I believe, however, that it
is proper to consider this game from the perspective of the study the

way a diver puts on a transparent mask in order to contemplate what
the surface of the water hides: this modest auxiliary suffices to reveal in
one stroke the swnptuouS narure of the marine depths.
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The game of stickers is somewhat the equivalent of this mask placed

2 . This visibility of time possesses another characteristic that is log

on the visible accumulation of the R. family's habits and customs, it al

ically linked to it, even though it is difficult to bring it to the fore in all

lows us to understand the internal, and secret, functioning of their every

its vastness. The fact that the accumulation of the wait is an exhibitor of

day life; as such, it is the analyzer (the object onto which are transferred

desire almost necessarily entails its access to the interior of a collective,

connieNal forces that it does not engender, but which are expressed

here the R. family, but also other people close to them, and then through

thanks to it) of a particular model of temporal mastery, that is, of a rela

the steps of the purchase, to the entire neighborhood, metonymically

tionship to time that makes one say, or think, that one dominates it from

present behind its "representative'" Robert. The visibility of time also

the point of view of everyday practical experience. It seems possible to

signifies that time is not, in itself, the occasion for a private practice "for

me to draw out tWO moments of this mastery, one concerning the visi

oneself," but only takes on meaning because it is put at the disposal of

bility of time and the other its availability.

others who share the same delaying activity, the same desiring process.

1. The rhythmic progression of the number of stickers increasing

Within the framework of its internal interfamilial relations, the sticker

from hottle to bottle, occupying a surface area on the card exactly pro

card constantly offers the R. family an "open book" reading of its col

portionate to the consumption of ordinary wine, and whose intemal logic

lective time; through it, one knows where one is on the journey, a jour

allnlogoll

ney at the end of which takes place the exchange substituting the symbol

of a time accumulator. It marks the stages of the desire that leads to

of the wait (the sticker card) with the good bottle of wine (the reward

good wine in the same way that other "time instruments" (a savings

for the wait).

tends to blossom in the promised VDQS, is very precisely the

plan, a wall calendar, etc.) trace a path, counterbalanced by waiting, to

No privatization comes along to take away this legibility from me

ward the objects (a car, a family feast, etc.) that will be their end point.

collectivity. In mat, this game is reveaJjng of something othet than it

From beginning to end, this game is the pattern for waiting, but a con

self; it is the analyzer of other types of relationship to time among which

crete, active one whose accumulation of signs (the stickers) holds the de

it takes up a position. The collectiviz.ation of time can also be found in

sire at a distance from its object until its fulfillment. Thus, it is located

the upkeep of the wall calendar that Madame Marie gets for herself

within the reality principle's logic: an active patience for the delay that

each year, but under another fonn. It is there that Madame Marie records

defers- places at the end of a period of time to be covered - the desir

i the family.
her own appointments, that she records the minute events n

able object whose possession only then will be allowed. It actively sign
'
posts this delay by deferring the moment of taking hold, with the single

if necessary. Conversely, the custom of the personal calendar (with

goal of rendering the latter real.

the rights of "privacy" that it includes) does not exist, or rather it is re

Each person refers to it as to a bulletin board, even adding corrections,

all

After time has become as if thickened by the wait, it is instantly

duced to the embryonic stage of a customary beginning practice that

abolished in the expected denouement of the exchange by conferring on

will take time to become independent. In the same way, the purchase of

the latter a cultural and social consistency by virtue of this dialectic evac

a car, for example, assumes a very intense, collective preparation, and the

uation of time through its own fulfillment. The game is thus a medium

reiterated sharing out of hopes contained in the wait. At the R. family's

to 1llake the "time ofdesire" visible.9 It is

place, the date of the first car purchase (April 1956) and the name of

of which at least one function is

constituted as an apprenticeship in waiting, whose contradictory polar

this car (a Renault Fregnte) have maintained to this day an extraordinary

tensions it balances by inserting in them the promise of its disappear

symbolic value (since then, Joseph has bought another car-a Peugeot

ance. A5 a result, this game also says, following temperance and econ

204, in 1968- but no one remembers exactly when: the wait for the ob

omy: "Not so fast! I am the realization of your wait. By shortening the

ject had become banalized).

stages that constitute me, you risk shortening your life and tricking your

This leads us back to thinking time as the formality for a recogni

desire by giving it an object other than that which it was expecting, in

tion of self, where the self discovers itself concerned in a series of events

other words, nothing! Because you don't get anything without the wait.

that is recognizable by others, members of the same family or of the same

It alone makes real the objects you desire, the good wine you hope for.

neighborhood. The game of stickers, like the wall calendar, like the

Without it, more or less, it means death."

"memory" of the Fregate, thus signifies, fundamentally, formal integra-
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tion into the field of public, interfamilial recognition: it is the totality of

Chapter 6

this relational package, mediated through the consumption of wine, on

The End of the Week

which time transfers the assent of the family's identity, which is offered
to Robert's view under the modest appearance of the sticker card. And
the rerurn gift of the good wine attests to the reality of this identity, inas
much as Robert is the third party, the "public witness" of this reality.

Saturday and Sunday
On Saturdays and Sundays, the neighborhood dwellers can experience
various arrangements of their leisure time. Saturdays are preferentially
centered on individual leisure time, with SWldays traditionally remaining
mobilized by family-type activities. In the working-class milieu where
Joseph works, the day off on Saturday is a relatively recent conquest if
measured against the span of his professional "career." This liberation
of an unoccupied period of time was the source of a festive reorganization
of the week that divides it in a significant way. In Joseph's work crew, all
of whose members have experienced the different stages of this con
quest, the true beginning of the weekend festivities is on Friday. On
that day, the workers share a snack lunch [machollj, a clear improvement
on the traditional lunch. Moreover, after work, custom requires them to
get together for a longer time in their usual cafe, almost up until din
nertime. It is a way of symbolizing that one is truly entering into the pe
riod of peace and quiet. Furthermore, it frequently happens that a few
of them, freed from their family obligations, continue the evening in a
restaurant or bar. This rite and its diverse ramifications were unthink
able in the previous system (because of work on Saturday morning) and
not easily transposable to Saturday night because of the shortness of the
weekend, which concentrated it almost exclusively on family activities.
The increase in free time remodeled the organization of the week by al
lowing an authentic individualization of weekly time.
The phenomenon is particularly remarkable concerning the appropri
ation of urban space. Before, Joseph and his colleagues had only a "dead"
city at their disposal (closed on Sundays), with the exception of summer
vacations. They carried out the majority of their purchases through cat
alogs, or their wives did it for them. Except for the rarest of exceptions,
they never benefited from a direct and prolonged contaCt with consump
tion goods and were for the most part Wlaware of the "aesthetic" experi
ence of this contact (sight, touch, smell). From now on, having Saturdays
off allows them to profit gready from their participation in the commer
cial life of the city, not only as consumers, but also, and perhaps more
101
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so, as speaators. On Saturdays, Joseph "has a field day," because this day

\-\reek
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cal urban experience of the R.'s, this corresponds roughly to two models

belongs to him as something he has a right to. I Some morc general con

of consumption that have their topographical equivalent in the city: on

siderations corroborate these observations: the significant presence of men

the one hand, there are the department stores themselves (traditionally

in shops and stores on Saturdays, the development of commercial serv

situated in the heart of the city, which is the case in Lyons-on the place

ices capable of interesting them (tools, gardening, car mechanics, etc.),

des Cordeliers and the rue de la Repuhlique, where the Galtries Lafayette,

and even the transformation of clothing fashion-the abandonment of

the Grand Bazar, the Prillttmps, etc., are located); on the other hand, there

the "Sunday best" outfit so characteristic among workers fifteen years

are the "supermarkets" established on the outskirts (the CatnJour in Ven

ago, in favor of a "younger" and more varied style.

issieux and [cully, and the Ma1JJ1nOllth in Caluire).

These tiny social events, difficult to analyze in their banality, whose

The Galeries Lafayette -and when the R.'s talk about it, one must

memory is eroding with the years, emphasize, however, the extraordi

understand that they are referring to all deparonent stores-is inserted

nary accumulation of the desire for the practice of the city, a desire re

in an urban environment of a very high commercial density and with

pressed as long as the freedom on Saturdays did not give it a space-time

which it is in perfect osmosis. This porousness renders the store infinitely

in which to be deployed. In short, consumption has passed from the stage

traversable; it is a continuation of the street and one can stroll through

of in vitro (choices in a catalog) to that of in vivo (direct contact with ob

it just as one does through sidewalk stalls. The relationship to the Ga

jects). For example, Joseph had once purchased a photo camera as well

leries Lafayette is poetic: the stroll that leads there brings sensations

as a movie camera (with all the accompanying materials: screen, viewer,

into play (crowds, noises, smells); it favors the active work of sensitivity.

etc.) based only on the information in a catalog. In May 1975, I went

The relationship to downtOwn is always accompanied by a secret feel

with him to several stores before he made up his mind on the camera of

ing of beauty linked less to the architecture as such than to the profu

his dreams; but, so he told me, he had been hesitating for several weeks

sion of beautiful objects that are displayed there. This engenders a the

and, every time he CQuld, on Saturdays he would go downtown to look

maries of expenditure: "Oh, it's so beautiful! I'd so like to have it!"

at the window displays and ask for information. Never in the past would

Downtown is the permission to always dream more about an other

he have been able to "allow himself this luxury," he said, meaning to say:

life, an else7llhet·e. A momentary forgetfulness of real life is at the heart of

"1 have never had so much pleasure in choosing, looking, and buying."

the practical urban experience of department stores. The Galeries La

Through the increase of weekly days off, "window-shopping" has

fayette is the medium for a participation in the collective, festive being of

become a masculine activity: the city offers itself as a spectacle to dream

downtown. Like all other expenditures, this one too is exhausting. VYhen

ers. The "urban being" of both Joseph and his colleagues changed na

she comes back from shopping, Madame Marie talks about "whirlwinds":

ture when they acquired the leisure of actively going through a town

"people step on your feet," "it makes my head spin." But these assess

trr1)flk� and no longer dulled by Sunday dreariness. Now that this

ments, always subsequent to the act of displacement itself, must be un

benefit has passed into custom, one has difficulty imagining me revolu

derstood as sportS commentary; it is one way of saying that "it had a

tion it introduced into everyday life: the city has veritably become an

certain ambiance." This stroll is always accompanied by a stop in a large

that was

opened city, a profusion of symbols, a poetical place. Beyond consump

downtown cafe, generally at the Bar Americain. The activity engaged in

tion strategies, Saturday leisure time has made possible the appropria

the movement toward downtown buckJes up on itself; the Galeries La

tion of urban space through the desire of an itinerant subject who, dis

fayette is in complementarity with the neighborhood because it offers

covering it in the vitality of its living strength, has truly begun to love it

the festive supplement of which the latter, through its very organization

because one can finally find one's way there as a consumer and no longer

and relative dilapidation, is deprived.

just as a producer.

Deportment Stores ond Supermarkets

By more closely analyzing the relationship to dovmtown, one per
ceives that it is the place for an impressive number of trajectories that,

Between the neighborhood and downtown, relationships of all kinds are

although in large part intersecting with each other (because of the rela
tively limited surface area of downtown, which, in Lyons. is narrowly

established, both complementary and contradiclOry ones. In the practi-

hemmed in between the banks of the SaclIle and the Rhone), neverthe-
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less keep a relative autonomy in relation to each other. Returning home
is not "the same" if one takes the rue de 13 RepubJique instead of the rue
Edouard-Herriot. The first trip Lies completely within the pure pleas
ure ofwalking, or even beuer, of "slowly sauntering alongn [lentibardan
ner] (according to Lyons slang); the R.'s have a language appropriate to
this style of walking according to which "the return home by the rue de
13 Re [publiquer' is undoubtedly the most elaborate urban model, espe
cially since the time when this main road became an entirely pedestrian
zone: "We COlme back nice and easy like," "I was just chug-chuggin'
along." "I really like droolin' aLi over the pretty window displays," "we're
checkin' out aU the changes-it's educational," aU of these expressions
signifying a temporal gratuitousness in which the pleasure of walking is
rooted.
Returning home by the rue Edouard-Herriot integrates some func
tional steps parallel to the stroll: "1 had an errand to run so I took ad
vantage of coming back that way" (generally followed by the name of a
store on this street). An explicit or secret justification underscores each
itinerary, bores pathways into the somber maze from perpendicular al
leys to a few main roads: the rue Merciere occupies a considerable place
in Madame Marie's imagination because of specific memories (this is
where she began to work in a sewing workshop in 1906), but she is no
longer fiuniliar with the name of an alley fOund a few dozen yards further
on. In the perception of space, there are blind spots, whether through
moral censorship (the streets with prostitutes, numerous in this neigh
borhood) or through unfamiliarity as a result of not using this portion
of the public streets. "Going downtown" means abandoning oneself to
an operation made up of multiple logics: consumption, spectacle, strolling,
exploration . . . Downtown maintains its role of attraction through the
orchestration of urban sensations that it spontaneously hands over to
the dweller. It is one of the organizing poles of tension for life in the
neighborhood, in actual fact, its most extreme outer limit, but the latter
remains linked to it in a strongly significant relation.z
The relationship to the supermarket, Carrefour, is of an economic
type. Based on the distance (one must take the car) and the material con
ditions of the surrounding area (enormous parking lots to cross, burn
ing hot in the summer and slippery with ice in the winter), "going to
Carrefour" cannot be synonymous with "taking a stroll." The R's go
there only to buy. Or rather, they used to go there, because, from a cer
tain moment on, this task, felt to be thankless. was generally entrusted
to Joseph, or the head of the household. He buys work clothes there,
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"sport" shirts, or sometimes food products that, curiously, he would not
think of buying near home, such as whiskey ("for friends who some
times like that sort of thing!"), even though Robert sells it as well. This
"extra" is truly the synonym for an extraterritoriality. Whiskey, one might
say, seems unable to be inscribed, at least at the beginning, within the
neighborhood system: it was truly a strange item that he would have "felt
funny" asking of Robert, but that it was thus suitable to go looking for
elsewhere, in these distant frontiers of consumption represented by "5U
pennarkets"; for these latter are an "abstraction," an "idea" of consump
tion almost entirely foreign to the custom of the R. family's consump
tion, which, profoundly linked to their traditional urban environment.
includes proximity and language. One recalls Madame Marie's reflec
tion: "it spoils my appetite"; this "break" synthesiz.es everything that the
supermarkets lack in order to be integrated into her desire as a con
sumer, notably smells and the contact with shopkeepers. The subjective
impression of being exposed to the great rush of objects, to their organ
iz.ed stocking, in these gigantic cathedrals that are the halls of "super
markets," is frightening because n
i timacy and confidence are extinguished
in favor of a purchasing system whose benefits the R.'s understand poorly.
Joseph heads to Carrefour in the same way that he sometimes visits
the building sites of the large ZUPs [Zone a Urbaniser par Priorite, ur
ban development zone] in the suburbs. For him, it is an occasion for a
spectacle (he takes picrures), for an experience of radical foreignness, for
a manipulation of space exactly the opposite of his own. More brutally,
on the part of Madame Marie there is a categorical rejection, without ap
peals. Let us listen to her tell of an excursion to a restaurant with friends:
besides all thaI, my, my! I tell you! It's lrue Ihal I'm old, you have
take age into consideration, but when I sec those big housing projects, like
the othcr day when we went om to eat in Tramoilles . . . with the Giovan
nis well when we went through Rilleux, well, I almost gOt sick! It's a
wh�t do �ou call it? -a ZUP, that's it. Well, well, I tell you, ifI had to live
in that, well, it's just frightful! Huge houses, everything chained up, and
then there the streets, wide streets, squares, tiny garden plots . . . l could
never live n
i that. oh no! Even, I don't know, even if I had been . . . well,
anyway, you never say, because when you're young, you obviously
don't have the same mentality. Ah no! Even if it's pretty, you know. I see,
c:ven at Marcel's, pretty entrywa}'S everywhere, all thaI; absolutely nOl, no!
I could nOI take it. Amelie [her cousinl. she would do rather well there:
"Oh, anything JUSt to be comfortable at home, a shower room; me, I'\'C
still gOt my little, my oId meul sink.H Yes, so she, sb� would change. Well,
therc are five years between us. One changes ....ith age.
10
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(\Ale should remember that Madame Marie is eighty-three and her cousin
Amelie is seventy-eight.)l
For Joseph, the situation is a little different. Carrefour, supermar
kets, the big housing projects, the new cities proliferating in the Lyons
region are for him a space of compromise where he can play the "mod
ern citizen" without tOO much risk, because he knows that, behind
him,
. .
he still has his cherished Croix-Rousse. For him, these places arc an ex
otic land where he can spend a few nice moments, or "learn" about as
pects of modernity, hut places from which it is still possible to withdraw
in order to return to a social space more in keeping wi th his practical
urban experience. He finds, one might say, an interest as a "decent man"
in contemplating the expansion of a consumer society from which he
has received so little over so many years, about which his "wisdom" has
taught him to demand little, without absolutely mistrusting it either, fol
lowing the solidly shared argument that "there is something good to be
found in everything."

is barely disturbed by the passage of cars or the plaintive siren charac
teristic of the trolleybuses.
The practice of the neighborhood is thus entirely dependent on the
"'rest" of the city, downtown or modern suburbs. It is just that the neigh
borhood is too small to take on the totality of urban desire; propriety as
well is too pregnant there to integrate every kind of consumer behavior.
Thus, there must be "elsewheres" at the dwellers' disposal in order to en
rich their mastery of urban space in genel'Oll. But it is also from this dif
ference of practice that the neighborhood dl'Olws a surplus of identity;
the "'journey" will only have been a lapse of time, an excess, taken back
to its place of origin, to the very place where the pleasure of living in the
city surges forth, to the neighborhood. Once the curtain is closed on the
exteriority of the rest of the city, the neighborhood itself, far from be
coming numb to the grasp of its identity, finds an internal dynamic sat
isfying the recognition of its dwellers. It is here that the pl'Olctice of the
market conveys all its social force.

When he returns from there to his neighborhood, it is as if into a
space carrying the words of recognition, known by heart, as surprising
as the things one likes, a poem, "a music." The return aip from the "mod
ern" parts of the city is marked by the clearing of certain stages leading
progressively "toward home": "'you start to breathe again," "it does you
some good," "the car starts to smelJ like home." The most precise bor
derline is siruated after the place des Terreaux, at the initial section of
streets (hat head up to the plateau. As of that moment, without fuil,
Madame Marie is already in her kitchen ("Ah, let's see, what am I going
to make for my dinner?j and Joseph, no less without fail, proposes first
�o go "have an aperitif" in a boulevard cafe, generally at one called the
A la soierie in the place des Tapis. The excursion out into modernity re
quires this SOrt of expiatory ceremony; the cafe is a place of reconcilia
tion with the neighborhood, whose qualities one then celebrates. It is a
purification formulated as such: one says that "the air is good here," af
ter the "pollution" of the big housing projects. Moreover, this formula
remains typically Croix-Roussian: it aims at rediscovering a specific, se
cret "charm" appreciated only by connoisseurs, in a neighborhood that
all the same remains marked by the bleakness of its housing. One then
abandons oneself to the great evening stillness, especially in summer,
when the shade of the trees preserves and amplifies the coolness. A strange
charm Coin acrually be drawn Out of the boulevard, suspended on the bor
der with nighttime, as if abandoned by the rcst of the city, whose silence
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The Market
The market is traditionally an important sociological landmark for the
understanding of human relations within the practice of the neighbor
hood. No city or village is without one. At the same time as it is a place of
business, it is a place of festival (in small provincial towns, the "pompom
of music" frequently accompanies the weekly markets), halfway between
the smalJ shops on the street and the department store, or the supennar
ket, without the elements that constirute it being reabsorbed in one or
the other of these terms. It offers a profusion of conswner goods surpass
ing what a shopkeeper offers, btl[ without falling into the "distribution
alism" of supennarkets (the division of conswner goods into categories,
which are called "departments": the lingerie department, the children's
department, etc.).
The market is unfamiliar with this rational division ofspace; the stalls
follow one another according to seniority. establishment, or the vendor's
trade license, but not according to the order of objects. Finally, the rela
tionship to vendors obeys precise laws there. There is an inversion of
the recognition system in relation to shopkeepers on the street; vendors'
customers are much more anonymous and the relationship is generally
less close than mat inside the store; conversely, the shopkeeper is valued
and regains something from what can be anguishing for customers in an
anonymous relationship; the "market vendor," through the "oral" struc-
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ture characteristic of the market-the "auction," the friendly heclding
is always more or less considered as somewhat stentorian, whose "ad
vertising" correlates to an increased social distance.
In the R. family, as in many others in the rue Rivet neighborhood,
"going to the market" is a task generally entrusted to the mcn. Territorial
reasons account for much of this: in relation to the neighborhood, the
market is "high up" on the boulevard and onc gains access to it by going
up steep slopes or long banistered stairs; it is a tiring operation that de
mands a ccmin physical effort. When Joseph leaves for the market, he
is, in short, doing his duty, following the example of his neighbors-and
he goes there preferably on Sunday morning, a day primarily devoted to
family-type activities.

An analysis of this process reveals its own "secret": beginning as
something "for the family,'" it becomes transformed into a practice of
the neighborhood unique to joseph, in the same way that Madame Marie
"makes a practice of" Robert according to a relational dynamic that is
equally unique to her. The primary home-market trajectory produces
complementary subtrajectories; to the "necessary time" of the market,
joseph tacks on a "free" time, a personal modification that he links to
familial necessity. The market is the occasion for unique rites, typically
masculine ones, which are condensed in the "aperitif" drunk "with the
guys," in a Croix-Rousse cafe.
On his way, joseph makes a complete circle whose beginning and
end points are not home/market, but home/cafe. He "heads up" to the
market by the most direct route: rue Omano, then montee de ]a Tourette;
there he takes a right on the boulevard de la Croix-Rousse and meets up
with the "lower end" of the market three hundred and thirty yards fur
ther on. The first pass is a time for the observation and evaluation of
prices; joseph goes through slowly until he feels he has a correct idea of
the good prices. Then he leaves the crowded alleyway hemmed in by
the market stalls and continues to "head up" the market along the out
side, at once to escape the very dense crowd and to continue his little
inquiry into prices based on the indications furnished by the stores par
alleling the market. He always buys at "the top" of the market. This is
because he leaves his hesitations behind one by one as he advances: he
can henceforth make a decision and so buys very quickly, "as men do."
There he encounters a grocer who in the past used to run a shop on
his street, next [Q Roben's. People in the R. f.unily know him by the name
of the "little grocer." The "little grocer," recogniz.ingJoseph's "faithful
i the right direcness" each Sunday, "always looks the other way a bit n
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rion" (he always adds a little extra to the amount requested). I was able
to witness this sign of favor, even though the "little grocer" was a bit
bothered by my presence: he was weighing out a kilo of cherries and
then began to shout for the benefit of a female customer with the sole
purpose of diverting her attention so as to no longer be in hcr field of
vision, and then "quite naturally," added a generous handful of cherries
to joseph's bag, giving him a wonderful wink while he continued to shout
himself hoarse. "It's a favor he does for me every time, I find it very nice.
Besides, you know, it's always accepted . . . " This favor, which manifests
itself explicitly in the theatrical fonn of the aside, rapidly munnured alnid
the brouhaha of the crowd, designates joseph as an "old friend" from
the neighborhood.
Even at the market, joseph meets up with people from his neigh
borhood with whom a pact, so secret it is unconscious by dint of being
automatic, is drawn up as if it involved a common history. The category
of "old friend from the neighborhood," which comes OUt so often when
one evokes neighborhood life ("Oh, yes, we know each other by sight
like that, he's an old friend from the neighborhood. In the past, he used
to live at number 6. We used to see him, at Robert's or on the square
when we had our apcritif"), is an additive that colors the inhabitant's iden
tity (last name, first name, age, "old friend" from . . .). The "top" of the
market is more than a topographical reality; it is also the place where
the effectiveness of the recognition process is the "highest," because it
is there that Joseph discovers something from his neighborhood every
ti me.
Once the market and its concomitant activities are finished, joseph
continues to progress toward the "top" of the boulevard, walks along
the place de la CroLl-Rousse, and enters a street beginning a descent to
ward the uRhone" side of the plateau. At the bottom of this street, more
than twO hundred yards long, rather wide and bordered with trees, one
finds a cafe called

A la

creche (there is a nursery school nearby).� The

practice of the market is unthinkable without this detour. The most cu
rious thing is the distance. Even though the market square abounds with
cafes (big, little, "chic," "popular"), joseph heads to this cafe, which is
far from thc markct and makes him take a Significant detour from his
route home. Joseph explains:
h's because of (he name. You wouldn't usually think of c:llling a place "A la

creche." I myself find it nnh"r amUSing, espcd�lIy for having a drink on
S\mday morning. And then, they have a M:leon winc like no other in the
neighborhood. Their wine works along with the seasons, with the weather.
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They must have appointed purveyors. Sometimes it's fizzy, you might even
say sparkling, and then other times, it's very dry. h varies, you see . .

III

start," it opens up the appetite; when it is too dry, you drink it cassi, that
is, with a tiny drop of creme de cassis (much less of it than in the famous

The fact that Sunday morning white wine, whose function is to "open

kir from the people of Dijon); it is drunk chilled and it is this cool sen

up" the meal (it is the Sunday "aperitif"), is formally contained within

sation that corroborates its relationship to the morning. VVhite wine fits

the word crechr makes its tasting an almost religious act: Joseph goes to

within a very precise temporality for this group of "guys": never before

the creche just as others go to "eleven o'clock Mass," with the same reg

ten thirty, and more generally after eleven. The cafe owners know this

ularity, in order to take part in a collective well-being (meeting his group

very well: after ten o'clock (after the coffee hour), they line up all their

of guys) whose function is to signify the immutable rest of Sunday morn

available carafes in their cold room and then everything is ready for the

ing. The cafe serves to compensate the sacrificial side of the market as

cleven o'clock rush. "I never have any until morning's end. I still have

"service to be rendered": "virtue rewarded" is the real justification for

the taste of coffee in my mouth. That ruins the wine." Above all, Sunday

this detour.

morning white wine "rinses" -which is said with no other predicate, in

It is also a reunion among men. "In the past," it was spoken of by

an intransitive manner. It is an internal ablution that cleanses, that liq

word of mouth, and among the workers in Joseph's factory, which, how

uidates the worries of the week, and stimulates the gastric juices for the

ever, is on the other side of the city (in the southern suburbs of Lyons).

generally festive Sunday family meal. It is thus a sort of magic act that

Joseph clarifies:

looks forward to the bounty of the table.

It was an old retired guy from the faetory who gave us the address. He

died since then. B\ltwe still meet there with whomever wants to. It's mostly

The carafes are subject to a rigorous and obligatory sharing. It does not
exactly follow the principle of a round of drinks, which rests on a di

the guys from the factory who live in Croix-Rousse. There are a few of us.

achronic organization-after Jean's round, it is Joseph's round-where

Each person comes and waits for the others. Sometimes, I'm all alone with

finally each one is a successive game of soloists, in mrn masters of the

my carafe. But that's rare. It's pretty rare when there's no Leon X. or Robert

Y. coming tu hav\: a round. And then alsu, sometimes someone brings a

frit:nd, you gt:t to mt:et p\:ople. There are t:ven sum\: young peopl\: . . . [He
is interrupted by a question) No! \Vomen are rare. At 1 1 :30, they're in the

exchange. Rather, their sharing in Joseph's group is simultaneous: the
number of carafes ordered corresponds exactly to the number of table
companions, and they are brought to the table at the same time. But

kitchen. Well, yes, of course, sometimes, when they don't live too far aWlly,

each person, with his carafe, serves the others and is then served by one

they come and have a drop with us. But it's not part of the custom. Wdl,

of his colleagues. Thus, through this synchrony, reciprocity is immediate

here, let me explain: when they come with their family, it's not a prob

and allows one to do without successive precedences (as with rounds),

lem . . . But it's when there are only men, it's not the same, I don't know
how to say it; Sundays arc for us! . .

because the giving and the receiving are contemporaneous to each other;
consequently, this process allows them to abolish competition in favor

The absence of women also indicates the profound meaning of the

of a simplicity that cancels allegiances. At the moment of departure, each

process: meeting with other men, at A la creche, is to take oneself"aside,"

person pays for his carafe (or rather, pays for one carafe, because, shared

for a time (that of the Sunday morning celebration) before confronting

entirely together, they no longer belong to anyone), a rimal that the

the familial necessities equally unique to Sundays. The a'rehr, the totally

owner knows so well that she brings along tons of change to respond to

arbitrary name of this cafe, found itself being the symbol, through the

the various ways of paying. This apparent pettiness, which has the appear

polysemy that it connotes (Christmas, childhood, gifts), of the intensity

ance of an "everyone for himself" attitude, is a way, for the group, to

with which the ultimate availability of the last hour on Sunday morning
is lived.

A la creche is the corner of the neighborhood that escapes from

the authority of the family; it is its val1ishillg poiJlt, "the clear vista," to
ward which converge the itineraries of men.
A symbolic selection of the wine's color links it to the stages of the

preserve its unity by canceling the reciprocal debits of each member
every time.
ForJoseph, as for his friends, Sunday morning is a slow progression
that becomes more and more intense, right up to the after-meal drop
into the torpor of Sunday afternoon. Sunday is truly split into

[\\'0 parts,

day: white wine in the morning, for specific dietetic reasons, is consid

one of which bears the birth of the feast prepared since Friday night and

ered a stimulant; "it wakes you up in the morning," "it gives you a kick

the other of which is already a downhill slope toward sinister Monday.
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Seen from the morning, Sunday afternoon is still masked by the grand
finale of the meal. Seen from the afternoon, the morning is already "{he
day before," another marvelously nostalgic time whose return one awaits
the following Saturday.
The slow progression described in Joseph's movement reflects one
of the primary worries of the group he represents: to prOtect for one
self, aside from family "obligations,'" a pocket, a reserve, a crhht where
one can meet for no other reason than that of celebrating every Sunday
morning. This retreat is not imposed but chosen according (0 symbolic
criteria (the crecht) that come from the unique organization of this group:
a tradition ("an old guy told us about it"), a localization ("we're from
the Croix-Rousse), a complicity ("we work in the same place"), the hid
den alJi:'tIlce, the exchange of blood (wine).
By following Joseph in this authentic peregrination, one witnesses
the putting into place of a neighborhood trajectory fraught with socio
logical meanings. There is first of all the obvious accomplishment of a
family duty. But this latter is also a springboard for a subtrajectory that,
tacked onto the first, nevertheless pushes in an autonomous direction
by swinging from duty to pleasure. One crosses the watershed of the fam
ily horiron to follow "familiar" paths again. The cafe of the crtche is the
magnet that attracts this pleasure to itself in order to organize it into a
highly typical relational schema: a group of men, almost all of them work
ing for the same company, brought together for a spell around a few
carnfes of white wine, n
i a repeated fashion according to a rite that is
unique to them (the reciprocal offering of wine). The passage from the
market to the cafe is thus the passage from one social system to another,
from interfamilial relations to extrafamilial oncs. Once again, one per
ceives how the structure of the neighborhood satisfies apparently con
tradictory requirements. Starting from a single initial action, it diversi
fies meeting places right up to the point of accepting certain blind spots,
certain secrets in personal practices, at least as long as they do nOt threaten
friend and family cohesions.
The social strucrure of the neighborhood thus reveals its extreme
complexity: it resists every "all-encompassing" approach. A veritable im
plicit social contract is at the origin of the neighborhood's social effec
tiveness: no one entirely possesses its text, but all participate in it in one
way or another. No table of the law displays the articles of this contract;
rather, it is inscribed, on the one hand, in an oral tradition transmitted
through education, and, on the other hand, in the stereotyped brame of
behaviors (signs of politeness, tone of voice. glances). Its anthropologi_
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cal function is to mobilize, but also to temper, everyday social interests
competing for the same goal. The practice of the neighborhood-the
effort that it requires of its dwellers so that the equilibrium is not dis
rupted - rests entirely on this founding hypothesis; the neighborhood
cannOt not be beneficial for the dweller ifhe or she plays the social game
supposed by the contract. We have seen n
i the preceding discussion the
extreme diversity of expected benefits at the level of social relationships
on which the process of recognition rests (neighborliness, deference,
politeness).
The tension that shores up neighborhood life from the inside thus
rests on two poles, at once complementary and contradictory; on the one
hand, the

respectfor propriety, a regulatory instance tacitly recommend

ing laws of obligation for the benefit of the commonwealth (Spinoza's

obsequimn), and which one might call, more generally, something possi
ble for everyone-that by which each person can abide without harm
to himself or herself so that the social cohesion of the neighborhood is
protected; on the other hand, the progressive singlliarizotion of this so
cial space through the everyday practice of the dweller who thus rein
forces his or her identity as a social partner. The upholding, in the same
place, of this public system of propriety and of the appropriation of space,
of its privatization, is the definitional core of the urban neighborhood
insofar as a cultural activity is deployed there.
More profoundly still, undoubtedly more elusive, beneath the ha
rangues of politicians and statistical data, to an even further extent than
what J have attempted in these pages, the urban neighborhood is the
place for a decisive social apprenticeship that, in the same way as family,
school, or professional life, introduces one, in a particularly powerful way,
to the apprenticeship of everyday life.

chapter 7
#IAnd

So for Shopping,
There's Always Rober'?"

The following excerpts come from the double series of interviews con
ducted in Lyons with two elderly women inhabitants of that city.1 Ma
dame Marie was eighty-three at the time; a corset maker by trade, first
in a high-quality firm downtown and then self-employed at home, she
worked until the age ofseventy after the death of her husband and contin
ued to live alone in her apartment in the Croix-Rousse. Madame Mar
guerite was seventy-seven at the time of these interviews and passed away
before the completion of this study. Employed in an import-export firm,
where she ended up in a managerial position, she also worked until the
age of seventy. In later years, she lived alone in her own apartment in
spite of great difficulty getting around because of a bad fall, complicated
by phlebitis, that occurred in 1945. At the request of her interviewer,
struck by the vividness and precision of her memory, she had begun to
note down for him-in spite of a certain shyness about writing-her
memories of Lyons and life in her neighborhood: a few passages have
been taken from her writings, which nicely complement one or another
point in the interviews.

Madame Marie
Pierre: And so for shopping, there's always Robert?
Mme Marie: Yes, I go to Robert's and to the bakery. Oh, sometimes I buy my

bread at Robert's because he sells bread too.l
Pierre: Robert is rather practical, for a shopkeeper?
Mme Marie: Oh, he's real nice, he is! I tell you, when I left for a few days in the
.Midi; well, you know, without, I mean, as if it were you, he gr.:lbbed

me by the shoulders and kissed me. I came back Sarurday morning:
�Ah, Madame Marie!� and there he goes again, kiss, kiss, kiss (CIIIQ
mlJtQPQfia imittJti"g tl" French greetillg emln-oce: she laughs). You see,
they married off their youngest son and he sent us the announce
ment, and for all four of their children. They didn't do it for their
daughter bl:cause she was pregnant: well, they did have 3 marriage of
sorts anyway, but . . .
Pierre: They were embarrassed?
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Mme Marie:

Yes, they were embarrassed. But for all the others, yes, the oldest, he

"And S o for Shopping, There's Always Robert?"

Mme Marie:

got married in September, he'd been living with the young woman
for seven years and he finally got married. Everyone told him: "\Vell,

as in the Saint-Jean neighborhood. It's true that in Saint-Jean, when
people are young, they don't have the same way of. . . Well, in the

{l uite a bit but he didn't want to get married because he was a raec
car driver and so he was afraid of having an accident; well, in shon,

paSt, for example, the children in little neighborhoods like that, I used

he quit. So, they got married. But hel always let me know in advance

pretty, like that, because we always went out on days like that; I got a

to go down there on Sundays, on New Year's Day, for example, all

and b'1lve me wedding favors there every rime.

Mme Marie:

Yes. Oh, shopkeepers like that . . . I saw him when he was so young!
Yes, his son is twenty-seven. They had him right away and they both

Mme Marie:

Mme Marie:

Yes, yes. Now, though, it's nOt done anymore. Robert always gives
know where to put it! Yes. Oh, it's not really the same amlOsphere as

around with all the nice ladies there; the young, the old, he makes

in the past, but, well, everything has changed so much! INhere did I

compliments, he is . . . he's really chic. But his little woman, she takes

live in Saint-Jean? WIth my parents,� and after that rue de la Baleine,

it all in stride, you know: she doesn't make a scene . . .

rue du Bwuf, and we then came here. But Saint-Jean is really all about

Is she nice, his wife?

attachment, because it's the neighborhood for all of my . . . all of my
kin, after all! So, not long ago I used to go back there, and take a

She's really nice, oh, yes. There's only one thing about him I don't

nice, long tour, sort of nostalgic, passing through the streets, the rue

understand; he had a falling Out with his brother and doesn't know

des Trois-Maries, well, I saw again my childhood friends who are now

what happened to him or where he disappeared to. Is J\1ichel mar

both dead, my schoolmates who lived at I I , rue dcs Trois-Maries, I

ried? He doesn't know. I ask him: "And Michel?"; we sometimes chat

could see them again, you know, as if we were leaving school . . . with

like that, just the two of us, and so I go: �And Michel?"; well, "we

their black smocks, bows in their hair, Jeanne and Adelia, no, Jeanne

don't know where he is . . .n Aside from that, he's very likable, he's very

and AdilniJr, Ade, we called her, yes, they used to live at number I I,

\Vhere do Robert'5 customers come from?

I looked in the windows. \Vell, I saw Old Tomet again, the principal
at Jean, Maurice, and Joseph's school;l he always passed through the
rue des Trois-Maries, but he lived on the place desJacobins. \Ve would
meet on the fUC des Trois-Maries when I was going to work, and he

Oh, from all over the neighborhood; oh, yes. The little milkman,

used to come along with a big tip of the hat. You know, well, I don't

there on the corner, he dosed down, so everyone comes to Robert's

know . . . The place de la Baleine, the place du . . . Memories keep us

And from the rue de I'Annonciade, I imagine?
\Vhat's there? There's nothing on the nle de I'Annonciade anymore!
The milk
man shut down, across from the entrance to the dinic. It
was a Bon Lait there. There still is a Bon Lair there. But I don't know
if it's open. I T"drcly go by the rue Pierre-Blanc, just to buy my meat
and fish from time to time. 1 have to ask if there's any fresh rona, af
ter all! I would have to cook some if there was any. Oh, I will more
than likely find it at the Hailes Ilarge covered market1 becam;e there,
you see, on Thursdays . . . There is only frozen fish. If you bTl) on a

Monday, Tuesday, vVcdncsday, or a Sunday, there is only fr07-cn fish.
You get fresh fish only on Thursdays or Fridays.

Pierre:

Mme Marie:

The shopkeepers used to give all the children little gifts?

me a nice calendar, but sometimes I don't hang it up because I don't

place, oh, yes, from the rue de Flesselle5, from the rue Pierre-Blanc . .

Pierre:

Pierre:

riage. However, he jokes around; if you could just see how he jokes

ofthe IIrighborbrxxi! (Ht:1" imolllltioll rmphllshrs tbe pbrase.)

Mme Marie:

huh; I got my little bag of chocolate, a handful of sweets, an orange
from the !,'Tocer, at the dairy store, everywhere.

got married at twenty. They were both twenty. So it's a good mar

nice with everyone, everyone really likes him. Hr's the Ullivrrsllf Robert

Pierre:

little present everywhere; now people don't give things out anymore,

Real1y?

\Vell, no, he came here when he was twelve. Now he's forty-nine.

Pierre:

Oh, for me, the neighborhood is the rue Rivet, the rue de Flesselles,
the rue Pierre-Blanc, but otherwise, that's it . . . It's still not the samc

why don't you get married?" They got along well and loved each other

Pierre:
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Living where you do, how far does the neighborhood extend?

attached to that place. The place de la Mairie, where I used to wait
for the kids to get out of school, all that, the, all of them, every
thing . . . Why? Becam;e I had all my kin there. My godf
a ther lived on
the montee de, my mother was born at number 7 in the rue, montee
du GarriJJan, my godfather lived at number I , number I his, on the
lower pan of the street, so these are really personal memories. Just
like what's his name used to say, I heard. Georges Simenon. Well, he
spoke about, he said that he no longer wrote, but someone told me:
�Well, yes, he still writes," but anyway, in short, he was there in his
gnrden, he was being interviewed by Yves l\1ourousi. So, he was saying
that he didn't write anymore, he no longer had a typewriter, nothing
anymore, he didn't care, all he had left was his t:lpe player, so the
other guy goes: "But why a tapc player?" . . . "Well, when I get some
ideas just like that, memories,
say that? He inscribes?

1, I,

n

well, he . . . notes, how would you
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MM: On foot, or by streetcar. There was an old one, mere was a streetc:tr

Pierre: He rttords?
Mme Morie: He rerords, res, inuncdiatcly. He said: "Perhaps it� . . .� How did he say
it? "It's perhaps . . ," You Imow, with old people? How they become . . . ?

Pierre: Gag-a?
Mme Mane: Yes, yes. Yes, that's it, he

said: "Perhaps it's becolllillg gaga. BUI any

way, it makes me happy. I record

me ideas that come to mind, or the
thai, memories,

memories." Yes, you see. So, it's, it's something like

but it's. it's personal; nobody would be interested, but in the end it

explain?- the spirit of the neigh
borhood, really. There are lots of people [ike me. Yes, yes, Am�lie is
less . . . , she's less 3mching, arrached to her memories, because she is
too-how can I explain? -she is roo, she has too many things to worry

still SOrt of makes up-how can I

about otherwise, about hcr children, hilt not to the point of depres

sion . . . But she snmecimes has worries like that about . . . She is less
attached than I. But I have always been very attached to mtmorits.

(Si/(llcr.)

on a small set of tracks, listen, if only you had seen it, I really wonder
when I think about it now! It went vrOOfll-VToom-VTOOIll-vroom
vroom, it made a racket all the way down the line, it did, boy, it was
on tracks much more narrow than the ones from . . . here; and then
the streetc:tr itself was more narrow, but it sure did made a racket, let
me tell you!
Pierre: And where did you onch it?
MM: Wdl, we always used to catch it :.I.t the same place, at the square, there

on the boulevard.' It zoomed right up the main street and wem all
the way to Sa thonay.
Pierre: The same as the number 33?
MM: That's it. But when you S3W this streetcar, which zoomed by fast, well,
i my mind
n

anyway, I still see it, it zoomed by, it 7.oomed by quick,

but it ranlJed . . . , ran . . . , rattled all the way down the line.

Pierre: You went to Monressuy every Sunday?

Mme Marie: But besides all that, my, my! I tell you! It's true that I'm old, you h�ve

i to consideration, but when I see those big housing proj
to take age n

ectS, like the other day when we went out to eat in Tramoilles with. the,
for Easter, with the Giovannjs, well, when we went through

Rilleux,
Rilleux-13-Pape, you know, it's
one of those-what do you call it?-a ZUP [an urban deveiopment
zonel. Oh, well, I teU you, if I had to live in that, well, it's just fright
ful! Huge houses, everything chained up, and then there are the streets.
wide streets, squares, ga " ' , tiny garden plots . . . I could never li\'e in
that, oh no! Even, I don't know, even if I had been . . . well, anyway,
you never can say, because when you're young, you obviously don't
have the same mentality. Ah no! Even if it's pretty, you know. I see,
even at Marcei's, pretty entryways everywhere, all that; absolutely
nOt, no! I could not take it. Amdie Iher cousinl, she would do rather
well there: "Oh, anything just to be comfortable at home, a shower
room; me, I've still goc my little, my oid metal sink." Yes, so she, rbt
well, I almost got sick, I tell ya: it's

would change. Well, there are five years between us. In five years,
you don't at all . . . , one ch anges with age. The more lime goes by,

the more one goes back to one's . . . Well, I'm not one of them any
way, like Monsieur Claude, because ifI was like that, there would be
no white porcelain sink, no washing machine, no fridge, nothing! But
anyway, I could not live in those new housing projects, no. /mpolJiblr.

Madame Marguerite
i the summer, we \l.'>ed to go to
Mme Morguerite [MMJ: On Sunday afternoons, n

Montessuy.
Pierre: How did you get there? On foot? By bus?

MM: My father didn't want to go anywhere else: it wasMonussuy! (Shr (m

phasiuf tht words tIS tbry art prrmo/I//ud.) So we used to leave at three
o'dock. Sometimes we would bring something to eat for that night,

so my father allowed us the gt3ce ofeating alfresco over there at night,
so it was nice.

Pierre: At a histro?
MM: Yes, because there used to be a bistro, it was . . . in the past, Momes
suy, it was only meadows. There were meadows everywhere, every
where you looked, there were no houses. So, we used to have fun in
the afternoons there, on the grass; then it was on the road, there at
the roadside, there w,iS a Clf� with an enonnous oumber of tables out
side, in the open a ir; if you w,inted to eat there at night, there were
some bowers, a few, where you eould sit under.

Pierre: There were no shows in the Croix-Rousse?
MM: Ah, there were movie theaters that came. There was the Cinema Du
lar and then the Cin�ma La

Croix

in the place

de la Croix-Rousse.

They were the beginnings of cinema, and silent films no less!

Pierre: Lyons used to be :.I. city for cinema.
MM: And then in the place de Chantec!cr,1 there used to be a brasseric,
the Brasserie Dupuy, that W3S very pretty. There was a large dining
room where you could be very comfortable, where you could cat lunch
or dinner, and so it was a

kind of restaurant. But then everything was

paintings, all around in a SOrt of Puvis de Cha\'annes style, you Imow,

the paintings." I'm not even sure if it wasn't him. There was a large
courtyard with trees, with plane trees and tahles. Then, there 'vas an
orchestra with musicians and singers.
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Pierre: And you wem there for dinner occasionally?

OI'er, a t the Denis' place, it's the SlIme rype o fapartment, also on mon
tee Saint-Sebastien. V,'ell, they II't:re ali (llI/l/ts who lived around there.

MM: No, no! 8ecau!>C, for my fumer, it was a bit expensive, you see, for
four." But I did eat there, "'<tth a friend, Mademoiselle Vincent. who

was a schoolu:acher. She bought us dinner there once, I remember;
and so on Sundays we used to go mere, all right, to the Brusene
Dupuy, like that, at night.

Pierre: JUSt for a drink?
MM: A drink at six o'clock, if you like, or at fh·c. I remember, there used
[0

be a woman, an old woman, well, old, I guess, yes, it's truc that she

dressed like an old woman, because in the past, at fOTty, a WOman
was . . . Anyway, she had a small cask from which she sold olives; she
would dip them out wim a slotted spoon, just 1il.:e that, olives in a bit
of paper that she'd give us and she sold them for SO much, and it was
good like that with our aperitif.

Pierre: Then, there are the (amu.s, the �voracious ones."10 '%0 are they?
MM: Oh, there were always cn/lUts, much morc thcn than there 3re now:
in all the streets, you could hear the click-clack-wham-bam uf the . . .

Pierre: The what?
MM: Cliek-clack-wham-bam! It's the movement ofthe batten on the weav
ing loom. 'Veil, it was always, we called it the click-clack-wham
bam. It's an onomatopoeia that represents the sound of the 100111.
The Croix-Rousse was the "laboring" hill, it was all about wor!.:, yes.

Oh, yes, yes! People worked a lor. But I myself did not live in the

(ontl! milieu because my father was a shopkeeper.11
Pierre: But you had cuslOmers who wcre (omits?
MM: Yes, of course, but around the rue Jean-Baptiste Say there were Ilot a
lot of weaving looms. They were funher along on the boulevard, the
rue Gigodot, streets like that, the rue d'Austeriitz, the CTOSS streets,

the Grande-Rue. But the life of the (Olillts in the past was a life of . . .
it was something horrible! They used to get up at nearly four in the

morning [0 work. Then there were the young kids that, well, they,
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And then there were old tiles on tht: floor that we� a bit like this (sbr
pilJ(Jts btr bll1lds 111 a siK" of;,lStllbility), so watch out for your ankles!

And so then they put their weaving looms n
i side. They slept in the
cubbyholes, the ("1Ib'$ boItJ, as Madame Emilie used to say:

I myself

never understood why she called them cub's holes, like it was Guig
nol (/allgbt"), saying cub's holes!'1

Pierre: And did you used to go to the Guignol?
MM: Oh, yes, yes, of course.

Pierre: You had to go into the city for that, no?
MM: Ah yes, that's mlC. Ycs, well, wc used to go there; sometimes my father
would take US; he liked it a lot, it really amused

him so he would
,

take us. But my mother was not really happy because there were re

ally two Guignols: there was one that was "nk-e," for children, for
everyone, really, and thcn another that was . . . they performed plays,
but they, what do you call it, when you turn something around, when
you change the, there's 3 name for it, it begins with a "1'."

Pierre: Parody?
MM: Parody, that's it. They parodied Opel1lS, so it was more or less risque;
we perhaps did not understand much, my sister and I, but my mother
was furious, she didn't likc us to be ta.lr.en the� . . . But my father only

liked that k.in{l of Guignol, because it made him laugh; he didn't like

the other aile that was for the nuns, well, for children anyway! I al
ways remember the one with M.ignon, when she wants to fmd her fa
ther, then she says that shc has a beauty mark: "But where?" So she

lifts up her dress to show the beauty mark she has on one buttock..

(Lollgbur.) Oh, the Guignol was funny!

Pierre: The Guignol was still a very much alive tradition then?
MM: "Oh, yes, it's old, it was old. It dates all the way back to Mourguet,
he's the one who created it. No, it was very funny and plus the little

someone would put them to work on, uh, I no longer remember what

theater on the quai Saint-Antoine was very pretty. Back. then, we used

came hlillchbacked, they became . . . it was just horrible, their life!

when you came out, all the hookers from the rue Thomassinl) were

they had 10 pull, either the shuttle, or I don't know what, so they be

Pierre: But they also used to go to their workshop upstairs?
MM: Oh, of course!

Pierre: That's why he
t apartments arc so high?
MM: The ceilings are so high, yes. And then the rooms a� very large tOO,
like I had in the rue de I'Alma: I had a room that was more than thir
teen feet by fifteen feet, "ith four windows and thirtt:t:n-foot (.-eil

ings-it W:lS a real cube. (Sbr lougbs.) And then it wasn't very wum

there, 00)' 0' boy! It was enonnous in tenns of cubic footage. Morc-

to go especially to a theater that was n
i the passage de l'Argue; so
there. (Sbe IIlIIghr.) So it ended up appropriately! You were not sup

posed to look at the hookers or listen to what was being said. My
mother was furious, but my father loved it, it amused

him Plus, he
.

was convinced thar we didn't understand anything; I don't know if
we understood much, I myself 3m not sure. And there werc political

parodies. The Guignol was vcry "red,� politiC:J.lly. But I don't remcm

ber very [llueh, execpt for the ebssic,
but that one in particubr.

Pierre: With Madelon and Gnaffron?

i\"11)vi1lg 01)J, the funny ones,
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MM:

And then he smacks the policeman, always! The policeman sure gets
what he deserves! (Shr laughs.)

Pierre: What did Guignol look like?
MM:

Pierre:
MM:

"And So for Shopping, There's Always Robert?"
Pierre: There was no trickery?
MM: Ah,

I don't think so! There, really . . . And those people who didn't
work, no one worked, well, they ate pretty well. They used to have,
he used to say, Mister so-and-so, what was his name now? It begins
with a Wp," it's always that way with me. I know the first, the first let
ter of a name, but I don't know the second. Well, anyway, he used to
say that it was all about the "contributions" that he received. And I
think it really exists, these guys who are very good hypnotists, be
cause for all that, they end np getting contributions.

Well, he had a sort of black hat and then a bunch of hair behind it
and so when he moved like that, the bunch of hair would rise: straight
up. Well, he also had a son of small brown vest .
Whose hatwas it? \Vas it the kind comlts wore?
Oh, no, I don't think so. I never saw ((llIUtS with that kind of hat, un�
less perhaps at home, perhaps they wore it at home?

Pierre: And was it Lyons speech?
MM: Well, now there,
reolly,

Pierre: \¥hat do you mean by wcontributions"?
MM:

he had the accent, he really had the Lyons accent,

7((l11y!

Pierre: With the patois, with Lyons slang?
MM:

Oh, the words too, yes! Yes, when he said "you're pawing me" orsomc
thing like that.

Pierre: \Vhat does �pawing" mean?
MM:

\Vhen you grope someone like that, "you're pawing me""� . . . In the
past, I used to have a lot of words like that, I knew them.

MM:

stone"?"!
Oh, well, it could have been he who said it, yes, yes. There was Made
lon, Gnaffron, well, he always has his jug ofwine with him, he always
had his jug of wine! \Ve went to the Guignols n
i Paris; there, it wasn't
like that at all!

MM: There were quite a

few spiritualists in Lyons. There was-what's his
name?-Philippe aka Allan Kardec. There's Bouvier, who was a
healer. They used to congregate in the rue Lonb'lle, in the center of
town, near Saint Nizier's Church. I used to go there too, with my
husband, he used to give oral presentations, he was real!y interested
in it. But I never knew if he believed in it or not. I think he was proud
to give his oral presentations to them, but I never did talk to him
about it because it got on my nerves. I sometimes went there, but it
wasn't in the rue Longue; we used to have seances; they would sum
mon Cartouche, no, uh, ."landrin. We used to go to the people's house
whose name was . . . oh, dam, dam, all the names, my goodnes..�, they're
all gone! Quai Saint-Antoine, they must have lived there, oh, it was a
splendid apartment, immense, it was really beautiful! And there was
a table that took up the whole dining room, but a huge oak thing, you
know, with big legs, the whole bit; when someone �aid thn Mandrin
was coming, you heard a broom, broom, broom, broom . . . It was his
horse! But then, you couldn't really deny that it was his horse. I went
there often! But in the end, I got scared, so I never went back

Wel1 al1 of a sudden, there would be a pare right under their noses or
othl':r things they hadn't purchasl':d, but that ended up at their honsel
They used to say so. And then there was Mr. Palud, a laWYl':r who
i the fust
nsed to turn up then. He used [0 get drunk, he really livl':d n
lane, this guy. Well, thl': table told al1 sortS ofthings about him. So he
got up, half drunk, you know, and because it had influenced him so,
he opened the window, and was going to jump right out!

Pierre: \Vhat did the table say to him!

Pierre: He's the one who used to say: wSee the wolf furting on the wooden
MM:

J2l

Pierre:

I don't remember anymore, perhaps that he had been behaving badly,
you know, al1 kinds of things like that, it bawled him out! And so he
wanted to throw himself out the window! We held him back, though.
There were men there, my husband, a man who was the president of
the Chamber of Commerce: it was really a rather select milieu, where
we used to go (said in an ironic tone).
So, how did the table speak!

MM.: The table? Oh, I don't know, it spoke letter by letterwith knocks on

the table, A B C 0, like that, yes. But there were moments when it
was, where they cheated. Once they turned off all the lights and there
was a calling card, if I remember correctly, and we asked the table to
sign this calling card. It seems that it happened sometimes, things
like that! That day, my husband had put the t-ard on the tahle and he
had made a mark on it, you know, but after, it was no longer the
same card that had been on the table. He said nothing at the time,
but then to me, he said: "No, that wasn't the card." Then after, there
was Peyre Jr., who used to talk everywhere that he had found Man
drin's treasure, didn't I tell you about that?
Pierre: No.
MM: He said that he'd found Mandrin's treasure. So he found two old
people and totally cleaned them ont, all their mont}', you know! He
said that he had to do research, that he needed this and that, and these
people coughed it all up and he ended up in prison afterward, Peyre Jr.
Pierre: There were also Black Masses?
MM.: Oh, at their place, there must have been some, but I myself never
went. They must have done things like that.
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Pierre:
MM:

Pierre:
MM:

Pierre:
MM:

Pierre:
MM:

Pierre:
MM:

Pierre:

So it's not a legend, it really existed in Lyons.
Oh, yes, yes, yes! There was 3 table, 3 round table at their place; it
was all painted, there were the zodiac signs all around it, there were
all kinds of . . . Oh, no, no! Then they wanted to summon up ghosts,
bur r myself was very much against that sort of thing, and there was
onc man who was against it too. It frightened me; seeing the table
and all that did not frighten me, hut seeing a ghost, I didn't want to
see that at all.
Did they make contact with the dead as well?
Yes, and those who appeared at thl;! table were dead, they were not
alive! But anyway. I often had, we used to do a seance, at our house,
after, with Madame Lucie, who used to live in the house, and we did
things like that. Well, everything that they used to tell you, like such
and such a thing will happen, well it never happened, never, never,
11(0".' Because, even if some spirits come, they are inferior spirits who
are, who are at ground level, ifyou like; a superior spirit does not stick
around with us.
So, in any case, these were bad visitations?
Oh, yes! I understand very well that you are not supposed to do that;
it can only surround you with an evil aura. But my husband had done
a lot of it in Holland; he had a professor, Salverda de Grave (she rm
phasius the namt while sprakillg), I will always remember the name of
this professor, Salverda dt: Grave, that he had at Groningen, I be
lieve. It seems he had actually photographed real ghosts, you under
stand? They were the doubles of people who were dead. My husband
really liked those sorts of things.
And now, does it still go on?
Oh, yes, well, I don't know anymore . . . Oh, no, I didn't want to con
tinue with it; after my husband's death, it was finished. I had other
things to do, taking care of the children was already enough. I never
again . . . but then, at that time, Madame Lucie would sometimes come
over, then there was another lady too who used to come, and she,
this other lady, was a medium; she could bc put herself to sleep n
i
five seconds; you didn't need to, all she had to do was sit down at the
table and she would be asleep. So then it was she who spoke, so it
was no longer the table, but she who was talking. But she was never
right either.
VVbat did she say? Could she tell the future?
Oh, well, I don't really remember. The future, yes, she could tell it:
�You will say such and such, you wi!! do such and such"; I no longer
remember, you know, really, that's a long time ago, almost fiftyyears .
I realized that it was all false, you know, everything they used to say. . .
And on the rue Jean-Baptiste Say, did they believe in all this business?

MM:
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Oh, well, not m y father, absulutcly not. But my mother, she was com
pletely nuts about it! Oh, yes! Because back then, she had 100 much,
she believed so much, uh, n
i reincarnation -which can sometimes be
very true, we don't know anything about what happens on the other
side when it comes right down to it; and n
i her cat, she saw a future
man, you understand! All the same, she didn't have a metempsychosis,
but she must have thought that this cat, in another life, would be
someone better. But she was just horrible about animals! For exam
ple, if we sat down at the table, the cat was the first served and so he
became mean, horrible, that little beast. They had him put to sleep
by the vet, he started being bad, he clawed at us, he bit, it was a nasty
beast, this cat. And so for her, she loved animals, everything was done
for the animals, the animals above all else, and so she believed n
i it
blindly.

Madame Marguerite's Natebooks
Why did the people of Croix-Rousse like their neighborhood? I say "did
like" in the past tense because the population of our hill is rather mixed
today. New houses have brought in people who have never stepped foot
in the Croix-Rousse and they cannot assimilate the mentality of the na
tives. Tn the past, our neighborhood resembled a village; everyone knew
everyone else, you were faithful to your shopkeepers, you had your fa
vorite bistro, hairdresser, and milliner. Now, for example, people change
hairdressers ten times a year.
VYhen you got off theficelle'6 [a railway car] on the boulevard, which
is beautiful, wide, with a lot of trees, you breathed much better air than
in downtown. That is an absolutely truthful and verified statement. The
air was purer there, and you immediately felt it at home. There are cer
tain streets, such as the rue de Cuire, where many houses still have farm

i ty or seventy years ago, it was the country. The houses
house shutters. Sx
have a shabby, dilapidated aspect to them, but if you take the trouble to
go down the "alley" [a Lyons teon], all the way to the end, you are go
ing to find a beautiful garden and often another stylish and pretty little

i the Croix-Rousse and it
house. There are many individual gardens n
would just be vandalism to destroy them.
Nowadays, the hill no longer has its big village aspect. As I've said,
a lot of "foreigners" have come and moved in. Some of them undoubtedly
scorn the conservative character of the old Croix-Roussians, but these
big houses, these towers,17 destroy our view and we certainly miss the
warmth of our old neighborhood. 1 speak lovingly about Croix-Rousse
because I was born here and have grown old here. I reckon that I have
lived all my life in this neighborhood, except for around five years. . . .
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I think that we, in Croix-Rousse, we like well enough what does not

such times. The mayor thought he had to deprive us of both fiul/es at

change the aspect of the city and life too much. Our neighborhood closely

the same time! One of them, the tv.'o-penny one, was replaced by a run

resembled a village where everyone knew one another and met on the

nel for automobiles. We, the old Croix-Roussians, wept for our fiee/le

fieel/e. You lived fairly well there because the air was always purer than

that used to take us near the Terreaux in a few minutes, and the result

in the city. But the stores became more attractive, little by little the old

was not pleasant at all. As for our old one-penny fieel/e, it was replaced

houses disappeared.
I have known some very crude shops, display windows of dubious

by the metro! I doubt that the Croix-Roussians were enthusiastic about
the metro.

taste, but the shopkeepers knew their customers, there was an exchange
of politeness and kindness. Then, little by little, the transformations took

As for the eamltS, some of them were very poor, living meagerly in apart

place, the shops and the display windows became modernized, and, ex

ments without modern conveniences. I have never seen a eonltt revolt.

cept for a few holdouts, the overall impression is rather bizarre; in fact,

The entire Croix-Rousse vibrated in the past with the ticktock of their

if you take the main street, the Grande-Rue, you notice that some pretty

weaving looms. Moreover, you would see three-quarters of the houses

shops have opened on the ground floor of old and often ugly houses,

or aparnnents withvery high ceilings to respond to the space needs of the

having barely more than two or three floors. But, as for the rue de Cuire,

looms. Little by little, all these camltS working for silk trade firms disap

follow the alley and, to your great surprise, you will very often find a

peared. The weaving was then done in the country or in factories. . . .

pretty garden at the end. . . . The shopkeepers are unfortunately no longer

Tulle and ribbons were a big development in Lyons, but now there are

authentic Croix-Roussians. They have constructed more modem shops,

no more than a few artisans who produce these articles. \¥hen a work

but they have not acquired the native mentality. There are no more

shop or a factory modernized by buying new looms, the old ones left for

friendly conversations, no one knows anyone anymore. . . .

Syria, Egypt, and Algeria. Men from these countries came to do intern

There were a few curiosities in the Croix-Rousse. For a long time,

ships in Lyons to learn how to weave; then they rerurned home, where,

the Lyons-Bourg train used to cross the boulevard de la Croix-Rousse,

with our old looms and with much less expensive manual labor than in

because the station was on the right side of the boulevard.ls \¥hen the

France, they made their own fabrics, and that's how, little by little, the

train used to slowly come in with the locomotive in front, you had to

textile industry in Lyons disappeared.

hurry to cross the tracks, because, in the morning, the market was on

In the streets you heard the noise of the weaving looms throughout

the other side of the train. This train perturbed, bothered traffic for years

the day. At that time, weaving was done for the most part in people's

and shortly before 1914 it was decided to create another station located

homes, whether in the city or in the country. I knew a weaver who spe

before the intersection with the boulevard. This other station was never

cialized in top-quality weaving work. He made portraits of the great

built, the war halted its construction, but there was a provisional one for

men of the day. He worked behind closed doors and was forbidden from

years. Now the Lyons-Bourg train no longer exists in the Croix-Rousse.

having anyone visit him because his work was a secret.

Two funiculars had been installed to go up from the city. Both func

The eomlts' apartments, which still exist, had very high ceilings and

tioned the same way, with a large cable to pull them and with the com

so they were very hard to heat . . . A coma's apartment: one large room

ing and going of the two cars, one going to and one coming back. The

with a very high ceiling so as to set up the looms (more than thirteen

Croix-Roussians very quickJy christened these funiculars with the name

feet high), a kitchen separated from this room by a glass partition that

fiee/le, a name that stuck until their disappearance. There was the one

brought in light from the workshop. In general, it had one small win

penny fieel/e, the oldest, which served the silk mill neighborhood, the

dow or none at all. This kitchen was divided in two horizontally. The

Croix-Paquet, and then the two-pennyfieelle linking the rue Terme with

upper part or cubbyhole served as a bedroom. There could be a second

the boulevard de la Croix-Rousse. 19 Each car was connected to a flatbed

room. In the past, in all the streets of the Croix-Rousse, you could hear

with chains around it (the wagon) where they used to put the horse

the ticktock of the looms. There also used to be winding and weaving

drawn carriages, the handcarts, and bikes, and, at quitting time, the wagon

workshops . . . . There was so little hygiene in the

was reserved for people, because the car itself was not large enough at

The large, well-lit room, with a very high ceiling, was reserved for the

camltS'

apartments.
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change the aspect of the city and life too much. Our neighborhood closely

the same time! One of them, the tvm-penny one, was replaced by a tun

resembled a village where everyone knew one another and met on the

nel for automobiles. We, the old Croix-Roussians, wept for our fieelJe

flee/Ie. You lived fairly well there because the air was always purer than

that used to take us near the Terreaux n
i a few minutes, and the result

in the city. But the stores became more attractive, little by little the old

was not pleasant at all. As for our old one-penny fieel/e, it was replaced

houses disappeared.

by the metro! I doubt that the CroLx-Roussians were enthusiastic about

I have known some very crude shops, display windows of dubious

the metro.

taste, but th!;! shopkeepers knew their customers, there was an exchange

Cflll11ts, some of them were very poor, living meagerly in apart
Cflnut revolt.

of politeness and kindness. Then, little by linle, the transformations took

As for the

place, the shops and the display windows became modernized, and, ex

ments without modern conveniences. I have never seen a

cept for a few holdouts, the overall impression is rather bizarre; in fact,
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if you take the main street, the Grande-Rue, you notice that some pretty

weaving looms. Moreover, you would see three-quarters of the houses

shops have opened on the ground floor of old and often ugly houses,

or apartments with very high ceilings to respond to the space needs of the

CfllllltS working for silk trade firms disap

having barely more than two or three floors. But, as for the rue de Cuire,

looms. Little by little, all these

follow the alley and, to your great surprise, you will very often find a

peared. The weaving was then done in the country or in factories. . . .

pretty garden at the end. . . . The shopkeepers are unfortunately no longer

Tulle and ribbons were a big development in Lyons, but now there are

authentic Croix-Roussians. They have constructed more modern shops,

no more than a few artisans who produce these articles. "\¥hen a work

but they have not acquired the native mentality. There are no more

shop or a factory modernized by buying new looms, the old ones left for

friendly conversations, no one knows anyone anymore. . . .

Syria, Egypt, and Algeria. Men from these countries came to do intern

There were a few curiosities in the Croix-Rousse. For a long time,

ships in Lyons to learn how to weave; then they returned home, where,

the Lyons-Bourg train used to cross the boulevard de la Croix-Rousse,

with our old looms and with much less expensive manual labor than in

because the station was on the right side of the boulevard.l� "\¥hen the

France, they made their own fabrics, and that's how, little by little, the

train used to slowly come in with the locomotive in front, you had to

textile industry in Lyons disappeared. . . .

hurry to cross the tracks, because, in the morning, the market was on

In the streets you heard the noise of the weaving looms throughout

the other side of the train. This train perturbed, bothered traffic for years

the day. At that time, weaving was done for the most part in people's

and shortly before 1914 it was decided to create another station located

homes, whether in the city or in the country. I knew a weaver who spe

before the intersection with the boulevard. This other station was never

cialized in top-quality weaving work. He made portraits of the great

built, the war halted its construction, but there was a provisional one for

men of the day. He worked behind closed doors and was forbidden from

years. Now the Lyons-Bourg train no longer exists in the Croix-Rousse.

having anyone visit him because his work was a secret.

Two funiculars had been installed to go up from the city. Both func

The eamus' apartments, which still exist, had very high ceilings and

tioned the same way, with a large cable to pull them and with the com

so they were very hard to heat . . . A

ing and going of the two cars, one going to and one coming back. The

with a very high ceiling so as to set up the looms (more than thirteen

Croix-Roussians very quickly christened these funiculars with the name

feet high), a kitchen separated from this room by a glass partition that

cantlt's

apartment: one large room

a name that stuck until their disappearance. There was the one

brought in light from the workshop. In general, it had one small win

the oldest, which served the silk mill neighborhood, the

dow or none at aiL This kitchen was divided in two horizontally. The

Croix-Paquet, and then the two-pennyficelie linking the rue Terme with

upper part or cubbyhole served as a bedroom. There could be a second

fiulie,

penny fiulie,

the boulevard de la Croix-Rousse. 19 Each car was connected to a flatbed

room. In the past, in all the streets of the Croix-Rousse, you could hear

with chains around it (the wagon) where they used to put the horse

the ti cktock of the looms. There also used to be winding and weaving

drawn carriages, the handcarts, and bikes, and, at quitting time, the wagon

workshops. . . . There was so little hygiene in the camtts' apartments.
The large, well-lit room, with a very high ceiling, was reserved for the

was reserved for people, because the car itself was not large enough at
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looms. VVh;lt was left was often very dark; certain rooms, especially the
kitchen, were divided in two horizontally. The upper part was the cub
byhole, the "cub's hole," as the old (flllllfs used to say. and Guignol too!
Every year at back-to-school time, the fnir came to town. It was a dis
traction for families that has currently lost aU its quaint chann. You used
to find many morc stands than at present: shooting galleries, lotteries, a

glass maker, the freaks: the bearded woman, the half-woman (3 trick done

by way of a mirror effect), the dwarfs, and so on, lots of rides, marsh
mallow and Lyons taffy vendors. For many years, there was Raymond
"Trembling-Hand," who engraved napkin rings, goblets, and so on. He
had a cowboy look: boots, a big hat, and he was very popular in the
Croix·Rousse. At the big October Fair, there is still, juSt like more than
a hundred years ago, the sale of roasted chestnuts and sweet white wine.2Q
There was quite a bit of "rolling around drunk" at that time.

I used to like-I still do-marshmallows and taffy. I think you can

only find this kind of taffy in Lyons. In the past, as I remember, the candy
stands set up a cogv.'heel with the numbers one through ten. For twO
pennies, you could spin the wheel and you won as many sticks of marsh
mallow as the number it stopped on. Ten sticks was a godsend! . . .
I should not forget to say that the first cinemas were itinerant ones
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A lot of Croix-Roussians used to go for picnics in the Lyons Moun

tains. \¥hole families left together on foot, carrying provisions that one
cheerfully hauled up to the tOP of Mounts Cindre, Thou, Verdun . . .
These were days fuji of songs and gaiety that I never knew personally.
Perhaps in the evening, while rerurning home, the men slightly lost their

sense of how to stand upright! But it was a stock of fresh air for the
week. . . .
My Sundays in the winter were rather sad. We stayed in the back of
the shop where the lamp was lit only when we really couldn't see any
thing at allY To mark Sunday, my father would give my sister and me

two pennies. We used to get Russian marshmallow at a grocer's down
the street, who wasn't closed either.H I loved that marshmallow; even
though it was seventy years ago, I can still taste it in my mouth. J don't
know if it still exists. I don't remember having felt the impression of be
ing frustrated by my parents. Those two pennies were a gold mine, a re
ward, and I never envisioned getting marc. \Nhat would the children of
today think of that? . . .
There was also, once a year, a trip to ile-Barhe, where we would
dine on fried fish. It was pleasant to sit on the banks of the Saone when
night fell. To return [0 Lyons, we used to take an old streetcar, more like
a small train consisting of a locomotive and several cars poorly attached

and that we saw them at the fair. The fairground stands must have made

to each other that "hammered along" at twenty-five miles an hour, I

fur from Lyons. (There was an annual fair in many Lyons neighborhoods.)

on a set of tracks where the cars rocked from left to right. They called

a fortune. There was especially the Cinema Dular, which never went very
Then the cinema settled in the place de la Croi,,·Rousse in a building
where it stayed for many years.

Let me come back to our Sundays. So, in the summer, we used to
go to Montessuy, which at that time included on the right and on the
left Vauhan-like fortifications. There was a lot of grass and the children
had a good time. We would sometimes have a cold supper and we would
eat under a bower. Those were the days of grand luxury!

In the winter, Mom used to take me to the two o'clock show at the

small cinema near our house. In the past, it was a cinema that followed
the "fair," the first cinema that we had seen. These were serial films such

as

Judex

[a serial created by Louis Feuillade beginning in 1916]. One

thing that used to make me angry would really amuse the young people

of today: on the screen, when a man and woman kissed on the mouth, I

was not supposed to look! My mother would glare at me. And I have re

tained this sort of guiltiness because even now I don't like [0 look at twO

lovers kissing on the screen!

think, dragging along the noises of the rails and the chains, all of that
this train "the Guillotine," because so many poor guys got smashed by
it! But it was really something picruresque about which the old people
of Lyons still talk laughingJy.2l

I ntermezzo
Michel de Certeau and Luce Giard

Chapter 8

Ghosts in the City

�------

An Uncanniness af the "Already There"
The strategy that, yesterday, aimed at a development of new' urban spaces
has been little by little transformed into a rehabilitation of national her
itage.

�er having considered the city in the future, does one begin to

consider it in the past, like a space for journeys in itself, a deepening of

�A city henceforth haunted by its strangeness -Paris-rather

its historje

than taken to extremes that reduce the present to nothing more than
scraps from which a future escapes -New York.
In Paris, this reversal was not sudden. Already, within the grid pat
tern of functionalist planners, obstacles sprang up, "resistances" from a
stubborn past. But the technicians were supposed to make a tabula rasa
of the opacities that disrupted the plans for a city of glass. The watch
word: "I don't want to know about it." The remnants had to be eliminated
in order to be replaced.

fthis urban planning destroyed even more than

war had. Yet, some old buildings survived, even if they were caught in
its nets. These seemingly sleepy, old-fashioned things, defaced houses,

closed-down factories, the debris of shipwrecked histories still today raise
up the ruins of an unknown, strange city. They burst forth within the mod
ernist, massive, homogeneous city like slips of the tongue from an un

]I"hey surprise. Better and bet

known, perhaps unconscious, language

ter defended by devoted groups, these islets create exotic effects within.
They alternately worry a productivist order and seduce the nostalgia at
tached to a world on its way toward disappearing. Heterogeneous refer
ences, ancient scars, they create bumps on the smooth utopias of the new
Paris. Ancient things become remarkable. An uncanniness lurks there,
in the everyday life of the city. It is a ghost that henceforth haunts urban
planning.
Naturally, this uncanniness did not come back all by itself. It was
brought back by the protectionist economy that is always reinforced in
periods of recession. It is also made the object of fruitful operations led
by developers of lofts, or of renovated neighborhoods. If allows for an
economic development of lands and a transformation of shops. Thus, in
the renovated Saint Paul block, the trade is henceforth reduced to an133
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tique stores and book shops. Restoration in Paris takes up a position on
the international art market. It multiplies profitable investments.
This ghost is exorcised under the name of "national heritage." Its
strangeness is converted into legitimacy. J\otoreover, the care accorded to
blocks or to deteriorated neighborhoods prolongs a policy going back
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Quite far from aligning itself with the historian pedagogy that still
often organizes the museum into a vfluriiilldi5(iJe MIISell1lJ of a small or a
big "Fatherland," the new renovation distances itself from educational
or state-controlled perspectives that inspired the protection of a treas

ure "in the public interest.") It is less interested in monuments than n
i

to the Malnux law (1962) concerning the safeguarding (still timely) of

ordinary housing, less in the circumscriptions of national legitimacies

ancient, ci,!il, and everyday architecrure, and even further back to the

than in the exogenous historicities of local communities, less in a privi

ready), or even that of 1913, which involved only monuments. A tradj·

lution) than i

May 2, 1930, law about sites to be protected (housing developments al·

leged cultural period (the Middle Ages, the age of Louis XIV, the Revo

rfue "collages" produced through the successive reuses of

tion becomes amplified whose origin would be the speech of Abbe Gre·

the same buildings. The new renovation still undertakes to "save" things,

goire against vandalism ( 1 794): this tradition articulates the protection

but now this involves complex debris that it is impossible to classifY within

of selected monuments that have a "national" interest over the neces·

a pedagogical linearity or to lodge within a referential ideology, and that

sary destruction of a bygone past. First placed under the sign of "treas·

is disseminated throughout the city like traces of other worl

�

ures" to be extr:lcted from a body doomed to die, this museumesque pol.
icy already takes on, with Malraux, the character of an aesthetics. Today

A Population of "Legendary" Objects

rure aging of modern buildings rapidly changed into obsolete and out·

[n the urban imaginary world, there are first of all things that spell it out.
They impose themselves. They are there, closed in on themselves, silent

moded constructions. I Must we then renew our buildings every twenty

forces. They have character. Or, even better, they are "characters" on

years? For economic as well as national and cuirural reasons, one comes

the urban stage. Secret person

it encounters the point ofview of urban planners who notice the prema·

back to this past that has often aged less than that which is new. There

iS7 The docks on the Seine, Paleolithic
monsters washed up on the rive itanks. The Saint Martin canal, a misty

fore, renovation is preferred to innovation, rehabilitation to development,

quotation of a Nordic landscape. The derelict houses [in 1982] of the

and protection to creation.

rue Vercingetorix or the rue de l'Ouest, teeming with the survivors of

But something insinuates itself here that no longer obeys the "con

frhis past is generally looked on

servative" ideology of national heritage
as imagina

ri{A stranger is already there, in residence. This gothic novel

tU!tese inani

an invisible catastrophe . . . By eluding the law of the presen

mate objects acquire a certain autonomy. They are actors, legendary he
roes.

They organize around them the city sa!f<l1 The pointed stem of a

dOws like a Gothic cathe

scenario agrees with the research of architecrural schools, such as Site

comer house, a roof open-worked with win

in the United States, that aim at giving city dwellers the possibility of

dral, the elegance of a well in the shadow of a seedy-looking courtyard;

imagining the city, dreaming it, and thus living it. More than its utilitar

these personas lead their own lives. They take responsibility for the mys

ian and technocratic transparency, it is the opaque ambivalence of its

terious role that traditional societies accorded to great age, which comes

oddities that makes the city livable. A new baroque seems to be taking

from regions exceeding knowledge.

[hey are witnesses to a history that,

the place of the rational geometries that repeated the same forms every

unike
l that of museums or books, no longer has a language. Acrually, they

where and that geographically clarified the distinction of functions (com

function as history, which consists in opening a certain depth within the

merce, leisure, schools, housing, etc.). Indeed, the "old stones" already of

present, but they no longer have the contents that tame the strangeness

fer this baroque everywhere. It is useless, as in Berlin, to invent a country

of the past with meaning. Their histories cease to be pedagogical; they

landscape at the end of grand avenues onto which they would open out,

are no longer "pacified," nor colonized by semantics-as if returned to

like rivers, onto the sea

their existence, wild, delinquen

{The remains of waning pasts open up, in the
�r1cl]At the quai des Cclestins, on the Saint

streets, vistas on anothe

'D

These wild objects, stemming from indecipherable pasrs, are for us

£he

Paul block, and in so many other places, facades, courtyards, cobblestones,

the equivalent of what the gods of antiquity were,

relics from ravaged universes are enshrined in the modern like oriental

placeJ.-ike their divine ancestors, lliese objecrs play the roles of actors
in the city ot because of what they do or say but because their strau£:e.

precious stones'!

Jn

"spirirs" of the
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ness is silent, as well 3S their existence, concealed from actuality. Their
withdrawal makes people speak

t

t generates narrativeSJ- and it allows

action; through its ambiguity, it "authorizes" spaces of operations. More
over, these inanimate objects occupy today, in painting, the place of an
cient gods: a church, a house in the paintings by van Gogh; a square, a
street, a factory in those by Chirico. The painter knows how to "see"
these local powers. He only precedes, once again, a public recognition.
To rehabilitate an old concrete gas factory, the mayor of Tours, Mr. Royer,
and Mr. Claude Mallard, from the Ministry of Culture, honor a "spirit"
of the place,4 35 did Lina Bo Bardi in Sao Paulo for the Fabrica da Pom
pei (which became the Centro de Lazcr), or as did many other "minis
ters" from these local cults.
But where docs one stop, how does one demarcate the population
from these things that are "spirits"? Trees too are a part of them; they
arc thc "sole, true monuments" -"the majestic hundred-year-old plane
trees that warehouse speculation protected because they were useful and
sheltered the wine and spirit storehouses from the heat of the sun."s But
also a fountain, the detail of a facade, the com or ham hung from the
ceiling of a small cafe, a barrel organ or an Edison phonograph in the
shadows of a boutique, the curved shape of a table leg, toys, family pho
tOS, the wayfaring fragments of a song . . . This population spreads Out
its ramifications, penetrating the entire network of our everyday life, de
scending into the labyrinths of housing, silendy colonizing its depths.
Thus, there is the linen shirt that opens, like a Muse,

Le ebronl d'orguti/:6

it passes from generation to generation, worn successively by members
of the family, washed and decorated twice a year the way statues of
patronymic saints were long ago, a silent goddess, the subject of a story
for which human beings only make up circumstances and adjectives in
tum. Along with the watch, the wardrobe, the spade, or the bigcnulen cos

tume embroidered in green and yellow,

� population traverses time,

ill

survives the wearing away of human existences, and articulates a spac

A peasant experience? No. The urban rationality undoubtedly eclipses

it in the name of city-dweller ideology-"bourgeois" or technocratic
of a voluntarist rupture of rural "resistances," but, in fact, this experi
ence is the very one that the city amplifies and makes more complex by

Jtfie "spirits" in so many hetero�neous
places cross paths and composc?the interlacings of our memorit;�

creating the pantheon where

Michelet was right.i If the great ancient

gods

are dead, the "little

ones"- those of forests and houses-have survived the upheavals of his-
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rJ[':hey teem, transfOrming our streets into forests and our buildings

to

into haunted houses; they extend beyond the dogmatic borders of a

supposed "national heritage"; they possess places even though we be
lieve to have shut them in, stuffed, stamped, and set them under glass in

� Some of them undoubtedly

the hospitals for popular arts and traditio

died in these museumesque zoos. But after all, they represent only a mi

fie Population of ghosts that teem within the

nuscule proportion amon

city and that make up the strange and immense silent vitality of an ur

cg

ban symboli

The promoters of urban renovation are thus rightly suspicious. They
should be even more suspicious when they open up the city and accord
legitimacy to these unknown immigrants. Still, they proceed carefully.
From all these ancient things, they only admit what can be tenured as
"national heritage." According to which criteria? This remains unclear.
Its size, age, (economic) value, and especially the (social or electoral) im
portance of its "supporters" or of its inhabitants can earn for an "old
fashioned thing" its incorporation

in

the national heritage. It thus becomes

restored. The objects ennobled in this way see themselves recognized
with a place and a sort of insurance on life, but, as with all things tenured,
in return for conforming to the law of renovation. They become mod
ernized. These histories corrupted by time. or wild ones from who knows
where, are trained in the present. Certainly, the pedagogical processes
of which they are the object include an internal contradiction: they must
at once protect and civilize that which is old, make new that which is
old. The products that come out of restoration are thus compromises.
That is already a great deal. The renovated "old stones" become places
for transit between the ghosts of the past and the imperatives of the
present. They are passageways on the multiple frontiers that separate

{

periods, groups, and practices. Ln the same way a ..Rublic squares which
lead many different streets, renovated buildings constirute, in a histori
cal and no longer geographic mode, interchanges between foreign mem
ories. These shifters ensure a circulation of collective or individual ex- ?

y]n this

periences. They play an important role in the urban polyphon

respect, they respond to the ideology that underlies rehabilitation and
that associates the "status" of the city with the safeguarding ofaging build
ings. Whatever the framework in which this "salvational" will is inscribed,
it is true that restored buildin

Sl[mixed habitats belonging to several

worl� already deliver the city from its imprisonment in an imperialis
tic univocity. However enamel-painted they may be, they maintain there

llB
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the heterodoxies of the past.

]

city: its multiplicity

[hey safeguard an essential aspect of the
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lation is changing. The renovated blocks fonn ghettos for well-off people.
and the real-estate curettages are thus becoming "segregative operations."10

A politics of renovation seeks to play between the "conservation

A Policy of Authors: Inhabitants

ists" and the "merchants." Some rules aim at limiting or controlling one

Restoration nevertheless tends to transform these heterodoxies into a new

group by the other. Certain intermediary powers insinuate themselves

cultural orthodoxy. There is a logic to conservation. Even distributed out
side the patrimonial temples of memory and placed at the inhabitants'
disposal, restored objects turn into museum pieces. Their dissemination
works yet again at extending the museum outside of its walls, at museify
iog

[1IIusiifierJ

the city. It is not that the museum is a plague or that it

can be transformed into a scarecrow or a scapegoat. The museum often
exercises the role of laboratory, ahead of urban planning.9 But it func
tions in its own way. It conceals from users what it presents to observers.
It stems fromCa-theatrical, pedagogical, and/or scientific operation that
pulls objects away from their everyday use (from yesterday or today),
objects that it offers up to curiosity. information. or analysii} The mu·
seum forces them to move from one system of practices (and from onc
network of those who practice) to another. Used for urban planners'
ends, the apparatus continues to produce this substirution of addressees:
it takes away from their usual dwellers the buildings that, through their
renovation, it destines to another clientele and to other uses. The ques
tion no longer involves renovated objects, but the beneficiaries of the
renovation.
If one refuses to accept the logic of conservation, what other hy
pothesis will take over? When the museum pulls back, what wins? The

IIl"W of tbt mnrktt. Such is the alternative presented to the interventions
of the state and Paris city haJJ: they must either uphold the institutions
of preservation (more or less pedagogical). both public (museums) and
private (associations and hobbies of all sorts). or enter into the production
consumption system (real-estate agencies, project developers, architec
rural fimls). In the second hypothesis, the museumesque "subtractionlt
(buildings taken away from private housing in order to be transformed
into public theatrical instirutions) is replaced by an economic misappro·
priation (buildings taken from disadvantaged inhabitants in order to be
improved and sold to better-off buyers). Twenty or so examples from
the past few years demonstrate this: the Marais neighborhood, the rue
Mouffetard, the Hailes neighborhood, and so on. This urbanistic restora
tion is a social "restOration." It brings bourgeois and professional classes
back to a damaged and repaired terrain. Rents are going up. The popu-

into these power relationships. The highway deparnnent [Le Corps des
Pants et Chaussees], in panicular, has slowly carved out an empire in this
jungle in the name of a technical position and of technocrats escaping at
once from the ideological narrowness of conservation and from the in
coherent pragmatism of the market. But the first "intermediaries" to be
promoted should be the people who practice these places to be restored.
Through its own movement, the restoration economy tends to sep
arate places from their practitioners. A misappropriation of subjects ac
companies the renovation of objects. More. than from malicious inten
tions, this movement results from the very logic of an appararus (technical
and scientific) that is constituted by isolating the treattnent of objects
from the subjects' consideration. In this particular case, it is not surpris
ing that technical administrations are so interested in buildings and so
little in the inhabitants, or that, for example, in a time of recession that
requires a struggle against the degradation of existing buildings, they grant
things capable of resisting time a value that they refuse to elderly peo
ple. They select and manage what they are equipped for-which con
cerns a production or a restoration of objects.
They obey this rule precisely as therapeutic institutions. Renova
tion panicipates in the medicalization of power, a process that has not
ceased to develop for two cenruries. This power is becoming more and
more a "nursing" power. It takes responsibility for the health of the so
cial body and thus for its mental, biological, or urban illnesses. It gives
itself the task, and the right, to cure, protect, and educate. Passing from
the individual body to the urban body, this therapeutic power does not
change its methods. It treats organs and circulatory systems by not tak
ing people into account. A broken-down block is simply substituted for
an ailing liver. In this widened medical administration, the misappropri
ation of subjects remains the prerequisite for a restoration of the body.
Thus, the affected urban parts are placed under supervision, taken away
from inhabitants, and entrusted to preservation, real-estate, or highway
deparnnent specialists. This is the hospital system.

Just as the therapeutic relation is reintroduced, still very marginally,
within the field of a medical technocracy, the dynamic of relations be-
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tween inhabitants and specialists must be restored. It puts power rela
tionships into play between citizens who are supposed to be equal be
fore the law. A policy is involved here that goes beyond and controls any
economic management. Many projects and achievements demonstrate
how inhabitants can be informed and consulted through the mediation
of local authorities; how neighborhood associations (for example, in the
Guilleminot neighborhood) are able to participate in decisions; or how
the [French] state or the city can protect tenants against the exclusion that
threatens them because of renovation. In 1979, concerning the Sainte
Marthe block, Mr. Leon eros, Paris councilman, declared that "owners,
in order [0 benefit from city or state subsidies, must sign an agreement
that will shelter tenants from too high of an increase" in rent and that
"the tenants involved will benefit from personalized housing aid."11 Cer
tainly, no such measure is completely satisfactory. Beyond the fact that
this plan leads us to ask about the taxpayers imposed on to finance such
subsidies (who pays and for whom?), it pushes owners into Malthusian
renting practices. A political debate is imperative in order to come up
with better solutions.
Inasmuch as a policy takes its inspiration from the principle that
"national heritage," asJ.-P. Lecat said, must "become the business of all
French people,"1l a particular but fundamental fonn of it must be un
derscored, the right to creation, in other words, an autonomy in rela
tion to the draconian regulations fixed by certain specialists. The inhab
itants, especially the disadvantaged ones, not only have, according to the
laws, a right to stay on the premises, but they have a right to select their

Ghosts in the City

of techniques. How can one expand the latter if one censors the former?
Can a cultural conservatism be allied with a technological progressivism?
This contradictory hodgepodge is unfortunately quite frequent (a general
law; cuIrural traditionalism compensates for economic advancement in a
society). But this waStes the true capital of a nation or a city because its
national heritage s
i not made up of objects it has created but of creative
capacities and of the inventive style that articulates, as in a spoken lan
guage, the subtle and multiple practice of a vast ensemble of things that
are manipulated and personalized, reused and "poeticized." In the end,
national heritage is made up of all of these "ways of operating."I!
Today, art is made up of these and recognizes in them one of its
sources, just as African or Tahitian creations were for it in the past. The
everyday artists of ways of speaking, dressing, and living are ghosts in
officially recognized contemporary art. It is high time that an urban plan
ning still seeking an aesthetics recognize the same value in them. The

[Athousand ways

city is already their permanent and portable exposition

of dressing, moving around, decorating, and imagining trace out the in
ventions born of unknown memories. A fascinating theater. It is com
posed of innumerable gestures that use the lexicon of consumer products
in order to give a language to strange and fragmentary pasts. As gestural
"idiolects," the practice of inhabitants creates, on the same urban space,
a multitude of possible combinations between ancient places (the secrets
of which childhoods or which deaths?) and new siruations. They tum
the city into an immense memory where many poetics prolifera

/Mythicol Texis of the City

own aesthetics. In fact, though, their "'taste" is systematically denigrated
and that of the technicians is privileged. "Popular" art is no less praised
to the heavens, but only when it involves a past or a background trans
fonned into an object of curiosity.1l \¥hy does this esteem collapse as soon
as it involves living workers or shopkeepers, as if they were less creative
than in the past, or as if the developers or civil servants of today demon
strate an ovcnvhelming inventiveness? From Albert Demard's peasant mu
seum in ChamplitteH to Michel Thevoz's museum offlrt bmt in Lausanne,
everything, on the contrary, proves the unusual poetic talents of these
inhabitant-artists disdained by the engineer-therapists of the city.
Among many other reasons, urban futurology itself requires these

unrecognized artists to regain their authorship in the city. From TV to
electronics, the rapid expansion of the media will put at the individual's
disposal the means that a paleotechnique reserves for an elite. A democ·
ratization of artistic expression must correspond to this democratization
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\lfIthin the perspective of a democratization, a condition for a new ur�
ban aesthetics, two networks in particular hold our attentionl..grstures
and

nflrmtivej) They(are both characterized as chains of operfltions done

on and with the lexicon of thin@.

� two distinct modes, one tactical

and the other linguistic, gestures and narratives manipulate objects, dis

�

place them, and modify both their distributions and their uses

ese

are "bricolages" in accordance with the model that Levi-Strauss recog
nized in m

yt@l!:hcy invent collages by marrying references from vari-

ous pasts [Q excerpts from presents in order to make them into series
(gestural processes, narrative itineraries) where opposites come acrosf}
Gestures are the true archives of the city. if one understands by
"archives" the past that is selected and reused according to present cus�
tOIll. They remake the urban landscape every day. They sculpt a thou

sand pasts that are perhaps no longer namable and that structure no less
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their experience of the city. Ways in which a North African moves into

them with the vocabulary of objects of consumption. It unfurls through

an HLM [Habitation a Loyer Modcn
\ public housing], in which a man

the streets and in the underground of the subway the interminable dis

from Radez runs his bistro, in which a native of Malakoff [a Paris sub

course of our epics. Its posters open up dreamscapes n
i the walls. Per

urb] walks in the subway, in which a girl from the sixteenth arrondisse

ment wears her jeans, or in which a passerby marks with graffiti his or

ut the
haps never has one society benefited from as rich a mythol0
.
,
City IS the stage for a war of narratives, as the Greek city was the arena

her way of reading a poster. All of these practices of "making do," poly

for wars among the gods. For us, the grand narratives from television or

ID(!

semic customs of places and things, should be majnrained by "renova

advertising stamp out or atomize the small narratives ofstreets or neigh

tion." I-low can the square, so-eet, or building be offered up more to their

borho

inventions? This is a program for a renovation policy. Too often, such a

already by recording and distributing the memories that are recounted

policy takes the life away from concerned blocks that it then transforms

in the bakery, the cafe, or at home. But this is done so by uprooting them

into "tombs" for well-off families.

from their spaces. Festivals, contests, the development of "speaking places"

\�

fIhe wordless histories of walking, dress, housing, or cooking shape

�Renovation should

come to

the aid of these latter. It does so

in neighborhoods or buildings would return to narratives the soil from

wQf"an event is what one recounts,"17 the city only has

neighborhoods on behalf of absences; they trace out memories that no

which they gro

longer have a plac

a

spaces into cafes, offices, and buildings. To the visible city they add those

like to build would be "the ruins of a city that had existed before the

er- childhoods, genealogical traditions, timeless events.
UCh is the "worJ?l of urban narratives as well. They insinuate different

"invisible cities" about which Calvina

wro� With the vocabulary of ob

story, only lives by preserving all of its memori

�

The architect Grumbach said recently that the new city that he would
new one." These would be the ruins of a city that had never been, the

jects and well-known words, they create another dimension, in turn fan

traces ?"f a memory that has no specific place. Every true city corre

tastical and delinquent, fearful and legitimating. For this reason, they

sponds in fact to this proj ect. It is mythical. Paris, someone has said, is a

render the city "believable," affect it with unknown depth to be inven

"uchronia." Using various methods, Anne Cauquelin, Alain Medam,

toried, an

and many others have paid attention to this source of strangeness

<{2pen it up to journ � . They are the keys to the city; they
give access to what it is: my
th
ical.(

lIhese narratives also constitt;te powerful instruments whose politi

cal use can organize a totalitarianism. Even without having been the ob

within urban reality. This means that renovation does not, ultimately,
know what it is bringing back" -or what it is destroying-when it re
"

stores the references and fragments of elusive memories. For these ghosts

ject of the first systematic exploitation that Nazism made of them,16

that haunt urban works, renovation can only provide a laying out of al

they make people believe and do things: narratives of crimes or feasts,

ready marked stones, like words for it.

racist and jingoistic narratives, urban myths, suburban fantasies, the hu

� tories . . . They require a demo

ntere
mor or perversity of human-i

t,} (Political power has known for a

cratic management of urban credibili

long time already how to produce narratives for its own use. The media
has done even better. Urban planners themselves have tried to produce
them artificially in new housing projects such as La Defense or Le Vau
dreuil. Rightly so. Without them, these brand-new neighborhoods re
main deserted. Through stories about places, they become inhabitable.
Living is n:trrativizing. Stirring up or restoring this narrativizing is thus

rC0ne must awaken the stories

also among the tasks of any renovati0

that sleep in the streets and that sometimes lie within a simple name,

fYJ.

folded up inside this thimble like the silk dress of a fai

Narratives are certainly not lacking in the city. Advernsing, for exam

ple, multiplies the myths of our desires and our memories by recounting

Chapter 9

Private Spaces

The rerrimry where the basic gesrures of "ways of operating" are deployed
and repeated from day to day is first of all domestic space, this abode to
which one longs to "withdraw," because once mere, "one can have peace."
One "returns to one's home," to one's own place, which, by definition,
cannot be the place of others. Here every visitor is an intruder unless he
or she has been explicidy and freely invited to enter. Even in this case,
the guest must know how to "remain in his or her place," nOt to allow
himself or herself to circulate from room to room; he or she must espe
cially know how to cut short a visit or risk being thrown into the (feared)
category of "pests," those who must be "reminded" about the "discretion"
of correct behavior or, worse still, those who must be avoided at all
COSIS because they do not know how to follow the rules of propriety, to
maintain an "appropriate distance."

Envisioning One's living Conditions
This private territory must be protected from indiscreet glances, for
everyone knows that even the most modest home reveals the personal
ity of its occupant. Even an anonymous hotel room speaks volumes of
its transient guest after only a few hours. A place inhabited by the same
person for a certain duration draws a portrait that resembles this person
based on objects (present or absent) and the habits that they imply. The
game of exclusions and preferences, the arrangement of the furniture,
the choice of materials, the range of forms and colors, the light sources,
the reflection of a mirror, an open book, a newspaper lying around, a
r:lcquet, ashtrays, order and disorder, visible and invisible, harmony and
discord, austerity or elegance, care or negligence, the reign of conven
tion, a few exotic touches, and even more so the manner of organizing
the avail:lble space, however cramped it may be, and distributing through
out the different daily functions (meals, dressing, receiving guests, clean
ing, study, leisure, rest)-all of this already composes a "life narrative"
before the master of the house has said the slightest word. The informed

glance recognizes pell-mell fragments from the "family saga," the trace
of a production destined to give a certain image of the dweller, but also
145
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the involuntary confession of a more intimate way of living and dream

gives a human fonn to the succession of days and to the presence of oth

ing. In one's own place, it floats like a secret perfume, which speaks of a

ers. Here bodies are washed, adorned, perfumed, and take the time to

lost time, of time that will never be regained, which speaks also of an

live and dream. Here people hug, embrace, and then separate. Here the

other time yet to come, one day, perhaps.

sick body finds refuge and care, for the time being exempted from its

Indiscreet, the home openly confesses the income level and social

obligations of work and representation on the social stage. Here custom

ambitions of its occupants. Everything about it always speaks too much:

allows one to hang around "doing nothing," even if one knows very well

its location in the city, the building's architecture, the layout of the rooms,

that "there is always something to be done in the house." Here the child

the creature comforts, the good or bad care taken of it. Here, then, is the

grows up and stores away in memory a thousand fragments of knowledge

faithful and talkative indicator about which all inquisitors dream, from

and discourse that later will determine his or her way of behaving, suf

administration to the social sciences, such as this judge for children who

fering, and desiring.

established a model questionnaire for families having a brush with the

Here one invites one's friends and neighbors and avoids one's ene

law, which detailed several distinctive housing types: "Private home or

mies or boss, as long as the society'S power respects the fragile symbolic

farm, classic rental aparnnent building, old public-housing block, mod

barrier between public and private, between an obliged sociality im

em public-housing block, self-built housing, garden city, boarding house

posed by the authorities and elective conviviality regulated by indi

or hotel or furnished room, questionable hotel or cafe, hobo camp, truck,

viduals. Here families gather together to celebrate the rhythms of time,

fixed trailer or barge, mobile homes."l
The diversity of places and appearances is nothing compared to the

to confront the experience of generations, to welcome new births, to
solemnize marriages, to go through hard times -all of this long work

multiplicity of functions and practices of which private space is at once

of joy and mourning that can only be accomplished "with one's kin,"

the effective decor and the theater of operation. The gesture sequences

all of this slow patience that flows from life to death along the river of

that are indispensable to the rhythms of daily activity are repeated here

time.

in indefinite number through their minute variations. The body has at

The more exterior space is made uniform in the contemporary city,

its disposal here a closed shelter, where, to its liking, it can stretch out,

and restricting through the length of daily trips, with its injunctive erec

sleep, hide from the noise, looks, and presence of others, and so ensure

tion of signs, its nuisances, its real or imagined fears, the more one's own

its most intimate functions and upkeep. Living by oneself, outside of col

space becomes smaller and valued as the place where one can finally feel

lective places, means having a protected place at one's disposal where the

secure, a personalized private territory where are invented "ways of op

pressure of the social body on the individual does not prevail, where the

erating" that gain a defining value: "For me, this is how I do it . . . In my

plurality of stimuli is filtered, or, in any case, ideally ought to be. Hence,

family, we always do it this way . . . " The strange thing is that the more

the growing intolerance in the contemporary city to the noise of neigh

one's own space becomes cramped, the more it becomes encumbered

bors, the odor of their cooking. Hence, even more so, the profound phys

with appliances and objects. It seems necessary for this personal place to

ical emotion experienced by a person who discovers, upon returning from

become denser, materially and emotionally, in order to become the ter

a brief absence, that his or her apartment had been "paid a visit," bur

ritory in which the familial microcosm is rooted, the most private and

glarized. The stories match; the suffering does not come from the "loss"

dearest place, the one to which one enjoys coming back at night, after

of stolen goods, but from the upheaval that this intrusion into one's home

work, at back-to-school time after vacation, after a stay in a hospital or

produces: a male friend said to me that "it felt like I had been raped; I

the military. \Nben the public sphere no longer offers a place for politi

dreamed about it fearfully, trembling for several days."

cal investment, men turn into "hermits" in the grotto of the private liv

A Place for the Body, a Place for life
As a general rule, in this private space one rarely works, except at that
indispensable work of nourishment, of cleaning, and of conviviality that

ing space. They hibernate in their abode, seeking to limit themselves to
tiny individual pleasures. Perhaps certain ones are already dreaming in
silence about other spaces for action, invention, and movements. On a

neighborhood wall in June 1968, an anonymous hand wrote these words:
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"Order in the streets makes for disorder in our minds." Reciprocally,
social despair restores imagination to power within solitary dreams.

The Enclosed Gorden peopled with Dreams
Oppression makes no mistake about it, the oppression that tears citizens
away from their priv:ue happiness in order to stack them up in its pris
ons or camps by imposing on them the torture of a public life with the
most intimate functions: from then on, the horde is reconstituted where
every man becomes a wolf. Utopia makes no more of a mistake about it,
the utopia that extends its panoptic surveillance to the most private ges
tures of the individual body in order to

run

the whole show and control

everything in "the perfect city"l . . . Ordinary memory knows it so well
that it sings, in all languages, of the sweetness of one's "home, sweet
home." Yet, the enclosed garden where the body hides its pains and joys
is not a "forbidden city." If it does not want to become a synonym for a
terrible house arrest, separated from the living, the private space must
k
now how to open itself up to the flow of people coming in and out, to

-
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be the passageway for a continual circulation, where objectS, people, words,
and ideas cross paths; for life is also about mobility, impatience for change,
and relation to a plurality of others.
Only a dead language no longer changes; only the absence of all
residents respects the immovable order ofthings. Life maintains and dis
places; it wears out, breaks, and reworks; it creates new configurations
of beings and objects across the everyday practices of the living, always
similar and different. Private space is this ideal city in which aU the
passersby have beloved faces, whose streets are familiar and safe, whose
interior architecrure is changeable almost at will.
Our successive living spaces never disappear completely; we leave
them without leaving them because they live in turn, invisible and pres
ent, in our memories and in our dreams. They journey with us. In the
center of these dreams there is often the kitchen, this "wann room" where
the family gathers, a theater of operations for the "practical arts," and for
the most necessary among them, the "nourishing art."

Luce Giard

Chapter

10

The Nourishing Arts

What follows very much involves the (privileged?) role of women in the
preparation of meals eaten at home. But this is not to say that 1 believe
in an immanent and stable feminine nature that dooms women to house
work and gives them a monopoly over both the kitchen and the tasks of
interior organization.I Since the time when Europe left its geographic
borders in the sixteenth century and discovered the difference of other
culrures, history and anthropology have taught us that the sharing of work
between the sexes, initiation rites, and diets, or what Mauss calls "body
techniques,'" are reliant on the local cultural order and, like it, are change
able. WIthin a certain culture, a change of material conditions or of po
litical organization

can

be enough to modify the way of conceiving or

dividing a particular kind of everyday task, just as the hierarchy of dif
ferent kinds of housework can be transformed.
The fact that there are still wrtmtn in France who in general carry out
the everyday work of doing-cooking stems from a social and cultural con
dition and from the history of mentalities; I do not see the manifestation
of a feminine essence here. If, in this study, we judged it necessary to be
come interested in this example of cultural practice rather than another,
it is because of the central role it plays in the everyday life of the majority
of people, independent of their social situation and their relationship to
"high culture" or to mass industrial culture. Moreover, alimentary habits
constitute a domain where tradition and n
i novation matter equally, where
past and present are mixed to serve the needs of the hour, to furnish the joy
of the moment, and to suit the circumstance. With their high degree of
ritualization :lIld their strong affective investment, culinary activities are
for many women of all ages a place of happiness, pleasure, and discovery.
Such life activities demand as much intelligence, imagination, and memory
as those traditionally held as superior, such as music and weaving. In this
sense, they rightly make up one of the strong aspects of ordinary culture.

Entree
As a child, I refused to surrender to my mother's suggestions to come
and learn how to cook by her side. 1 refused this women's work because
lSI
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no onc ever offered it to my brother. I had already chosen, determined my

busied herself. Yet, my childhood g<lze had seen and memorized certain

fate: one day, I would have a "real profession"; I would do math or I would

gestures, and my sense memory had kept track of certain tastes, smells,

writc. These twO paths seemed closely inked
l
to me, as if they called out

and colors. I already knew all the sounds: the gende hiss of simmering

to olle another. Age, travel, and books seemed to guarantee that one

water, the sputtering of melting meat drippings, and the dull thud of the

day, by dint of work and practice, it would be possible for me to attain

kneading hand. A recipe or an inductive word sufficed to arouse a strange

these writings of words and numbers that were destined to fiJI my life.

anamnesis whereby ancient knowledge and primitive experiences were

Having left home early on, I did, as did many others, an apprentice
ship in communal meals, in institutional food lacking both taste and

reactivated in fragments of which J

.....as

the heiress and guardian wi th

out wanting to be. I had {O admit that 1 too had been provided .....ith a

identity, and in noisy, depressing cafeterias. My only memory is of the

woman's knowledge and that it had crept into me, slipping past my mind's

omnipresence of potatoes, sticky rice, and meats that could nOt be named,

surveillance. It was something that came to me from my body and that

which, to my mind, perpetuated the survival of ancient animal species:

integrated me into the great corps of women of my lineage, incorporat

only their great genetic age seemed to justify their degree of toughness.

ing me into their anonymous ranks.

I thus discovered,

a contrario, that up to that point, I had been very well

fed, that no one had ever measured out the amount of fruits and cheeses

1 received, and that the prosperity of a family was expressed first in its

I discovered bit by bit not the pleasure of eating good meals (I am
seldom drawn to solitary delights), but that of manipulating raw mate
rial, of organizing, combining, modifying, and inventing. I learned the

daily diet. But for a long time, I still regarded ::as elementary, conven·

tranquil joy of anticipated hospitaity,
l
when one prepares a meal to share

tional, and pedestrian (and therefore a bit stupid) the feminine savoir

with friends in the same way in which one composes a party tune or

mire that presided over buying food, preparing it, and organizing meals.

draws: with moving hands, C:lrefuJ fingers, the whole body inhabited with

One day finally, when I was twenty, 1 got my own small apartment,
apart from school barracks, that included a rudimentary but sufficient

the rhythm of working, and the mind awakening, freed from its own pon·
derousness, flitting from idea to memory, finally seizing on a certain chain

facility i n which to prepare my meals. I discovered myself invested with

of thought, and then modulating this tattered writing once again. Thus,

the care of preparing my own food, delighted with being able to escape

surreptitiously and without suspecting it, I had been invested with the

from the noise and crowds of college cafeterias and from the shunling

secret, tenacious pleasure of doiug-cOQkil1g.

back and forth to face preordained menus. But how was I to proceed? I

\Vhen this became clear in my mind, it was already too late; the en

did not know how to do anything. It was not a question of waiting for

emy was on the inside. It then became necessary to try to explain its na

or asking advice from the women in the family because that would have

ture, meaning, and manner to myself in the hopes of understanding why

implied returning to the maternal hearth and agreeing to slip back into

that particular pleasure seems so close to the "pleasure of the text," why

that discarded feminine model. The solution seemed obvious: just like

r nvine such tight kinship ties between the writing of gestures and that

everything else, these sorts of things could be learned in books. All 1

of words, and if one is free to establish, as I do, a kind of reciprocity be

had to do was find in a bookstore a source of information that was "sim

tween their respective productions. \Vhy seek to satisfy, \vith one as with

ple," "quick," "modem," and "inexpensive," according to my then naive

the other, the same central need to spmd

Idipmst'r),

to dedicate a pan of

r

one's lifetime to that of which the trace must be erased? \Vhy be so avid

thought), I undertook the close study of a paperback cookbook devoid

and concerned about inscribing in gestures and words the same fidelity

of both illustrations and "feminine" flourishes. To my mind, this absence

to the women of my lineage?

vocabulary. And in order to secure the means to do so (at least, so

endowed the book with eminent pranical value and sure efficiency.
From the groping experience of my initial gestures, my trials and

There have been women ceaselessly doomed to both housework and
the creation of life, women excluded from public life and the communi·

errors, there remains this one surprise: I thought that I had never learned

cation of knowledge, and women educated at the time of my grandmoth

or obscn'ed anything, having obstinately wamed to escape from the

ers' generation, of whom I would like to retain a living and true mem�

.
contagion of a young girl's education and because I had al ....ays
preferred

ory. Following i n their footsteps, I have dreamed of practicing an
impoverished writing. that of a public wrirrr who has no claim ro words,

my room, my books, and my silent games to the l-itchen where my mother
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whose name is erased. Such writing targets its own destruction and re
peats, in its own way, that humble service to others for whom these noo
illustrious women (no one knows their names, strength, or courage any
more) represented for generations basic gestures always strung together
and necessitated by the interminable repetition of household tasks per

VVhen all is said and done, JUl1Int Dirlman is a hyperrealistic film about
the use of time n
i the life of a woman bound to her home, subjected to the
imposed conformity of everyday gestures . . . l thus revalued all these ges
rures by giving back to them their acrual duration, by filming in sequence
and Static shots, with the camera always facing the charactcr, whatever the
character's position. I wanted to show the right value ofwomen's everyday

formed in the succession of meals and days, with attention given to the

life. I find it more fascinating to see a woman-who could represent all

body of others.

women-making her bed for three minutes than a car chase that lasts

Perhaps that is exactly what I am seeking in my culinary joys: the

twenty."

reconstruction, through gestures, tastes, and combinations, of a silent leg

But with regard to my cinema, it seems to me that the most appropriate

end as if,

by dint of merely living in it with my hands and body, I would

word for it is phenl)11l(no/Qgica/: it is a!WlIYS a sequence of events, of riny ac

succeed in restoring the alchemy of such a history, in meriting its secret

tions described in a precise WlIy. And what interests me precisely is this re

of language, as if, from this stubborn stomping around on Mother Earth,

lationship with the immediate glance, the way one looks at those tiny ac

the truth of the word would come back to me one day. Or rather, a writ
ing of words, reborn, that would finally achieve the expression of its
wonderful debt and the impossible task of being able to rerum its favor.
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tions that are going on. It is also a relationship with strangeness. Everything
is �trange to me; everything that does not surface is strange. It is a strange
ness linked to a knowledge, linked to something that you have always seen,
which is always around you. This is what produces a certain meaning.J

Women bereft of writing who came before me, you who passed on to
me the shape of your hands or the color of your eyes, you whose wish

These sharp-edged sentences and effective images o f Chantal Akerman

anticipated my birth, you who carried me, and fed me like my great

translate almost too well the intention ofthis srudy on the Kitchen Women

grandmother blinded with age who would await my birth before suc

Nation

cumbing to death, you whose names I mumbled in my childhood dreams,

its violence, I recognized the same necessity of returning to triviality in

you whose beliefs and servitudes I have not preserved, I would like the

order to break through the entrapment. It represents the same will to

slow remembrance of your gestures in the kitchen to prompt me with

learn how to detach one's view from that of "high culrure," this inher

[Ie peuple fbninin des cuisines]. In

this voice, in its gentleness and

words that will remain faithful to you; 1 would like the poetry of words

ited background, much praised among the residents of good neighbor

to translate that of gesrures; I would like a writing of words and letters

hoods. It also represents the same distance with regard to the "popular

As long as one of us

culture" whose naive praises one sings all the better while one is bury

preserves your nourishing knowledge, as long as the recipes of your ten

ing or despising those people who gave birth to it. It represents the same

der patience are transmitted from hand to hand and from generation to

refusal to denigrate a "mass culrure" of which one deplores the medioc

generation, a fragmentary yet tenacious memory of your life itself will

rity produced on the industrial scale, all the while sharing in the advan

live on. The sophisticated rirualization ofbasic gestures has thus become

tages that this industry provides. Thus, a will to turn one's eyes toward

to correspond to your writing of recipes and tastes.

more dear to me than the persistence of words and texts, because body

contemporary people and things, toward ordinary life and its indeter

tedmiques seem better protected from the superficiality of fashion, and

ruinate differentiation. A wish to rediscover the "taste for the anonymous

also, a more profound and heavier material faithfulness is at play there,

and innumerable gennination"6 and everything that constitutes the heart

a way of being-in-the-world and making it one's home.

of it. A will to see the fragile frost of habits, the shifting soil of biases in
which social and user circulations are inserted and where shortcuts are to

Innumerable Anonymous Women
I began with a few vcry precise images of my childhood: seeing my mother
next to the kitchen sink, my mother carrying packages. r did not want to

do � kind of natur'dlislll, but rather, with a very stylized image, to attain the

very essence of reality.!

be guessed at. A will to accept as worthy of interest, analysis, and record
ing the ordinary practices so often regarded as insignificant. A will to
learn to consider the fleeting and unpretentious ways of operating that
are often the only place of inventiveness available to the subject: they
represent precarious inventions without anything to consolidate them,
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without a language to articulate them, without the acknowledgment to

all women are responsible for cooking, either for their own needs or in

raise them up; they are bricolages subject to the weight of economic con

order to feed family members or their occasional guests.
In each case,

straints, inscribed in the network of concrete determinations_
At this level of social invisibility, at this degree of cultural nonrecog

doillg-cooking is

the medium for a basic, humble, and

persistent practice that is repeated in time and space, rooted in the fabric

nition, a place for women has been granted, and continues to be, as if by

of relationships to others and to one's self, marked by the "family saga"

birthright, because no onc generally pays any attention to their every

and the history of each, bound to childhood memory just like rhythms

day work: "these things" must be done, someone has to take care of

and seasons. This women's work has them proliferate into "gesrure trees"

them; this someone will preferably be a woman, whereas in the past it

(Rilke), into Shiva goddesses with a hundred arms who are both clever

was an "all-purpose maid," whose title alone best describes her status

and thrifty: the rapid and jerky back and forth movement of the whisk

and function. These jobs, deprived as they are of visible completion, never

whipping egg whites, hands that slowly knead pastry dough with a sym�

seem likely to get done: the upkeep of household goods and the mainte

metrical movement, a sort of restrained tenderness. A woman's worry:

nance of family bodies seem to fall outside the bounds of a valuable pro

"\¥ill the cake be moist enough?"; a woman's observation: "These toma

duction; only their absence garners attention, but then it is a matter of

toes are not very jui(:y, I'll have to add some water while they cook." A

reprobation. As the healthy verve of the Quebec women sings it, "Mom

transmission of knowledge: "My mother (or aunt or grandmother) al
ways told me to add a drop of vinegar to grilled pork ribs." A series of

don't work 'cause she got too much to do!"7
Like all human action, these female tasks are a product of a cultural

techniques

[tours de main] that one must observe before being able to im

order: from one society to another, their internal hierarchy and processes

itate them: "To loosen a crepe, you give the pan a sharp rap, like this."

differ; from one generation to the next in the same society, and from

These are multifaceted activities that people consider very simple or

one social class to another, the techniques that preside over these tasks,

even a little stupid, except

like rules of action and models for behavior that touch on them, are

with a certain degree of excellence, with extreme refinement- but then

transformed. In a sense, each operator can create her own rryJe according

it becomes the business ofgreat chefs, who, of course, are men.

n
i

the rare cases where they are carried out

to how she accents a certain element of a practice, how she applies her

Yet, from the moment one becomes interested in the process of

self to one or another, how she creates her personal way of navigating

culinary production, one notices that it requires a multiple memory: a

through accepted, allowed, and ready-made techniques. From thus draw

memory of apprenticeship, of witrJessed gestures, and of consistencies,

ing on common savoir faire, each perfect homemaker ends up giving

in order, for example, to identify the exact moment when the custard

herself a manner suitable for playing one chronological sequence on top
of another and for composing, on given themes,

111'

varietur,

music of

variations that are never detennined in a stable form.
Culinary practices situate themselves at the most rudimentary level,

has begun to coat the back of a spoon and thus must be taken off the
stove to prevent it from separating. It also calls for a programming mind:
one must astutely calculate both preparation and coolcing time, insert
the various sequences of actions among one another, and set up the order

at the most necessary and the most unrespected level. Traditionally in

of dishes in order to attain the desired temperature at the right mo

France, the responsibility for them falls almost exclusively on women

ment; there is, after all, no point in the apple fritters being just right

and these tasks are the object of ambivalent feelings: the value of French

when the guests have barely started on the hors d'oeuvres. Sensory per�

cuisine is enhanced when compared to that of neighboring countries;

ception intervenes as well: more so than the theoretical cooking time

the importance of diet in raising children and care for the family is em

indicated in the rec
ipe, it is the smell coming from the oven that lets

phasized n
i the media; the responsibility and role of the housewife as

one know if the cooking is coming along and whether it might help to

primary buyer and supplier for the household are stressed. At the same

nlrn up the temperature. The creative ingenuity of cleverness also finds

time, people judge this work to be repetitive and monotonous, devoid

its place in culinary production: how can one make the most our of left

of intelligence and imagination; people exclude it from the field ofknowl

overs in a way that makes everyone believe that it is a completely new

edge by neglecting dietary education in school programs. Yet, except for

dish? Each meal demands the invention of an alternative ministrategy

residents from certain communities (convents, hospitals, prisons), almost

when one ingredient or the appropriate utensil is lacking. And wh�n
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friends make a sudden, unexpected appearance right at dinnertime, one
must improvise without a soore and exercise one's combinatory capacities.
Thus, entering into the vocation of cooking and manipulating ordinary
things make one use intelligence, a subtle intelligence full o f nuances
and strokes of genius, a light and lively intelligence that can be perceived
without exhibiting itself, in ShOft,

n

very ordinary i1mlligence.

These days, when the job one has or seeks in vain is often no longer
what provides social identity, when for so many people nothing remains
at the end of the day except for the bitter wear and tear of so many dull

literary dressing and stripped of its fleeting ennoblement, culinary work
finds itself once again in dreary reality. This women's work, without
schedule or salary (except to be paid off through service to others), work
without added value or producti\'ity (men have more important things
to calculate), work whose success is always experienced for a limited du
ration (the way a souffle just out of the oven, balancing in a subtle equi
librium, in this glorious peak, is already wavering well before it finally
collapses). Yes, women's work is slow and interminable. \lVomen are ex
tremely patient and repeat the same gestures indefinitely:

hours, the preparation of a meal furnishes that rarc joy of producing

Women, they peel potatoes, carrots, turnips, pears, cabbages, �nd oranges.
Women know how to peel anything that can be peded. It's not hard to do.
You learn when you're very young, from mother to daughter: "Come and
help ped some l>Otltoes for dinner, dear." . . . "'omen peel potlfOeS every
day, noon and night; carrots and leeks too. They do it without complain
ing to themselves or to their husbands. Potatoes, they're a woman's prob
lem. . . . \Vomen's domain is that of the tlble, food, and the potato. It's a
basic \1:getable, tlu: least expensive; iI's the one �bout which rou say little
but thatyou pecl and prepare in a thousand ways. How am I going to sen'c
me I>ot-J[oes tonight? That's what you call a domestic prohlem. Supply. How
much imponance should we give supply . . . ? "You do e\<erything so well,
honey. I lo\·e your potltoes," says me man. "':viII you make me French
fries tomotrow?" And the woman makes fries. Thc stakes arc high, higher
than the discussion itself: not to make him Ullhappy so mn he'll still want
me, as much as he wants my fries. And me nelft day, she peels again, veg
etable after vegetable; she chops and slices mem into small, patient, metic
ulous, and identical pieces. She docs this so that everything is good and
also pretty, welJ presented. Something th�t s
i welJ presented makes you hun
gry. Then you'll want to feed yourself, to feed off of me. "I'm hungry for
you," says me mall. "You're pretty enough to eat. J WlInt to munch on you
one day," says the man. "I'm hungry for the food you give me. "I)

something oneself, of fashioning a fragment of reality, of knowing the
joys of a demiurgic miniaturization, all the while securing the gratitude
of those who will consume it by way of pleasant and innocent seductions.
This culinary work is alleged to be devoid of mystery and grandeur, but
it unfurls in a complex montage of things to be done according to a pre
detennined chronologiC<l1 sequence: planning, organizing, and shopping;
preparing and serving; clearing, putting away, and tidying up. It haunts
the memories of novelists, from the fabulous excesses of Rabelais's he
roes, all busy eating, digesting, and relieving themselves,s to the "long
lists of mounds of foodn ofJules Verne,' passing through the "bourgeois
cuisine" of Balzac's crearures,IO the recipes ofZola, and the tasty simmer

ing dishes of Simenon's concierges. I I

Listen to these men's voices describing women's cooking, like Pierre
Bonte's simple people, whose hearty accents [on an early morning radio
(alk show) used to populate city mornings with good savages:

You sec, this soup, llIade with heans, is what we call, of course, 11 bean soup,
but you shouldn't think there m:: only beans in it. My wife made it this
morning. \�'ell, she gOt up at seven o'clock, her pot of water was on [he
wood-burning stove-she put her beans on to soak last night-then she
added two leeks chopped very fine and some nice potatocs; she put all that
together, and when it staned boiling, she PUt her salt pork in. An hour be
fore serving it to us, after three and a half to four hours of cooking, she
made 11 fricassee for it. A fricassee is made in a pan with bacon drippings. She
browns an onion in it, and when me onion is nice and golden, she makes
up a nice flourroUlf and men puts it all in the soupY
I will admit it myself: I still dream about the rice croquettes and the
fritters that nice children in the Comtesse de Segur's books used to eat
for dinner as a reward for good behavior; 1 was less well behaved than
them and these unknown dishes, which seemed to me adorned with ex
otic flavors, were never served at our family table. But, taken out of its
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Women's Voices
In order to better grasp the modes of these culinary practices, all read
ings, experiences, and personal memories have been supplemented with
:I

series of rather long, individual interviews conducted in a flexible for

mat. They had as a goal neither to record opinion frequencies nor to con
stitute a representative statistical sample, but rather to :lUOw us to hear
women's voices: they talk about their way of doing-cooking, of organiz
ing this work, of living and experiencing it- this wiII give us a way of
knOwing their own language, their words, and even the inflections in
their voices, even the rhythm of their speech. These interviews aimed
neither to sort out underlying images nor to reveal unconscious roots,
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nor to define and classify attitude types. Their sole intention was to hear

5. The use of industrial food products (canned goods, frozen foods,

speak: to talk about the very activity that is generally accorded no

and ready-made meals, including the practice of home freezing)

women

attention. Thus, we can learn from them, and them alone, how they rep
resent their role and ability, if they take an interest in their savoir faire,
and what secret pride they take in finding a personal way to fulfill an

and electrical appliances (beaters, mixers, etc.)

6. The role of the man of the house and his interventions in the
kitchen

imposed task.
These interviews were done rather freely and thanks to the friendly

In these interviews, there was neither a fixed form of questions, nor

goodwill of certain friends and relatives of mine or of Marie Ferrier, who

a battery of questions to be asked in strict order, nor a ready-made ques

collected the data. We excluded our mothers, sisters, and sisters-in-law

tionnaire to be filled Out. Our methodological option was completely

from this group: the all-too-strong emotional effects or the trace of fam

differcut:14 Marie Ferrier recorded in full long, informal conversations

ily conflicts might have distorted the dialogue. For similar reasons, we

with friends or with women who might have become so, She then listened

appealed to no woman whose profession was in psychology, psychoanaly

to the recordings over and over again to peruse and transcribe them. We

sis, medicine, or university education: their professional experience, cul

decided to include in this volume the entire transcript of one interview,

tural domain, and training in communication would have introduced a

with Irene, to allow one of these voices its freedom and fuliness,15 These

definite bias into our inquiry. The women whom Marie Ferrier met and

voices, whose faces will remain unknown to us, make up a melodious

questioned at length (about two hours for each interview conducted at

polyphony. They are diverse, living voices that approve of, are moved, and

the home of the person interviewed) belong to the lower-middle class

remember themselves; voices that regret, answer, and contradict them�

and the middle class. They have various ages, status, and professions;

selves. They are voices that talk simply about ordinary practices with

i general literary or turned toward administrative work,
their education is n

everyday words, women's voices that talk about the life of people and

which corresponds to an old practice in the schooling of young girls who

things. Voices.

were excluded from the techniques of industrial manufacture and pro

Our procedure has privileged the voice of women accustomed to

fessions linked to the hard sciences. They do not all have children, but

handling French and capable of talking about themselves without too

they know that a teenager or an adult male does not ask for the same

much difficulty or timidity; to avoid these types of difficulties, we aban

kind of food as a woman. Finally, we did not question teenage or young

doned questioning women we did not know or those from more modest

women still living with their parents: they would have had a tendency to

backgrounds. In this sense, our small sample is hardly representative of

provide a discourse repetitive of their mother's practices or in reaction

the average condition of women, of their alienation with regard to lan

against her, or even a description of an imagined and unrealized practice.

guage, and of their discomfort in speaking a word in public that directly

Each interview took place according to a rather loose framework

concerns them. Nevertheless, if these interviews were conducted in a

that left a great deal of freedom to the spontaneity of the interviewee

face-to-face format, at the interviewee's home, at times in the presence

and the movement of her associations. Throughout the discussion, Marie

of a husband or a child, it was always stipulated that these conversations

Ferrier proposed a limited series of themes in order to make possible a

would be published in some form with the ongoing research.

comparative analysis of contents and to avoid a total drifting of the con

During the course of the inquiry, we realized too late that it would

versation. These themes included the following points and more or less

have been worthwhile to plan a second discussion with each inter1ocu�

followed this order:

tor a few days after the first: many of them manifested such a desire af
ter the fact, saying that they had continued to think about the discus

1 . Planning meals and choosing a menu

sion after Marie Ferrier had left and regretted not being able either to

2 . Shopping and organizing purchases

bring out funher information or nuances, or not being able to continue

3. Recipe sources and the mode of culinary apprenticeship

a dialogue that had barely gotten going. The time limits assigned to this

4. Preparation and the role of personal invention

part of the research and the geographic distances between interviewees
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inquiry in total consists of twelve discussions with eleven different people.

Marie Ferrier conducted in my presence. Here, then, under fictitious

Subsequently, what I borrow from these voices is always specified by the

3TC designed to protect, as they wished, the anonymity of

speaker's name and the quotations faithfuUy reproduce the words spo

names (which

their voices), is the list of the collected interviews:

1 . Agnes, college srudent
2 . Beatrice, college student

3. Colette, teacher
4. Denise, assistant editor in a research consultant office

ken, as the word-for-word tape transcription by Marie Ferrier recon
structed them. Through this procedure, I hope to have readers perceive
the particular quality of these voices, a sometimes rough and bitter move
ment, a quavering due to emotion or memory. It represents a texture of
true and living voices that gives density to ordinary speech.

5. Elisabeth, supply attache in a large junior high school

Other Sources

6. Fran�oise, librarian
7. Genevieve, professional

This limited collection of direct and personal information was increased

8. Henriette, artist
9. Irene, private secretary

of the

10. Jeanne, housewife
1 1 . Karen, housewife
12. Laurence, housewife
The alphabetical order of names corresponds to their increasing
age: the first four at the time of the interviews (1978) were between 25 and

30, the next four between 3 1 and 40, Irene between 41 and 50, Jeanne

through recourse to sources of facts and data that come from the work

INSEE

[lnstirut National de la Statistique et des Etudes &ono

miques] and that of the

fNSERM [lnstitut National

de la Sante et de la

Recherche MedicaleJ. The INSE.E makes regular studies of French con
sumption according to a precise method; at the time of writing this part
of our study (in 1979), the most recently published installments dealt
with alimentary consumption in 1972 by category of purchase (includ
ing individual self-production, evaluated when it occurred) and the dis
tribution of meals in 1971 (at home or out).16 The technique of the study

between 5 1 and 60, and finally the last twO between 6 1 and 70. A third

is well defined: it is based on the selection of a representative sample of

of them had not yet had children (which mostly concerns the younger

al'Ound ten thousand ordinary households (as opposed to what the sort

ones); the others had one child (three cases), two (one case), three (two

ing of data calls "collective households," indicating the residents of re

cases), and seven (one case), respectively. They lived n
i Paris and its sub

tirement homes, convents, student hostels, prisons, etc.); a "household"

urbs (seven cases, but half of them spent their childhood and adolescence

is made up of a group ofpeople who belong to the same household, what

n
i the provinces), in another large city (one case in France and one abroad),
in an agglomeration of ten thousand inhabitants (one case), or in a rural
community (twO cases), all of them spread throughout various regions

ever their family ties 01' legal status.
The

fNSEE sample is made up in such a way as to be representa

tive, for the whole of France, according to (1) the division of heads of

of France. Two are French citizens born to foreigners, one from a coun

household into socioprofessional categories; (2) the geographic region

try bordering France and the other from a E.uropean country much far

of residence; (3) the size of the commune of residence;

ther from France. Both still have family in these countries. All of these

of people living in this household. The study consists of consulting each

details, along with other characteristics, will not be reported n
i a sum
mary table in order to preserve the anonymity of the various voices.
One of the recordings proved unusable because of material condi
tions in its collection and it was impossible to repeat the meeting (case

4,

Denise). We have, however, used certain elements stemming from this

(4)

the number

household during the course of a week (a preliminary interview, a very
precise recording of all the household purchases in a notebook, a verifi
cation of the validity of the furnished information with the help of a
written form, etc.); the study is spread out over an entire year (except

for the first half of August and the second half of December, vacation or

discussion because Marie Ferrier had noted down certain points during

holiday periods during which the information gathered would be partial

sion at my home two weeks after the first, so that the material of usable

for seasonal variations and to constitute data series that are as homoge-

the interview. As for Elisabeth, it was possible to record a second discus

or heterogeneous compared to ordinary weeks) in order to compensate
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neous as possible. This clear methodology and the size of the sample
thus make possible a statistical processing of the collected information.17
As for the INSERM, works concerning the nutrition section were
consulted thanks to the kindness of its members. It constituted a rather
large study, focused on 1,367 Families living in four departments (Bouches
du-Rhone, "Loire, Rhone, Meurthe-et-Moselle) and in three types of
zones (county seat, midsize town, and rural region).18 As the researchers
indicate, the sample is not representative with regard to the division into
socioprofessional categories; moreover, the Paris region is completely
absent and the size of the families questioned (21 percent have four or
more children) is larger than the national average. But the partial publi
cation of the results, even without refined statistical processing, fur
nishes precious indications about the alimentary behavior of these 6,196
people between 1965 and 1966, each family having been observed for
three days. The method used consisted in having the mother of the fam
ily fill out a. iong and detailed written questionnaire: three-quarters of
these women were housewives, which contradicts the general statistics on
women's employment, but is explained here by the high birthrate among
the families surveyed. This questiormaire was then followed up orally with
supplemental questions from the researcher; finally, there were group
discussions in the cities on certain themes.19
\Ve should notice that the work of the INSERM was in part financed
by the United States Department of Agriculture. If one wonders why
the latter was interested in the alimentary behavior of the French, in

their opinions on mass-produced food products, and in their desires
increase their food purchases, I remind the reader that at this time:

to

1 . The American food industry was starting the second phase of its
penetration into the European market, often in the guise of for
mer British finns that came under the control of American finan
cial groups;
2. American agriculture was in the midst of reorganization: the size
of cereal fields to be replaced by grass or feed-grain production
or other crops oriented toward cattle food products was tied to
estimations on the consumption of meat in the years to come,
and so on.
VVhatever the interests of its sponsor, the study done by the lNSERM
provides precious information about familial consumption habits, likes
and dislikes, the aspirations to change these habits, and the composition
and atmosphere of meals, and all that infonnation is being grasped
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through the image supplied by the women who prepare the meals, be
cause they were the only ones consulted.

Earthly Foods
\Vhy do we eat? The primary reason: to satisfy the energy needs of a
living organism. Like other animal species, humans mUSt submit to this
necessity throughout life; but they distinguish themselves from other
animals by their practice of elected periods of abstinence (voluntarily,
or to save money, or in periods of shortage) that can go so far as the ob
servance of a rigorous and prolonged fast (Ramadan in Islam or African
rites of initiatory purification) or as far as a steadfast refusal of all food
(anorexic behavior or hunger strikes driven by a political will that consists
of opposing the symbolic and tangible counterviolence of torrure of one's
own body as a response to the violence of power or of the established
order).
This daily intake of food is not undifferentiated. In quality as well
as quantity, it must satisfy certain imperatives (the makeup of intake and
the relative proportions of various nutrients) at the risk of not being able
to ensure the maintenance of good health for the individual, protection
against cold or infectious agents, and the capacity to sustain steady phys
ical activity.lo Below a certain quantitative threshold, a paltry subsistence
mtake ensures the temporary survival of a weakened organism, which re
absorbs in part its own tissues to feed itself, loses strength and resistance
and, if this situation persists, enters a state of undernourishment."
Similarly, a diet unbalanced in both quality and diversity leads to
malnutrition. Daily intake must provide a sufficient supply of proteins,
a quantity proportionate to the weight, age, and physical activity of the
individual; the makeup of this supply (proteins from both animal and
plant sources) also enters into the equation. In addition to the three classes
of nutrients (proteins, fats, and carbohydrates), alimentary intake must
also provide certain indispensable elements (vitamins, minerals, and both
amino and fatty acids), but according to a system of subtle proportions
and interrelations: thus, the same nutrient "can represent the gain of one
vitamin at the loss of another";l1 likewise, mineral needs cannot be isolated
from each other because their metabolism is interdependent; certain
elements must be combined in order to allow assimilation, and so on.
The history of medicine itemizes an entire list of illnesses caused by
deficiency or resulting from the poor quality of absorbed foods, such as
the mal des ardents, common during the Middle Ages and the Renais
sance, whose descriptive name concerns ergotic poisoning from ergoti-
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cized rye flour, that is, rye flour that contains a parasitic fungus; the nt'W

north and the lowest in the Mediterranean region), and seems to

plague of the Crusades, which was the vitamin deficiency associated with

correlate to diet (the lowest consumption of fruit is in the north

scurvy; Saint Quentin's g;t"and mal during the Hundred Years' War, an

as well as the high use of butter for cooking instead of vegetable

edema of famine caused by the lack of proteins; pellagra caused by a lack

oil).19

of vitamin Bl, common in rural areas where corn provides the food base
(though certain local practices, such as the liming of corn in Mexico, have
avoided it in Latin America), and so onY

That should suffice to underline what is essentially at stake for health
in the composition of an alimentary diet and how many subtle and mul

There does not exist one precise description of alimentary intake that

tiple requirements there are to reconcile with the pleasures of the table

is always appropriate for human beings; the needs for proteins, miner

something that at first glance seems simple and natural.JO If things are

als, and vitamins vary according to the size, weight, sex, and climatic life

much more complicated than they first appear, it is because there is no

conditions of individuals (living conditions, clothing, protection from

standard popular wisdom in this field: beyond all economic limitations,

inclement weather), as well as the intensity of their activity and the

certain culinary traditions encourage by choice diets that are deficient

stage of life (growth, pregnancy, breast�feeding, adulthood, old age). We

or dangerous for certain of their members. Thus, we know about the

now know that a state of malnutrition coming at certain periods of life

srrange story of the kuru that selectively affects the women and children

has profound and lasting consequences: thus, the undernourishment of

in the Fore tribe in New Guinea: this always fatal illness is a slow viral

a nursing infant slows brain growth and leads to irreversible disorders

attack of the central nervous system, transmitted by the consumption,

of the structure and function of the brain, and hence to effects on mental

reserved as a choice gift to warriors' wives, of the brains of killed ene

ability.!4 We know about the temporary sterility in women of childbear�

mies. A genetic factor is most likely responsible for the persistence of

ing age caused by severe undernourishment (for example, the amenor�

the virus and for the absence of an adapted immune response.J1

rhea associated with famines, observed during prolonged sieges in cities

Moreover, there is no innate wisdom in the individual: to be con

such as Leningrad during World War II),u The lack of animal proteins

vinced, it suffices to perform a short inquiry among one's family circle;

considerably increases the risk of toxemia in pregnant women;l� the nurs�

this would allow us to quickly assemble an amazing assortment of stu

ing period requires a surplus in both quantity and quality of food intake,

pidity. Even well-educated people, attentive as they are to precise and

to protect the mother and the infant.

exact information in other fields, shamelessly talk about foods that are

To all of these traditional illnesses must be added, in the overfed

"easily digestible," "light," "fortifYing," or "good for kids." Such talk be

West, the illnesses of abundance or excess that are at the heart of the new

comes a sundry mix of hearsay, old wives' tales, baseless prejudices, and

Epidemiology has documented some troubling

vague pieces of information gleaned anywhere. Here, what is obvious

maladies

of civiLization.

loses its primary clarity and collides with the absence of man's internal

facts.

regulation of alimentary behaviors, because human practices are more

1. The growing frequency of cancers and disorders of the intestines

flexible and adaptable than those of animals, but they also make humans

seems to be in direct correlation with the impoverishment of di

more vulnerable.Jl Through ignorance, lack of concern, cultural habit,

ets rich in cellulose and vegetable fiber (resulting from a drop in

material shortage, or personal attitude (if one considers, for example, the

the consumption of cereals and a taste for white bread and re

complementary behaviors of bulimia and anorexia), people can ruin their

fined f1our);H this is why bakers have been encouraged to offer

health by imposing on themselves deficient or excessive diets, and go as

"bran bread," which is less refined, and "specialty breads" made

far as to die from what they eat, "digging their graves with their teeth,"

from different grains.

as it were-not to mention accidental or intentional poisonings (in these

2. The extent of cardiovascular diseases appears linked to, among
other things, diets too rich in glucides and certain types of fats.29
3. The increase in cases of death by cancer in France, from 1950 to

1967, differs depending on the region (the highest rate exists in the

cases, success stories often remain anonymous).
No more so than any other elements of material life, food is not
presented to humans in a natural state. Even raw or picked from a tree,
fruit is already a cuLNlred foodstuff, prior to any preparation and by the

-
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simple fact that it is regarded as being edible. Nothing is more variable

value. In the kitchen,

from one human group to another than the notion of what is edible: one

always heading toward death. The nourishing art has something to do

Ollt'

the time of this life that is

has only to think about the dog, spumed in Europe but appreciated in

with the an of loving, thus also with the art of dying. In the past, in the

Hong Kong; or grasshoppers, considered disgusting here yet highJy prized

village, a burial was the chance for an extended family reunion around a

in the Maghreb; or the worms savored in New GuineaY Closer [0 home,

solid meal, serious and joyful, after the interment. People thus began

there is the offal lovingly sinunered in Latin countries but despised in

the work of mourning by sharing earthly foods. In the past, death was a

the United States, with, moreover, differences of national tradition in

part of life; it seems to me that it was less alarm..ing tha[ way.

side Europe itself: certain cuisines prefer brains and others tripe, but
would not eat lamb spleen or amQurt'ttes, fried spinal marrow.l� Sometimes
the necessity or the contagion of exoticism pushes us to eat elsewhere
what we would never consider eating at home, but we have also seen peo
ple reduced to fumine who allow themselves to die rather than cat un
usual foods, such as the African villages in a rural area suffering from a
long drought that gave to their animals the powdered milk that interna
tional relief organizations distributed among them.H
There exist a complex geography and a subtle economy of choices
and habits, of Jikes and dislikes. Food involves a primary need and pleas
ure, it constirutes an "immediate reality," but "substances, techniques,
and (:ustOIllS all enter into a system of significant differences,"J6 a system
that is coherent and illogical. Humans do not nourish themselves from
natural nutrients, nor from pure dietary principles, but from mJmrtd food
stuffs, chosen and prepared according to laws of compatibility and rules
of propriety unique to each cultural area (in the Maghreb, for example,
poultry is stuffed with dried fruits and in England

currant

jam is served

with a roast, whereas French cuisine practices a strict separation be
tween sweet and savory). Foodsruffs and dishes are arranged in each re
gion according to a detailed code of values, rules, and symbols,J7 around
which is organized the alimentary model characteristic of a cultural area
in a given period. In this detailed code, more or less well known and
followed, the organizer of the family meal will draw on inspiration, on
her purchase and preparation possibilities, on her whim and the desires
of her "guests." But sometimes lassirude overtakes her in the face of the
ephemeral, perishable character of her task. Even her "successes," in the
words of her "customers," will not seem to justify the trouble they cost
her: "It's such a mess, and then in almost no time, everything disappears.
I find that hopeless" (from Marie Ferrier's interview of Irene).
This wavering, a fugitive moment of discouragement, the Kitchen
Women Nation knows it all too well, but does its best not to give in to
it. Tomorrow will be the day for another meal, another success. Each in

vention is ephemeral, but the succession of meals and days has a durable

Chapter 1 1

Plat du lour

Every alimentary custom makes up a minuscule crossroads of histories. In
the "invisible everyday,"] under the silent and repetitive system of every·
day servitudes that one carries out by habit, the mind elsewhere, in a series
of mechanically executed operations whose sequence follows a traditional
design dissimulated under the mask of the obvious, there piles up a sub·
tie montage of gestures, rites, and codes, of rhythms and choices, of re
ceived usage and practiced customs. Tn the private space of domestic life,
far from worldly noises, the Kitchen Women Nation's voice murmurs
that it is done this way because it has always been done more or less like
that; however, it suffices to travel, to go elsewhere to notice that UVtr thtre,
with the same calm obviousness, they do it difJutlltly without seeking to
explain further, without noticing the profound meaning of differences
and preferences, without putting into question the coherence of a com
patibility scale (sweet and savory, sweet and sour, etc.) and the validity of
a classification of those things that are inedible, disgusting, edible, delec
table, delicious.

Histories
Regarding primitive societies, Mary Douglas has done research on the
definition of "dirt," "a relative idea," one element in a symbolic system
through which a culture orders the sensible world, and both classifies and
organizes matter, so that, dissimulated under this obsession with avoid·
ing stains, of performing sacred purification rites, "reflection on dirt in·
valves reflection on the relation of order to disorder, being to non·be·
ing, form to formlessness, life to death."l This remark can be applied to
the question of food, provided one recognizes in the fabric of this S}'1n·
bolie structuration the presence of parameters linked to a given history
and geography.
The first level stems from the l/otllrnl history of a society (the available
animal and vegetable species, the nature of cultivated land, the climatic
conditions), bur this level is nOt easily distinguished from the

find techlliClfI history (techniques of clearing, plowing,

mnteriol

and irrigating, the

improvement of animal and vegetable species, the introduction and ac.171
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dimatization of species borrowed from other geographic regions, the

1820), then bourgeOis ones (around 1860), and finally a thousand popu

increase of yields thanks [0 fertilizers and soil enrichment, the ways of

lar variations so that it could earn its stripes as a basic food, appreciated

preserving and preparing foodsruffs, etc.). All of th:u remains inscribed

by everyone.9

in long-term cycles whose benefits we inherit without realizing it: thus,
as of the sLxteenth cenrury, French cuisine borrowed vegetables from Italy

This aspect of things provides access to the third level, that of a so

cia/ and ecoll()1llic bistolY. The price of food commodities, the fluctuation

that were improved by its horticulmrists (asparagus, artichokes, cauli

of the free market, the regularity of supplies, their abundance, and pos

flower, etc.) and acclimatized plant.� that had come from the Americas

sibly their rationing all make up the appearance of prosperity or short

(peppers, tomatoes, beans, etc.).}

age in a society. V/ithout evoking the black specter of the great famines,

The so recent growth of our means in this field has made us quickly

without evoking the dark times of war and the scarcity of food it engen

forget the worries of the past. WIth the acceleration of the means of trans

ders, one can recall the ordinary misery of average people throughout

portation, the multiplication of exchanges from country to country, the

the centuries. In the eighteenth century in Paris during the riOts, people

monitoring of food preservation conditions, whether raw or cooked (ster�

first ransacked the bakeries and stole wheat or bread; the judicial archives

ilization at high temperature, pasteurization, freeze�drying, freezing and

show the trace of numerous women, most often ranging in age from

decp�freezing, etc.), the memory of the constant struggles of the peas�

twenty-five to thirty-five, and with children, who stole things from mar

ant, wholesaler, and housewife against heat, humidity, insects, and ro

ket stalls so they could feed them: some meat and a few vegetables. They

dents in order to preserve stored supplies (seeds, fodder, winter provi

stole linle, modestly, barely enough for a meal: a chunk. of bacon, a few

sions) has become blurred within a few generations.

leeks, a basket of cherries, almost nothing, barely enough to Jive on.1O

Yet, from antiquity up to our century, all human societies were ob

But there has been worse. in the nineteenth century, the Parisian

sessed \\�th the necessity of protecting their sustenance, of storing away

bourgeoisie and its providers (caterers and restaurateurs) all did busi

grains and foodstuffs: reserves of grain buried in deep ditches to protect

ness with their leftovers. A table profusely laden for receptions and the

them from fermentationj� cured, smoked, or salted meats; milk surpluses

accepted abundance for those who wished to maintain their rank or jus

made into butter and cheese; fruits and vegetables dried, preserved in

tify the reputation of their business were costly, and the techniques of

oil, vine!,'3r, or alcohol, and so on. Here, inventiveness works wonders,

preservation were still very basic, hence the widespread practice of re

with each culture having its strokes of genius, its tricks, and its knowl

selling leftovers. These leftovers followed an entire circuit trickling down

edge gaps: thus, around 1 800, the Nivernais peasants did not know how

(as their freshness decreased) through the city neighborhoods: every mar

to preserve summer fruit crops for \\�nter,l whereas Poles in the sixteenth

ketplace included stalls reserved for the commerce of "jewelsn

century dried fruits, fish, and certain meats (bacon), dried and smoked

as they were called at the time. Becoming more and more rotten, hav

rurnips and onions, cured cabbage, cucumbers, pork, and beef in barrels,

ing lost their identity. refined taste, and specificity, these scraps still

and preserved carrots and rurnips in sand.6

ended up finding a taker at the lowest of price. I I In truth, the poor are

But it is not enough to know about a technique to put it into prac

[bijollx],

not particular- or rather, they cannot be-and that is all there is to it.

tice; the necessary resources must still be available; for a modest farmer,

Hunger exists, the bodies of the poor claim their pittance, and too bad

for instance, the raising of one or t\'10 pigs depends on the available food

if they have to forfeit their health or lives over it. They used to call this

(leftover grains, fruit and vegetable peelings, beechnuts, acorns) and the

�Iow poisoning by poverty the "bad fever" or "divine will." People sub

price of the salt needed to cure the meat of the slaughtered animals.? The

mitted and accepted the blows dealt by fate.

introduction of a new plant species had t\vo obstacles to overcome, the

With this obstinacy of the poor, these hungry bodies that do not

mistrust of prejudices and the scope of culinary customs: as of the end

cease being hungry, indefinitely dreaming of an impossible satiation, of

of the eighteenth cennny, the potato could have fed five times more peo

an abundance that might invert the common law of proportions, singing

ple than ordinary grains planted on the same acreage, but it would take

the litanies of fulfillment, drawing pictures of the all�too-full mythical

a long delay for it to cease being considered a foodsruff reserved for cat

land of plenty in the thousand legends of Cockaigne, replete with the

tle8 and for a new cuisine to be invented with learned recipes (around

immortal hero of Rabelais's Pantagruel, popular literature never cease.s
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merchant's house-stews and roasts-a rough apprenticeship where peo

in the approximately 450 titles continuously re

ple made fun of her complete ignorance on the subject. But sometimes

published from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century, one finds a

she recalls the everyday frugality of her parents; for her engagement,

long series of bookJets that describe "feasts" and "banquets," give "lists"

they offered the young fiances a festive meal that was simply a meal

bielle is characteristic:

and "inventories" of mounds of food, and report the "stories" and "ex

made up of pancakes with butter and bacon. At the end of a long and

ploits" that take place at the table, a festive space par excellence, the leg

rough life of work, Old Mother Denis-a fonner railway-crossing guard,

end-cycle of an m
i probable excess where the archaic pleasures of drinking

on-call maid, and piecework washerwoman- holds on to the customs

and eating are joined together.l)

of her childhood: for lunch every day, there are pancakes and bacon, the

The age-old experience of these worn-out litanies of words used to

latter a sign of enrichment; to honor her interviewer, she prepares a fes

evoke food that is lacking is a game taken up again thousands of times

tive meal, the only one she knows: a pot of stewed cabbage with bacon

in collectives, in high-school cafeterias, in soldiers' barracks, in the pris

along with nice, hot pancakes.l6

oner's cell, and here in an internment camp of stateless Jews in Switzer
land during World War II:
\Vith Germaine de T., we invented a very useful g:Jme. At each meal-there
were ten of us around a table-by whispering, but such that uur whole
table of women could hear, she and

In another region, in another milieu, at the same time, and in the
same state of poverty we find the Avesnois weavers who work at home in

1 used to discuss the menu ofthe day:

the winter and who rent themselves out as agricultural workers in Nor
mandy in the summer. An old woman, with a quiet voice, tells of the
same hardships: during her childhood, she never had milk or fruit, except

"1 suggest a cheese souffle for an appetizer. . . And for the meat dish? VYhat

for an orange as a Christmas present; every day they used to eat slices of

would yuu think of chicken with tarragon ami for thc sauce, some slightly dry

bread with cream cheese (the father himself made the weekJy bread for

Mosellc wine? . . And for dessert? A coffee-flavored custard with whipped

a long time to save a few pennies), soup, and sometimes a few potatoes.

cream; that's not roo heavy. We'll need some strong coffee." . . . And while
we talked, the eight other women and ourselves, we swallowed the thin daily
cahbage soup amI the old boiled potatoes with the celestial t"Aste of culi
nary marvels on our tongues. Ii

On Sundays, the mother used to buy a little low-grade meat, a small chunk
that she used to cook and overcook to render it more tender and that
was supposed to give the stew "some flavor" and the children "some
strength"; in this case, the smell probably nourished them more than the

This evocative magic of detailed recipes brings back, for an instant,

meat itself; as Kant says: "Smell of food is, so to speak, a foretaste."17

the happy times of abundance. But this magic assumes that a real expe

\Vhen their uncle the peddler stopped by on his way, they offered him

rience of culinary happiness had preceded it. The poor, the truly poor,

an extraordinary meal in the eyes of the children: bacon and cabbage.

those who have always been so, do not have a cuisine, as studies and mem

The mother knew about plants and herbs that cured minor health prob

ories indicate. Old Mother Denis talks about the Breton world of her

lems, but "there was only one malady, my mother used to say, that she

childhood near Pontivy at the turn of the century in the following terms:
in the morning, they ate boiled buckwheat, at night soup with pancakes.

could not control with her plants: that one thing was hunger when there
was not a lot around to eat."18

The more copious Sunday meal included salt pork (never any other

Asked by Marie Ferrier about recipes passed down through family

kind of meat), potatoes, and more pancakes. Monotonous and frugal,

tradition, some peasant women from the jura Mountains replied: our

lacking in meat, this diet reproduces exactly that of peasant farmers of the

grandmothers did not have culinary customs, we were too poor; they

Middle Ages, throughout the unchanging history of poor rural areas.IS

mixed everything together in a big pot that cooked slowly, suspended

Employed as an all-purpose maid in the home of a merchant from a

from the trammel above the fire, and it was imperative not to waste any

neighboring town, the young jeanne, another future Old Mother De

thing. The poor people from East Anglia said the same thing.19 Choos

nis, discovered the incredible luxury of solid meals served every day; she

ing, matching, and preparing foods are city gestures for "when you al

still remembers her wonderment at the festive meal, "a blowout," that

ready have enough." As city dwellers in the era of abundance, we dream

used to conclude, one Sunday every twO months, the big laundry day

of healthy foods and natural products and we think that people living in

for the whole house. jeanne learned how to do some cooking at this

the country are much better off than we are. This is perhaps true today
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for some rural people, but the phenomenon is recent and one should be

and glassware after

<-'areful not to forget that there arc nowadays the "new poor" in our cities,

seven or eight plates, one serving dish, and a few bowls per familyP These

1750:

at the end of the century, one already finds

jobless and homeless, who sometimes buy the least expensive of foods,

detailed indications seem to confirm commonsense supposition: there is

those made for cats and dogs.

a "diet hierarchy" that overlaps social hierarchy, as Guy Thuillier re

The history of peasant farmers is a history of poor people who de

marks about the Nivernais of old,zs and that still remains true today.

prive themselves in order to sell the best of their production to people

From one social group to another, people do nOt consume the same

in the cities, and who keep the mediocre subproducts for family consump

products, do not prepare them in the same way, and do not ingest them

tion. Thus, Alsatian fanners hardly consumed any butter or cheese, prod

by respecting the same code of table manners. Stated differences are of

ucts reserved for sale, and for their own use contented themselves with

ten attributed to a

skim milk and buttermilk.lO Historical inquiries show everywhere the

when it is really a question of material necessities established little by

"undeniable alimentary superiority of the city over the country." "The

little through tradition, a way of adapting to local agricultural produc

rrgional miN/rai bistory with

obscure particularities,

country feeds its population poorly, in spite of or because of self-con

rion: when one harvests this fruit or that vegetable in abundance, one

sumption, and in times of a sustenance crisis, it receives the full brunt of

must learn to prepare and preserve it. Thus, as of the second half of the

the shock, amplified even more by the total or quasi-total absence of

eighteenth century, junior-high-school menus presented a rather clear

money. . . . The peasant farmer comes to the city both to work and to
consume."! l

regional aspect: cabbage and sauerkraut in Alsace, white beans and chest
nuts in Auch.!9 Similarly, if Alsatian cuisine made a specialty for itself

This assessment is still valid today. The study by INSERM, brought

out of sauerkraut and of recourse to turnips, it is because great quanti

to fruition some years ago,l! allows us to define a "traditional, rural ali

ties of these two vegetables were available, that were adapted to the re

mentary type," found in Morbihan as well as in the Toulouse region,

gion's soils and climate, and thus ways had been found to preserve them

where soup is the only dish served at every meal, prepared according to

through curing and fermentation.)O

a slow-cooking technique whereby the boiled vegetables and meats (the

In each regional cuisine, if a particular "way of operating" has been

latter in small quantities) make up a mixture that changes little from day

invented, whose significance or rationale has then subsequently been for

to day.B In this framework, the more self-consumption is important and

gotten, it is generally in order to respond to a necessity, to a local law. In

money circulation weak, the more the diet is poor in meat products and

the past, foreign travelers admired the subtleties of southern China,

monotonous, deprived of fruits. We know that the development of ele

whose cuisine is based on poorly refined rice, peppers, green vegetables,

mentary schools in the country has had a beneficial impact on children's

soy, and fish; but the elements in this composition were imposed by the

health, not thanks to the good principles instilled there, but to the cre

siruation: these products were at once the least costly and the most nu

ation of school cafeterias where poor children received a well-balanced

tritious available in the area.)l Often, a dish's flavor stems from the unique

the elementary school inspector from

(who must walk several miles to school, morning and night) bring as

tartr Ttltin
loses the delicate balance of acidity (due to pommrs dr rrinmes) and car
amelized sugar that gives it its charm, and Mexican polio neg,.o is unfeasi

their only provision the "inevitable gnlpiau, a buckwheat pancake that is

ble without (unsweetened) cocoa powder.

hot meal for lunch:lt in

1904,

Chiiteau-Chinon indicated that the majority of grade-school students

rather good when hot, but heavy and indigestible when cold."15
One last element that corroborates this poverty-stricken image of
the peasant diet is the kind of kitchen items mentioned in posthumous

nature of a local product: prepared with Californian apples,

At present, people and things are transported from one continent to
the other. People taste exotic cuisines, experience new flavors in strange

combinations, bring back surprising recipes, and the cause and effect ink
l

inventories: in Auvergne, during the eighteenth cenrury, the essential

between inexpensive available products and ordinary local cuisine is bro

item for peasants is the pot or cooking pot that hung over the fire, plus

ken. Local conditions no longer impose the choice of a dish or its way

some copper cauldrons and a few pans; more complex utensils (drip pans

of preparation, but rather the opposite. One decides to prepare a dish

and roasting spits) appear only among affluent people.26 A similar soody

that comes from the Maghteb or the Caribbean and then one procures

in the Meaux region notices an increasing appearance of earthenware

all the ingredients: here, some sweet potatoes, there, some lamb, man:
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goes, and green bananas. In the end, every regional cuisine loses its in

of ovens and heat sources) are suitable for it. In addition, a wide range

ternal coherence, this money-saving spirit whose inventive ingenuity and

of regional cuisine involves festive meals and demands both rustic in

rigor make up all its strength; in their place remains only an insignifi

gredients (wild game, for example), which are costly for city dwellers,

cant succession or "typical dishes" whose origin and function are longer

and long preparation times. Adding it all together, all of these traits ex

understood, much like certain well-known picruresque sites that weary

plain the clear deregionalization of culinary practices, as if an entire his·

tourist groups pace through without being able to understand what they

torical stratum were being erased from our memories. The social and

werc faT. In our cities, a thousand hired cooks fabricate simplified exotic

professional mobility of the younger generations, as well as their terri

dishes that arc adapted to our prior habits and to the laws of the market.

torial exogamy, intensify this effect: people choose their spouses less often

Thus, we happily eat shreds of local cultures that are disintegrating, or

than before from the tight circle of the neighborhood, cousinship, or the

a material token of a past or future voyage; thus, the West is biting with

village. The young woman brings many modifications to her mother's

guSto into the pale copies of these subtle and tender malVcis established

cooking that she learned to love as a child, some borrowed from the dif·

throughout the slow movement of centuries by generations of anony·

ferent tradition of her mother·in-law and others from the advice of of

mous artists.

fice colleagues, or as a memory from a recent vacation abroad.

Other factors can be added to this multiplication of borrowings, bom

In a strange way, however, we continue to valorize reference to a

from a society of spectatorship and travel, that concur to uproot a re·

regional cuisine that each one of us would know well and from which

There is this new phe.

each would draw her best recipes. Thus, the majority of Marie Ferrier's

nomenon of regular provisioning throughout the year, with fruits and

interviewees, and always the oldest ones, thought a priori at the begin.

gional cuisine from the tang of its soil

[tf'rroir].

vegetables being imported out of season or having their ripening slowed

ning of the interviews that they were being consulted on the regional

by various processes, so that the limitations that once gave birth to cer

cuisine that they were supposed to be currently practicing, and they apol

tain regional practices now lose their weighty effect. Moreover, the hori·

ogized in advance for having remained in general not very faithful to

zon for women who cook has been remarkably expanded in the last one

their regional customs. Of course, this presupposition depended on the

or two generations. In the past, one learned the recipes of one's mother

usual way of taking into account-or rather, discounting-everyday

or grandmother. Throughout the years, my mother carefully preselVed

practices. Our female interlocutors thought that ordinary cuisine and

the manuscript notebook of recipes that her mother had written down

everyday practices could not merit the attention of a researcher "who had

for her at the time of her wedding; neither my mother nor I found it

come especially from Paris," as one of them from the Midi said (Laurence).

useful to continue this when my own wedding day came around. Tunes

Like the rest of ordinary life, ordinary cuisine constituted for all of

had changed and my sources for culinary information were more often

them a zone of silence and shadow, hidden within the indefinitely re.

in the media (recipes written in women's magazines, or explained on ra·
dio or TV shows) or my friends. Each one of us thus turns toward the

hears their voices becoming freer, livelier, and happier, liberated from

peated detail of common existence. As the interview progresses, one

experience of those in her age group, abandoning in silence the model

the fear of "not having anything good to say" Oeanne), or of "not being

of preceding generations, with the vague feeling that traditional recipes
from the past would be too complicated, too time·consuming to make,

interesting" (Irene). One hears them rushing to say more, so happy to

unsuitable to our new way of life, and that deep down they referred to
an outdated social status for women. I believe that, in my generation,

find ... the words to explain," reestablishing quite narurally a dialogue he.
tween women in collusion, a complicity in the discourse marked by a
multiplicity of phrases such as "you know how we do it, right?" and "you

many of us thought that to the refusal of the former statuS was [0 be
added the refusal of fonner ways of operating attached it. We also had

see," "you understand," "I don't need to explain that." It is a matter of

to change our cooking sty/f'.

counting the very thing that concerns the succession of days and hours,

It is true that regional dishes often stem from a TUral cuisine, requir

pleasure found in breaking the law of public silence, a pleasure in re
a pleasure in recounting one's self, by thus authorizing oneself to be a

ing a long, slow, regular cooking that is difficult to ensure in mclay's ur·

woman, to take care of household tasks, and to find in them meaning,

ban life: neither people's schedules nor their cooking appliances (types

diversity, interest, and ingenuity. Each one of them was practicing un.
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knowingly, yet all the while desiring to do so, the reversal of Monsieur

'8'

table manners and the calendar of provisional prohibitions (which dishes

Teste: "Mong with the neglected creations produced every day by com

at which period of life, or which food prepared in a certain way for initi

merce, fear, boredom, or poverty, l thought I could make out certain i,mn

ation rites, etc.).

masterpieces, lost amid the brilliance of published discoveries. It amused
me to extinguish known history beneath the annals of anonyrrUty."J!

Each of these logic systems functions beginning with a large num
ber of exclusions and a limited number of valid authorizations within a
particular circle of compatibilities, such compatibility concerning not only

Cultures

mixtures of ingredients, but also the appropriateness of a certain food to

If one leaves behind the diachronic dimension of histories stacked up in

social status or for a particular age. One wonders what is more surpris

the evidence of culinary practices and tries instead to consider them in

ing, the limitation theorem operating at each level, the invcntiveness that

the fiction of a pure present, one is at first struck by theif teeming di

presides at the formation of compatibility lists, or even the ruses of dis

versity from one society to another, by the strange impression that

course that serve to rcnder an account of them.

there must be some rcason for this and that the food customs from a

These are all things to be taken seriously, as the social discourse re

brlven society in a given time are linked by internal coherences, invisible

peats more clearly perhaps on this point in societies with no written

but real. Everything happens as if a specific alimentary diet expressed a

language: "The violation of food taboos. the failure to use table utensils

world order, or rather, postulated in its very act the possible inscription

or toilet accessories, the carrying out of forbidden actions, all these things

of such an order on the world. \oVith the four volumes of lntrotiuaioll

pollute the world, ruin harvests, frighten away game and expose

to

others

Scimct ofMythology (1964--71), and in the case of the American Indian,

to sickness and famine.nJ<> For the stakes are the respect for a world order,

Levi-Strauss has provided a dazzling example of this where one can find

and good table manners or Faithfulness to food prohibitions manifests a

an analytic model of determined cuisines, of their choices, prejudices,

necessary "deference toward the world."l1 This anthropological reading

n

and prohibitions, and of the explicit social discourse that, through the

of food practices seduces all the more in that it allows us to give mean

legendary and mythic mode, renders an account of them.

ing to prohibitions that cannot be explained, as in the case of Judaism

Levi-Strauss is interested in all aspects of food: foodstuffs consid
ered edible, ways of preparation, ways of consuming them (along with

and its minute prescriptions.
Taking up Mary Douglas'S theses and completing them through a

the rules for compatibility and incompatibility), digestive activities, and

patient consideration of details, Francis Martens has explained the (quasi-)

functions of elimination. He made the hypothesis that all of these ele

inexplicable recommendation of the Pentateuch, "you shall not boil a

ments, all these networks of diverse infonnation, of minor differences

kid in its mother's milk" (Exodus 23 :19), as linked to the prohibition of

and frank oppositions, have meaning, cuisine forming "a language in

mother-son incest, particularly fearsome in a ritual universe where the

which each society codes messages which allow it to signifY a part at

maternal figure plays such a preponderant role.J8 If it is difficult to re

least of what it is,"1) that is, "a language through which that society un

veal the coherence of the system of prohibitions that gives meaning to

consciously reveals its structure."J4 The coherence that inhabits these

each of them and the necessity that gives rise to the detail of alimentary

falsely incoherent appearances, and that does not acknowledge itself as

prescriptions, it is because the efficiency of symbolic processes seems to

such, unless in a discourse that is itself falsely explanatory, is situated on

guarantee their unconscious character, maintained by a defensive justifi

three levels: a logic of perceptible qualities, a logic of forms, a logic of

cation and a refusal to pursue the discussion further, as certain currently

propositions.J5

received explanations announce in their own way: "it has always been

The first involves the initial choice of foodstuffs accepted as edible,

this way" or "in any case, it's healthier."39

to be consumed in the form of raw food, or requiring preparation that

To this kind of reading, one might substitute or juxtapose another,

transfonns them into cookedfood, or having lost through putrefaction their

it too established at the synchronic level, for example, in the sociological

first quality of being edible

(nJttm food). The second logic involves both

mode. Bourdieu proposes a model of it in

Disti11ctio11 by treating prefer

the authorized mixtures and the recognized ways of preparation, every

ence behaviors (food, clothing, furniture, music. etc.), ordinarily referred

thing not being acceptable in a given social group. The third deals with

to individual taste, but at the same time :lcknowledged as being linked
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to social stratification, if only in the judgments of common language: the

:lble": no "novel" fact can appear that cannot be interpreted within his

lower class has "vulgar" tastes, while the bourgeois have "distinguished"

theory and that can shake its strucrure.

tastes. Bourdieu's central thesis, already present in his earlier works, is
clear:

Thus, the spaces defined by preferences in food, clothing or cosmetics are
organized according to the same fundamental structure, that of the social
space determined by volume and composition of capital. Fully to construct
the space of life-styles within which cultural practices arc defined, one
would first have to establish, for each class and class fraction, that is, for
each of the confib'llrarions of capital, the generative fonnula of the habitus
which n:trnnslatcs the necessities and facilities chancteristic of that class of
(relatively) homogeneous conditions of exiSTence into a particular life-style.-l{I
In this hypothesis, which seems to receive a dogmatic value for Bour

From Bourdieu's perspective, food practices are just as immobile as
others, if not more so, because they arc always linked to earliest child
hood, to the maternal world.�J Moreover, the nature of products used
seems to him less important than the way of treating them and especially

of consuming them, if one includes in their consumption ways of serv
ing, presenting, offering, and sharing:+! even if the hypothesis is debatable,
because a cuisine's quality depends essentially on the quality of those prod
ucts used and their meticulous choice, it inspires in Bourdieu a keen at
tention to different styles of table manners from which he pulls out some
superb anthological passages on the "working-class meal," a place of "plain
eating," whereas with the bourgeoisie, everything works toward eating

dieu, each n
i dividual is, at the starting point, assigned a class position,

"with all due fonn."4S On the other hand, in spite of its scope,

Distinc

characterized by the amount of capital held (real or symbolic), and mod

tiOlI remains silent on ways

ifiable in ceruin proportions (which are limited) by the happy or unhappy

Bourdieu, feminine activities are a place of silence or disinterest that his

result of strategies for social mobility. Everything happens as if society,

analysis does not trouble itself to take into account.

without any history other than the temporal unfolding of individual tra

of doing-cooking: as is often the case ,vith

Memories

jectories, were immobile, locked in the vise of a stratification into classes
and subclasses that are clear-cut and strictly hierarchical. In this overall

\Vhat does one eat? It seems obvious that one eats what one can "get"

rigid structure, the only individuals who can move are those prepared to

or what one likes-a proposition full of false clarity and loaded with er

adopt, for the most visible part of their way of life, the ways of operat

roneous simplicity. What one "can" here goes back to what is available

ing in use in the social strarum of arrival. But this conformation remains

for supplies, what is affordable in terms of price, what can be assimilated

superficial: that which involves clothing, furnirure, or food, sectors of

through digestion, what is authorized by the culrure, and what is val

social life that are the object of " early learning" and are not taken up

orized by the social organization. \\That one "likes" is just as confusing,

again within the educational mold, remains more narrowly and signifi

linked as it is to the multiple game of likes and dislikes and founded in

cantly tributary to the class habitus received at the start.�l

childhood habits, which are either magnified by memory or counterbal

Such an interpretation rests on the postulation of a term-for-term ho

anced by the adult will to be rid of them. "In general, we eat what our

mology between social groups and ways of operating, each social group

mother taught us to eat-or what our wife's mother taught her to eat.

defined by its class position and its ways of operating stemming from a

We like what she liked, sweet or salty, morning jam or cereal, coffee or

necessary circulation in "a set of ready-made choices, objectively insti

tea, olive oil jf one is from Provence, gaffribitte1' if one is Scandinavian,"

tuted possibles."4t The inventiveness of the group or the individual is

so that "it is more indicative to believe that we eat our most reassur

thus challenged in advance, and nothing new that matters can occur,

ing memories, seasoned with tenderness and rirual, which marked our

neither a broadening of taste by a chance discovery (an intriguing tune

childhood."""

heard on the radio, a publicity poster done in a new eye-catching graphic

Eating, in fact, serves not only to maintain the biological machinery

style), nor a striking encounter with a new interlocutor who introduces

of the body, but to make concrete one of the specific modes of relation

you to other cultural practices, nor a personal desire for self-education

between a person and the world, thus forming one of the fundamental

in a certain aesthetic field. One might say, using the vocabulary of Karl

landmarks in space-time. One can see it well among elderly people put

Popper, that Bourdieu's theory is irrefutable because it is not "falsifi-

into a nursing home, whose complaint obstinately demands the respect
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of their fonner food habits. Thus, Amelie, from the Jura, who expected
to find the lard she knew from her childhood and the profusion of green
vegetables from her rural past, says: "The way we are fed here, we can
nOt think about . . . , about being well, about being, no, well, no . . . In the
country, we only cat green vegetables, in other words: cabbages, lettuce,
spinach, cooked lettuce, you know, everything from leeks to asparagus."H
Likewise, when political circumstances or the economic situation
forces one n
i to ex.ile, what remains the longest as a reference to the cul
rore of origin concerns food, if not for daily meals, at least for festive
times-it is a way of inscribing in the withdrawal of the self a sense of
belonging to a former land [terroir]. It is a multisecular experience, eas
ily verifiable, that has been reproduced by the Maghreb Jews newly a1'
rived in France at the end of the wars for independence: "We do 'our
own style' of cooking, 'our' cuisine, the way we used to do 'over there,'
in order to remember Algeria and the time before we left. Food thus
becomes a veritable discourse of the past and a nostalgic narrative about
.....
.... the country, the region, the city, or the village where one was born.,,�� Re
served for the day of the Sabbath and for big events, whether liturgical
or stemming from family history (birth, marriage, etc.), traditional food
with its meticulous rites of composition (a cenain dish for Passover or
one for circumcision) and preparation becomes the suppOrt and the "nar
rative of difference, inscribed in the rupture between the alimentary time
of the 'self' and the alimentary time of the other."·9
But we also eat our social representations ofhe:tlth, what we assume
to be "good for us." In the study by Claudine Herzlich, the most often
mentioned hygiene practice necessary to the maintenance of good health
is diet.lo In the study by INSERM, the concern over a "healthy" and
"hygienjc" diet increases with the standard of living, the degree of edu
cation, and the rate of urbaniz.ation of the community in which one lives.51
In addition, it should be pointed out that these representations depend
on social rank or, as Bourdieu rightly states, that there are the "para·
doxes of the taste of necessity": popular tastes, by economic necessity
and by habit, focus on the "foods that are simultaneously most 'filling'
and most economic�Il" because of "the necessity of reproducing labour
IXlwer at the lowest cost."51 Thus, there most often ex.ists a close relation
between what a family can acquire for ordinary food, wh:H it begins to
like. and what it supposes to be beneficial to one's health.
The evolution of the words llirt and Jirtctics is revealing of the role
accorded to the type of food needed to maintain good health. In Greek,
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dioita generally designates the "lifestyle" and, in particular, one that is
"prescribed by the doctor"; for Hippocrates, diaititil.:j is the "science of

hygienic prescriptions," a meaning that the word still maintained in
French during the Renaissance: "the second part of medicine is called
dietetics, which aids the sick through good hygiene in life," says Am
broise Pare.53 But, in contemporary French, diete means the suppression
of all solid food and dietetics involves the study and organization of a
diet, as if what is essential for good hygiene in life were defined only by
the food recommended.
Every food practice directly depends on a network of impulses (likes
and dislikes) with respect to smells, colors, and forms, as well as to con
sistency types; this geography is as strongly culturalized as the represen
tations of health and good table manners and thus is just as histoncized.
In the long term, of all these exclusions and choices, the food that is re
served, authorized, and preferred is the place of a silent piling up of an
entire stratification of orders and counterorders that stem at the same
time from an ethnohistory, a biology, a climatology, and a regional econ
omy, from a cultural invention and a personal experience. Its choice de
pends on an addition of positive and negative factors, themselves de
pendent on objective determinations of time and space, on the creative
diversity of human groups and individuals, on the indecipherable COIl
tingency of individual microhistories. Citing the example of America
entering into European modernity in order to arouse there "these move
ments of men, plants, and foods," Fernand Braudel dreamed of "the si
multaneous history of these alimentary associations, slow to join together
and then to detach from one another, . . . an assemblage to be seized in
its parts and its duration, as in its relations with other assemblages."H
The inventory of ingredients, of their associations and of their trans
formations into diverse preparations, provides the elements for an im
mense 1Il1llticl1try co11lbi1lfltOlY srt whose univocal inventory should be aban
doned for a hundred reasons: animal and vegetable species Il'�.vel and
vary in quality according to their conditions of production (being raised
on an industrial or a small scale, types of fodder, the nature of the land
or available sunlight, the choice of seed varieties or fertilizers, etc.); Aa
vors are not quantifiable and are distinguished with difficulty, as Jean
Anthelme Brillat-Savarin. an experr on the matter, knew: "given the fact
that there exists an indefinite series of simple tastes which can change
according to the number and variety of their combinations, we should
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need a whole new language to describe all these effects, and mountains of
folio foolscap to define them, and unknown numerical figures for their
classification. "55
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in a loud voice by the vendors who, in a firm tone, all hawk their excel
lent wares, guaranteed by the semantic magic of their attachment to un
known places, whose repetition year after year becomes familiar to you;

All the pleasures of the mouth are twice submitted to the Jaws of

a silent complicity is woven between you and them, as between a vendor

orality: as much by absorbing food (the pleasure of swallowing) as by sup

and his potential client, for whom he reactualizes a ritualized repertoire

port of a profuse linguistic activity (the pleasure of speaking), which de

with the same conviction every year; for example, in quince season, one

scribes, names, distinguishes, nuances, compares, makes iridescent, and
doubles. An infant puts everything he or she can grab hold of into his or

of them proclaims: "To find quinces, ladies, step right this way,",8 while
one of his associates emphasizes with an equivocal sweetness, "Come

her mouth, randomly in the exploration of surrounding space, but this

and get me, come and pick me, I am the prettiest, the sweetest in the

is not only by a compulsive desire to incorporate everything: as Michel

market," indicating his marvelous muscat grapes with an inviting gesture.

Tournier rightly recalled, an infant's mouth serves as a second touch Or

Linked to the age scale, time still manages to modify, at different

gan, allowing him or her to "touch more," to feel things, to experience
the coarseness of matter, to know its grain intimately. 56 Much later, in

stages of life, both biological needs and food preferences, the great old
timer quite naturally rediscovering childhood tastes, dairy products,

the adult, through the impenetrable game of food behaviors and their

sweet desserts, pureed vegetable soup, and uncruous fruit compotes. But

minuscule variations from person to person, histories (cui rural, social,

there is also the time of the calendar year, the scansions of the calendar

and familial) and !llemSlries su�rimRose the�ves. Together, they in

with the alternation of workdays and weekends, then the arrival of Iirur

spire habits, customs, and preferences, tributaries of mentalities and sen

gical holidays whose culinary rites bravely survive the erosion of religious

sibilities, marked also by a necessary inscriptioll in temporality that inter

practices, and finally family celebrations (birthdays, baptisms, marriages,

venes at different levels.

etc.). Thus, the signs of real time and those of biological, psychological,

Like cultures, social groups do not live in immobility and their tastes
do not remain unchanging.

A certain dish valued at a certain period by a

certain milieu will later be brushed aside as "too crude," "unrefined," or
"heavy." For food, the common custom is also reliant on fashion, as is

familial, and social time superimpose themselves, by completing or re
stricting themselves, on the choice of dishes and the organization of
meals.
Certain of these traits have an inexplicably long life. Thus, in the

the choice of clothing or ideas in vogue. Thus, rice figured in the meals

Paris region, which for the most part has become estranged from Catholic

of "high style" during the better part of the nineteenth cenrury; in

1870,

practices, Friday remains the day of highest fish consumption}9 Is it the

it was still served more often as a sweetened dessert than as a savory

habit of housewives that is detenninant, or communiry inertia, or the

dish to accompany meat; as for cheese, so closely associated today with

accrued ease of fresh fish supplies on that day, or perhaps the uncon

the image of French customs, it hardly ever appeared on bourgeois ta

scious need to mark the passing of the week with a reference point be

bles in the nineteenth century because it had the connotation of a rela

fore the rerum of the pleasures constituted by the free time of the week

tionship to the land.57
Time still imposes the cycle of seasons that has apricots follow straw

end? If traditional religious prohibitions are erased, new ritualizations
come forward to take their place, which come from the marketing sphere,

berries and endives follow butter beans; it requires agreeable and regu

such as "the nouveau Beaujolais has arrived," or "macrobiotic" diets,

lar pennutations whose succession gives rhythm to the months of the

whether vegetarian or vegan, whose adepts voluntarily impose on them

year, even if today, thanks to preservation techniques and diversification

selves a system of exclusions and strict precepts, while others intend to

of supplies, they are less restraining than in the past. Market stalls con

provide themselves only with products harvested from " organic farm

tinue to transform themselves from week to week: the Perigord straw

ing" methods (in theory, those that do not use fertilizers or pesticides

berry gives way to Beurre Hardy pears, the Belle de Boskoop apple ap

and that plant out in the open), supposedly less dangerous to one's health

pears next to Hamburg muscat grape, and soon comes the return of the

than the products of an intensive agriculture eager for high yields.
�
memory, inhabited by contradictory desires,
Split between fear
the heart and mind also vacillate between "what is good" (that is,

unforgettable rennet apple [Reine des reinettcsJ. With small strokes, a
fantasy-like geography of colors, smells, and shapes is drawn, announced

f!1Y
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personal taste) and "what is good for my health" (that is, what is in my
best interests). We thus sail between the Lake of Fondness and the Ocean
of Reason, between the adages of tradition and the advice of modern di
etetics. One insinuates that "nothing is better than Grandma Marie's
slow-simmered mcals or Aunt Adele's huge homemade cakes; the other
warns that "it's time to learn how to eat healthy,"60 "one pound too much
means getting one year older"61; and whereas Bourdieu still judges food
practices to be outside of educational discourse. the National Commit
tee on Health Education offers to teachers, as an early learning activity,
a pedagogical package called &u Right

(MallgrzjllSuJ that allows school
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meals from the past that were offered and shared were his only way,
meager and modest, to repeat the sweetness of the past and the tender
ness of well-loved faces.

Bodies
In food behaviors, so deeply inserted into everyday life that they appear
overly simple, cwo relational modes, which begin to define and struC
Nrc themselves as of the first moment of life, are acrualized, entangled,
and act against each other. One involves the first rebtionship with the
nourishing mother, or whoever takes her place; the other designates the

children to learn, in a game (annat, how to organize well-balanced meals

relationship that the individual fosters with his or her own body as a liv

ness and prescriptiveness, of the reasonable against the desirable!

sexualized body. destined to take either a feminine or a masculine form.

These are memories stubbornly f::aithful to the marvelous treasure of

she has prepared for its benefit; later on, she will consult the child on

and how to use various food products.6� 0 unf::air fight becween greedi

childhood £lavors. The almond cakes, for example, about which my fa
ther, an old man alre::ady suffering, used to repeat to me the tasty secret
th::at disappeared with his beloved grandmother, who passed away at the
beginning of the century, before he was seven. And those fZlljs Ii In ntigr

that a friend who is gening on in years s::aw me order in a restaurant, not
allowing himself to do so because this dessert held for him the taste of
his first school successes, which had been rewarded with this very dish
at his family's table. Flavors of lost moments of happiness, sweet flavors
of time gone by: "This glass of pale, cool, dry wine marshals my entire
life n
i the Champagne. People may think 1 am drinking:
ing . . . "63 This wine,
other soil

I am remember

I recognize it, even if it was the product of a whole

[tm'oirl; it

is the one that my grandfather, a solitary and lofty

ing body, subject to being worn away by time, destined to die, and as a
A child is nourished by its mother and receives from her hand what
his or her preferences, but will always consider, as a last resort, that she
knows bener what is "good for the child." Many family meals are a fo
rum for a fierce power struggle, the power of the mother and the father
over the body of the child, who is forced to "finish his or her plate" and
to "eat all the meat ifhe or she wants to have dessert."

It is true that there is no natural wisdom in humans. young or old,
and that if only a child's preferences were entertained, the result would
often be an unbalanced diet, rich in sweets or starches, poor in animal
proteins and fresh vegetables, as the interview with Elisabeth in our study
confirms: she reports the disagreements observed a thousand times be
tween the cafeteria staff of her high school who demand menus adapted
to children's tastes (rice, pasta, potatoes every day) and the supply direc

walker, used to put in :l stream to cool, upon coming out of the woods,

tor who feels obligated to follow the dietary directives received from

knew how to make into an unforgenable festival.

dishes, fish pate, and so on, which the children, especially before the ages

for the picnic that crowned the long silent walk that he mysteriously
Already destined to the anonymity of death, Gabriel spends his last
days in a nursing home and his only memories involve the food pre

pared by his mother: "1 think about her often, my mother,

I think about

her quite often, she was a nice person. My brothers and sisters, I think
they were not unhappy with her, but I was always well received, even
being married. \Vhen she invited us over, she used to make some nice
little meals"; or the meal provided by his grandmother: "Every Sunday,
Grandma prepared chocolate soup, and then we had a meal of ham

omelettes, salad, butter, and potted pork [rillettes]; at the end of the meal,

just about everything was on the table."frl It is as if talking about these

the Education Nationale and insists on introducing cooked vegetable
of eleven or twelve, refuse to eat.
The mother insists, forcing the child to eat, and thus reiterates that
the child's body is still hers: "Mother was always concerned that we
should eat all the dinner she gave us. I often didn't want it. She would
persist in trying to shovel it in. 'Just one more spoonful, one for uncie,
two for auntie. Look at all the nice gravy and the greens that Mummy
cooked. Make you grow big and strong.' >t6S The child insists on refus

ing, looking first of all [0 shield his or her body from maternal law, di

vining in an obscure son of way that he or she possesses a major trump
c..-ard, that, by refusing, he or she c..-an bold the mother in his or her powt;r,
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resist her, worry her, "kill her with grief, with worry," as is sometimes

tion, to attract her looks, to make her the child's own. Much later, still

said by the plaintive cook whose food is not appreciated.

walking clumSily, the child will come to hide electively in the kitchen or

It is a body�to-body struggle that is engaged by small spoonfuls and

under the table, playing at her mothers feet, rummaging among the treas

big words around the family dinner table: the child wants to be free im

ure of the cupboards, licking the mixing bowl, becoming intoxicated by

mediately and will grow up later; the mother asks him or her to eat first,

the smelJ of melting chocolate or the stick), scents that rise from the fruit

that is, to obey now in order to be big, strong, and free later on, but the

preserve pan.

child becomes impatient and cannot wait. He or she thus invents a thou

The child looks, observing the mother's movements, admiring the

sand ruses-he or she is never hungry at home, but devours anything

strength of kneading hands; the mystery of the sourdough ball that rises

and everything when out. Soon he or she discovers other sneaky kinds of

in its glass container is faSCinating; he or she silently appreciates the clev

vengeance, speaks highly of other people's food, and wounds the mother's

erness of the small knife that nimbly slices off the extra pie dough from

exclusive affection:

the rim of the pie pan; he or she learns to accomplish simple tasks (crack

Once when Father rooL: us out we had \Vdsh Rarebit, cheese on toast, in a
teashop. Enthusiastically J told Mother about this delicious food that she
didn't make. . . . Mother was very cross.

I couldn't understand why or how

it was. J ftlt 'naughty,' 3sh�med. Now I see how Mother sensed our eating
other people's food as a betrayal of hersclf.66

But this conflict is neither general nor continuous. Everything de

ing open nuts without smashing them, pitting apricots, peeling apples);
he or she learns the names of dishes and utensils, to differentiate action
verbs or degrees of doneness. In the kitchen, the child does an essential
part of his or her sensory and motor apprenticeship: "To keep a child
out of the kitchen," says Bachelard, "is to condemn him to an exile that
distances him from dreams he will never know. The dreamlike qualities

pends on how the mother experiences the refusal, on her capacity to

of foods are activated by observing their preparation . . . . Happy is the

yield partially to the child's demands, or on her srnbborn determination

man who, as a young child, 'hung around' the woman of the house."61

to engage the entire weight of her authority in the battle. Genevieve,

The kitchen can be the blessed place of a sweet intimacy, of ram

speaking of her ten-year-old son, says: "He doesn't like anything. He

bling chatter pursued without having to be spelled out with the mother

would prefer me to make kebabs, or fries, or a pizza every day. He doem't

who pirouettes from the table to the sink, her hands busy but her mind

that's the way he is, just like his father" (the parents are

available and her speech quick to explain, discuss, or comfort. Later, as

separated). "With him, everything revolves around ham and cheese, eggs,

an artist in his or her own kitchen or a visitor in someone else's, the adult

like IInything,

mashed potatoes, French fries, noodles, spaghetti, hamburgers, roast

sighs: "But I receive so much pleasure going into the kitchen. Every time,

chicken, and then even that . . . You see, he just revolves around these

r feel like I'm going back to my childhood."611 Sometimes the call of the

ten particular things." Genevieve evokes her past efforts, useless, unrec

past is so strong that one decorates one's kitchen in an old-fashioned style

ognized, and it is the complaint of a rejected offer of love:

or one chooses to install an appliance from the past:

\-Vhen he was little, I made an effort, you know, to vary his meals, to never
give him the same thing twice. I made imaginative efforts: I gave him some

green beans with half a pot:ltO and half a carrot, and
some chicken. I made him his

I milled it up with
meals, but I would get so upset- he didn't

want anything! I made so much effort without result.'l th�t I let go of
everything, well, I abandoned many things.

Her voice lowers on this last sentence as if to add: "He abandoned me,
he didn't love me-just like his father."
Often, if the mother is happy, reassured by the affection of those

As of yesterday,

I have a stove, one that you hen up, one where you have

to light a fire, a real one that get.'l your hands dirty, that bums, and thn I

have to tame, one that requires some time. J have dreamed about this stove
for a long

time; I like to make 3 fire in the morning, the wee small hours,

and then at night, when it gCt.'l colder, I likc to watch over it. . . . r JUSt find

a forgottcn happiness in it, a childhood memory. And what if our entire
life was just a search for these moments of happiness? What if we passed
them by unnoticed?

warnl . . .'"

I

feel good, my hands, Illy feet, and my heart are

around her, the meal will be a marvelous festive moment for the baby,

The relationship that one maintains with one's own body and with

the occasion for an intense exchange of laughter, caresses, inarticulate

others is read, translated into visible acts, across the interest and care given

speech, and a thousand signs addressed to the mother to get her ancn-

[0 meals, in the range of pleasures that are authorized or the restrictions
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that are imposed. Studying the theme of food among adolescents and
young adults,

Lt i\t!Ollde conduded that these new generations.

eager to

try drugs or alcohol, showed little interest in food itself. The majority
of them answered that. yes, they voluntarily skipped one meal if not twO
in a row, to save time and money, wanting to save themselves for other
leisure activities, and that they hated the slowness of the family meal and
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I have to ear, ltat, very subsramial wings, bread, mashed poratoes diluted

widt w.;Iter, even flour. . . widt my fingers so I can eal futer

to hurt.

. .

. unti
l it srarts

I am bloated, swollen everywhere, I have a stoillach like a woman

who is five months prcgnant; I can't walk anymore because it pushes on

my stomach. Whcn I look at myself in the mirror, I say to myself: it's not

possible, it's not me. Someone has changed me. I stop when I truly can go
no further.71

hardly ever put aside time for an occasional preparation of a marc elab
orate meal to share with friends. This same srndy recalled other infor

After such

3

force-feeding session, often the young

girl (3 category

mation of the same kind: in 1975, in the university cafeteria at Rennes,

from which the majority of bulimia sufferers come) forces herself to

out of a thousand students observed, more than a third dispatched their

vomit, and then, feeling relieved, begins the same process again, as if

meal in less than twenty-five minutes; in Paris, in a large Social Security

she felt forced to repeat a stereotyped sequence of compulsive acts. As

dining hall of which half the two thousand daily diners were young

with anorexia, but in a less transparent way, a battle to the death is en

adults, the duration of the meal was on average twenty minutes.'o We

gaged wi th her own body: the individual cannot spare the body and

should not, however, accord an absolute value to these numerical figures;

crams it with food the way a boxer pummels his adversary with punches.

in France, a collective dining hall is rarely a nice place that is sound

The body becomes the "place of mortal combat," with the alternation

proofed, well ventilated, and tastefully decorated, and so people frequent

of periods where, without falling into anorexia as such, one starves the

it only out of necessity and only spend the least amount of time possible

body in order to prevent it from taking on a feminine fonn, to not change
into a woman like one's mother, to not look like her, then one wolfs

there.
Perhaps one mUSt be reconciled with one's body in order to take the

down food with all speed, as jf the body were nothing more than a big

trouble to nourish it appropriately, or one has to have already known

bag with undifferentiated regions, a bottomless waterslcin to be urgently

the fullness of a lasting love tie in order to find pleasure in preparing a

refilled, as if to escape through this irrational violence from the law,

meal destined for others. One can analyze these issues by posing them

from the previous glance of the mother who said what was reasonable,

within the quadrilateral of their excesses, which runs from bulimia to

who chose and prepared the child's meal, and measured out her share.

obesity, and then to the weight-loss cure, before ending up with anorexia

"Bulimia thus m:lsks a conflict that concerns gender." It appears after

nervosa. If I make reference here to these extreme behaviors, it is be

puberty when the young girl, trapped within the family constellation

cause they seem to intensify and take to the extreme. to theatricalize and

and in an overinvested relationship with her mother, can neither break

reveal what, at other moments, insidiously tempts us all and takes shape

this privileged tie to render herself "separate," autonomous. nor iden

in ourselves in a minor way. It is a kind of internal distress, a threaten

tify herself as a sexually defined body in order to experience the im

ing possibility between the death-wish excess of eating or drinking tOO

pulses that are linked to it.n

much with no limit:ltion and the just as excessive renunciation of eating

Obuity is distinguished from bulimia in that the excess weight is the

and drinking, symmetrical behaviors through which the individual pro

object of constant care, js maintained by regular overeating-even though

claims her hate for her own body and the failure to ensure its autonomous

it seems to depcnd, in certain cases, on metabolic disturbances that are

survival.

still poorly understood. The classic obese person likes to eat and eat

The first of these excesses,

bulimia,

continually pushes the person

well, in quality as well as quantity; he or she often has a preference for

who suffers from it toward food, any food, no matter what, and in the

sweets and desscrts.?) He or she appears to dream of a return to young

largest quantity possible. It is not a question of choosing, of simmering

childhood, to the trembling happiness of first steps risked under the vig

some nice little gourmet meal, but of finding something as quickly as

ilant gaze of a protective mother, [Q the time of first successes rewarded

possible to swallow, in order to stuff oneself, to fill one's body, to fill its

with a kiss and a small treat. He or she wants [0 avoid blows, quirks of

emptiness, to make it swell, to stretch it, to deform it, to [';Ike away its

fate, life's hardships, both big and small, and thus constructs a symbolic

recognizable form.

shell, a plump and fat enclosure that increases [he distance between frn�le
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self and the aggression of others; in his or her own way, he or she seek<>

than others in the narcissistic image of their bodies: they have thus pro

to soften the blows, to diminish the risks. In industrialized countries, as

vided the most sensitive public for questions of appearance and the most

the standard of iving
l
rises, one sees the number of obese people increase;

credulous in matters of weight-loss plans or aging cures. At present, ad

this is not because more money becomes available to buy more food, but

vertising and social stereotypes are attempting to persuade men too of

because the social system increases at once the demand for security by

the need to look after their appearance. Drifting from alimentary aber

the citizen and the pressure exerted by a hundred conscraints, hence an ac

ration to the abuse of diuretics and laxatives, with the obsession of "los

crued anguish over meeting the insidious and menacing nonn require

ing weight," toO many people often forfeit their health, and always their

ments. With their hypertrophied body, with goodwill that runs from

money. In truth, food behaviors and their accessories constirute one of

diet to relapse, obese people ask the people around them, and their doc

the primary markets for money and profit in our society.

tor, to "listen to them," to answer first their "demand to be taken care

As for an()rexia

nrn;()sa,

this voluntary diet so severe that it can end

up in death through malnutrition, it is generally not the outcome of a pro

of globally, to protect them from the pain of everyday living.7�
Already obese or only "a little plump," "stour," "well padded," "full

longed weight-loss plan. This refusal to eat most often appears amongst

figured," as popular language has it, our contemporary will quickly be

teenage girls between fifteen and twenty; however, certain similar tran

come easy prey to misleading temptations and false promises offered with

sitory behaviors can already manifest themselves in a nursing baby or a

weight-loss ptnns as

diverse as

young child. For teenage girls, it involves a type of sadistic relationship

they are ineffective. Some magic procedures promise-for money, of

with their own body, at once hated at the moment of its transformation

a lot of advertising through innumerable

course -marvelous results, effortlessly obtained thanks to a miracle cure,

into a sexually defined body and experienced as a fantasy-like represen

with no diets, with no difficulty, or thanks to the imposition of a selec

tation of a "body-tube" to be continually emptied of all contents, either

tive fast, both severe and dangerous, pushed to absurdity.75 In this rap

by induced vomiting or excessive use of laxatives. The anorexic tries des

idly expanding market, one can find a gold mine; charlatans and con

perately to empty the same body that the bulimic vainly tries to com

artists, sometimes with medical degrees, do not hesitate to get involved,

pletely fill up. A self-starver, thus lightened, hyperactive, and triumphant,

and reasonable and honest counterinformation has difficulty opposing

the anorexic defies those around her and common law; she deifies her

them.16 In truth, one is stupefied by the credulity that sensible people

self by placing her body outside this law and, through food and sleep

display in this field. One can see here the sign of an emotional overin

deprivation, obtains a masochistic pleasure from this triumphant march

vestment for which food is the site, so that food behaviors find them

toward death. It is a question of hatred and death every inch of the way

selves, naturally as it were, outside the field of the rational or even of

in this struggle, which is confirmed by the suicide attempts that occur

the reasonable.

when the anorexic is force-fed in the setting of a hospital.))

The role of fashion and of collective representations simply adds to

The last element whose importance in food behaviors I would like

the weight of other factors: the general cult of youth and beauty, the

to point out, or rather, the aspect that plays a fundamental role, is of

fright inspired by old age and death, the imposition of models of beauty

course their intimate proximity, both corporally and emotionally, to

to which only a small number of people can conform without difficulty,

love practices. Let us start with this obvious concrete fact: we eat with

the contradiction betv.'een the celebrated ideal of beauty (muscled thin

our mouth, a corporal orifice whose parts (lips, tongue, teeth, mucous

ness) and the reality of lifestyles (sedentary process, comfort, absence of

membranes) and functions (tasting, touching, licking, caressing, salivat

physical exercise, disdain for manual labor)-all this prevents the great

ing, chewing, swallowing) intervene par excellence in a love relation

number of people from feeling at ease with their body and accepting its

ship. One acts to nourish one's body, to develop it, build it, or transform

ennui de

it according to one's image and desire: one defines one's own alimentary

u;vI'e or their frustration is essentially caused by a few too many pounds.

diet to embeJlish, to purify, to prepare one's self to be pleasing; one

Accustomed by received education and by all social discourse to believ

chooses a companion's food to conform his body to our desire for it, to

imperfect image. Hence, a puerile belief in the idea that their

ing that their "beauty capital," according to magazine and advertising

render it stronger, softer, or fatter, tender or well muscled. By cooking,

vocabulary, constirutes their entire stock ofassets, women overinvest more

one "prepares for oneself" a partner cooked "just right" and, when this
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ce: "I (lov
partner comes nome at night, one tells him with false innocen
grapes and
with
it,
ingly) made you some chicken, just the way you like

flesh be
apples." 0 seductive maneuvers that obtain their objective: the
es this
formulat
movie
comes tender-, the title of a sevt:nties Brazilian

secular experience marvelously: Como era gostoso 0 mw

Frances,

yes, how

good he tasted and how nicely he let himself be tenderly devoured.
Love is inhabited by a devouring fanta�1" by a cannibalistic assimila
tion of the other by oneself, a nostalgia for an impossible, identifying
fusion. "Loving another, desiring him or her, involves gorging oneself
and at the same time assuaging one's hunger, a symbolic hunger to which
real or biological hunger has given up its seat."78 Everyday common
language is not wrong when it says about a plan for seduction that he
(or she) is going to "make himself (herself) up" just like one "makes up"
a nice steak with vegetables au jus. The love exchange at times trans
forms the partner into a delectable morsel, decks him or her out with
pet names taken from culinary vocabulary ("my honey bun," "my little
lamb," "my little chickadee"), devours him or her "with a glance, with
caresses, with kisses." The vow of separated lovers remains in the same
vein: "I miss you, I'm hungry for yOll, I could just eat you all up."
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table, and thus concealed from the vigilant glance of those around, to

be inappropriate; one quickly suspects the worst of intentions, perhaps
because the tablecloth masks it from view, whereas in England the table
is often set with individual place mats that do not extend beyond the

table itself and thus the edges of and the space below the table are clearly
visible. In France, the essential visible fields at the table are the faces of
one's neighbors, their glance that flits from place to place or from dish
to dish, calculating what will remain when the platter finally reaches
them, and their ever-present mouth, always ready to open in order to
speak, eat, or laugh. The table first and foremost celebrates the mouth
as the center of the ceremony; it is much more interested in the mouth
itself than in the instruments that are indispensable in actualizing the
convivial rite, meaning the fork and spoon that are necessary for carry
ing food to the mouth. But language clearly marks off the hierarchy of
values: the phrase "to wave a mean fork" manifests a hearty appetite, a
pleasant and contagious drive to eat with gusto; "to have a refined palate"
designates the superior discernment available to connoisseurs in mat
ters of fine cuisine.
The table is a social machinery as complicated as it is effective: it

Levi-Strauss refers to an African myth where doing-cooking is com

makes one talk, one "lays everything on the table" to confess what one

pared to making love, with a word-far-word correspondence in which

wanted to keep quiet, one gets "grilled" by a skillful neighbor, one yields

"the hearthstones are the posteriors; the cooking pot is the vagina; the
pot ladle is the penis."79 WIthout sinking down into this literalism, one
might consider tllat the table and the bed often seem to serve a common

to a momentary excitement, to a fit of vanity, to the velvet smoothness

of a red wine, and one hears oneself tell all about what one had sworn
the day before to hide from everyone. There is nothing quite like a fine

purpose. Picnics, luncheons on the grass, accenruate the resemblance.

dinner, face to face, to help promote money matters and those of the

By representing the peak of such a luncheon, Edouard Manet stirred up

heart. One admires the splendor of a complexion enlivened by the pleas

i dignation of the Second Empire bourgeois, but he only
the prudish n

ure of good food, the brilliancy of a glance enhanced by candlelight.

foregrounded an image ofwhat is well known: the luncheon on the grass,

One maintains the conversation, one talks, nicely and caustically, and

with its softly stretched-out bodies that allow themselves to be seen un

underneath this explicit discourse, one communicates without having to

der the seductive veil of clothes, with its guests who allow themselves

spell it all out: "I like you, you are tempting. Maybe one day, if you wanted

double entendres that would be unacceptable in an austere dining room,

to . . ." The tablecloth is also, already, the bedsheet; its wine or fruit stains

this meal encourages one, through the rural sweetness of its absence of

make one think of other marks left behind.so The accenruated smell of

decorum, to consider the possibility of another kind of intimacy. It is al

warm food, the proximity of your guest's body, and his or her perfume

ready rather cleverly lascivious- it speaks to the guests of something

wake up the sense of smell, stimulate its perceptions and associations,

else, another proximity, another feast.
Customs arc strict around a table. Everyone must hide the lower half

of his or her body under the table or the fringes of the tablecloth. Only
one's bust is presented to onlookers, held vertically, with both wrists
lightly resting on either side of the plate. As opposed to British etiquette,

the French code o f good manners finds any hand hidden under the

and make one imagine other seductive smells, secret scents of a naked
body, finally becoming up close and personal. The guest dreams, muses,

and is already hoping. He turns to his table companion, slips her a funny

remark, fixes her a moment longer with his glance, letting her divine

the silent compliment that rules of discretion and seemliness still forbid
him to pronounce, and then he turns to Mrs. So-and-so to thank her for
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the meh-in-your-mouth[tltt tll m'ioche and complimcnts Mr. So-and-so
,
for the perfect match between the filet and his Saint-Emilion I
The

?76.
host replies, delighted yet modest; "A minor esta�e, my dear fTlen�, but
.
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,
a great year." The table is a place of pleasure; thiS IS an an len discov
ery, but it holds on to its tmth and its secret, because eating IS always
much more than just eating.

-

I

am

ceruin that I was able to imerpret Jtnnnt

Dirhnnn in this w:.Iy only

because it was filmed by a woman who liked the gesrures I made. Not my
acting but ali these gestures: washing the bathtub, knitting, doing the
dishes . . . I knew she loved du�m. . . . One would have to talk about the
compassion of one woman for another who she could have been and yet
who she succeeded in not being. . . . One felt thaT this was [for Chantal
Mennan] the world of her childhood, which she did not actually want
for herself, but that she looked upon with such respect . . . And I think that
it remains in the memory of all children, little boys as well as little girls.
The little boys also loved these loving gestures, those that their mother
made.l
How can one find the right words, words that are rather simple, ordinary,
and precise, to recount these sequences of gesrures, bound together over
and over again, that weave the indeterminate doth of culinary practices
within the intimacy of kitchens? How can one choose words that are true,
natural, and vibrant enough to make felt the weight of the body, the
joyfulness or weariness, the tenderness or irritation that takes hold of
you in the face of this continuaUy repeated task where the better the result
(a stuffed chicken, a pear tart), the faster it is devoured. so that before
the meal is completely over, one already has to think about the next.
A succession of gestures and steps, repeated and required.

l"side: to

the kitchen to prepare; from the kitchen to the dining room to serve
and eat, getting up constantly to run and check the things on the grill or
to fetch the mustard missing from the table; from the dining room to
the kitchen to dear away the dishes; once again in the kitchen to wash
and put things away.

Outside: from the house to the market, to the gro

cery store, the bakery, the butcher shop, the wine shop; then back to the
house, arms full of shopping bags. On the way, you pass a young woman
even more heavily laden than you and who mumbles to no one in par
ticular: "I'm just the family packhorse. All I do is carry, carry, carry." 111-

side: to the kitchen to empty the bags; put away the groceries; wrap up
the things to be put in the refrigerator; note down the expenses, check
the change and the receipts. Sit down, finally. Today, tomorrow, and the
day after, repeat the same chain of events, engage in the same litany ?f
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questions: \¥hat's left for tonight? How many people will there be? And
what about lunch tomorrow?
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plies), and preferences must end in the proposal of a solution to be quickly

realized bec3use one has to come up with a menu for tonight, for example,

The hardcS[ thing for me i� Imuwillg '/L'har to do! It's not so much in the exc

l.'Ution. . . . In fact, the big problem for me is always having to \.:now what to

roast beef with oven·baked potatoes. But one also has to choose a wine
to 1Ililtch and not plan on a dessert made with cream if the proposed appe

eat. And that just kills me! It's something that Panl, for example, does nO(

tizer is cornets with bechamel or if one of the guests cannot stand dairy

understand,

products.

it. I

the need to I/Iu'flys thillk abollt it. All you can do is think about

would like TO be �blc

to

not think about this place, YOIl know, to be

able to do something else. As dinnertime approaches-what are we goon3
eat? It's traditionally that wa)'. every day. (Colette)

But the word

gmure

constantly changing mixture through which tactics are invented, t::r:ljec

here is misleading; one would have to find a

term that could include the movements of the body as well as those of
the mind. "Cooking is not complicated-you have to know how to or
ganize yourself and to have a good memory and a little taste. Quite sim
ply, I learned to cook by doing," according to Old Macher Brazier.l Yes,
in cooking the activity is just as

me1lfal as

it is manual; :lll the resources

of intelligence and memory are thus mobilized. One has to organize, de
cide. and anticipate. One must memorize, adapt, modify, invent, combine,
and take n
i to consideration Aunt Germaine's likes and little Fran�ois's
dislikes, satisfy the prescriptions for Catherine's temporary diet, and vary
the menus at the risk of h:lving the whole family cry out in indignation
with the ease of those who benefit from the fruit of other people's labor:
"'Cauliflower again! \'Ve just had it on Monday and on the Friday before,
too! T don't want anymore! I don't like it!' Me neither, but how can one
make them understand thar it is the only affordable fresh vegetable avail
able right now? They will arrogantly respond: 'You'll just have to figure
somethin' our!'"
In cooking, one alw3ys has to ea/cu/ate, both time and money, not go
beyond the budget, not overestimate one's own work speed, not make
the schoolboy late. One has to

(Valuate in

the twinkling of an eye what

will be the most cost-effective in tenns of price, preparation, and flavor.
One has to know how to

improvise with panache, know what to do when

fresh milk "turns" on the stove, when meat, taken out of the package
and trimmed of fat, reveals itself to be not enough to feed four guests,
or when Mathieu brings a little friend to dinner unannounced and one
has to make the leftover stew "go a little farther." One has to
that the Guys already had cabbage a

/a sallcisse de Morteau

Doing-cooking thus rests atop a complex montage of circumstances
3nd objective data, where necessities and liberties overlap, a confused and

remember

the last time

they came [Q visit and that Beatrice cannot stand chocolate cake, or that
the fishmonger, the only one in the neighborhood. will be closed all week.
even though he is usually open. With all these details quickly reviewed,
the game of exclusion, impossibilities (from lack of time, money, or sup-

tories are carved OUt, and ways of operating are individualized. Every
cook has her repertoire, her grand opeNtic arias for extraordinary cir
cumstances and her little ditties for a more familial public, her preju.
dices and limits, preferences and routine, dreams and phobias. To the
extent that experience is acquired, style affirms itself, taste distinguishes
itself, imagination frees itself, and the recipe itselfloses significance, be
coming little more than an occasion for a free invention by analogy or
association of ideas, through a subtle game of substitutions, abandon
ments, additions, and borrowings. By carefully following the same recipe,
(\\.'0 experienced

cooks will obtain different results because other elements

intervene in the preparation: a personal touch, the knowledge or igno
rance of tiny secret practices (flouring a pie pan after greasing it so that
the bottom of the cruSt will remain crispy after baking), an entire "eJll�

tiol/ship to things that the

recipe does not codify and hardly clarifies, and

whose manner differs from one individual to another because it is often
rooted in a family or regional oral tradition.

The Field of Oblivion
Considered from a bit on high and from afar, the everyday work of cook
ing seems, in the private sphere, entirely doomed to repetition, a repeti�
tion of an archaic structure, a knowledge linked to very ancient social
codes, stabilized in old forms of equilibrium, that is, in an obscure and
hardly rational medley of preferences, necessities, and received customs.
Seen from this angle, by those who "don't lend a hand in the kitchen,"
the totality of these practices hardly appears capable of evolving, except
perhaps on minor points. Yet, examined in their details, current practices
reveal themselves to have been considerably modified since the nine.
teenth century, as a result of a general change in lifestyles.
The elevation of the Standard of living and the generalization of ed
ucation, increased geographic mobility and the multiplication of t::r:lvel,
as well as the practice of exogamy aU played their roles in this change.
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But the industrialization of objects and the mechanization of basic tasks,
and the substitution of electromechanical energy for muscular strength,
have also transfonned the everyday life of the Kitchen Women Nation.
The increased requirements in tenus of comfort and hygiene, the cor�
responding modifications of common representations involving health
and food, the large·scale production and distribution of diverse, low·
priced appliances-all of this affects the daily work of the cook. Already,
many gestures and processes that were commonplace for my grandmoth.
ers' generation, ways of operating that were a part of a young girl's nOT
mal apprenticeship and of her (average) savoie faire capital, have been
erased from common consciousness and no longer subsist except in the
childhood memories of cerrain people, in the incomplete stories of old
people, or, thanks to ethnologists, those city people intent on collecting
the last marks of a moribund peasant culrure, on preserving the mem
ory and the trace of a past that is near and already distant.}
"There is a life and a death of gesrures," notes the historian who
pays attention to the movement of everyday life.� If some polished ges
rures from cenrury to cenrury, almost immobile in the long tenn, have
magically disappeared in one or two generations, it is because the tech
nical gesture only lasts as long as it is inhabited by a necessity (material
or symbolic), a meaning, and a belief. The technical gesture, to be dis
tinguished from the expressive gesture that translates a feeling or a re
action, is first defined by its utilitarian aim, its operating intention. En
tirely oriented by its purpose, it seeks to attain a realization that will
manifest its efficacy as a gesrure. Whether it is done with a tool (chop
ping an onion with a small knife) or with the bare hand (kneading bread
dough), the technical gesture calls for an entire mobilization of the body,
translated by the moving of the hand, of the arm, sometimes of the en
tire body swinging in cadence to the rhythm of successive efforts de
manded by the task at hand.
The action of the gesrure can be divided into an orderly series of
basic actions, coordinated in sequences of variable duration according
to the intensity of the effort required, organized on a model leamed from
others through imitation (someone showed me how to do it), reconsti
nued from memory (l saw it done this way), or established through trial
and error based on similar actions (I ended up figuring out how to do
it). The skill at adapting the gesture to the conditions of execution and
the quality of the obtained result constirute the test for putting a partic
ular savoir faire into practice and foregrowlding it. Whether it nvolves
i
the culinary field or another type of material transformation conducted

with a specific intention, the gesrure is first of all a

body technique,
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cording to Mauss's definition, one of the "ways in which from society to
society men know how to use their bodies."� In the gesture are superim
posed invention, tradition, and education to give it a fonn of efficacy
that suits the physical makeup and practical intelligence of the person
who uses it. If the gesture comes to lose its usefulness, either because
the term in the operating chain no longer seems worthy of interest or
because a process less costly in time, energy, skill, or material appears, it
loses both meaning and necessity. Soon, it will no longer exist except in
a truncated form, illegible, in a way, before becoming the inarriculated,
insignificant wimess of a defunct material culture and of a fonner sym_
bolism, a fragmented, incomplete, defonned gesture that slowly sinks into
the obscure ocean of forgotten practices; for the technical gesture really
only lives off its concrete or symbolic necessity (in the case of protective
practices, riruals, or religious observances), and most often in tight sym
biosis with one milieu and its retinue of technical objects. The gesture
lasts only as long as its utility function, maintained by the thousands of
reactualizations of its practitioners, and only thanks to their consensus.
A gesrure is only reworked if it is still considered efficient, operating,
based on a good rerum or a just necessity in light of the work it involves.
its life is linked [0 the belief that is invested in it: it must be judged nec
essary, convenient, operating, beneficial; one must believe in its possible
success in order to continue repeating it.
Ordinary language is unambiguous on this point: one does it that way
"because we've always done it that way," besides, "you have to do it that
way," and finally. "you have to follow custom." Deserted by the strength
of belief, abandoned by necessity, the technical gesture withers and dies:
why tire oneself out doing what is no longer useful? In any case, like the
i language and for the same reasons. the tech
articulation of phonemes n
nical gesture obeys the principle of generalized economy and increased
simplification. Like them too, it has a unique function, in a sense. But it
also consists of its illusions, ostracisms, errors, and prejudices, for it is
caught, along with all human action, within the systems of categories and
oppositions that characterize every culture in its specificity. Thus, an en
tire tight fabric of rites and habits, of beliefs and presuppositions, armed
with its own unique logic, and making up in its own way a system, de
termines and models technical gestures practiced as useful, necessary.
and credible.'
Ancient gestures have not been chased away only by the entry of
household appliances in[Q kitchens, but by the transformation of a mate-.
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was established with this volatile and precious flour: you could not lose

the nature of provisions changes, so do the gestures of culinary prepara

;lny with too brusque a movement or too wide a shake. This gesture was

tion: thus, for the peasant fanners of the Cevcnnes, nourished in the past

done gently and in a measured fashion, restrained and silky like the

by chestnuts, today only the memory of the old people who remained

fOuch of certain pianists.

there can recite the litany of precise, multiple, complex gestures with

Everything in the kitchen was arranged according to a subtle geog

which one dried, smoked, shelled, sorted, preserved for winter, or ground

raphy of hot and cold, wet and dry, well ventilated and closed up "against
.
tiny little creatures," because everything provoked fear, the neighbor'S

these chestnuts into flour.1 \Vhen the gestures vanish, the recipes attached
to them disappear as well; soon nothing remains but the internaized
l

cat, sugar-loving ants, the cockroaches synonymous with filth, and the

memory of very ancient flavors, frozen in the sweetness of lost child

accursed weevils, objects of much hatred and learned precautions, whose

hood, clouded over but indestructible, like the Illissoirs and pasmdes from
the Rouergue, intermediaries between thick gruel, a m(lte/aim, and a pan

sneaky invasions terrified me. You always had to be on guard and know
.
a parrymg gesture: cutting off the "green" pans of potatoes, flattening

cake, or like the follau [a type of pastryl from the old days:s "Nowadays,

h,llf-cooked fish in order to remove the deadly bones, sliCing apricots in

they're used to thefollnu that you can find just about anywhere, and they
think it's good because it is good; but when I'm the one who makes the
comparison, I prefer the old-fashioned one."9
More than anything else, it is the available ingyedients that have
changed since the last century, and above all in their presentation. In
the past, one bought products ill bulk: olives and pickles from the brine

half to avoid swallowing the worm with the fruit.
In this time before the reign of products that are sorted, graded,
deboned, carved, prepackaged, and packaged in an anonymous form
where only the generic name attests their original nature, everything had
flnvor because everything was dangerous, surprising on both the good
and the bad side. Each purchase was a chance for the buyer to

/l,sr

trick

barrel, flour from the baker's sack, oil according to the desired quantity

ny with

for which one brought one's own empty bottle to the store. Marvels of

marvelous gestural ballet, for winks and funny faces: the outstretched

mixed scents from these darkened shops where a semifrightening aonos
phere reigned, this cave of Ali Baba where the grocer sat enthroned in

illd x finger lightly touched the flesh of fruits to determine their degree
�
of ripeness, the thumb tested the firmness of the radishes, a circumspect

the center of a learned disorder of sacks, casks, and jars whose true na

glance detected the presence of bruises on the apples, one smelled the

ture and secret classification he alone knew, a unique space that he criss

scent of melons at length as well as the odor of chevre cheeses one mut
'
tered comments about the relationship between quality and price. All

crossed with cautious itineraries, riveting the cuStomer to the spot with
an imperious injunction: "Don't move, don't touch anything. I'm the one
who does the work here!" A nimble gesture of his hand rolled up a cone
of sturdy paper (called "grocer's paper"), whose base he pinched finnly
before pouring in the contents of a large, potbellied wooden spoon,
pierced with holes, that he had just plunged into the olive barrel. Tiny
aluminum shovels, wooden or wicker dippers, were used to weigh out
on request sugar, lentils, split peas, or prunes. There was also the Rober
val scale with heavy copper pans whose pointer for me never seemed to

thr vt1Idor's tricl:rry.

The visit to the market was the time for a

this i volved actualizing a certain competence, proving your judging ca
�
.
�aCIl:leS, and founding on a gesrural activity a moral judgment concern
!llg the merchant and the merchandise. One came back home tired and

�clighted. an innocent theater of the poor in which each person in rum

Improvised insolent retorts, of which the ,hild perceived the effects with
OUt understanding the e(luivocal meaning or register.
P eoplewere also thrifty and organized at that time. NeceSSity issued
.
.
Its edIcts. Announced from afar by the jingling of the little bells on his

go back completely to its poilU of balance: did the grocer cheat or did

horse, the milkman stopped by every night with his ramshackle little

my childhood glance not know how to judge the relative positions in

can full of heavy milk cans. The child ran toward him, alongside the
.
road, WIth
a large pan in hand, and then came back to the house with

proper perspective?
Once rerumed from the store, we used to carefully sift the flour be
fore using it. \Nide-open hands held the fragile wooden circle of the
sifter at twO diamerrically opposite points and shook it with a light tap
ping of the fingers applied alternately on each side. A tender complicity

measured steps, holdi�g the full pan with both hands, clumsy and proud,
.
careful to keep It hOrizontal so a.<; not to spill the least drop. One then
PUt the milk on to boil for a long time, an operation accompanied by the
11l0notone clap-clap of the "anti-boil-over device," a heavy, small metal
.
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disk riddled with concentric grooves that one placed on the bottom of

But the worst involved salted cod that was purchased elsewhere: you had

the pan, but no one explained to you the how and why of it. One then

to soak it for an entire day in a bath of slightly vinegared water, which

poured the boiled milk into a large shallow stoneware basin that was

was changed often; the fish was kept in a footed colander, which was

quickly covered with a large plate and put in a cool place for the next

then placed in the basin containing the liquid. Thus, so they used to say,

day, after grandma had solemnly removed the "milk skin," this viscous,

" the salt falls to the bottom" and the child imagined immense mountains

soft, detestable thing that grandma valued. "It's the cream of the milk,

of salt hidden at the bottom of the oceans. For ham, one proceeded in

the best part," she used to say. The jar of cream became filled little by

the same way, but the last soak was made with water cut with milk "to

little; in time, it was used to make delicious pancakes that one ate hot

make the taste milder" and this alliance of contrasts left one perplexed.

right out of the oven, and within the space of one mouthful, one felt

Today, filets of frozen or barely salted semipreserved fish have rendered

one's grudge against the "milk skin" melt away.

all of these manipulations obsolete. The necessity of preserving provi

Checking the quality of ingredients took up a lot of time. One candled

sions for later, fruits and vegetables for winter, was the cause of a thousand

the eggs with backlighting, and onc subjected them to the truth test by

ingenious practices. Certain fruits (apples, plums, apricots) were dried.

plunging them into a pail of cold water (they settled between the bottom

One subjected some vegetables (peppers, tomatoes) to a refined treatment:

and the surface in order of decreasing freshness). One carefully inspected

a light roasting after being seeded, sun-drying, quick-frying in oil, stor

the chicken's head, the brighmess of its eye, the color of its comb, the sta

ing them in earthtmware jars full of oil (a part of this process is still used

tuS of its beak, and one felt the size of its gizzard before killing it. Then

for certain small-size cheeses). Other vegetables, broken into pieces and

dressing the animal required much care: one had to pluck it, singe it to take

sliced (cauliflower, artichokes, carrots), were preserved through macera

out the last remaining nubs, gut it-a malodorous operation that made

tion in oil scented with a variety of spices and lemon slices. Pickles were

you £lee the kitchen screaming until they called you back: "You can come

preserved in vinegar. Certain fruits, peeled and slightly poached, were

back now-it's clean as a whistle." Halfhidden behind the door, the child

kept in a light syrup (this especially involved pears and apricots); others

had seen the cook skillfully remove a £lood of entrails, the heart, the giz

were put in brandy (cherries and various berries).

zard, and the liver, which she nimbly separated from its pocket of gall.

One also made jams and fruit jellies, macerations, and various

Each week, one had to make a suspicious inspection of the jars of

liqueurs. One had to take advantage of the abundance of the brief har

canned goods made at home according to empirical processes whose re

vests in order to appear provident and industrious. Through their di

sults were not assured. They were arranged in order, as in a parade, in

versity, through the multiplicity of the gestures and implied savoir faire

the food storage cupboard; each one was dated with a small label, 'written

involved, all of this work was accomplished with a certain exhilaration

with superb handwriting, with its regular downstrokes and upstrokes,
its perfect capitals like those you

can

still see in old city hall registers.

One examined each jar closely to detect the beginnings of mold, one

�

in the midst of joyous bustling activity. For the child, all of these tas

gave a certain rhythm to the wondrous summer, far from the constraints
of school . In the large bustling house, one had scarcely the time or the

tested with a finger the firmness of the paraffin wax that plugged the

inclination to get bored. Sometimes one would share skills with the neigh

mouth of the jar, one tightened the paper that closed off the jars of jam.

bors: one was renowned for her jams, another admired for her pickles,

Sometimes, as a glutton, one insinuated that the jar of orange marmalade

so one went alternately to another's house to accomplish what one ex

had flecks of green in it; grandma would hlrn it around and around, take
it out into the clear sunlight of the terrace to examine it better, ask a

celled in, and thcn she came to help you with another task, "for pay

?ack," �s people used to say. And these words rctain the stickl' smell of

second opinion of all the inhabitants of the household in order to finally

Jams stirred for a long time in a big copper pan where the mass of fruit

decide in a weary tone: "I don't see anything, but you can never be tOO

and sugar bubbled, agitated by worrisome convulsive movements, before

careful-we better open it right away before it's completely spoiled!"
There was a strange illogical nature to these successive proceedings. In

calming down in a homogeneous mixture with a beautiful amber tint
'
nice and thick, as if weighed down with the pleasures to come.

spite of indignant complaints, grandma persisted in oversaltin.g to pre
serve things and then to soak them to remove the salt before eating them.

the farmers added the essential: the pig, slaughtered and cured accord .

To all these practices that were possible in a house of a market town

�
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ety). Thus endowed, you will know how to interpret, and therefore to

iug to a well-established ritual of recipes, gesrures, and prohibitions in

take advantage of the infonnation generously "placed at the consumer's

i extrica
which empirical knowledge and symbolic strllcroration were n

disposal," as the producers say. It is thus necessary to read, examine, and

bly mixed. LO For a long time, the presence of the hearth allowed certain

compare in order to avoid the fruit jellies wi th suspicious coloring and

pieces to be smoked. Even having disappeared from modern kitchens,
which are arranged and heated differently, the hearth imposes its memory
in language through the gestures that it aroused: even if the trammel
where one hung the "communal pot" no longer exists, people continue
to celebrate at each move to a new house with the "hanging of the tram
mel," the outdated symbol of a family� settling down. \¥hen gestures

fruit drinks especially rich in water and sugar. One has to know how to
guard against the seductive whiteness that a preserving agent makes in
certain shredded potatoes and celery. One must not use the zest of cit
rus fruits that have been injected with chemical substances in order to
prolong their beautiful appearance. One must know how to tilt a "brick"

die out, when objects disappear or become immobilized in the darkness

of pasteurized milk in low-angled light in order to reveal the freshness

of an :lttic, or in the display window of a museum, words sometimes still

expiration d3te. One must especially know how to combine aU these frag

subsist, in memory of the bygone past.

New

ments of knowledge and be able to mobilize them in an instant, almost
effortlessly.

Knowledg e

Thus, the gestures and practices of the buying woman have had to

packaging that calls for
Henceforth, one buys one's provisions in diverse
y preparation. To do
an entire range of gestures prior to every culinar
how to decipher
know
one's shopping, one really has to love rend;Ilg and

trays placed in a re
labels. For example, for meat prepackaged in tiny
its meaning. Does it
friger-nor case, one has to find the date and grasp
ul, meat must be
mean the day the animal was slaughtered (to be flavorf
date (which still allows
a little aged), the packaging date, the "sell-by"
the recommended ex
or
forty-eight hours for potential consumption),
in order to deter
piration date? One must read and mentally calculate
But how does one
mine which of the twO chickens is a better bargain.
happiness) and one
choose between a "frec-range" one (what wonderful
between the wearer
that is "corn-fed for seventy days" (0 brief destiny),
A free-range
"Grade
a
and
of the "France High Quality Certified" label
has to know how to
chicken"? To interpret this infonnation exactly, one
with a fine-tooth
read fluently, to go over a daily newspaper of quality
that the date
know
comb, and especially to memorize. Thus, one will
egg-laying date nor
written on egg cartons corresponds neither to the
computation that quite
to the packaging date, but derives from a learned
the EEC [European
legally and according to the regulations enacted by
for jokes) allows for a
Economic Community] (where there is little taste
indicated.
date later than the actual laying of the egg to be
es several years
Buying food has become a skilled work that requir
figures. to have a taste or
of schooling. One has to love the rhetoric of
3ptitude for henneneuucs
deciphering minuscule inscriptions, a certain
tle), and certain notio
(the science of interpretations valued by Aristo
one's way in SOC1about linguistics (which 3re always useful for making

�

�

he transfonned in order to adapt to new market habits. In the past, one
had to learn how to look at things, to not be distracted by the vendor's
stream of words,

to estimate the quality of a cut of meat in the wink of

an eye, to smell the almost too-strong odor of cheese. and to notice the
yellow color of butter past its prime. Today, one must know how to read
3nd truSt no longer in a personal and empirical savoir faire that comes
from a traditional structure, acquired through long apprenticeship, within
l ity of an elder, but in a collective scientific knowledge, codi
the famiiar
fied in regulatory statements and transmitted anonymously. You have to
believe in the wisdom of state-controlled regulations whose how and
why escapes you, in the vigor and efficiency of inspections that ensure
their observance. I I Each person must S1IppOrt through btlirjthe entire ed
ifice, must beliroe the norms to be in accordance with one's own interest
and the indications placed on packab>1ng to be truthful.
Once back in her kitchen with her purchases. the cook has an entire
display of materials (pl3stic wrap, aluminum foil, waxed, grease-proof.
and cellophane paper) and airtight containers to hold her provisions and
to srore them in her refrigerator, cupboards, or freezer. For grocery prod

UCts, she will have

�

to solve the problem of opening boxes, cans, and jars.

T e cardboard box will cede under the pressure of a finger or the tip of
SClssors along a perforated line. For certain cans, a toothed can opener
.
Will suffice; for others. one has to pull, without breaking, on a metal tab
that will then bring with it 3n entire circle of metal, thus separating the
body of the can from its lid. For cans of fish, the metal tab must gener

ally be introduced in the slot m3de 3t the base of a special key that must

then be turned on itself with 3 supple movement of the wrist in order to
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roll up the remainder of the lid around the handle. For jars with airtight

into a pulp) and its heaviness, its noisy character and ilS cumbersome

metal lids, a strong hand is needed to force the lid to turn or else a new

ness, and finally the length of cleaning tasks, so that after three valiant

instrument, the jar opcner, whose double arch of metal, jointed at the

tries the appliance is found silently relegated to the rank of useless object.

top, can be adapted to the circumference of jars of various dimensions

To measure the importance of the changes that have taken place in

and whose twO little handles are held with oom hands to ensure the hold

fifteen or twenty years, it suffices to refer to the ]jst of technical objects

and to facilitate the necessary effort.

(appliances, utensils, containers) that make up the nonnal equipment of

There are also the fruit juices packaged in cirdboard "bricks": to open

a particular kitchen. [n the past there was the trammel and its various

them onc has to pierce two diagonally opposite holes on the tOp. The

cooking pots, the earthenware vinegar cruet, the mortar and pestle, the

most fearful remains the ground coffee stored in airtight metal cans: on

copper casserole dish tin-plated on the inside, earthenware jars, the glazed

the edge of the lid, one has to detach a thin metal tab with a quick gesture

earthenware colander, the cheese draining board, wooden spoons, and

that then brings off the entire top part of the can. Too bad for clumsy

so on.13 Today they have been replaced by Pyrex baking dishes, pressure

people: the cutting edge of this metal opening is sharper than a butcher

cookers, stainless steel polS, pans with nonstick coatings, and the polyva

knife and deeply cuts the palm of the hand if one does not carefully cal

lent food processor that shreds, chops, mashes, mixes, and beats. H The

cubte the angle of attack or the trajectory.

spread of microwave ovens has added its battery of dishes (those for re

Then comes the time to prepare the meal. There again the gestures

heating or browning). An entire series of industrial objects henceforth

of tradition withdraw before those imposed by new tools. There is the

reigns in the kitchen. Their shapes are new, their materials diversified. I,

electric mixer to beat egg whites, the blender that mixes almost every

One part of these utensils has been adapted to new cooking methods: in

thing, the fruit juicer, the pineapple or apple corer. A series of tiny metal

fifty years, simple gas or electric stoves have been succeeded by hot plates

instruments have come along to help the housewife, or rather, to give
"professional" perfection to the presentation of her dishes, and that is a

with sensors, inductive heating surfaces, sequential burners, and micro

wave ovens.I' In the same way, simple operations have become more com

pity because it is as if she has to mimic the production of a caterer or an

plex and autonomous and henceforth demand special equipment. This

industrial cookie factory in order to please her guests. The addition of

is so for making coffee, which, in one or twO generations, has gone from

these tools and appliances, born of an intensive use of work in metals,

the grandmothers' "sock" filter to the dual-body Italian coffeemaker,

plastic materials, and electric energy, has transfonned the interior land

then on to the elettric coffeemaker, and next to the reduced model, pump

scape of the family kitchen.

or steam-operated, of the professional machines in cafes that allow one

Certain of these new tools limit themselves to perfecting and stan

to obtain at home "a good strong frothy espresso" as in the neighbor

dardizing the old gesture of the bare hand, this "tool of tools" that Aris

hood bistro-and here one sees the separation between the private space

totle made into the symbol of human superiority, ll or that of the hand

of the kitchen and public space become blurred.

armed with a rudimentary instrument (rasp, knife, spoon). Others make
possible stereotyped repetition, at a more brisk pace, of a gesture whose

The Past-Present

result they codify: one can thus increase the quantities of materials in

The change involves not only the utensil or tool and the gesture that

volved and lessen the operating time as well as the intensity of the effort

uses it, but the illstru7Ilnunrioll relatio1/ship that is established between the

necessary. Still others have arisen to accomplish new tasks, created by

user and the object used. [n the past, the cook used a simple tool, of a

the industrialization process itself (the electric knife to slice frozen food

primary kind, that also fulfilled simple functions; her hand furnished the

products), or made necessary by this industrialization and by the evolu

kinetic energy, she directed the progress of the operation, supervised

tion of an aging population (the electric can opener). Finally, others, su

the succession of action sequences, and could mentally represent the

perfluous ones, play on the desire for novelty and the infatuation

process for herself. Today, she employs an elaborate tool, of a secondary

�ith

the electrOlnechanization of basic tasks, and make one hope to save orne

kind, that requires complicated handling; she truly understands neither

and energy. But they hide the fragility of the instrUment or the di

its principle nor the way it works. She feeds this technical object with

of its use, its limits (the electric meat grinder shreds meat or gnnds It

ingredients to be transformed, then unleashes the movement by push-

�cul�
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ing on a button, and collects the transformed matter withom having
controlled the intervening steps in the operation. In the past, the cook
applied her savoir faire each time, she could perfect her dexterir:, and
display her ingenuity. At present, just about anyone can use an mdus
trial object as well as her, and SO she has become the

unskilled spectator

who watches the machine function in her place. She finds herself dou
bly deprived: deprived of her empirical savoir faire (compared to the past)
and of the theoretical or technological knowledge that produced the
tool (in relation to the present). Along with the complexity of her task,
with the qualification acquired through experience, the diversity of ges
tures for doing things and the joy of knowing how to distinguish them
and make them succeed have disappeared. \;vjthin the work of doing
cooking there also used to he the skill of the artisan, proud of �is o� her
work in love with the worked matter, and attached to perfecting his or
�ethod or 'varying the products, careful to put circumstances to
her I
good use.
.
.
Industrialization (of products, tools, and transfonrung operaoons)
has come along to destroy within domestic space -as it had done first
in the working-class space-the regime of this labor. It introduced there
the same schema of parceling, of standardization, and of the repetition
of tasks. Certainly, it allowed people to save time and decrease one type
of fatigue, but this was done in order to give rise to gray, homogeneo�s,
empty time, the time of effortless and joyless boredom. Of course, �
dustrialization and the progress that accompanied it have had benefiCial
effects. The removal of coal or wood stoves eliminated the handling of a
heavy, dirty fuel that requircd regular and tiring maintenance. The dis
tribution of hot running water sinks improved comfort and hygiene con
ditions. 11 it has been the same for the low-priced production of efficient
cleani�g products. IS The fustidious process of "doing the dishes" h�s
been considerably lightened because of it. The generalization of electriC
fryers and the installation of range hoods have made the stench of cold
.
grease disappear. A number of repetitive and daily tasks have been hgh�
ened or simplified-for which one is thankful. But all of that has h(ld 'tJ
.
.
price and broken the ancient balances in the transmission of savOlr f�l1re
and the management of time.
Can one retain the adv;l11tages of a material culture without being �ub
jected to its inconveniences? Is there the possibility fOr a �appy marriage
.
.
between the old and the ncw? To this questIon, which IS central to US
today, we do not have an answer to offer. But I do not believe in the hap-

lIJ

piness of a humanity deprived of all physical activity, of all manual labor,
subject to the seizure of power by industrial machinery. There is a pro
found pleasure in achieving by oneself what one offers to one's guests,
in practicing a modest inventiveness, in ephemefill results, but whose sub
tle combination silently defines a lifestyle, circumscribes one's own space.
The multiplicity of practices and technical gestures gives shape to ordi.
n�ry life and the richness of the social fabric depends on it. This is why
I Judge more perspicacious than ridiculous the aficionados of workshops
for relearning how to make the gestures of the past.19 I find them naive
as well: the past cannot be reborn fTom its ashes; a culture that stops
moving decrees its own death. In the cacophony of social exchanges,
one can also lend an ear to newer notes and remark on the proliferation
of microexperiences, hidden in the anonymity of local networks of friends

in which several people try modestly to invent other behaviors, to de.
fine a lifestyle straddling the two cultures and their two temporalities.
If, at the same time, one becomes conscious here and there of the im
portance of the symbolic and technical capital placed within the "ways
of operating" that furnish ordinary life, and if one becomes attached to
grasping the combinatory rules that associate concrete intelligence, do.
it·yourself ingenuity, and creative cunning in the undefined whirlwind

of everyday practices, this would already be a good sign.
Between the symmetrical errors of archaistic nostalgia and frenetic
overmoderniz.ation, room remains for microinventions, for the practice
of reasoned differences, to resist with a sweet obstinance the contagion of
confonnism, to reinforce the network of exchanges and relations, to learn
how to make one's own choice among the tools and commodities pro
duced by the industrial era. Each of us has the power to seize power over
one part of oneself. This is why the gestures, objects, and words that live
in the ordinary nature of a simple kitchen also have so much importance.

...

Chapter 1 3

The Rules of the Art

Knowing how, learning how, and telling about how to do things: the fade
in and fade-out of gesrures, the skillfulness of certain knacks, these things
too need words and text in order to circulate within the Kitchen Women
Nation. These people have their own language and corpus of reference,
as well as their own secrets and complicities-an "implicit, well-known"
knowledge that the most detailed of recipes will not communicate to
you.

A Four-Entry Dictionary
The language used in talking about cooking involves four distinct do
mains of objects or actions: the ingredients that serve as raw materials;
the utensils and pots and pans, as well as cooking appliances, beaters,
mixers, and so on; the perfonnance, action words, and descriptions of
skillful knacks; the finished products and the naming of obtained re
sults. These four registers in the same lexicon are found in the shortest
of recipes; they are necessary in order to write a description in the com
mand form that gives rise to and accompanies the movement toward the
act, and then to engender the promised result within the required delay
by the methods indicated. 1 will leave aside the linguistic level that in
volves the consumption of the finished product, in spite of the semantic
and linguistic richness of the often "savory" expressions that rightly serve
to express the flavor of dishes, the pleasure of tasting, and the stages of
bliss involved in eating and drinking well. By placing myself resolutely
on the side of the makers, I will be interested only in the production
process.
'Wittgenstein asked himself:
\Nhy don't I call cookery rules arbitrary, and why am I tempted [0 call the
rules ofgrammar arbitrary? Because 'cookery' is defined by its end, whereas
'speaking' is not. That is why the use of language is in a certain sense au
tonomous, as cooking and washing are not. You cook badly ifyou are guided
in your cooking by rules other than the right ones; but ifyou follow other
rules than those of chess you are playing (moth" gil",,; and if you follow
grammatical rules other than such-and-such ones, that does not mean you
say something wrong, no, you are speaking of something else.!
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But the culin:lfY recipe complicates the matter, because through it, it is

learned about culinary activities by watching his or her mother or

a question of "speaking in tongues" about actions, of saying only what is

grandmother.

strictly necessary without forgetting indispensable infonnation, of describ

On the other hand, books written by men include their full name

ing without ambiguity by not skipping any stages, in essence of express

under the title, the author thus proudly affirming his creative capacity

ing without equivocation. Here, men take back the podium: between the

and his property rights: Raymond Oliver, Paul Bocuse, M.ichel Guerard.

rules of grammar and those of the kitchen, between saying something

Women wi th quaint first names spoke of and for family intimacy, took

welt and doing it well, only the second level is important for a woman 

care of the everyday, and talked about private life; such books are nei

"\Nho cares if she offends some grammar book I So long as she doesn't

ther the springboard to a publishing career nor the way to achieve the

offend us as a cook?"1

status of gastronomy expert. Men describe the cuisine of great moments

In every language, culinary recipes make up a kind of minimalist

text,

and great chefs, complicated and costly refinements, the festival, the feasts

through their intemal economy, their conciseness, and their minor

that one comes to savor religiously from beyond the borders; their recipes

degree of equivocation, aside from technical terms such as "to blanch,"

are attached to public life, to the visible circulation of money, to expense,

"to brown," "to tine a baking pan," and "to deglaze," of which one must

profit, success, and power. To the humble vestal virgins go anonymity,

have a prior knowledge. As a (future) classic of French cuisine already

the ordinary everyday that has no market value, that brings neither profit

stressed in the eighteenth century, at a time when regional tradition was

nor glory, the art of making use of leftovers and "feeding the family on a

moving in France from oral to wriuen transmission: "I have made use

shoestring budget." To the high priests go the puffs of incense, the tele

of simple dishes, new and good, of which 1 have offered explanations

'1sion cameras, the broadcast interviews, the propaganda trips to Japan

that are inteltigible and within reach in tenns of understanding by those

or the United 5mes to "sell French taste," the

lIrbi ft orbi publicity,

the

who themselves do not know anything about it [cooking].") In fact, cook

notoriety, the profit, and the complementary claim to being the only

books constirute a very old and always fruitful publishing backlist. There

ones with know-how and inventiveness (your share of the pie dimin

are many of these in France, traditionally a country of fine dining, often

ishes the more you share, as any child will tell you). Moreover, the great

as shameless plagiarism of a previous best-seller success, but this is not

chefs long wanted to forbid women restaurateurs-cooks from wearing

the place for such a discussion.� Innumerable movie actors, television pre

the chef's hat, the symbol of the profession (a phallic one?). An example

senters, or heiresses endowed with famous noble family names publish

of this position is held by the famous Paul Bocuse: "1 intend to repeat

their "collections of recipes." Many of these volumes sell well, but old

my conviction here that women are certainly good cooks for so-called

favorites still remain intact, such as

Authentic Family Cooking, Including

1,000 Ri!cipes and 500 Meal Pinns [La veritable cuisine des families, C011l
p rClIIlIIt

1000 recettes et 500 mmus],

by Aunt Marie, one of the first edi

tions of which appeared in 1 9 1 3 and is regularly reissued.;
In this type of classic volume for families not belonging to the up

traditional cooking. . . . Such cooking, in my opinion, is not at all inven

tive, which I deplore."6

Et hop, P"SstZ 1Jltlscade!1

One will recall, for the

record, that people have similarly and successively tried to prevent women
from obtaining a high-school diploma, university agregntiQII, medical de
grees, and so on, and that the Third Republic obstinately denied them

per class, the signature takes on an anonymous fonn, both familiar and

the right to vote -this right was not granted until 1945 by the Fourth

reassuring, that spreads Aunt Marie's relationship to the frontiers of the

Republic.

French-speaking world and allows her to directly transmit to everyone
the family treasure of tradition, without the presence of a patronymic
name to impose the brand of a proprietor or to claim a cenain originality.
Thus, many cookbooks are, even today, signed with a simple feminine first
name, often embellished with a mythical familial title-"Cousin Adele,"
"Aunt Aurora," "Mother Jean," "Grandma Madeleine" -as if to initiate

the process of reconstituting the world of childhood when the child

Let us allow Valery to respond for the obscure Kitchen Women
Nation:
If someOne ofTer.; me a t'.Isty dish, I do not worry, while enjoying this deli
(:ate food, if the pc:n>On who preplred it invented the recipe. ,",'hat docs
the origi nal inventor have to do with me? The trouble he took is not wh3t
touches me. I do not feed my�lf from his name and [ receive no enjoy.

mcnt from his pride. I am consuming a perfect momc11t.�
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meal more elaborate and costly than an ordinary everyday one. "I'm not

But this does not address the heart of the problem.
This role sharing among men and women is in fact ancient. At the

interested enough in the question to spend an entire day on it. There are

end of the eighteenth cenrury in France, coolcing becomes an object of

some who really like it, real refined people, I see it especially in men,"

discourse, gastronomy comes forward as a theoretical code of culinary

says Henriette, And Franc;oise tells us;

practice, and, under the decisive influence of Grimod de La Reyniere,
as "gourmet eloquence," an exercise of style that sorts, classifies, and
names the riches of fine dining;9 the popular press and literarure from
that moment on accord increased attention to food behaviors, but with
out worrying further about the word-for-word account of ways of oper
ating or about gathering recipes. In this movement toward elaborating a
culture of the culinary and toward legitimating dishes (this term also comes
from Grimod), women have no part. They are virtually excluded from

A weekend rarely goes by that he (her husband) doesn't make an entree or
a cake, something hard 10 make . . . and he cooks the way men usually do,

that is, he has to

use

an inordinate amount of space and an unbelievable

number of pOts and pans, and r mean unbeievable!
l
And he is also much
more careful than me with what he does; ifhe CUtS carrotS into rounds, he
will CUt them all the same thickness, consistently, by applying

himself

.

.

.

It's also perhaps that this is not an everyday thing, so he can spend more
time on it.

the great restaurants where the good connoisseurs meet to educate them

And he can stop playing this game as soon as it no longer amuses him;

selves in taste and to develop their judgment capacities; the great artist

he is not tied to this kitchen work by an implicit contract.

cooks whose excellence is appreciated are all men; no one supposed then
that a woman could contribute to a written work that explains, refines,

The language of Recipes

and theorizes. Gastronomy will thus be exclusively an affilir of men:

For women, in the modest collections that they read for doing day-to-day

"\;Vomen, who, everywhere else, make up society's charm, find themselves

cooking, the language of recipes is simple, with some archaic features. It

out of place at a dinner of gourmets, where the attention, far from want

constirutes the place of preservation and the means of circulation for an

ing to be shared, is based entirely on what garnishes the table and not

ancient technical vocabulary, because it is also a conservatory of earlier

"I!!
Nineteenth-cenrury bourgeois society, which
on what surrounds it.

fabrication processes, like these anonymous recipes, expressed in lcitchen

continued this gastronomic enterprise and thus dreamed of gaining ac

language and referring back to a previous practical knowledge, that the

cess to the former aristocratic refined style, regarded these food prac

e,ghteenth-cenrury Encyclopedia collected to mark the movement in cui

tices as a male social activity, founded on this exclusionary decision with

sine from a regional oral tradition to its written recording"l Finally, culi

regard to women, judging them "too weak" physically to absorb so much

nary language appears to be rather stable, not because it has no usc, but

strong, spicy, seasoned food in a single meal, and "too stupid" to take

because it was fixed rather early by collections of recipes; for almost

part in the theoretical and scriptural side of the ongoing work.

11

three centuries, it hardly had need of transfonnation, because it described

The siruation still has not changed much in this field. I t is men who

ways of operating that changed little. The big revolution came here with

write the food columns in large newspapers, who head the annual guides

the entrance of industrial innovation into household tasks, with, succes

that draw up restaurant ratings, who make up the various tasting juries.

sively, the refrigerator. then the freezer in rural areas, stoves with ad

The stakes, of course, are high: taking away the market of the pen and

justable heat and perfected ovens, and today with the mastery of the

the "gourmet," and earning notoriety and this power that allows one to

"frozen food chain" and the distribution of frozen food products, whose

cause the rise or fall of a restaurant according to whether one exalts or

consumption is enhanced by the spread of the microwave oven, which

belittles its business, all this is worth a lot and, as usual, the best sources

considerably shortens defrosting times.

of profit and the jobs ,vith authority and social legitimacy go by birthright
(0 men. On the other hand, the monotonous tasks, the inferior work, or

the nonaccountable housework is willingly left to women.
Things continue to present the same facet in the intimacy of house
holds. Our study confirms it: in couples under forty-five, men enjoy cook
ing more often than their elders did, but from

rime to time,

for a festive

Most kitchens have been equipped with these innovations since 1945,
more or less completely, with certain women resisting the contagious

movement because of the noise and the cost of the appliances or their
encumbrance and upkeep: "In the end, all the time you save using them,
you lose in the cleanup" (Irene). Others appreciate the saving of time
and effort that they allow:
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I puree my "egetable soup with;l blt:nder. Oh, no, I don't do it like before
anymore, with a hand mill, oh, ouch, ouch, it takes fore"t:f. And, of course,
l no longer have the strength: with the blender, it goes fast. It takes no ef
fort. But when you had to mm and turn and hIm . . . oh, now I don't think
I could do it like that anymore! Keep in mind, though, that I still have it,

the hand mill, I keep ii, I can't throw anything 3way. (Laurence)
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serving a relative or a neighbor. The generalization of a wrinen trans
mission in place of oral communication entails a profound reworking of
culinary knowledge, a distancing of tradition, just as pronounced as the
movement from the soup pot in a hearth or on the wood stove to elec
tric or gas appliances.

The Imposition of the Nome

With electric kitchen appliances, masculine mechanization, its techni
cal organization, its machines, and its logic have entered women's kitch

As for the naming of dishes, the fourth entry in our multiple dictionary,

ens, without really allowing them to adapt these machines to their time

it presents a double configuration according to its place of origin. ln the

honored body techniques, by authoritatively imposing on them a new

current collections of recipes aimed at housewives, the name of the dish

relationship to things, other modes of organization, and thus new ways

is descriptive: "saddle of rabbit with mustard," "low-fat stuffed toma

of reasoning. Yet, nowhere does one receive a systematic initiation into

toes," "'chocolate cake." In her private sphere, the cook acts accordingly

the use of these domestic robots, so that, according to their makers and

and proposes "sauteed veal with carrots" or "eggplant with chickpeas"

repairmen, families do not take advantage of all the possibilities of their

to her guests. Her language becomes even more modest when she offers

equipment; in the first months following the purchase, the frequent cause

one of her own dishes: "Oh, r just made do with what I had on hanel.

for warranty claims is not a malfunction or a manufacNring defect, but

No, it doesn't have a name, it's JUSt some celeriac and red cabbage with

a misunderstanding of how the appliance works. It is true that reading

cubed bacon." Her analytic title tells how and with what the prepara

the operating instructions is often no help: they are often obscure texts,

tion is made, in direct relation to an action, but nOt specifying a unique

inaccurate, badly translated from a foreign language, written according

way of operating. The essential remains silenced, hidden in the anonymity

to a logic better adapted to a repair technician than to an average woman

of the author, who does not claim status as inventor or creator-no, she

user, in other words, comprehensible if one has a minimum knowledge

simply "made do with a few things"-and who does not believe for an

of electromechanics and unresponsive to practical questions posed by a

instant that her idea could possibly be known about outside the closed

user keen on obtaining a particular result or of carrying out a particular

circle of her family. Cuisine that is not baptized is found in the private

operation.IJ

life of ordinary people.

The entrance of these appliances into kitchens has changed the pro

In restaurants, on the contrary, the higher their status, the more the

cedures of preparation, cooking, and preserving; it has thus had a direct

menu proposes mysterious dishes with pompous names whose reading

effect on the language of recipes. It has introduced the quantification

generally provides no information; one must humbly resort to the help

and unification of measures (weight and volume), as well as the preci

of a maitre d', who is a trifle condescending, to get an explanation of

sion of cooking times and temperaNces. Hence, a certain impoverish

what "veal Orloff" or "Ruy Bias cake" is. Here the name is used to veil

ment of vocabulary and the erasing of numerous small procedures (how

or theatricalize, thus to intrigue and cloud, and the customer must blindly

to know how hot an oven is, how to avoid having mayonnaise Nrn, how

order unknown words that will become dishes filling him or her with

to successfully make whipped cream) whose secret will disappear along

satisfaction.

with the memory of the older generation. By the same token, the recent

This remains a heritage of the two previous centuries: the end of

custom of finding an exact indication of proportions and cooking times

the ancien regime brought with it the end of the table of princes and

in recipes renders many manuscript recipes, written as synopses with a

nobles; their cooks turned toward the new clientele made up of the bour

loose sense of proportions, difficult to understand (often there are only

geoisie and flattered its palate with noble names and princely tenns ("veal

the names of ingredients as in the following: "take some butter, flour,
and eggs and make

a

rather flexible dough by watering it down with some

milk, then . . . , etc."), recipes that were passed down from generation to
generation, witnesses of a period when apprenticeship was done by ob-

supreme a la Grand-Conde," "turbor a la royale"), to raise its common
rank to these semantic heights.'4 The gastronomic discourse of Grimod
de La Reyniere and other followers then takes over and assumes the power
of naming, based on false historical references or through allusion to the
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contemporary world of artists and theater:1S thus, "pears Belle Helene"

Chapter 1 4

and "peach Melba" will come down to us without our knowing for cer

"Whon It Como. Down to It,
Cooking Worrlo. Mo

tain the circumstances of the dish's creation or those of its naming. For

• • •n

certain of these names, there was soon a movement, as a ransom of suc
cess, toward becoming common nouns: bechamel, charlotte, and so on.
Alongside this naming process still subsists that of geogrnphic borrow

-

ing, or regional references, halfway between the pretentious and savant
lexicon of gastronomy and that, both modest and descriptive, of ordi

The following is the complete text of one of the interviews solicited on

nary practices. This type of name-"chicken basquaise," "Norwegian

feminine culinary practices. Marie Ferrier collected and transcribed this

omelette" -indicates a place of origin, whether real or fictitious; unlike

discussion with Irene, who was forty-four at the time. Born and raised

the discourse of gastronomy, it does not use names of people, and unlike

in a Francophone country, Irene has lived in Paris for more than twenty

ordinary cuisine, it is not strictly analytic and explanatory. It designates

years. She has always worked full-time and is currently a private secretary

someplace other than here without offering a Jacob's ladder leading to

in a publishing company. She is married to Jean, a writer and translator.

social heights.

Their daughter Sarah was ten at the time of the interview. Jean has two

On March 8, 1941, twenty days'6 before committing suicide by
drowning herself in a nearby river, Virginia Woolf wrote in her journal:
"Occupation is essential. And now with some pleasure I find that its
seven; & must cook dinner. Haddock & sausage meat. I think it is true
that one gains a certain hold on sausage & haddock by writing them
down." These words constitute the last entry in her diaryY It is perhaps
from having received this final position, at the end of a life of internal
suffering and writing, that these stripped sentences gain their force. They
do not seek to explain the fundamental link (in our cultural universe)
between a woman, cooking, and her language. They record it.
The nourishing arts have come down to us from the depths of the
past, immobile in appearance in the short term, but profoundly reworked
in reality over the long term. Provisions, preparation, cooking, and com
patibility rules may very well change from one generation to another, or

sons from a previous marriage, Emmanuel and Pierre, who were eight

een and sixteen at the ti me and lived with their mother's family.I
Marie: Do you cook every day?
Irene: Every night.

Marie: For three people?
Irene: For three people. Well, it depends. We haven't had much COmpany
over latdy. I guess it depends on the rime ofyear.

Marie: For instance?
Irene: There

are

times when il's easier

to

have friends over. At one point,

for example, we had some neighbors over. The young woman worked
and was going back to school and, very often, when I rerurned horne
at nighL, her husoond would be over here with the children and we
i prompru dinner together, bur
would decide to share in making an m
that's all over. Now it's often only the three of us. \-Ve don't have

from one society to another. But the everyday work in kitchens remains

time for visits, except maybe on Sarnrdays, when one or the other of

a way of unifying matter and memory, life and tenderness, the present

Jean's sons comes over for dinner.

moment and the abolished past, invention and necessity, imagination and
tradition-tastes, smells, colors, flavors, shapes, consistencies, actions,
gestures, movements, people and things, heat, savorings, spices, and con
diments. Good cooks are never sad or idle-they work at fashioning the
world, at giving birth to the joy of the ephemeral; they are never finished
celebrating festivals for the adults and the kids, the wise and the foolish,
the marvelous reunions of men and women who share room (in the world)
and board (around the table). Women's gestures and women's voices that
make the earth livable.

Marie: \Vell, how does it work out? In other words, on a day when, if you
like, there are only the three of you, or one when people come for an
impromptu meal, your neighbors, or even the day when you have
friends over, do you do things very differently?

Irene: Well, first, it:'; Jean who does the shopping. So when it's just the three
of us, we make vague plans: he'll buy some meat, some fish, and a
veget:lble. We make vague plans as to what he will get. And then, when
we're expecting guests, I

..

. we make more precise plans: I make: a

get back al night, there's

a

surprise waiting for me: 1 make do with

list so as not TO forget anything because, more often than not, when I

what Jean has bought. Besides, it:'; very convenient for me to find the
m
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shopping done because, in the past, 1 USi:d [0 kave work latc and then
all the ston:s would be closed, so 1 had to manage with almost nothing.
Marie: I see.
Irene:

Now, it's much euier. .

Morie:

Irene:

You didn't ha\'c it Ithe shopping} organized on a weeldy basis or some
thing along those lines . . . ?
Not at all! I always just took it onc day al a lime. \Ve11, on Saturdays
and Sundays, when I'm home, I would often do something more elab
orate, for example, a 1)I)[-au-feu or a dish that would last through l\'lon
day and Tuesday. So, at me beginning of the week, I very often had
some leftovers, or I would make soup that would bst twO or three
days. A few years ago, I used to make soup pnlctically every other
day. . . ,Ve would get up everyday at the same time, 7:00 A.M., ;Jnll l
would �Iways Olake soup in the morning, well, t:very other morning,
in �ny case. Now, we're much lazier; we get up at 7:30, so I never
make soup anyJllorc in the morning, and at night, I have to m:mage
with what's here.

Marie: Bur,
Irene:

�VVhen It Comes

Cooking \\forrics Me . . . "

Down to it, Cooking Worries Me . . ."
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Irene:

On Wednesdays, when it 50 happens that she's here, and during teach
ers' soikt:s, very often you pick up one of Sarah's friends, whose par
ents bmh work, so they can have more fun together.

1ean:

But then, I at least go so far as to make some past:l!

Irene:

Yes, rou go so fur as 10 make pasta! Very nice! (Sh( Iollgh!.)

Marie:
Irene:

Do you make inStant mashed potatoes, too?
No. Gh'en that they already eat quite a bit, I avoid making any. Unless I really . . .

Marie: Unless by accident?
Jean:

I hate instant mashed potatoes!

Irene: (Sbt IllIIgbs.) No, but I make a very simple and t3st cuisn
i e. I don't

spend more than half an hour. In any case, I have a pressure cooker
that I use a lot; for vt:getables, it's very practical, well, vegetahl es are
really good made in it, then . . . r use it daily and I arrange it so that I
can make things that get done quickly. I can't have any fun making
very elaoornte dishes. In the end, even when there are guests, I make
a cuisine that docs not take tOO much time. On Sarurdays, I some
times tell myselfthat I'm going to tlIke more care, but that . . .

it's you who cooks, though, Jean docs the shopping, but . . .

He does the shopping, but the cooking, no.

Jean:

lnine: \\Then J make things that are tOO complicated, I worry and I ruin
everything, so it's fO my advantage fO make simple things. "\Then it
comes down fO it, cooking worries me, I don't know why.

Jean:

I've done it once, I think.

Irene:

You once madc an extr:lordinary soup that cveryone still rcmembers,
really! (Shr umghs.)

Jean:

A tomato soup!

Irene: Yes, but it's about the only time tim you did any real cooking.

Well,
when I have meetings after \I'Ork and I get home late at night. he man
ages well enough to feed himself and Sarah. Tht:n it's the dasric sort
of lIleal: mashed potatoes and fried eggs. Besides, it's the local Sarah
prefers. Sht:'s completely delighted!

Marie:

Yes, that's amazing, we've had many reactions just like that. \\Then
people cvoke the d�� when they stayed home all alom: with their fa
thers, they said it ended up being a celebration. Tht: kind of family
hierarchy that is established when the w holt: family is together, with
the father, mother, and children, such a hkrarchy falls ap�rt the day
when only the futhcr is there, and so it becomes � kin d of celebrJtion.

Jean:

"Veil, for mc, I kind of, I hate inst:mt mashed pot:l tocs! But (hr II/lIght)
Sarah loves it, it's no problem !

Irene:

Yes; in the end, you make these bnds of meals when there's a strike
going on, during a teachers' soike, for example, very often when there's
a school strike.
but the other day. I wanted to make something else, but Sar.lh
didn't want to!

1ean: Yeah,

But it's pt:rfectly fine thar way!

Marie: In the end, I

think it's much more a question of being accustomed to
making complicated things, nlore elaborate things, in any cast:.

of cook
cookbook, except for very, very simple things. On Sat
urdays, I still sometimes take the trouble, especially when Jean's kids
are coming to eal, because they are very heany eaters. They're hig
boys, eighteen and sixteen, so you have to give them something solid
to eat, �nd there's no question of skipping a meal. And then, we take
our time a little bit more on Saturdays. On Saturday nights, it's almost
a celebration when one of them comes over. Afterwards, we spend
the night playing games; or we discU5s things together. At times like
this, I m�ke a little more effort, but I never make very complicated
things.

Irene: Yes and also I fed sort of inhibited: I'm absolutely incapable
ing without a

Marie: J see.
Irene: l\That I really like about

having company ovcr is having guests who
are no bother, who can StOP by unexJlectedly; that way, fOU can serve
whatever and you manage \I'ith what you find in the fridge. If I have
guests whose visit makes me worry, for whom J have to min!.: alrc:ad)'
in the morning about a meal I'm going to rna!.:e mat night, that rt:
ally bothers me. I don't know, whcn it comes down to it, I don't re-
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aUy fcel very much at ease in the kitchen. Like nowhere else, re�lly.

dren. \Vhen you have a family with twO or mree children, you assign

However, I do quite a few things; I sew and knit, but always with pat

a well·defined role to each one; aft-erwards, they have a lot of trouble
trying to break out of it. It's something that I've discovered very rt:

terns. In the end, I'm not very inventive.

cencly: when it comes down to it, I had been completely trapped in a

Marie: And it's the same thing in the kitchen? You follow the cookbook

certain role.

fuithfully?

Irene: Yes, yes, I follow the cookbook. I have more o f :a tendency to sim
plify rather man

ro

complicate things! It's very rare: thal . . . 1 would

really like to have more freedom, to be able in faCt to improvise, to

Morie:

much of a mutc!), over! I have never done much cooking for the sim

ple reason that when you come home at 8,15

P.M.,

you're not going

You were the youngest?

Irene: No! I

was

the oldest! I was the oldest!! But I don't know, in me end,

my . . . my sister, who is twO years younger than I, fulfilled more of a

fed at easc. \¥hen it comes down ro iI, it's a domain that T don'I have

leadership role, if you like, in this kind of domain.

Jean: And then she's a housewife too!

to start preparing a complicated menu! And on Sundays, we're often

Irene: She got her freedom more than I did, and earlier. Me, I got my free.

not al home, we go on a picnic, or we go to see my stepfather, so

dam very, very lare; I remained for a very, very long time subject to

there are rebtively few occasions [0 make truly refined meals.

my mother's authority, while my sister, she rebelled and left- home
much earlier! She gOt married earlier too, and had children; she got

Jean: \\Then we go camping, you don't take your cookbook!

her housewife life and she has a certain misU'ess-of·the·house author.

Irene: You're right! But there, we really make an ultrasimple cuisine! \\Then

ity mat I myself do not have. I have the impression, though, that, for

you go camping, the advantage is that everything tastes good, even

me, the role of the mistress of the house has always been a secondary

the mashed pota[Ocs!

role, because in the end, I never stopped working full-time.

Jean: That's true!
Irene: And so there you don't mind caring a soup mix, which you would never
do at home!

Morie:

"

(Sbt "lIIgbr.)

Marie: Well, yes . . .
Irene: When it comes down to it, I never stopped working! My longest va
cation was my maternity leave. I would have really liked to have had

So, what happc:ned� I mean, didn't you learn, when you were young,

a second child in order to have a second maternity leave! It's [rue, to

how to cook?

have a long, long vacation, that was something. It's a nostalgia that

Irene: No, I didn't learn when I was young. \Ve went to a home economics

lasts a long time and becomes more and more pronounced. Now, if

school for a fewyears, but you don't learn a whole lot n
i such a school.

only I could take three months of vacation n
i a row. I would really be

At home, my mother did the cooking. Or my sister. There was SOrt
of a division of labor; she did the cooking and I did the dishes and
those sorts of things.

Marie: But why? Because you didn't like it or your sister liked it more, or
for some other reason? (A longrilroufllluws.)

very, very happy.

Morie:

Irene: It happened to me JUSt once and it passed very, very quickly because,
at that time,Jean wasn't working, he didn't have a book in progress,

Irene: I feel it's !J«ause that was the way the roles had been assigned to us.

so we used to go for strolls and we walked a lot during mat period. It

It had been decided-which seems very dangerous now, in retro·
spect - that .ht had more imagination,

rbr

was very nice, but I never really led me life of a housewife.

had more creativity, so

she fulfilled this kind of role, and mat I fulfilled other kinds that were
more organizational roles and that sort of thing. Ortnt t1l1phllsi::.rs the

pronOlln she hrrt in hrr spufh.)

Jean: It's the same thing with my sons, isu't it? Pierre cooks. Emmanuel is
younger!l

Irene: Yes, but Pierre is a bit of a heany eating gounnet, while Emmanuel
will eat JUSt about anything.

Jean: Yes, but I assume it comes from the same motivation.
Irene: Yes, I don't blow if it could be the same source! In the end, vcry, very

often, I think that parents gi\'e a role, aS5ign a fixed role to mciT chil·

And what did you do during this long vacation? Did you lead me life
of a housewife, did you cook?

Marie:

OK.

Hold on, about what you were saying earlier: "in the end, he

cooks because he is a hearty eater." Is it, well, aren't being a hearty
eater and liking to cook in fact linked? Are you a hearty eater yoursc!P

Jean: That's very Strange. (fran ond /l'1ori( spokt at the romt timt.)
Irene: What did you mean?
Jean: For Pierre, it's Strange because, when he was very young, very little,
he abhorred cating. It was a devil of a job to get him to swallow some·

thing. He WliS as thin as a rail.

(Hrrt tbrrt U!OS 011 inauJiblt 1mtmet on

fbt ta/W.) Afterwards, it was the exact opposite; he bcc;ime enormous

and he started eating like a pig. He had a fear of not getting enoug�,

-
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which was absolutely pathetic when you saw him. He 31w3)'5 had his
hands in the pot.

to

deney to be in a hurry and
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me to remain

seated, to take C1Irt of her 31 l ength , and I think that has hten very,
very beneficial for hcr.

Irene: II was really unpleasant because his worry and his greed .
Jean: And he became a real gOllrmand." Now he's a real gounnet.

Jean: Oh, tht bath, too, that always lasted a long time.

Irene: The least thing we brought to the table, he was all over it, He was al

Irene: Yes. And then Sarah also benefited from the fact tha r you were hallie

ways afraid of not getting enough, he always wanted

to

have more

than c,'cryom: else. It's Jean's scrond son, Pierre, who is sixteen.

a lot, compared ro othtr children whose mother works, be<.'3use it ClIn
be a

serious problem when children COme home from school and no

one is there. ""hen it comes down

Marie: Yes.

to

it, when Sarah comes home,

you are generall y there, or, if you're nOt, it's beCllUSC

Irene: Well, gQllmlllllriist, you Imow, I've always thought that it was consid

ered a sin. That:'; perhaps too strong, but in the tml, earing well

\,\'115

judged as somerning secondary. It's part of this whole Protestant and
puritan tradition in my family: we ate because we had to, but gOll,.·

'Illmdisr was frowned upon.

Marie: I sec. So your family is Protestam?
Irene: Yes, ye.�, ycs. But for Sarah, when she likes something, I'm reaUy happy,

of special cir

cumstances.J (Silm«.)
Marie: And in terms of the preparntion offood itself, how do rou feel abour
it? Is cooking pleasurable?

Irene: It is only recendy that I am taking pleasure in cO()king. I'm rather
anxious, if you like, anxious not to mess up what I'm making. For ex
ampl e, for a very, very long time, , never m ade desserts. It's only been
since Sarah started liki ng them that we

make any, because Jean, you

1'111 �cstatic, you sec! But at home, that'S someth ing that wasn't given

didn't like them very much and before, when I was by myself, it was

much support. And my mother was always in a big, big hllrry; she

not really worth the trouble ro make desserts. So it was really some

had a busy, busy life

thi ng barred from Illy experience . . . 1 really hne trouble taking pleas

because my father had his own small business
and she hclIX'<I him a lot. She never had vcry much time to (,:ook; meals
were rather speedy affairs! \¥ben it comes down to it, meals here are
a bit more relaxed. We ha,'e l ong, drawn-out meals! In the morning,

for breakfast, all three of us eat rogether; since Sar.lh likes to t:lke her
time, we ger up u 7:30; she leaves for school at 8: 15, so we have plenty
of time ro eat together. At night, we dine peacefully: of course, I do
the cooking r.lther quickly beClluse, in my heanofheans, 1'111 a rather
pr.lcriCllI and speed-oriented woman. I don'r ger weighed down in
the details, I'm very e�edient; whatever I do, I do it quickly. Then,

at the table, we take our time. \¥hen it comes down ro it, we have a

rather rich bmily life from this point ofview. We spend quite a bit of
time togtther in proportion to

other people. \-Ve see each other for

quire 3 while in the morning and again at night, C\'en more so now that

Sarah is older and goes to bed at 9:30 P.M.; so that leaves us a lirtle
more freedom. Last year or two years ago, she had to go to bed earlier
:lnd rhat cut down the amount of time thar we could spend togtther.

Marie: Yes, that's oftcn the probl em with children.
Irene: Bur from that puint of view, I think Sarah has been relatively lucky:
you see children already in day cart right after birth, but she was al

rtady three months old when we put her in. In the end, I was always
able 10 spend a g(){)d bit of rime with her. For example, she stayed on

the bottle for � very long timt. I even had friends who made- run of
me becausc I still g:<i"e her a bottle when she could have drunk very
well from a cup; but it was a momtnt when we were together, when I
really did nothing else but take care ofher. Since I usually have a ten-

ure in c(){)king, because when it comes down to it, I'm
enough

not relaxed
or sure enough of myself. Maybe later on I will be less wor

risome and calm enough, in fact, to invem some things and to do it

with pleasure. Bur, for the moment, this is not me case, be<.""3use it's a

domain where I do not feel at all ar ease. So I just cook, that's all.

There are some thinb'"S I do rather well-soup, for example. l make
some soups that are pretty good.

Jean: Dh, they're very good. Your green vegetable soups aTC delicious.
Irene: Yes, hur for orner things . . . Well, when we eat something good, some

thing that is a success, I get the impression it's jusr hy chance. It's JUSt

lucky.

Jean: No, you' re ki dding. You make s simple cuis ine, but it's vel)' good. Just
go into a few res taurants and you'll see!
Irene: Dh, you're just too nice! (Silmrr.)

Jean: No. l like eithcr vcry simple cuisine or very elalJorate cuisine.
Marie: Really?

Jean: \¥hen I say very claboTatt, J lIIean dishes made in a wood stove, with

s�uces, with hay leaves, a eoun bouillon that takes forty-five minutes
to make . . . The day I made my famous tomato soup, 1 spe
nt three
hou:s on i�
. I dirtied up the whole kitchtn, I s�ined all sorts of things,
the I11gr�hents were all over the place, I mixed a little of this with
a
little of th�t, and it was delicious, but now thar I think of it, you
didn't
like it very much.

1)0
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Irene: Ob, that's not true!

Irene: Oh yes! Yes, yes, yes, all by myseiP. There I at least have my siSler's

recipes! \Ve spent some spring vacations n
i the country with my sister;
there were Ulany children who loved custard, so she used 10 make
them every day. We had fresh milk from a farmer neXI door, so it was
really nice. She uscd to make about five pints of custard every day,
either caramel, or vani lla, or chocolate, and I started to make somc

Marie: That mUSt be why he never tried it again!
Irene: Oh, conic on, we still talk aboUl it! Your soup has become legendary!
Jean: Paul didn't even notice it.6
Irene: \Vhy, was Paul even there?

too. Sometimes they're not b�d OIl all.

Jean: Yes! You see?
Irene: I don't remember who we ate with anymore, hUl I remember that we
all found it delicious. (Silmu.)

Jean: Yes, I managed 10 gCI some down!
Roe:

Marie: If I understand it right, when you have a lot of people over, people
who you don't know well, or at least several unexpected people, it's a

problem?

Jean: That's changed because you used to get really nervous

twO or three

years ago.

Jean: No, I have co have basic ingredients like durum wheat, for a pie cruSt
Irene:

A pie crust isn't too complicated to make . . . (thm, in Il htritllting tOllt)
that might be within my reach.
�

sine. I prefer simple cuisine,

Jean: Well, yes! Before, you used to be trembling two hours ahead of time.
Irene: I don't know. I guess it's somethi ng I gOt from my Ulother: she gets

horrible anxiety when she wants to do somethi ng well.
Marie: I think when you do something you're nor used to doing, something

do every day, you're always a little afraid of not succeed
ing. I know I'm me same way when I cook.

you don't

Marie: I usually don't cook.' Sometimes, when I invite friends over, I would

I really would, but I get anxious. In

reality

, you mcss things
up much more easily when you get anxious. I think it's vcry much a
question of habit. (Silt1lce.) In other words, when you do somcthing
regularly, or something dose [0 it, you become aCCUSlomcd to it and
you can occas ionally add a minor ingredient to it, [0 improvc on it or
JUSt to modify it slightly. But I don't think you can do it when you
don't have enough regular practice.
Irene: Yes, perhaps. Sarah really likes chocolate mousse, and she begs mc to

often, so my chocolate mousse ends up not being

that only resembles a real Burgundy.
Marie: \Vho takes care of the wine?
Jean: Well, we don't take care of it! I gave up! I gave up because, in order
to have real smooth ones, you have to go directly to a wine co-op or

I don'l know where . . .

past, there was a wine cellarman on our streel who was . . .

Jean: Oh, h e wem bankrupt!
Irene: No, that's not true! He did not go bankrupt.
Jean: He sold his stock.
Irene: That's not the sallie thing at all! He couldn't find a way of training
someone else to replace him, which happens often around

here and
it's very sad. Shops close and no one comes n
i to take their place.i
Since then, anyway, we buy wine, hut most of the time we just drink
ordinary table ....ine . . .

Jean: Yes, because in Paris, buying a good boule does not depend first of
all on

tOO bad after all.

the price: you can have a fifteen-dollar bottle of wine9 that is
To huy re
ally good wine, you have to kno.... the producers. It's not the case
with me, becausc I don't know any.
utterly revolting and an inexpensive one that is excellent!

Jean: It's actually quite good.
Irene: He doesn't even like it! Too bad for me!

at least there are no snags. Just like with
table wine rather than a Burgundy

....ine. I prefer 1'0 have a mediocre

Irene: In the

Irene: Really?

make it very, very

�

Jean: Me, I'm too difficult, if you like, co appreciate a h alf-and-half cui

Irene: You think so?

10,

Yes, YOli did manage 10, thalS it. But otherwise, with cakes, I �bsolutely
never make them. It's so happened that I've made some pies coo, but
pretty rarely, because there tOO, yOll don't really like them . . .

[part bride], that's alL

Irene: Yes, it makes me a little anxi ous.

like
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(She laughs.)

Marie: Do you make other desserts?
Irene: Pretty rarely. On weekends, you know, I make custards, or chocobte

mouSSes and things like that. But cakes, I never make them!
Morie: And the custards, you make them all by yourself, or . . . ?

Irene: Yes, our friends who buy good wine most often buy it directly from

the producer.
Jean: 'Veil, the Denis' wine is not excellent!
Irene: But it was good. the wine we had there.
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ucer is a wine that
buying directly from the prod
Morie: WhM you often get
is �sincere."
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Irene: The other day you brought hack some stingray, so, to make stingray
in brown buner sauce, I first looked in a cookbook. You had to make

a coun bouillon and that would have taken a long time. Finally, I found
a recipe that was much faster and it was delicious! The risk of having

Irene: Yes, yes.

Jean do the shopping according to his mood of the moment is that

the same?
Morie: But you know wines all

very well, but I ap; you can't say I know them
,
,
Irene: I know them a linle
.
I don t appreclale
e,
.
mak
isine I
ase, with the cu
'"""'
l . In ,"y ...
.
preClate wile
·f
h�re
I t
I find that it's good, especially
it very often. It's very rare that
It's
ther
whe
e
judg
alll
I
us,
three of
are guaits! lNhen it's just the
good or bad. Otherwise .

do so?
Morie: You're tOO nervous to

. 11� when it's not me
. le, eSfJCcm
i terms of Wil
Irene: Oh, I don't know. But n
.
. e Lt evcn more.
eCiat
appr
eciate it,
who chooses them, I can appr
s well, let's say,
d's house, someone who cook
Morie: \N"hcn you dine at a frien
you can appreciate it?
re not all that interested?
Morie: Thus, in terms of fo,od you'
i
I can be somewhat of a hearty uter
Irene: No, that's nOt it. In fact,
in terms of
not really sure about yourself
Morie: OK, it's just that you are
cooking.
Irene: Yes, that's it.

will eat every
I suppose you decide whn you
Marie: So, for making dinner,
.
buys
n
tjea
day more or less based on wha

isions we have left and then de
n the morning we see whn prov
Irene: y,
for eumple. But Jean has the
,
table
buy some type of vege
ci
d also
or vegetable that he wants, base
freedom to buy the meat, fish,
ght
brou
has
he
I just make do with what
on what he finds, and at night
.

�� \0

b,de

t know
some kind of meat that you don'
Marie: Doesn't he ever bring back
how to cook?
my cookbooks.
1I1to my reCIpes and rush to
Irene: Oh yes but I Just dive
thiS?
with
can we make
(Sh Jnu hs) I ask myself. what
ared it . (S,squid and it was I who prcp
Jean: Ah, but one day, I bought
1m«.) Don't you remember?

�

. .

lrine: No!

trouble to cook! (He laughs.)
Jean: So it's no use taking me

Irene: It's JUSt to discourage you!

he brings hack things that don't go well tOgether, so you sti
l l have to
have certain provisions on hand that allow )'Ou to match thillgs, sea

son well, and supplement too. For example, you have to have enough
onions, garlic, tomatoes, and things like that to make do very quickly.

Marie: 15 there a great variety in what you make, or is it always preny much
the same things over and over?
Irene: I try to vary things a little, but when it comes do\\-'ll to it, my cooking
is pretty monOtonous, after all.
Jean: It Starts getting expensive to buy other vegetables or other meats, such
as munon or leg of lamb, or a beef filet.
lrime: Yes, we do tOO buy mutton! Hilt we buy neck meat or cuts like that.
We do tend to buy inexpensivc meats. We never buy veal. lNhen we

Irene: Oh, yes, yes!

�

"

eciated, we have
soup that was not justly appr
Mane: So, after the tomato
!
the squid that left no trace

buy pork, it's generally a loin, but we very rarely make TOast beef, all
the more so since we get the chance to eat good meat when we're n
i 
vited here or there! (Sht umghs.) That allowti us to save money at home.
Ami besides, we don't eat meat every day! For example, when I make

a meat dish on Saturdays, and when I make enough, it so happens
that we hne it for three days even. If I make neck of mutton or a
pot-au-feu or sonlething like that, we can have it for three days, but
interspersed with other things: for example, we eat it on Sarurday,
but not on Sunday, then on Monday and then again

on

Vlednesday.

At least there's some alternation! But you can't say we have an ex

tremely v:uied menu.
Jean: No.
Irene: We eal a good deal of potatoes, rice, pasta, beans, split peas, lentils,
or things like that . .
Morie: When you have a dish like that rou say that you "eat it for three
days." Is it exactly the same dish? You put it in the fridge, and you
rehe�t it, or do you ch�nge it along the way?
Irene: That depends! There arc things that an"! just fine rcheated; for in
stance, we had made-I had made-some beans, a cassoulct. ""ell,
I heated them up the first time, and it was a little dry; the second
time, I heated them up in a tomato saLLce that I'd made beforchand,
and it was much better! Or, when we have roast pork, the first time,
we eat it JUSt as a roast; the second time, we have it cold or heated up

in a sauce; and finally, I make a shepherd's pie with what's left or some
thing like that with ground meat; I add onions and garlic, things like
that.

>
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w well: for instance to
basic recipes that you !mo
Marie: E.ven so, you nave
look in your
beans, you don't have to
add a tomato sauce to the
cookbook.

se, I didn't need to look
ething I invented: of cour
Irene: No, that's just som
make a
ple, with leftover fish, I can
exam
in my cookbook. And, for
.
every last bit.
use
ly
real
we
souffle You see,

book do
Marie: What kind of cook

you use?

that is very wdl done,
Mapie Toulollse·Lautrec
Irene: I have a little book by
e in thirty or forty
mak
can
you
�ith menus
with recipes that arc fast,
I get recipes frocn
n
The
it.
in
gs
of thin
or fifty mirlUt�. I find a lot
alines cOIne un
late in my office. The m3g
Ell" which we get a little
ago. We get
left for Canada a long time
der the name of a guy who
patterns
ting
mit
late: mere, I generally get
them twO or three months
ht be
mig
that
pes
interest me, simple reci
and I uke the ret:ipe5 that
,I
ping
shop
goes
s or Sundays, beforc Jc:an
useful to me. On Saturday
e
mak
and
gs
thin
vary
to
recipes just to try
often take a look at these
.
rent
diffe
g
ethin
try to make som
sOinething new. That way, I
y, SOlnething you've
t into something new easil
Marie: And do you jump righ
never done? WIth pleasure?

llcr.)

Yes, I like it. (Silt
Irene: Yes! I have a lot of fun!

have any others?
particular cookbook; do you
Marie: So you have thn one
or something like
d Tbr RrcifHs ofAunr Murit,
Irene: Yes, I have a book calle
ple, hints on
exam
for
,
where I can find
that: it's the classic hardback
incorrectly
n
give
are
that
always given or
cooking times that are not
in the other book.

es recipes that
tl of Aunt Munt, for me, it evok
Marie: This title, Thr Rrdp
ted
would be rather complica

.

quite easy,
Irene: Oh, no, they're really
EJ/t,
Marie: And the clippings from

Irene: Jean,

Jean: Just some nice pictures!

1 don't agree!

.
twa very, very nice boys, and they had some troubl, " 0
·n _L
:
• uc:3IlS.
.. h
..g
melr
.
It was reaIIy touching.

Jean: One of them even asked for more! I don't know how he did it!

(lAllght".)
Irene: S? I've had a few misad,'enrures. Another time, I made a dessert with
�rsch, but I put ten times too much kirsch in it. The result was hor
nble. And the same cousins were there!

Marie: They have no luck!
Irene: :n�se guys are really very, ,·ery nice, and asked for more again' sayIIlg It was very good.

Marie: Maybe they like kirsch!
Irene: Ahybc: they do like kirsch! . . . (SiJmu,follmL·td by un illt�ption ·u:hilt

turning tbt rassrttr ouu.)

.

h the women at your office?
Marie: VV"hat were we talking about�. Oh, yes, W
it

Irene: Yes, it so happens that we talk a little about cooking or things like

.
that. But m the end, I have ne,·er asked them fur r·,·
'-", I've gotten
... ,p···
.
f
.
teClP.es �m a. COUSin or my sister: in fact. for the custards, I imitated
my slsters reclpe, and since then they turn out much better than fol
.
.
lowmg
thc reCIpe from £lIt or from other books.

Marie: Yes, I think that, generally, recipes we receive like that are often bet
ter than cookbook recipes.



i the end, they're probably better adapted to our situ
Irene: Y�s, perhaps; n

,
cook. Its a real pleasure to go to her placc'. And sh, never pays attcn-

.
. of meat, so she always buys high-qua Ii" things. very,
�on
to the !l�ce
'ery good wmes . . ,

times
er astute things, and other

gs, too!
some very, very simple thin

find that?
with oranges, where did you
Jean: And the sea bream
ple, I also ha,·e the
use-Lautrec. But, for exam
Irene: That was l\-lapie Toulo
you buy all SEB
n
whe
ers;
cook
pressure
book they give out with
OOok.'o
cooker, you also get this
thaI you can
a lot ofvery simple things
them, but
with
cook
i
pie,
e:<am
for
recipes.
play around with. Mapie's

gs ill it,
Irene: There are a lot of thin

I had cooked some dried beans (5hr laughs) and the cooking time was
t� short-there was a printer's error for the cooking time so stu
'

_L
pld!y. . , (sht lallghs)." So we had twO cousins eating with us U
l3t nlg
. ht

Irene: "'Ve eat well pretty often. I have a friend who is a very, very good

are some rath
Irene: No! Sometimes there

.
Marie: Yes. and it's ,·ery practical

� ake .them in a pressure cooker, and so I adapt the cooking times

t
hmgs like that. I once had a bad time with the pressure cooker book:

Marie: Perhaps that tOO, yes. (Silmu.)

are they usable?

just joking around.
that's not oue at all! You're

IJ5

ation.

dead simple!

t! It's mostly for show.
Jean: Well, mey're not grea

r
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Jean: Two incomes. no children -it's only natural!
Marie: Yes.
Irene: Yes. But when we're trening ourseh'cs at h�r
�e. I never nOle
... hOb"
.
down r
�clpcs because: I'm thinking of something else:, or we're doin ·

om �lng �I§e together! I could ask her afterwards, because we se:
�
�
l ::en.! B�t. when i� comcs down to it, I have never asked
:� fu�r:
r pc. C\lIsm�. [h3[s her domain, if)·ou like.
h

Marie: Perhaps you feel a bit that these arc the kinds ofth·mS"S that )'Qu'd nc"er
succeed in making?

...
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Irene: There are some people who I know don't like certain things, so I pay

Irene: Perhaps a litde, yes.

attention to that.

most cxpens;"c things!
Jean: It's just that she uses the

l kes
Irene: No. that's not it, she

i

Marie: You manage to remelOhcr all ofthat?

to·

Irene: Yes, yes. yes! Even so, I try to remember a little what I made the last

time they Clme over. There arc some people who we don't have over
very often, so we end up remembering what we made for them. Those
1 like to have over almost the mOSt are your sons (shr sap, fIIM/ing fa
V.'lIrdJ(/III), b�ause it's a real pleasure to indulge them; we really get
the impression that they appreciate it, these big boys with their big
appetites, so for them, I will ralL.c the trOuble; I will try to make some·
thing that's a little better than usual.

was in it? Some
eCStatic about hcr s�bd, whM
Jean: The d�y you were a\l
. .
ing onglnal.
nuts, some bean sprouts, noth
gO! soml:wherc, she
case, it was II recipe that she
Irene: I don't know. In any
didn't invent it either.
e[abl�, )'OU put
salad recipe? You IlIke I'3.W veg
Jean: How could you get II
toSS It.
U
O
y
e ,;negar, and then
them in II bowl, you add II littl
that . . .
l's nOi oue! There are things
Irene: Of course not! Tha
ther
r all, and (:ertain things go toge
No, there's a way to do it, afte

Marie: Bul for someone whom you don't know, or not "ery well, how do you

decide?

Irene: Oh. I don', know, I flip through my dippinb'S from £)Ir, and I let my·

Marie:

self get Clrried away ,,�th inspiration. Then, in the end, I usually like
to make something new. I'm not really afraid of thro"�ng myself nt
i o
something new, e\'en for str.mgers, beCluse, when all is said and
done, I don't feel that I do any better with things I have already done
than with new things. So, you see, I don't feel that I'm aking many
risks!

bt:-;ner with others.
Irene: Absolutely!

sauce . .
Marie: Variations in the

.

so �mart, you don't seem
Irene: You who think you're
all! You should JUSt try to do it

10

know anything at

yourself!

aordinary, pre·
think her salad W35 all that extr
Jean: N0, because I didn't
,.1\ to
1 n't go "e
d'd
at
h
t
gs
thin
e
e som
ciscly because I

Marie: One question that we have asked ourselves is when, for example, a

•

found there wer

woman so often says to herself, W\Vhat am I going to do for dinner?
'·\'hat am I going to make' Hey, I know, I'll make this-they'll surely
like it!� How can ol\e guess, or weU, what happens in this choice, this
way of deciding? Does it happen to you thar way. to have a son of in
tuition into what 11 certain kind of person will like?

I htrr:)
gether. (ulIg

y!
Marie: That's another stor

She nlakes desserts
she makes really good cuisine,
Irene: Yes' but g nerally
s to have people
like
she
�nd
trouble,
, ,
agam
and then <

h

, e takes the
wdl.

over a lot, and she does it all

(Si/rllu.)

work too?
Marie: Yes. And does she
Irene:

Irene: For people who are close, it's rather ea�y beCluse we know them weI\.

ly enjoy
who have no kids SO they real
.
....ople
, IIC,'re r• • "N.
.
Ycs she wori..".
t
he end,
m
but
,
over
'
s
iend
r
f
ly like to have
:
haying friends over! I real
hke that, un
ghbors used to .::orne over
d . the time when our nei
°'
because I was faced with the ta"
.e - - edIY, I liked it quite a bit
'
d.
al\
h
on
had
I
f gerung by with what .
having to feed si):,people and 0
lL.c
m�
to
g
gOin
was
" le III,nu th�t I
rU
.
So I didn't worry In advance ove
cd
m m�g
I got home; there, I ,ust
n
whe
have
't
over the thingrs I didn
.
were
rs
,
in
th
of
er
b
num
, a flop, it was because a ceTtam
' "as
and 1', It
\Vhen we
elld, it was \"ef)' pIe a �t.
lacking. So it was OK. In the
g that too!
us for a week, I cnd up hkl
h ve friends who stay with
go
orate cuisine, hu we �on t
' e make a slightly more elab
"
tO
e
t I
ll)S III a httl
sisters, she ch
O
much trouble; if it's one of my

�:�

•

:

�

�

�

a helping hand.

�

•

: �:

��u :: ����: :� �::�r�;:;\':'1�:��r:}!:h:�::::;:'

�
Marie:
O
v
y
y, ���
�I
you thmk about . . .
.
who an: corning, do
e
I
p
peo
.L
<e
u
on
mg
depend
i
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Marie: That s
i to say, even if you make something ne\l', you know in ad·

vance that theywill like itl

Irene: Yes! I think so, anyway.

Jean: In other words, when it comes down to it, we don't have any friends

who are gourmetS.
Irene: No! GOflMI/{Wds lik� Claire and Fran�ois, it's better to get invited to

their house, precisely bcCluse they lIIake a very good meal, rather than
inviting them O\'er here!
Marie: Yes, if they come to your house, they know they're not coming to

"eat well,� �fter �1J. They <-"Orne for something else!

Irene: Yes, yes. Moreover, it's very funny, because actually, my friend Claire

was in the hospit:ll for a time, and it so happened thai Fran"ois came
to dinner three times. It was really une:<pccted, because J "'ould he at
her bedside at the same time as he; and, leaving the hospiral, instc3(1

...
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.n

' .. "\Alhy
1m
ld teII h
place to eat :alone, I wou
of kiln going back (0 his
.
11 was en rlY on
house for dinner?" And
don't you come over to our
r guy, w 0 was
e
ing to offer him,
.
da" when there was noth
hospital, he
the
In
.
ln:
I
being said, with Cla
used to caong weII. This
Idn't cook muell.
every day bei;ause he wou
had to eal noodles almost
better than what
bit
e
littl
a
was
Jean'. So ....""thing I made
_C
morc man
Iy cam
. JIy on
oca
self. Finally, Fran�is prac
he usually :lte all by him
, we t O
them
sec
to
rds,
rwa
Afte
illness.
here to eat during Claire's
h.ave morc ee
their house; they already
the old habit of going [0
well when we go there,
"? e [Q m:l><
, ,nd we know we will eat
'-C dlings
.
tim
te gOing to some.
have to say that I apprecia
so It rnakes us happy! I
1.:ing. I I
having [0 worry about coo '
one: else's house to eat, not

� �

Irene: I managc ''Cry well

�

�

thirty-si

-

I have a son of poverty ethic

Jean:

minimum amount of time doing thin�, or not at all! It's not even a
question of time, because mere, you really have the time to peel your
potatoes! 8m you don't mind spending three hours peeling vegeta

bles; in any case, you do it outside. under me trees, and you can look
at the landscape at the same time.
Marie: Yes, thats it, there are other pleasures . . .
Irene: There are other pleasures! You do everything in a more relaxed way'
you ha....e to n
i venl thin� to do the dishes too, beC;luse you have only
cause you have to walk a mile to get more; thngs like that, it's rcaUy

ance], though!

egg whites or things
ht buy a Moulinex to beat
Irene: I thought that I mig
I ba�k. You
ne
noises from the motor held
like that, but the issue of
.
thl�gs by
dom
than
e e....en more tiring
.
see I find that kind of nois
grmd'
ts
tha
and
do,
that's annoying to
,
ha d. There's one thing
me Ie
pped for that. When the�
meat, because I'm poorly equi
meat 0,r
mm
e
mak
to
d
grin
[0
you ha\'e
. wou d
O\'er rk, for example, that
nt
le �mount of effort! �ut It
it really takes an incredib
gs.
thin
of
s
often make these bnd
IIY be worth it because I don't
o
unt
amo
te
that bLkes up an inordina
I would ha....e n appliance
pte
tem
not
ly
real
. good for? Dam! I'm
"
- Id L
space and what wou
to the sma11
iances. Perhaps iI'S linked
appl
n
he
tc
i
k
of
to bu a ton
there?
amount of time I spend

�

��

::

�

�

'

e...
Marie: Yes, that s possibl

i

one container to wash in, and then you have to conserve water be

and I I)refer using elbow
,II. I abhor noiS.Y thinfri
.
beaung my
e of a nlOwr! So I prefer .
nois
the
to
ning
liste
.,.ease than
having an electric gadget.
-.c
I a h,nd whisk nther than
egg Wh-Ites WIU
s,
n aft�rward
es are often annoying to clea
And these kinds of applianc
you
urne
all the
very simple. In the end,
whereas manual ones are
t's also very �Illbe�i
And
.
nup
clea
the
in
sa....e using them, you lose
very big, so It
erns here, after aU; it's not
some. \Ve have space conc
.
ff
sru
f
mbered with a ton 0
would be horrible to be encu
hold appli
a Moulinex (brand of hou.se
You wouldn't mind having

-" "

Well, mere, I'm JUSt like you!

Irene: The camping life, that pleases me enormously; you see, you spend a

0f

�

which surely caml'S down to me from

thing that has never frightened me, on the conlrary.

Marie: Why?

�

invent little tricks, beC;luse you don't have

my Protestant childhood. \Vben it comes down to it, austerity is some

the coffee grinder
tric appliances, except for
No. We don't ha\'e any elec
that we got as a gift.

sruffi':,:;

{O

pots and pans; you only have twO of them. so you have to

i the end with insufficient means;
two, you see. You have to manage n

�

same!

�

x

combine thin� tOgether so that al1 your cooking can be done in just

like that?

Jean:

with what I have. In the end, what I really like is

utensils. So you have

have the pr�ure
of the utensils you use, you
Marte: From the point of....iew
liances, things
app
tric
elec
any
you use
er you use ' 10'. And do
cook

rst
Irene: Because, fi
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when we go camping and ha....e to make do with really a minimum of

really. . .
i other words, for you it's
Marie: Right, n
all the
Irene: for me, it's a worry

"

!

something that pleases me. VVhat displeases me about all these mod�

.

em appiances
l
is perhaps the impression ofwaste. In the end, we prac
tically throw away nothing. you see \Ve have a friend who always

makes fun of us because we have such a tiny trash can: her trash C;ln

is twice as large and she always says to us; "How do you get by with
such a small trash can?" Well, first off, we only have one meal a day
here, and also we throw out very li[de!

Marie: Yes.
lrime: Waste is something dial has always profoundly shocked me.

Jean: That's sort of the reason why I don't do any real cuisine, you have to
ha....e aU kinds of things, pots and pans, it never ends.

Irene: You're the one who should wash thenl if you used them.
Jean: So I have to wash them too, huh?

(Silmu.)
Marie: Yes, that'S one npect of cooking that discourages me too. 1 say to rny�
self, it's such a mess, and then in almost no time, e"cryth.ing disap
pears. I find mat hopeless. (SilnlCt.) And in tenns of shopping? \Vherc

do you shop, whether it's you or Jean? Do you prefer to go

fO

little

shops with shopkeepers who are always the same, or do you change a
lot by frequenting open-air markets or big supermarkets, and so on?

Irene: There are a cenain number of things that I buy 31 a Monoprix [3 large,
widespread supermarkel in France\ that's near my office, because, af-
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terwards, even if I have a very heavy bag, I take me bus right there
and I get home quickly. So, for a certain number of thinbTS, for eco
nomic reasons, even though I have never !;alculated what I could
save-for pasta, coffee, rice, and thinb"!i likt mat, sugar, I buy at Mono
prix. I go mere regularly. Jean never counts on what I buy because, in
me end, if I get OUI of work late, the Monoprix is closed. I know that
I'll find what's needed at home, though, you sec; so what I buy at
Monoprix, it's mostly basic provisions. \Ve used to have a greengro
cer a couple of paces from here who WAS really extraordinary, the lit
tle neighborhood grocer who had good-quality vegetAbles, no more
expensive than at the open-air market, and he also had very good
quality fruit; he gave us quite a bit of good advice on cheeses-he
\\'1IS really marvelous! Then they dosed this summer; we found the
door closed at back-to-sehool time in September, and we looked Out
the window every morning to see if anyone had delivere:d any mi
l k,
but no! He sold out, like all the people in that neighborhood, to a
dothing vendor! So nowJean goes to an outdoor market a bit fanher
away.
Jeon: No! I don't go to the market, I go to . . .
Irene: You go to Felix Potin (a small grocery store], for gro«ries, huh?
Jean: Yes, not for vegetables.

little boxes [ike this; at Monoprix, I bring back huge boxes like this
(sht makts ha1/d gtltllrrs to ilfllStratt). That's impomnt, after all!
Marie: Yes. Ami why Felix Potin, then?
Jean: \.\/hy Felix Patin? Oh, Ocelluse J get a little lost in all the
stores on

rue Ducrot. You have to go to one for cheese: another
for egg:; a
third for milk, and a fourth for \'egetables. So mere,
·
I get vegetables
fro l� the vend?r, neyer the same ones, either, it depends on their
quahty. The pnce, I never pay attention to it, it's alwavs more or
less
.
the same price!

Irene: Thats
' not true.I You should, you could pay more attention!
Jean: Pfllih! YOIl know very well that one pound of C':lrrots is eno
..
Ygh L'
�
'
ten, �
meres onIy the two of US!II 'Vhat's me po'III,>
. '
\
'h
ats the pomt

Jean: Since J change vendors, the prices always change!
Irene: (Shr lallghr.) Yeah, right! I don't think that's "ery ntional but it's no

big deal!

'

Jean: It's not rational, but I consider that, based on our lifestyle, our in

. of vegetables, it's not wonh the effort to choose
come, and the price
the le�st expensive vegetahles!

Irene: Humph . . . OK . .
Jean: One day I

ran into Philippe,'4 who said to me: "Hey, I was at the
other end of the market and it's less expensive!" Fine, then, if it's
cheaper at the other end, OK; I wenr to see: it was less expensiye for
o days and men it was no longet me case. It depends on availabil
:
Ity, chere s no set fule.

�'

comes down ro it, I rarely go.

then the aOllosphere, and the choice too. You have [en kintls ofpor:a
toes �II neX[ to each other, you ha\'c a lot of greens, there's a sort of
marvelous abundancc. It's not liKe a big supennarkct wherc every
thing is sprcad out and offered in a provocative way; at the !Ilarket,
it's proposed in a much more natura! way, much less oSTent:nious,
you see. To get you to buy, the people at the market have to make a
much greater effort, they have to call you o\'cr, and shoUi and make
an unbelievable sales piT!;h, whereas at Monoprix, everything i.� offered
JUST as it is, immobile, without movement. However, I find j\'lonopru
to be very practil'3l to do your shopping very quiCKly. There arc a
certain number of things thllt I do better buying at Monoprix; corn
flakes, for example. ifyou buy them aT Felix Porin next door, you have

•

•

Irene: No, but when it adds up every day, that . . .

Irene: Ycs, it's really deliciuus! r do bring back plenty of things, but when it

Irene: Yo . . . and also a pleasure for other reasons: there: arc the smells, and

•

.
.
n
� saVln� a dIme on 3 two-pound bag
of elIrrots th3t only costS
nmety-mne !;ents?
•

Morie: It's � pleasure, the market, yes . . .

Marie: I mink the market is really a pleasure for the eyes.

•

�

Irene: For vegetahles, you gO down to me rue Ducrot? We each have our

habits, after all. \.\/hen I gu shopping, I go to me rue Saint-Louis ur
the big market on boulevard Davila, where I sometimes go all Sun
d�)'S. That's 3 real market. I really like that a lot!
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Irene: You just go to Felix Patin because it's the closest�
Jean: It is the close�t!
Irene: It's the closest and ir's nther convenient; you're familiar with it alld

you know where to find things.
....,
Jean: Yes. that's it, 1 1
:
..
now where eve�
"'h
i
.,
ng is. But r don" buy a whoIe Iotat

.
.
.
Fcl�x Potm, Wille, always the same, milk, yogUrt, bread, but J don't like
thctr bread because they don't haye britardr [short baguettes): they're
much better than a baguette. ,"I, bread, I buy ;, a I'lit art
f her away.

Marie: And for meat?
Jean;

�h, fOr meat,

I hne a butcher I go to. Always the same. I !;hanged
u ch
t � 1'l> because the nne at the end of the street W35 bad. And I didn't
_ her, wheren
it
1 ke
s over There, H the other place, there's a
l hl.m e
.
charmmg woman. I have alwa""
>v found 'ha, meat I"S aIways herter 3e-

�
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cording to me kind ofperson who sells it, and I have never been wrong.
\¥hen the butche" are nice, male or female-it depends- the meal
is good; when the butchers are disgusting, their meat is bad!

Morie: (laughing) You'd have

to

aboutthe present:ltlon aspect of all this. Is it something that you think

.....e think about it.

Jean: Tonight. for example, I had put the oilcloth on Ihe table and she made

.

Morie: (Ifill laughing) No, but I have me same SOrt 0f reacoons.,

me take i t off and put on the bblecloth." (Laughur.)

Jean: Tn restaurants, well, now I don't cal in reStaurants anymore, 1 don't
really know what they're like anymore; but ten years ag� or more,

\$

when I often atc in restaurants, I by chance noticed that In those that

had red-and-white tablecloths, the food was very good! You know,
the classic rustic 13blecloths.

Irene: No, but for example, we like to li ght �ndles for dinner. Everything
looks better under candlelight. We don't make a lot of effort at deco
ration, but I like it when the table is preny! In any case, from the point

of view of bbleware, we have everything .....e need. Even if I make no
effort to buy kitchen g<ldgets. I still like the dishes .....e have, I ehose

them with �re, I didn't buy just any old thing! They are simple dishes,

Irene: Yes, yes.

because I don't like things thai are too ornate, and I like the faCt [hat

Marie: In fact it's also perhaps a psychological effect: I, too, like to eat on

:

these t blecloths n 101, nnd I'll go into a reSt':lurant more easily if there

are red-and-white checkerboard tablecloths.

we can replace them rather easily, replace broken plates, and so on,
because I don't like to have a set of dishes that is a complete mish
mash either. I like the dishes we have well enough:

Jean: 'Veil, for me, if's not psychologiC3l! I have very fine bste, I'm sure
that the food is bener: it's traditiOll:oiI cuisine, hlanquenes, pm-au-feu,
anything "Ineuniere," those kinds of things.

Marie: E;(actiy. It's really jusl saying that the decor has to be adapted to the
style of cuisine.

they are earthen

ware with simple, somewhat rustic, serving platters. \Ve always bke
i not crowded with a pile of
the O"ouble to see to it that the table s
things,

so

that the leftovers or the vegetable dish are nOI still there

when we're eating dessert.

'Nben i t comes down to it, I don't like

that!

Marie: Yes.

Irene: Yes.

Jean: Now, il's no longer v:IIlid, with all the Borel and other restaurant
chains . . .'. In the past, "Chez INhomever" was good; as if the person

who did the cooking had his honor at sbke and w;lnted absolutely to
maintain the reputation of "'Nbomevcr."

(Ht mrpbaliUJ rbt

"Chn Wbumnm-" tflth timr.)

7L'tmM

Jean: Or Gerard, or Je::m, or . . . I used to know several restaurants

t�at were

called "Chez So-and-so," and it was delicious, no more expellSlVC than

anywhere else. Wilh Borel, though, they don't gi"e a damn! Their

beC3use there

i
s

nO name to defend: they defend

their money, nOI their name.
i terested in
Irene: Yes, all he's n

Irene: I find, though, that there is still a certain hannony in the way we live.
'Ve don't cat lunch in disorder and we don't eat dinner at high speed,
.....e take our rime for meals.19 Jean generally sets the table while I'm

making dinner; there's nOI a lot of v:llriery from one day to the next,
but we still make an effon.

Marie: And the presentation, that

Marie: Yes . . .

is earning money!

Jean: Earning money, ii's just lousy! The guy with a place called "

�

ez
.
mi
Gerard," well, it's a question of his grandfather OT h
iS father or h
self, so he W1lnlS to maintain the name!

Marie: That's true.
Jean:

Marie: Abom this question of checkerboard t:Iblecioths, I W3S just thinking

Irene: Yes. I haven't a lot-we don't sound the depths of imagination, bUI

«(1WI'/y mOils) JUSt tty it and you'll see!

cooking is lousy
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about?

verify that!

Irene: (Sh� (illlghs too.) Yes!
Jean:

"
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1 used to know a lilt!.: rest:lUT3nt, "Che1.Jean," near the ORTF, that
was absolutely delicious ! ' 1 1 used to know one, "Chez . . ." I dun't re
member what, un the place Cortot, that was absolutely delicious!

counts

too, I mean the presenbtion of

dishes.

Irene: Oh, yes! Don't you think so? Yes? (ShtSpr
aks, t/lffltd t()U'ardltan.) For
example. when I set OUI the hors d'oeuvres,
I have fun making things
that are r<lther pretry.

Jean: Yeah.
Irene: , bought a set of pots and pans, among
the must expensive,

that you
c�n easily bring to the tlIble: it's practical
and attractive at the sallle
lime. They m�tch the dishes and it avoids
having to use a pan plus a
serving dish, and so on, you see. But
I wouldn't bring just any old
pan to the t:Ible!!O

Marie: \-\/hen you are cooking, do you th.ink
aboUI the colors you put to
gether? Do you have prcferences
for certain

colors of foods?

Irene: For a time, I had black (Ii�hes �nd I
found them very pretty because
the food really comes out wcll against a

black b:1Ckground. V,Ie change�

jill
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these black dishes later because we couldn't find any more to com
plete the set: it was no longer in fashion! There arc only twO pbtes
left and we use them for lhe cat. You ha\"c no idea how lucky you lire,

It, Cooking Worries M e .
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Irene: No! But tnere are a certain number of things that I don't try to do,
because . . .
Jean: No, but I'm used to it! It all comes from my childnood! We had a

Mr. Cat!

cook who cooked very poorly, who alw:lYS cooked poorly, it was tOO

Marie: He seems ro Imow �caUSl': he purrs like crazy!
lrine: We bought other kinds of pbtr:s, but, for example, I would never use
lhe orange plastic salad spoons ....1th just any salad! J wouldn't use
them for beets, for example. That would be vcry ugly.
Jean: We'll have to change those salad spoons anyway, they ue vile!

Marie: You have earthenware dishes, so I suppose that

greasy, and for her fries, she used oil that had been around for months
and months.21

Marie: A bad memory. . .
Jean: Disgusting! So I've kept a memory of me fries at Saint-Andre! I'm
very sensitive about fries, so I would rather notbawl outmy wife every
rime she'd make some that were bad!

Irene: Listen, that is not true! (Sikllu.)

you

have things in

wood tOO; do you like that kind of style?
Irene: Yes, I have things made of wood; we have some Swedish flatware in a
style that I find very pretty, and vcry simple glasses thal come from
Monoprix but that I find pretty toO and that are easily replace�ble!
Glasses are easily broken so you have to be able to replace them one

by one: we don't have one set of dishes for Sundays and anoth�r for
the rest of the week; we have one set of dishes that are all kept In the

kitchen, and there are relatively few of them. We are not equipped
to have a large number of guests at the same time. \Ve prefcr to re·
ceive people a few at a time, rather than having big gatherings or large
reunions.

Irene: Maybe I could make them well!
.le<!n: Maybe, but there's a risk at stake. (Lwghtrr.)
Irene: But I still haven't found the courage for the last ten years!
Jean: Before, there was a fellow who sold fries JUSt down the street and
they were excellent! When we wanted fries, we bought them there!
But he closed down, so you can make them now.
Irene: No, but it's like for cakes or desserts; in the end, you don't really ap
preciate them that much, so . . .
Jean: No, I've changed. Now I'm starting again to . . .
Irene: You're starring to appreciate cakes? So I'm going to have to make
some? What a job! (Sht Mughs.)

Mar..: And while you're cooKing, do smells-)'ou were saying earlier that
you like the smells at the market-are there smells that bother you,
or that you like?
h'ene: Yes. Well . . . in the kitchen, in

to

general, there are usually the smells

thaI one really likes!
Jean: We hesitated a long rime before making sardines!
Irene: We did hesitate a long rime before naving sardines, but we like 10 eat
them a lot, so when we do, we air the place out a bit . . .
.
L mes
L.'
eHrler.)l! It'S �or
Marie: Bur why? \.vas this the problem WIth Frencn
the same reason?
Jean: I'm the one who's opposed to them, because of the smell! Because of
the smell and the fact that th", oil stays in the fryer indefinitely.
Irene: And also, you're convinced that I'd let them cook tOO long and that
I'd heat the oil tOO high and that . . . yes . . .
Jean: And I'm also convinced that she would let them bum!
Marie: That's not very encouraging! .
Irene: It's not very encouraging for me! (LoughrrT.)

Marie: It's not as hard as all that to make good fries!

.le<!n: It's safer to buy them at a bakery!/)
Marie: That, I

think,

is something that you can easily do better than in a

bakery.
Irene: You think?

Marie: Yes, homemade cakes are nOI the same.
Irene: Homemade cakes, yes, sure, I could easily find recipes that would be
good!
Jean: Yes, a pound cake, for eumple.
Irene: I could ccrtainly ask ThereseI'! for some: she makes cakes often. It
often smells nice in her kitchen when you go by.
Jean: But she buys ready·made pastry dough.
Irene: 10 make pies, yes.
Jean: I don't know.
Irene: It's not hard to make pies!

Marie: I think frozo:n pastry dough is practical.
Irene: Yes, it's practical, but it's not hard to make pie dough!
Marie: For pastries, there is obviously the small problem of the oven. You
have to know your oven, 10 know if it cook5 fast.
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Jean: Since

they've changed, since they put in natural gas. there's a pres

sure prohlem.
Marie: Ah,

namral g:ls, yes. I've never had a gas O\'en myself, but I have had
problems with the heater. problems with the pilot light.

Irene:

Here, when I finally decide to turn on the oven, I haven't been able
[0 usc the burners at the same time ever since we got natural gas.

Marie:

Yes, so it's also a problem to make pastries, because you generally
bake lhem while you're preparing the rest of the meal.

Irene:

Yes .

Jean:

You c:m't usc both at the same tillie, the burners and the oven ?

Irene:

The burners don't work well at all when the oven is on.

Jean:

\Vell, call them, we have a six-month guarantee.

Irene:

But I don't know if we call . . .

Marie:

Coming back to smells. onc really nice smell is exactly that, the smell
of baked goods.

Irene:

But there arc also meat smells; it often smells very good when meat
is cooking. I really like that. Smells of baked goods, there's not a lot
of that here!

Marie:

Cold desserts do not have much of a smell.

Irene:

They don't hal'e a smell at all!

Jean:

Oh, cauliflower is horrible! It will stick in all the rooms, even in the
back of the apuonem, �nd it stays there. It's also very strange that
these odors move to the most dist:mt rooms in the apamnent, but
they clearly do! It doesn't smell like cauliflower in here anymore,ll
nor in the latchen, bur il smells in our bedroom . . .

Marie:

That's not pleasant! Another thing toO is the act of touching things:
is it something you think about, I don't know, are Intre things that
you like [0 touch, that rou li� 10 handle, or, on the other hand, things
that disgust you?

Irene:

There are not many things that disgust me. The thing that made the
scrongest impression on me was once when we were C"dlllping by the
sea and I scaled a fish that was still alive. Well, that made me.

Jean:

It was a wrasse.

Irene:

It was a wr::ISSC that we had bought from a fishennan who had just
caught it. It seemed to be done in and then, when I scaled it, it woke
up, and that was really very unpleasant! Otherwise, there are rela
tively few things that disgust lilt.

Marie: For example,

a young woman wId me that she really liked to handle
meat. She doesn't like to eat it very much, but she rcally likes to play
with mcat when it's raw, to trim off small bits of f.n, and so on.

�When It Comes Duwn to It, COOking Worries Me . . ."
Irene:
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Really! I wouldn't go so far as to say mat: for example, when we have
leftover chicken still on the carcass, I make a soup rather easily. Noll',
wim the cat here, we gil'e what's left to the cat-before, I would care.
fully pick off the sm:.l.ll bits of meat from the carcass to PUt in the
soup, and that would end up as a soup with smaU chunks of chicken
in it. When it comes down to it, I really liked touching th3t meal,
bill it was r;lW meat-no, cooked, wdl-done meal even! I don't re
ally like to touch r:lW meat.

p
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A Practical Science of the Singular
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Considering culture as it is practiced, not in what is mOSt valued byoffi
cial representation or econOmic politics, but in what upholds it and or
ganizes it, three priorities st.1nd out: orality, operations, and the ordinary.

All three of them come back to us through the detour of a supposed for
eign scene, popular culture, which has benefited from numerous studies
on oral traditions, practical creativity, and the actions of everyday life.
One more step is necessary to break down this fictive barrier and recog
nize that in truth it concerns 0111" C111t/we, without our being aware of it.
This is because the social sciences have analyzed in terms of "popular
culture" certain types of functioning that remained fundamental in our
modern urban culture but that were considered illegitimate or negligi
ble by the academic discourses of modernity. Just as sexuality, repressed
by bourgeois morality, resurfaced in the dreams of Freud's patients, these
functions of human sociality, denied by an unyielding ideology of writ
ing, pnxiuction, and specialized techniques, made a comeback in the

guise

of '"'popular culture," in our social and culrural space, which in fact they
had never left.
By progressively ensuring their autonomy, industry and technology
of culture detached themselves from these three sectors in order to make
them the very object of their conquests. Oral culture became the target
that a writing was supposed to educate and inform. Practitioners have
been transformed into supposedly passive consumers. Ordinary life has
been made into a vast territory offered to the media's colonization. Yet,
the elements that were thought to have been eliminated continued to
detennine social exchanges and to organize the way of "receiving" cultural
messages, that is, transforming them through the use made of them.

Orality
Orality demands the recognition of its rights. and rightly so, because we
are beginning to grasp more dearly that the oral has a founding role in
the relation to the other. The desire to speak comes to the child that the
music of voices envelops. names. and calls out to exist for his or her own
account. An entire archaeology of voices codifies and make..<; possible the
2"
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interpretation of relations based on the recognition of voices
s, poly·
meaning
and
sounds
fumiliar and quite close.' These are musics of

t, overlap,
phonjes of speakers who seek each other out, listen, interrup
he or she
at
tradition
oral
the
on,
and respond to each other. Later

�

cul
will have received will measure the child's reading capacny. Only
strate
tural memory so acquired allows one little by little to enrich the

cor
gies for questioning meaning whose expectations 3fC refined and
rected upon deciphering a text. The child will ieam how to read through

coded
the expectation and anticipation of meaning, both nourished and
by the oral information already at his or her disposa1.! The neglected
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by the media or the resources of electronics. In its favor is listening to
recorded music, which has become habitual, a listening whose diversity
has widened common perception to include other registers of voices, in
strumental timbres, and tonal scales. The voice imposes itself everywhere
in its mystery of physical seduction, in its polyculrural treatment,l to which
it is suitable to associate the rnpid development of "independent local
radio stations," which have contributed to liberating us from rigid mod
els and have given rise to new "sonorous landscapes."
Orality is everywhere, because

l01lVtr5ntion

insinuates itself every

where, organizing both the family and the street, both work in a business

child, to whom one rarely speaks, in an impoverished language, is caught
l ti
unprepared by the thickness of a text's meaning: faced with the lU
,
plicity of signals to identify, interpret, and coordmate, such a child re

uct of the activity erases all trace of this relationship to orality. Conver

mains dazed and disoriented.

sation probably takes its inferior theoretical status from being natural

�

and research in a laboratory,� Oceans of communication have infiltrated
everywhere, and are always determining, even there where the final prod

Orality also constinLtes the essential space of community. In a soci

and necessary in all places. How can one credit the nlses of so ordinary

ety, thefe is no communication without orality, even when this s ciety
.
. .
gives a large place to what is written for the memonzmg of tradLtlon or
.
the circulation of knowledge. Social exchange demands a correlatJon of

nitive processes shows that new information is received and assimilated,

�

gestures and bodies, a presence of voices and accents, marks of breathing
.
.
and passions, an entire hierarchy of complementary mformatJon neces

a practice with intelligence and refined complexity? Yet, the study of cog+
that is, becomes appropriable and memorizable, only when the person
acquiring i t succeeds in putting it into

bis 01' btr UWll fonn,

in making it

his or her own by inserting it into conversation, into usual language,

sary for interpreting a message that goes beyond a simple statement

and into the coherencies that structure his or her previous knowledge.s

riNals of address and greeting, chosen registers of expression, nuances

Failing to pass through this stage, new infonnation will remain fragile

added by intonation, facial movements. It must have this vocnl gmill

and at any moment likely to be forgonen, distorted, or contradicted . Its

through which the speaker becomes identified and individualized, and

acquisition depends also on the configuration of speaking situations where

this way of making a visceral, fundamental link. between sound, mean

it comes into play; every speaker occupies a certain social position, and

ing, and body,

what he or she says is understood and interpreted as a function of this

Telecommunication practices have reorganized the speaking space,

position.6 School failure and the difficulty of continuing adult education

but the telephone, which triumphed over the telegraph and diminished

have to do with the lack of understanding about speaking situations, with

the use of the personal letter, presents the voice with redoubled intensity

the erroneous belief in the signifying transparency of statements, out

as a sil/Kuhn' voice. It amplifies its particularities (timbre, delivery, stress,

side the process of enunciation.

pronunciation), just as radio does. It teaches you to distinguish one voice

Priority goes to the illocutory, to that which involves neither words

from every other, for perceptive (auditory) attention is concentr:lted here

nor phrases, but the identity of speakers, the circumstance, the context,

on the voice separated from the image (and from visual, tactile percep

the "sonorous materiality" of exchanged speech, All the inventiveness of

tion) of the body to which this voice belongs. Each of us thus becomes a

"language games" slips in across a staging of conflicts and interests pointed

living memory of cherished voices, such as the opera-crazy music lovers
.
who recogni7.e a female singer from the very first notes sung. ThiS con

invented words, and distorted words in the style of Gildas Bourdet's Snpl?1'

cert of voices also involves television, more often "heard" than seen:

lenu/ dialogues that proliferate and journey afar, with the humor-filled

rurned on for a large part of the day, it furnishes a horiwn of voices that,
from dme to time, call out to be seen. Orality thus retains the primary
role in our societies of writing and figures; it is more served than thwarted

out in half-words: ruses, semantic drift, misunderstanding, sound effects,

distancing and indexing that ordinary people make use of in order to
modify the discomfort of life and to make a laughingstock of the slogans

of the day, A city breathes when plntes for speech exist within it, regard-
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less of their official function-the neighborhood cafe, the marketplace,
the line at the post office, the newspaper stand, or the main door of the
school at the end of the day.

Operalivity
Culture is judged by its operations, not by the possession of products.
In art, understanding a painting involves recognizing the gesrures that
gave birth to it, the painter's "strokes," "brushwork," and "palette." The
an of me cook is all about production, based on a limited choice of avail
able ingredients, in a combination of gestures, proportions, utensils, and
cooking or transformation methods. Similarly, communkation is a m;
sine ofgest1lres and words, of ideas and information, with its recipes and
its subtleties, its auxiliary instruments and its neighboring effects, its
distortions and its failures. It is false to believe henceforth that elec
tronic and computerized objects will do away with the :lCtivlty of users.
From me hi-fi stereo to the VCR, the diffusion of these devices multi
plies ruses and provokes the inventiveness of users, from the manipula
tory jubilations of children faced with buttons, keyboards, and the remOte
control, to the extraordinary technical virtuosity of "sound chasers" and
other impassioned funs of hi-fi. People record fragments of programs,
produce montages, and thus become producers of their own little "cul
tural industry," compilers and managers of a private library of visual and
sound archives. In turn, this collection becomes the bartering object in
the nerwork of family or friends. A new form of conviviality mus be
comes organized within the circle of regulars, and thus perception be
comes refined, then the critical judgment ofviewers or listeners who re
turn twenty times to an image, a fragment of a melody, who repeat a
sequence, dissect it, and end up penetrating its secrets.
By itself, culture is not information, but its treaonent by a series of
operations :IS :I function of objectives and social relations. The first as
pect of these operations is (ltstiJrtic: an everyday practice opens up a
unique space within an imposed order, as does the poetic gesture that
bends the use of common language to its own desire in a transforming
reuse. The second aspect is polemical: me everyday practice is relative to
the power relations that structure the social field as well as the field of
knowledge. To appropriate infomlation for oneself, to put i t in a series,
and to bend its montage to one's own taste is to take power over a cer
tain knowledge and thereby overturn the imposing power of the ready
made and preorganized. It is, with barely visible or namable operations,
to trace one's own path through the resisting social system. The last as-
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pect is etiJical: everyday practice patiently and tenaciously restores a
space for play, an interval of freedom, a resistance to what is imposed (from
a model, a system, or an order). To be able to do something is to estab
!.ish distance, to defend the autonomy of what comes from one's own
personality.

-:r

he example of Lorraine Cceur d'Acier (LCA, Longwy), <tn ephem
eral mdependent local radio station (March 17, 1979�January 20, 1981)
has much to teach. In a declining industrial region, the Lorraine Cceur

�

'Acier station established the bias of live broadcasting, each person be
mg abl � to have access to the airwaves by coming in to the studio or by
.
.
m. A dynamIC was thus created for the appropriation of radio by
calling
.
a working-class population little accustomed to public discourse. The
experiment acted as a revelation or a spur: someone astOnishingly dis
covered that his or her coworker secretly wrote poems, and SOmeone
else confessed to being an amateur painter. By focusing attention on the
local object and ordinary speech, according to its slogan "Listen to
Yourself," LeA r�turned to this object, to this speech, their dignity and
.
equahzed them WIth other objects, other types of speech.� A steelworker,
overwhelmed by the experience, summed it up beautifully:
There, on the radio, it was possible to say, you'd say things to yourself. and
you wanted to say it. It was possible to send words down imo homes and
after a while the listf:ner would become the ac[Or and inevitably he or she

.

sem the words bad. up. . . It was a renecrion oflik-life is a kind of dis
order, freedom is a kind of disorder.

And, h e concluded marvelously: "Now I have a certain rage inside me. I
want to write with an 'T,' and on all subjects, that way no one will stop
me anymore. I want to do it.»9 Sometimes a local experience suffices to
open up a field of action to the operntivity of those who pr:lctice, to bring
its dynamism to light.

The Ordinary
For about the last fifty years, the ordinary has been me terrain for liter
ary reflection (with Musil, Gombrowicz, or Beckett) and philosophical
reflection (with Wittgenstein or Austin), which redoubles the work of
anthropology or of psychoanalysis, specified by the upgrading of the most
ordinary.lO rdinary culture and mass culture are not equivalents; they
s�em from d'ff�rent problema tics. The latter refers to a massive produc
.
proposed models in order to spread their distribution.
tIon that Simplifies
The form erinvolves a "consumption" that treats the lexicon of products
.
.
as a functIOn of particular codes, often the works of those who pmctice,

<?
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and in view of their own interests. Mass culture tends toward homoge
nization, the law of wide-scale production and distribution, even if it

Noles

hides this fundamental tendency under certain superficial variations des
tined to establish the fiction of "new products." Ordinary culture hides
a fundamental diversity of situations, interests, and contexts under the
apparent repetition of objects that it uses.

Pluraliwtioll is

born from or

dinary usage, from this immense reserve that the number and multiple

Translators

of differences constitute.
We know poorly the types of operations at stake in ordinary prac
rices, their registers and their combinations, because our instruments of
analysis, modeling, and formalization were constructed for other ob
jects and with other aims. The essential of analytic work, which remains
to be done, will have to revolve around the subtle combinatory set, of
types of operations and reb"sters, that stages and activates a making-do

[{ah'e-avec],

right here and now, which is a singular action linked to one

situation, certain circumstances, particular actors. In this sense, ordi
nary culture is first of all a practical samet

ofthe singular,

which takes in

reverse our thinking habits in which scientific rationality is knowledge
of the general, an abstraction made from the circumstantial and the ac
cidental. In its humble and tenacious way, ordinary culture thus puts

Note

I. For his tnnslation of L'1'lVcmi(1n au qll(}titiim, vol. I, Arts defain, Steven
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�
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i English s
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paperback edition in 1988).
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Project

our arsenal of scientific procedures and our epistemological categories

I. Page references to volume 1 have been integr.Jted parenthetically. [E.�cept

on trial, for it does not cease rejoining knowledge to the singular, put

where there are differences between the 1980 Union Generale des Editions version

ting both into a concrete particularizing situation, and selecting its own
thinking tools and techniques of use in relation to these criteria.
Our categories of knowledge are still too rustic and our analytic mod
els too little elaborated to allow us to think the inventive proliferation
of everyday practices. Thai is our regret. That there remains so much
to understand about the innumerable ruses of [he "obscure heroes" of
the ephemeral, those walking in the city, inhabitants of neighborhoods,
readers and dreamers, the obscure Kitchen 'Nomen Nation, fills us with
wonder.

and the 1990 Gallitllard edition, these page references come from Steven Rendall's
translation, The Proc/jer ofEveryday Life, paperback edition (Berkeley and Los Ange
les: University of California Press. 1988). Trans.) L'lllvtlltio" all qllofiJirn is divided
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hire et pratiqucs quotidiennes" and �Pratiques culinaires: un� IIIcmoire,� in u P,'O

grh rcirlltifiqllr (review published by the Dt!legation Gcncl1Ile it la Recherche Scien
tifique et Technique (DGRSTJ, no. 193 (March-April. 1978): 45-56.

30 Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, �Le diable archivistc," u MOllde, November
11. 1971, reprinted in his colltttion LL Terriroi
n tie J'bistoritll (P�ris; Gallimard. 8i
bliotheque des Histoires, 1973). 404-7. This can be compared to tlle entirely differ
ent analysis of Philipl>C Boutl)" "De I'histoire dcs ment:llites a I'histoire des

110. 49 (March-April 1988):
85-96. On the place ofCerteau among historians, see DOlllin..iqueJulia, MUne his_ .

etoyanees: UJ Possessio" J� Lolldllll (1970),� in u Dihar,
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loire en actes," in Luce Giard et al.. Lr V
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Cerfand Recherche de Science Rdigieuse, 1985), 103-23.
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of a thought" (47).
26. Cene3u, C/lltlln ill tht Plliral, 142.

12. Certeau, CulNin ill (ht Plural, 1"5.
13. The phnse "the beauty ofthe dead," sen'eS as the title for a wonderful
srudy wrinen with Dominique Julia and Jacques Re"el in 1970 and reprinted in La

19Sn, 282 and all of ch�p. 7. ITht Mystic Fablt,
Um...ersity ofChicago Press, 1992). Trallt.)

Dis(o/Im Oil rhe Orh"., trans. Brian ,\o\assumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota

1974, ends with a bibliography (0 read during the summer, divided into t\O,·o parts:

Cllltlln all phlrid, chap. 3. lh appears in English in Michel de Ccrteau, Hrttrologiet:

Press, 1986), 1 1 9-36. TraIlS.)

14. Ibid., 140.
15. Ibid., 145-46.
16. The Delegation Generale � la Recherche Scientifique et li.:chnique IGcn

27. Michel de Certcau, La Fable mysri'ltlt, book I, 2d ed. (Paris: Gallilmrd, Tel,
trans.

Michael B. Smith (Chicago:

28. This text, titled "Actors in Search of a Play (part 11)" and datedJuly 14,

one involving "gener:.ll works about culture" (pierre Bourdieu, Gerard A!thabt:,
Pierre Legendre, Richard Hoggart, etc.) and the other, "urban space and its culture"
(the July 1970 special issue of A'llliliu ESC, and Manuel CastelIs, Claude Soucy,

er:.ll office for science and technology rcsearch], directly connected with the prime

Charles Ale�ander and Serge Chermaycff, Richard \VilJiams, etc.).
29. Later, a Brazilian srudent who had frequented the seminar, wrote n
i a

minister, was then charged with guiding and managing contracted public research.

brochure on Paris VII a marvelous portrait ofthe "m3Ster who did not wam disciples."

17. This group was made up of economists (Bernard Guiben, Claude Menard,

}O. [The two preceding quotations are additions to the 1990 edition md so

Alain Wei!) along with Certeau and myself. The work would last a bit less than a
year, divided between fuscination and e�speration faced with specialized publica

these tnnslations are my own. TrailS.)
3 1 . On his way of running things, see Michel de Ceneau, "Qu'est-cc qu'un

18. PratiqlltS mltllrtJ/tl drs Fr(Ul(Pis, 2 vols. (Paris: Secretariat d'Etat it la Cul
ture, Service des Etudes et Rechcrches, 1974). The same department has published

"memoire de DEA," which is actually a major paper written at the end of one year

tions about "futurology."

a follow-up to this srudy with 3 renewed perspective: Lts Pr(/(iqllts nl/tllrtfJtt drr
f·'mllfais, 1973-1989 (Paris: La Deeouvertc et La Documentation Fram.aise, 1990).
19. [The last sentence here was added to the 1990 edition and so was not

translated bv Steven Rendall. The translation s
i llly own. TrailS.]
20. Se� Michel de Certeau, Tht IVriting ofHistory, trans. Tom Conley (New
York: Columbia UniversilY Press, 1988), chap. I, 25-27 (on the religious sociolog)'

of Gabriel I.e Bras), and chap. 2, 75-79 (on Te{;Ourse to computers and what
Fr:m,.ois Furet says about quantitative history).
21. ,...lichel FOUC1IIult, SlIrlltifJrr tt p,,,,ir (Paris: Gallimard, Bibliotheque des
Histoires, 1975) (the book's printer'S indil.'3tion gives Februa ry as the month of

seminalre?" &prit (NovenllJcr-Oe<:ember 1975): 176-81.
32. [�)\hs[er's thesis" here is only an approximate transbtion of the French

of graduate work bryolld the master's degree. Tram.] On Certeau in California, see
Paul Rabinow, "Un prince de l'exil," and Richard 'Ihdiman, "Une memoire
d'eveiIJeuT," in Lute Gi�rd, ed., Micbrl tlr Crrtrall (p aris: Centre Georges Pompi
dOil, Cahiers pour un temps, 1987), 39-43 and 91-96.
33. I hope to bring together these fragments of volume 1 in 3 small book along
. other works published together after 1980 on ordinary culturc.
With
34. Sec <.:hap. 14 on the kitchen and chap. 7 on the neighborhood in this volume.
35. He thus worked in Italy, cach year from 1974 to 1978; in Spain, England,
and Denmark in 1975; in Switzerland in 1977 and 1978. Outside of Europe he was
i 1974, Israel in 1976, the Ullited
in
in Quebec in 1974 and 1975, Brnil n

Stat�S
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1977 (in Vermont) and also in 1976 and 1978 (in California). A particular place is to
be 3rtrihuted to regular exchanges "'jth Belgium for which Marie Beaumont and
Georges Thill, in Brussels and Namur, were the center; it is particularly

[0 these

i novative milieu that sur·
tWO-tO ."brie's unforgenable generosity and the aco\'c n

rounded them -that the pass:lge on the widespread practice of the pt7TIU/lit refers,
spreading from the working-class world to rhe scientific institution, there where
"artistic achievements" and "tht: graffiti of. . . debts of honor" arc inscribed (28).

36. Fran�is HU10g, "I.:&:rirurt: du voyage," in Giard, ed., Mifhrl dr CrrttllU,

IB-3Z.
37. Fnan\Oisc Chaay, MTours C[ U"3verses dll quotidicn," in ibid., 85-90.
38. Perrot, "Mille manieres de braoonner," 1 17.
39. Anne-Marie Chartier and jean Hebrard, �L'invention du qumidien: Vne
lecture, des usages, � Le Dibat, no. 49 (March-April 1988): 97, 99, 100.

4U. On Miche! de Certeau, see the three collections dedicated to him by Ihe

Payot, 1974). I t is possible that Certeau read Popper's article "Conjectural Knowl
jutive
edge,� Revut inumnriol/(ilt de philosophit 25 (1971). reprinted in his work Ob

Knowledgt (Oxford: Clarendon, 1(72), chap. 1. On Popper� theses and their slow

diffusion in France,.see Luce Giard, �L'impossible desir du rationne!," in Imre

d'Histoire des
l
Lakatos, Histoirt tt mitbodologie drs scitlltts (paris: PUF, Bibiothcque
Sciences, 1994), v-diii.
8. See the remarks of Pierre Vidal-Naquet, �Leme." in Luee Giard, ed.,

Michel de Cerreflu (Paris: CenU'e Georges Pompidou, Cahiers pour un temps, 1987),

71-74, and Pierre Vidal-Naquet, ,--" Assassins dt III 1Nbnoin (Paris: La Decouvene,

1987), in particular chap. S, which gives its title to tile volume. Lakatos thought that

the failing or Popper's thesis led to skepticism and that ruch had been the case ror
Paul Feyerabend (see my study cited in the preceding note).

9. Richard H. Popkin, Tht History ofSktptici$1t1from Erasmus TO SpinoZil
(1960), 3d cd. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979). This edition is dedi

Centre Georges Pompidou (n. 32 above), in part in an issue of Le Diblll (n. 39), �nd

cated to the memory of LakatOs.

j�cques Revel, HisT!);"', mystique er politiqllr: Michel de Cmeall (Grenoble: jerOllle

Niestie, and Editions du Ced, thi� series included works from james Barr, Jean

under the title Lr Vtryngr mysliqur (n.

3). See also Luce Giard, Herve l\>lartin, and

l."tillon, 1991). In Le VoYlIgt l/Iystiqll(, one will find his �completc bibliogl'lphy,"
which I compiled (191-243).

Times and Places
I. Luce Giard, �Histoire d'une recherche," in Michel de Certeau, l..'lnvmti()//
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10. Published as a co-edition hy Desc1ie de Brouwer, Aubier, Delaehaux and
Ladriere, Louis Marin, Georges Thill, and so 011.

1 1 . Philippe BolltT)', "De I'histoire des Illentalites a l'histoire des croyances,"

l.t Dib(/t, no. 49 (.'\hreh-April 1988): 85-96; tius article was pan of a dossier titled

"Michel de Certeau historiell.�

i Giard, Martin, and
12. I have explained Ceneau's relationship to Hegel n

dll qllotidirll. vol. I, Ans defain, new edition (Paris: Gallimard, Folio essais, 1990),

Re,'el, Histoirt, mystiqllt ttpolililfl/t, 27-3 1 . On the presence of Hegcl in French

tory of a Research Project." Trans.] On Augustin Girard's work and influence, see

IIl1d History: Appropriatiol/J ofHegel in TlI.:(IIlirrh-Ctlltllry Franct (Ithaca, N.Y.: CorneU

i-x:o:. ISee the translation in the present volume, "Introduction to Volume I : His

i tellectual life, there is an incomplete but useful analysis: Michael S. Roth, Kn01J!illg
n

Tnmt ailS d'imdts flll srrviu dt 10 vit mill/relit (March 8, 1993, roundrnble discussion

University Press, 1988).

rure, 1993).

Seuil, Points, 1994). [The Caplllre ofSpeuh, trans. Tom Conley (Minneapolis: Uni

organized at the tillle or Augustin Girard's retirement) (Paris: j\>linistere de Ia Cui

Z. I gll'.'e the name "first cirdeH to the young researchers gathered uound

Certeau in June 1974 (see Giud, "Introduction to Volume I .H {\\arie Beaumont
died in Brussels in August 1984, Marie-Pierre Dupuy in Paris n
i july 1992.

3. Marc Guillaume, ''-Vers l'auU'e, in Lu(;e Giard et aI., Le Vtryllge mystiqllr:
n

Michd dt Cmtllu (Paris: een and Recherche de Science Religieuse, 1988), 111 1-86.

4. Michel de Ccneau, Tbe WrilingofHistory, trans. Tom Conley (New York:
Columbia Ulliversity Press, 1(88), 77. Dominiqueju!ia, �Vnc histoire ell actes," in

13.

j\'lichc:l de Ceneau, Lo Pme dt fHlroit (1968) rr IIl1trts icritspcJitilflltS (paris:

versity of M.inncsotll Press, 1997). Trllns.)

14. The indcx of the two books maps the geography of our itinernrics during
our comlllon navigation on the ocean of practices.

1 5 . Pierre BOUTdieu et aI., fA Mum dll mlmde (Paris: Seuil, 1992).

16. Blandine Masson, cd., L'Art d'hirit", Cabitndll Rmnrd, no. 14 Ouly 1993).

1 7 . J\hrtine Segalen, N'1II1trr;ms: usfllmillu dtlns In ville (foulouse: Presses

Vniversitaires du Mirail, 1990); Joel Roman, ed., Villt, (:\'(/llsioll tl citoynmrri (Entre

II) (Paris:

Esprit, 1993).

Giard et al., Lt Voyngr myJliqllr, 103-23.

tiens de la ville,

lim�rd, Folio essais. 1987), chap. 4; The Writing ofHistory, chaps. 3, 4, and 9. Luce

Sciences de I'Homme and Ministe:re de b Culnlre, 1992).

errlM/I (Grenoble: jerome Millon, 1991).

exposition catalog,ju!y 1993).

world. (\>13rce! Regnier, S.)., guided it from 1954 to 1990 with as much efficacy as

Hebrard. DiKolinSIIrla 1t(t'lTl t (I ,�80-19KO) (P3riS: Centrt: Georges Pompidou, Bi

5. Michel de Certeau, Hiswin tlprychllllfllyS� (litre srimcr rffictiol/ (Paris: Gal

Giard, Herv\! i\'\;lrtin, and jacques Revel, Histojrt', 1IIystique tlpoliri'lflt: Michel de

6. This is a q uarterly review, published by the Society ofjesus, which has
. iIlcoph(lne
done in-depth, sustained work on philosophical activity oUl'lide of the Fr

philosophical disc;ernment.

7. Karl Pop�r, l..ogikdrr Forrchllng (Vienna, 1(34); The Logic ofSdtntific Dis
COVn'J (London: Hutchinson, 19S9; several expanded editions appeared subse
quently); L/l logiqut dt III dicollvtTU Sd(lltijiqlle, prefaL'e by Jacques Monod (Paris:

18. Gerard Althabe et al., cds., Vtn lint uhl/ologit Ju p,i,tIIt (Paris: Maison des
19. Raymond 'lrampog-licri, Mil/lOins d'archivtI (Avignon: Archives dc la Ville,

20. See Giard, "Introduction to Volume I . "

2 1 . "bre Auge. NOIl-!iclI;( (Paris: Seui!, 1992); Anne-Marie Chartier and jean
b!iothcque d'lnfonnation, 1989); Pierre Chamb3t, cd., C!)mmunication tt litl/ social

(paris: Descartes o:t Cite des Sciences de l'lndustrie La Villette, 1992); Louis Querc
"t al., us Formrs dt III colTVtnlltiol/ (p aris: Centre National d'Etudes des Telecom
lllUIllL-ations, ReS('3lL[.
' J990).
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22. Pierre Mayol from his side, and myse1ffrom my own, as well a� within dif
ferent networks, continue to receive numerous requests of this nature, often from

3. '[Notes marked with an asterix are thost added by Pierre Mayol for the
second edition of this volume. TrollS.) Cllitl/ralprartim: Since the time of three

the provinces, as if, outside of Paris, these texts had the rime to make a deep impact.
23. Michel de Certeau, Tbt Practicr ofEV"Jday Lift, tnlns. Sleven Rendall

studies (1974, 1982, and 1990) on this topic authored by the Department of
Research aT the Ministry of Culture, a "cultural pr.lctice� means a statistical descrip

(Berkeley: University uf California Press, ! 984). Certeau taught full-time at the
University of Califomia (San Diego) from 1978 to 1984.

tion of behaviors n
i relation to an activity predetermined as cultural, for example:

"Going to the theater or not and, if so, how many times? Watching television or

H. Brian Rigby, Popular Culmrt in Modal, Frllnu: A Stwly ojClllhlral Disrollflr

�

(London: Routledge, 1991), 16-14 in particular; Lawrence Grossberg ct ai., e s.,

nOI, and for how long? Reading or not, and what exactly?" and so on. The question
naires for thest three srudies n
i volve all aspects of cultural lifc, from the most casual

eli/mfal Srudirs (New York: Routledge, 1992). notably the chapters by John FIske,

to the most "ditist,� hence a very complete range of information. The publication

154-65, and by Mcaghan Morris, 450-73; Roger Silverstone, �Let Us Then Return

of the results: Lts Pratiqllt1 rolmrtllts dts Fral/fais (Paris: La Doc'Umentation
Fnn�ise, 1974); same tide (Puis: Dalloz, 1982); Olivier Donnar and Denis

10 the Munnuring of E\'eryday Practices," Throry, CI/lttlrt and SIKirty 6.1 (1989):

Cogneau, l.rs Pratiqllts rolwrdlts dts Frallfais, 1973-/989 (Paris: La D6::ouverte et

77-94.

La Documentation Fr3n,aise, 1990). On these Stlldies and their resuiL�, see Pierre

25. The themes of The Prnrtice ofEvtryday Lift were already sketched in La

Mayol, �Culture de tOUS les jours," Projrt 229 (spring 1992), and "Introduction a
I'enquete sur les pratiques cultureUes," in Daniel Dheret, ed" L( territoirr dll matrur

Prist dt parolr (1968) and in La C/llwn all pillritl (1974), new ed. (Paris: Seuil,

.
Points, 1993). The complete bibliography ofMichel de Cencau can be found m
Giard et aI., u Voyagr myniqllr, 191-243.

(Lyons: La Condition des Soies, 1992). See also Christian Ruby et aI., "La baraille
du culturel," Rrgards s/lr /'act
/ laliti 189 (March 1993); the special issue "Culrure et

Entree

societC" in Cahirnfrallfa;s 260 (March-April l993);Jean-Franrtois Chougnct et aI.,

I. [I have kept the French of this title n
i spite of the fact that tlltrir in English

has a different sense than that in French. In English, it refers to the llIain dish of �

meal' whereas in French it refers to the equivalent of an appetizer, that which begins
one's "entrance" into the meal. The various connotations suggestcd by "enuanee" in
the French word rntrit are vital to this title and would be erased by recourse to an
English u-anslation such as apprriur. TrailS.)

The Annals of Everyday life
L Paul Leuilliot, pref.ace to Guy Thuillier, Pour IlIIt hinom du qllatidirn all

Nivtnlair (Paris and The Hague: Mouton, 1977), lti-ltii.
2. Sec Michel dc Certeau, Thr Practiu ofEvtryd,ty Life, trans. Steven Rendall

XIX' riMt rn

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984; paperback edition. 1(88).
3. Rubtrrbts 19, titled Histoirt dt Ja nit des Cavn (1975), 17.
4. In the first volume [see Libliography n
i note I to the "Introduction to Vol
ullle I " above. Tram.}, I presented the ovenll problematic that inspired this work
Ix:ginning on p. xi. I gratefully acknowledge he
t financing ufthe DGRST (research
gl";1IIt 74.7.1043), which made this research possible.
5. Georges Simenon, Ptdigru, trans. Roben BaMick (London: H. Hamilmn,
1(62), 363-64.

I.

I. James Agee and \Valker Evans, ut Us NfIW Praisr r'amol's Mm: Tbru Trn/

2. See, among others, AdelaIde Blasquez, Carroll LI/cas stlTTtrirr (Paris: Pion,

1976); Josette Conthier, PierHJoly ((milt (Paris: Deluge. 1(78); Serge Gnfteaux,

MnltiSollttrTt (Paris: Delarge, 1975), and L1 Mm Dmi
s (Paris: Debrge, 1976);

Jean-Claude l,Qiseau, Martht In mainspldllts dt ItrTt (Paris: Helrond, 1977).

National Plan.
In my teltt, the expression "(."Ulrural practice" is always implicitly taken in the
sense of the anthropological tradition (Morgan, B03s, Frazer, Durkheim, Mauss,
Levi-Strauss, etc.): underlying value systems structuring the fundamental stakes of
�veryday life, unperceived consciously by subjects. but decisive for their n
i dividual
and group identity. Each time this cxpression appears, I ha"e added another term TO

3,'oid confusion with its current statistical meaning.

4. See the excerpts of interviews with Madame Alarie in chapter 7.
5. "From 1975 to 1977, I questioned almost one hundred people. The resem
blance of StatementS about the Croix-Rou� neighborhood. the social values
a£t:lched to it, professional ife,
l and the similarities in layout of 3parnncms and the
evolution in domestic comfon (the "white furnishings" of bathrooms and kitchen
appliances, the "blacl.: furnishings� of audioviS\lal items) have help�d me to focus the
contents of interviews on just one group. This came �bout through editorial thrift as

well as to avoid the dispersal and false realism resulting from the proiferation
l
of

quotations and interlocutors. I realize that by focusing my infonnation on JUSt one
family group on one street, the roc Rivet, I have respected lhe first preamble (or
prelude) from the First uercise of Tbt Spiritllal Extrrim ofSt. Ignatills Loyola about

The Neighbo,hood

alit Familirs (Boston: Houghton J\1iffiin, 1969).

L1 rriationfacr a/IX sysritlitS dr diffln
lsio (Paris: La Documentation Fran�ise. 1993),

which is the report written by the group "Creation culturelfe, competitivitc et cohe
sion sociale" presided over by Marin Karmitz for preparation of the Eleventh

ka contemplation of the place," which fixes the imagination on "the physical loca
tion of the object contemplated," or, more humbly, understood and analyzed. [The
quotation of Tbt Spin'lIIl1l Exffcim ofSt. Ignlltills Loyola comes from Elisabeth ,\-Ieier
'Ihlow's translation (Lanhmn, Md.: University Press of America. 1987). '}rllllr.1
6. See especially Bernard Lamy, L'lmigratioll dtl dradin it S/I vilit rt;' 1011
'fllartit,., ,·0J. J, cd. Paul-Ilenry Chomb3n de Lau",e (paris: Centre de Sociologic
Urbaine, 1961); Henri Coing, Rillovarion 1IKiair tr Ilrol1illr rt rhllngrmmr 0001, 2d ed.

r
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dr la villi: prohfi-mrr tit
(Paris: Editions Ou\'Tieres, 1973), 62; R. l..cdrut, L'rrp/lfr social
147, and SoriQlo
SfKiQ/ogir appliqllir /J !'olninllgnllmt urbain (Paris: Anmropos, 1968),
"Le quartier cr la viile,�
gir IIrbainr (P�ris: PUF, 1973), 119; Henri Lefebvre. ed.,
lllit 7 (J\'larch
de I'IIlS/hut d'tllIIblllgmtfllf rt d'lIrbnnismr dt In rigiQII parisir
Cllhit"

Qllflr1ifT Sninr-Gml/a;,/-Jrs-Prir (paris: FORS, 1(72):

1967); B. Poupard ct aI., U
Urbllllimlt, no.
Reine Vogel, "uractenstique d'une animation urbaine originale,�
143 (1973).
7.. Jacqueline Palmlldc ct al., Ct)//!1"ihmion ii 11m p1Jrhosodologir dt I'rrpo(t
de
La dilllrdiqllt dll /Qgnlwlt rt tit s(m tJ1viromlrllJrlll (Paris: I\'\inisterc
urbain:

l'Equipc:ment. 1970), 64.

8. For an ill-depth anaJ)'5is of the pr:lcrice of neighlloring, cf. Jacques Caroux,
du 1IIiliwx ouvritn (I habitat (Montrouge: CcnO"c d'Ethnologic Soci3le,

£Voilllion

1975), 52-58, 96, 136.

2.

Propriety

e[),
1. [The French words obligalion and lim here do share :l common Larin
glish
n
E
closest
their
but
Out,
t
s
poin
text
l
na
gi
l1lology (ligo, ligare, etc.), which the ori
ram.]
T
nOI.
do
dy
t
a
n
ru
r
o
f
)
n
-u
it
t
b;IId,
(or
cquhlllents-oMigarion :&Ild 1;,,1.:
ll
2. See Gisela Pankov, Srnlrturtfamilialt et prycbost (Paris: Aubler, 1977). 1 wi

of the
cite the following lines, which eiuci(lare rhe body: �I have defined the image
orher
in
llllctitllls,
holhingj
m
S)'
are
that
ions
funcr
al
fundament
two
hody through
words, functions that allow us, first, to rccogni7.e a dynamic link between the part
rhen,
and the whole of the body (tbtfim{undnllltllta/fil1ldirl1l oftbe body imagt) and
st(
(tbr
link
dynamic
a
berond forlll, to seize the \'cry contents and meaning of such
functions
g
symbolizin
m
o
ao
QIII! fimdnmtllffl!fimrtioll oftbe body imagr). I am talking
ailns at 'a
in order to emphasize that each of them, as a 'set of symoolic systems:
by the
provided
icitly
impl
is
that
body
the
of
law
reciprocity rule,' an immaoent
[Q GastOn
refereoce
the
also
see
(8-9;
im3ge�
body
the
of
fundamental function
Fessard, 74-75).
3. Pierre Antoine, �Le pouvoir des mots," Projrt, no. BI Oanuary 1974}:
41-54 and especially 44-45: �In opposition to the information function, the partici
p.1lion function is all the larger if ....hat is said is well known, familiar. It is mrough
, that aile
the probability of the message, and no longer through its improhability

might attelllpt to define its measure."
4. The word cimm/StllllU here refer.; to the vcry precise meaning given to it
by Umberto Eco: "If it is true that sib'TIS directly denotc real objects, tbt cmllfstallu

is pn'!("IIud al rbt (TI)(7"a/l rtality that ((1Ilt/irion! tht ,boiu! ofrodrr a1l(! SlllxoJrs by lillkill!
drroding to irs OW" prrsr1l((. 'rhe communication process, even if it doe� nor point m
overall mate
referents, seems to unfold witbill tbt rtfrrtm. The circumstance is thi�
rial, economic, biological, and physical conditioning at the interior of ,,·hich we
communic3te" (La StrllCTlirr IIhmltt [paris: Mercure de France. 1972], 116). ]Si.lce
this text by Eco has nor been mmslared into English, 1 am forced into the unenvi

able position of tl"llnsiaring the French translation of rhe original Italian (La Strtu·
tllra a11r>1tt [Milan: B ompani, 1968]). Eco e:qJbins in the foreword to A Throry of
t after two unsatisfac
S�lIliotirs (Bloomington: Indi:l.na Uni\'ersity Press, 1979) tha
ish,
he gave up and rewrOte
tory attempts at translating La Smltlllrll l/11wrt into Engl
the book directly in English. "/,.IIIIS.]
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5. Rornanjakobson, "Closing Statement: Linguistics and Poetics," n
i Stylt ill
I.JlIIgtlngt, ed. Thonlas A. Sebeok (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1960), 350-77. On the
"contact" filctor and the phatic function that stems from it, see p. 355.

6. Benedict de Spinoza, PoliticlII Tmltisr, n
i Th� Chief Works ofBmtdirt tlr
.
SpmoZi/, trans. R. H. M. Elwes (London: Gcorge Bell and Sons, 1909), 298.
7. Henri Coing, Rillovatiolt f()(ia/t rr cbangtmtllt sarinl (Pnis: Editions

�

Ou t:r�s, 1966) 62ff. This work concerns the sociological problems posed by ren
:
OV3Don .n the thim:enth �rrondissemcnt in Paris.

8. Pierre Bourdicu, Esqtl11r
i d'/illt rhiorir dt la pmtiqll( (Geneva: Droz, 1972),
203; my emphasis. [Bec:ause Richnd Nice's translation, Ollt/int of" Throry ofPractiCt
(L��don: Cambridge Univenity Press, 1977), was based on a subsequent, re
\'ised
�dltlon of Bourdieu's text, the translation here is my own. This being said, we both
Independently came up with rhe phrase "semilearned grammar." Trll1lI.]

9. [The play on words here is between the French �femmc dt menage" and
"femmc Tn menage." Trans.]

10. IThis problematic play on words in French is between touilt! dt wladt
(mounds of lettuce) and au mr de Itl toulfr (3 short skirt, for examplc, described as

being "up to the pubic mound"). I have translatcd the second phl'1lse with a refer
ence to the somewhat d:llt:d Almond Joy/Mounds jingle, which COnt:lins a less obvi
ous, but still present, sexual play on [he word 1notmd. Unfortunately, this translation
does nOt duplicare the richness ofthe orib>inal

French. Trnl/s.]

1 1 . Louis-Jean Calvct, La Prruillctioll Tfvolllfiollllllir� (Paris: Payot 197(;) "IT ,
.
,
'
37ff.

gin�

12. 'At the be
i�g of the seventies, Julia Kristevas concepi of a "signifying
.
prac ce" seemed prom.smg. It was nor at all. The mountain of Simr;olikbi (1969),
�
UI Rroofllt/Oll till IIII/gagr poitiqllt (J 974), and Polylo(5llt (1977) did not even amount to
a molehill. I have thus shortened these final paragraphs to avoid rcferen<."eS that
have become useless.
1 3 . Julia Kristt:Va, Simiiolikhi: RubrrchepollT IIl/t simnlllllysr (Paris: Seuil,

1969), 12-13, 27, 44-45; and Julia Kristeva et ai., UI TrtlVtnie dt! rigms (Paris: Seuil,
1975), 1 1 . On [he notion of a "signifying practice," one should refer to the synthesis
done by G. Namur, Pnragrll1mnri
n s7nt tt productioll JtsrllSdonsIII slmiotiqur dtJ. Kris
troll (Univcrsitc: Catholique de Louvain, lnstirut de Linguistiquc, �Cours et docu
ments," no. 7, 1974).

:

1 . ·�Ca niV'J.I�: this is naturally an allusion 10 the magnificent book by
�
.
Mikhail
Bakhtm, lUlbtinis alld His World, trans. Helene Iswolsky (Bloomington: Indi
ana University Press, 1984).
15. Kriste\'a, Si1llfiorikbi, 160.
16. Ibi(l.

3.

The Croix-Rousse Neighborhood

I . I will not have the opportunity 10 talk a great deal about the urban :lre� of
LyOllS in irs elltirety. I will thus refer to:t few works on this subject where one will

be 3bl� to find any desired infonnation: V.-I·\. Debidour and M. Laffl!rri're, Lyoll tt

stS

."IV,ron: (Grenoble: Arth�ud, 1969); J. Labasse and 11'1. L3ffcrrhe, u. rigion 'Y(}II_

IIll1st (pans:

PUF, 1966); I). Dubreuil, RhOlle (Paris: Seuii, "Guidcs." 1970). Hinori.
cal works: Maurice Garden, Lyoll rt Its Lyon/Illis nil XVlll'si;dr (Paris: Flammarion,
.
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"Sciences, � 1 975); A. KJeinclausz, LJon des origillrl a liOSjoll'; (Lyons: Paul M�sson,
1925) �nd Him;" dr Lyon, 3 vals. (L),ons; Paul A'lasson, 1939). A very crirical llOliri

cal approach: Jean Lojkine,
(Paris: Mouton, 1974).

fA Po/iliqur urbllint dans In rigioll /yIJl/llllist, 1945-1972

2. Sec Maurice Moissonnier, LD Pn7!1i'l't JllfrmatiQ1lafr rt fa C(J1l11ll11l1e a LyOIl

(puis: Editions Sociales, 1972), 20. On the {ill/lit revolts (1831, 1814, 1 848), sec, by

the same author, LP Rtvoirr drs {UIIUts, Lyo" lIovffllbn J331, 2d ed. (Puis: Editions

Socialcs, 1975); Femand Rude, Lt M(J1/v'llImt DUuri" iI Lyoll de 1827 II 1812 (Paris:

Amhropos, \969); C'rsl II0llS les (OlllIts (Paris: Maspero, 1977); LUfltS O/lvrie
T"u, "Les
dossiers de J'histoire popuiaire," no. I (Meudon: Editions Florea], 1977); �lcs
t'3lluts,ft

32-65.

3. J'I'loissonnier, La Prnllim blttnlluiQllait, 16.

4. Ibid., 17.
5. Ibid.• 20.

6. Thus, according to the 1968 census (statistics �t:lblished by the [NS[E
(Instimt National de la Statistique et des Emdes El'Onomiquesl) in neighborhood 4

ofthe first district, including the arca between the quai Andre Lassagne on the

Rhone, dlC place Croix-Paquet, and the roe des Fallt3sques, iOO percent of the

buildings date from before I H71.

7. ,"Iiehel Bonnet, �Etude preliminaire a b restauration des pt:ntes de la

Croix-Rousse� (Ph.D. diss., Unite pedagOb>iquc d'Architecture de Lyon,June 1975),
21.

8 . "In the Croix-Rousse in 1936, then:: wen:: still six hundred weavers using

2,500 semimechanical looms. In 1969, there remained about one hundred weavers
and four hundred looms. The looms were sold, especially in Algeria (almost four

hundred i n 1968). The president of the weavers union thcn deplon:d the fact that

"Eastern articles are no longer born in Lyons. Shawls, damask, bollrricbat5 [basketsl,
Arab cloaks consriruted excellent backup manufacmring. NOM Africa was a large
imlmrter. Today, it manumctures . . ." He also regretted the disappt:arancc of the
Lyons tie, "which represented the glory of Lyons," in favor of those from Italy

(source: & Progrn dt LyQI/, April 1969). In 1975, at the beginning of the study, only

thirteen weavers-callllls remained (see the interview with Madame Alarguerite, chap.

7). Among the numerous associations that h3ve developt:d since then, several have

taken up the call1lts' heritage through th� practi�e of amateur weal,ing. A small

museum dedicated to the cnmltS is located in the fourth district. A superb mural
fresco. impressive in its trompe l'oeil, was painted by certain artists from the Cite de
la Creation (from Oullins, near Lyons) on the back of a silt-story building, boule

vard des Canuts, to recall the mcmory of the mighborhood.

9. ""'[rahal/ir," from the etymology tmlls amhlltart: to traverse, to walk across.

See Rene Dejean, '[rabouin dc LyoII: binoirt steritc d'/IIIC vil/r, photos by Bernud
Schreier (Lyons: Le Progn!:s, 1988). It is a repenoire of 3 1 5 tTabollirs CIInvased

hctween June 1986 and June 1988, among them 150 found in the Croix-Rousse: 142
in the first district and 8 in the fourth.
1 0 . "\Ve learn from testimonies that between the twO wal'S, young work
ing

class households from the center ofLyons (including the slopes of the Croix
Rousse) were often required

to

live with the parents of one of the 5pouses-more

often with the young W0I113n'$ or with lhe man's

jfhis mother was a widow-
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beL<lUSe of the lack of aparmlcnts available at reasonable rents.
This forced cohabi
tation could last several yeal'S in cr:lInf)Cd and inconvenient spaces,
which led to a
fearfully conllictual laek of priv:lcy-as is testified to by
me 5arClism of"mother-in
law stories," which are still fresh in people's memory. Although
no general rule can
be drawn from mis, it seems that young couples finally establishe
d themselves in
"their phce" only after the second, even the third, child was born.
1 1 . Bonnet, "Etude preliminaire," llff. According to the INSEE
statistics

(1968), in the first district, 50 percent of the apartments do not h3Ve
interior toilets
(versus 27.9 percenr for Lyons), 70 percent do nOt have bathroom
s (versus 48,9

per
cent for Lyons), and 10 percent do not have running water (I percent
for Lyons).
12. "The building was purchased n
i 1985 by a developer who fixed and cleaned

it up and Ilut all the apartments up (or sale. The R.'s were able to
buy theirs. On the
landings, an elevator occupies the placement of the b�throoms, hencefort
h installed
inside the apartments, increasing their sanitary comfort and thus
participating in the
general evolution of real est:lte. The st:ltistics are eloquent: whereas
50 percent of
the lodgings n
i the Croix-Rousse were deprived of in-home �bathrooms" in 1975
n
i
the 1990 census, this is the case for only 8.3 percenr of them in the
first district

(1,361 lodgings out of 16.354) and 5.5 percent in the fourth (907 out of 16,371).
13. "And me Bearlcs, the Rolling Stones, and so on. Maurice
died

'

in November

1987. Among his things, his family discovered papt:rbad. orchestral scores,
ClIrefully

a notated (a few symphonies; MOZ3rt's and Beethoven's violin concertos
, Schumann's
�
plano concertO, that ofTchaikovsl...l', and even Ravel's �left hand").
He also possessed
rock music records that he appreciated for their antiestablishment
and pacifist mes
ages. An eclectic musician who won a prize for bassoon at the
Lyons Conservatory
�
111 the sixties, a singer with a beautiful tenor admired
n
i (secular) chOirs, Maurice was
a lcft-wing 3nar�hist, close to the most radical fringes of the postwar
PCF [parti Com
muniste Fran�is (French ConmlUnist Party)], but without ever
having been �ClIrd
ClIrrying." He voted "for the left, always the left, me furmest left
pOSSible,ft and loved
election time: "he would have voted every Sunday, � reported
those around him,

In my study, I encountered no other �skilled worker" (according
to the INSEE
terminology) possessed with such a passion for music, or rather,
kinds of music, On
the other hand, I found, as I indicate in the ten, numerous book
readers. It s
i
appropriate to add mat retirement at age sixty and preretirement
have multiplied
the numbers of spons Ems and �senior" travelers.

14. Michel Bo et, ed., LYOI" irsprllfu de fa Croix-RQusse. Rimltat5 de i'm'll/fir,
�
tabicallI (f rummmtmrtS (upA and UER sociologie. Lyons). This
inserted as an appendix in Bonnet, �Etude prdiminaire.�

t!ocumenr is

..
[5. "See �Supplemenral Note: Unemploymenr among Young
People between
!'Ifteen and Twenty-Four" later in this chapter.
. 16. The INSEE st:;Jtistics (1968 census) are very revealing about thc relation
S�IP between the number of foreigners :and the rate ofdemolitio
n in the fil'St dis
ttiCl. In essence, the pan of the montee de la Grande-Cote actually demolish
ed is
lhe highest pan, the area between the rile Neyret �Ild the
rue des Pierres-Pbntees'
this invol�
·e�: on either sid!: of the Grande-Cote, Blocks 14 and 19 (neighborhood
.
first d
i
strict III the 1968 L'ISEE classific:ltion), which were enti
rel)' le...:led. These
two blocks were indeed lhose where the proportion of foreigne
rs was the highest, as
table 12 demonstrdtes.

j,
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Notcs to Chapter 4

Chap ter 3

nltal communities were all looking for sites separated from the Lyons urban area itself,

labic 12

i Oulln
i s, automobile manufacturing
either for using vast terrains (f:li1road material n

Foreigners

% in relation
to

Total

Totals from neighborhood 3

Totals from Block

14

Totals from Block 1 9
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Algerians
in the

me

population

Total

population

population

13,250

2,159

16

1 , 1 44
4J 7

716

J22

43

1,130

510

45
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in Vcnissieux, textiles in Saint-Priest) or for reducing certain kinds of pollution (arti

ficial silk production in Decines, chemical production in Saint-Fons and Neuville-sur
Sai:me). At different periods, luge faclOries and worker housing developments have
thus developed more or less attrat:tive urban areas, but all are separated from Lyons.
·[ooay, the empty spaces between the city and the suburbs are being filled in" (18---19).
22. [Sunday dinner here refers to the midday mea\. 1rollS.]
23. 'One should say "supper" here: in the popular language of the Lyons

region, dijrrlllff [lunchl corresponds to breakfast [pttir IIijtllll..,-l, IIfllff [dinner] to the
midday meal, and SOIlp" [supper] to the evening meal.

17.

14. On all of this, see chapter 6, the section tided "The Mul.:et."

A series of artides in U Progrh dt Lyon Qune 17-28, 1982), using the

•

results of the 1975 censlls to describe the nine districts of the city of Lyons, speci
fied that the first district had, after the nin th (the Vaise neighborhood: 42.3 per

25. 'Added to this edition to complete the description of the Croix-Rousse.
26. 'This appended section, completely recast, is based on my chapter of the

cent), one o f the highest proportions of .....orkers n
i the agglomeration : 41".1 percen[.

same title in Oheret, u ttrritoirt dll mllullr, 16-23.

The other hill of Lyons, Fuurvi�re, the �mystic hill," had only 4.9 percent.

counter to that commonly hdd in th� United States and thus betrays a sharp differ

The fourth district (the "plateau" of the Croix-Rousse), for its part, had }) percent.
18.

Jacques Caroux, EIIO/llfion dts militl�r Qllvrit"/1 It habitPf (Monrrouge: Ct:ntre

d'Ethnologie SociaIe, 1975)_ For a shortened presentation of this research, see

Jacques Caroux, "Le monde ouvrier: De l'autonomie a I'atomisation, � �rit (i\hy
1978): 25-38; and, by the same author, VII roupf( ()IIVriff traditiomlfl (Pans: Anthro
pos, 1974) and LA Vir d'/lnrfamill, olllffirn (Paris: Seuil, 1972).
19. 'On gentrification, see Daniel Oheret, cd., u t""toirt du maU/lr (Lyons:

La Condition des Soies, 1992), ",hich contains a study on the artists living in the

Croix-Rousse (where they arc numerous); many of them settled there in precisely
the years 1975-80, bringing an intellectual and

demographic renewal to the neigh

borhood (see "Supplementa l Note: The Crou-RousSI: under Question" later in this
chapter). This book is the result of a conference (November 1990) sponsored by the
�social development" service of the first district. On the procedure of "social devel

opment of neighborhoods" (OSQ), see my article "Radiognphie des banlieues,"
Esprit Clune 1 9(2). See also Laurence Roulleau-Berger,

(nltrr

LA villr i1lt�allt,j�/'IIt1 'ntrr
.

(f bllnli(ft( (Paris: Meridiens Klincksieck, 1991). on young artists havmg diffi

culty integnting in Lyons, among ",hom a few reside in the Croi�-Rousse.

20. 'See Catherine Foret and Pascal BavollX, £11 p"rIlmt par It ((1ItT? , . LA nit

27. [This description of attitudes about "downtOwn" versus the "suburbs" runs
ence in urban perspectives between France and the United States. TraIlS.]

28. 'At the same rime, one notices a diversification of the socioprofessional

categories of the inhabitants. An almost majority working-class neighborhood for

quite some timc, the slopes of the Croix-Rousse have integrated cmployees, manlgers,
n
i tellectual professions (professors, journalists, advertisers), and health professions.
29. "Through phonetic and semantic slippage. tI1711pngrion du dnJfJir [fellow

journeyman] (many (ali/it
S, adherents of Workmanship, belonged to this guild)

becomes dtvQjrtllr, Jivcrtllr [devourer], and finally IIflrIlCt ]voracious one], terms cre

ated after the n
i surrections of November 1831 and April 1834. By extension, the

word VC7'tlU becomes applied to every popular rcvolt or demand. Philippe Boutry,
Prfrrer et p"roissel lu pays dll Cllri d'An (Paris: Cerf, 1986), 79, Jloints out the "strug

gles of the voracious han-esters" against the landowners of the Oombc, but he omits

the etymology. One may read with interest Jacques Perdu, LA rivellt du (IImIlS

181l-INJ4 (Paris: SpartacusiRene Ufeuvre, 1974), printed �s it should be (44 rue

Burdeau) on the slopes of the Croix-Rousse, near the frobcl//rs where the fighting

v
..een the (all/Itt and the forces of order of the prefect Tenne.
was quite violent bet

The rue Burdeau runs along the Botanical Gardens, where the amphitheater of the

dr 10 Ripllbliqllt i1 /..yon: AntlJroPQIQgir d'/I71 upau pllblic (Lyons: Trajectoires, 1990).

Three Gauls stood: there, according to tradition, the Lyons martyrs perished.

research territories are related.

been a libertarian and anarchist booL'Store on the rue Rivet since 1990) live together

Curiously, there is no reference to my analysis in this study, even though the

2 1 . This process of segreb"3tion is particularly felt in Lyons because of the torturetl

Christian martyrS, revolting (II/liltS, anarchist publishers and printers (there has also
in thc Same small p.::rimeter, separated only by the l."Cntl.lries.
30. 'See the analyses of Boutry, p,.ttrrs ttparoisItS, a captivating hook. and my

confib'llr:Jtion o f this urban site (the hills. the Rhone, the Saone). Cf. Dcbido r and
�
La fferrere, /..yon t/ StS t/roirollS: "Behind thc enonnous train stations of Part-Oleu ��d

article on it, "Au p3ys du Cure d'Ars" (Esprit Oanuary 1987\: 5 1-64). in which I

and Etats-Unis and the Villeurbannc communc have such a difficult access to the

Jean-,\Jiurie Vianney in his childhood. I think this trJditiol1 is still active, cven if the

the Brouea\U on the tncks to Genev<l, tbe neighborhoods ofLa Villette, Momplalslr,

many resources of dowmown that life has been organized around particularly acri,'c
secondary cemers, where new fonnulas have been tried out with S\l�; fo� el[�mple,

the Theater of the Cite in Villeurbanne, the cultuml center of the clghth UISlncr, the

self-service stores in the Jean-MernlOz neighborhood . . . Thc suburb itself has pro

liferated around independent centers. The industries that tnnsfomled these fonner

emphasi7.e the K"ostir tradition of Lyons Catholicism, which, in Illy opinion, marked
erosion of religious practices has marginalized it.

4.

The Street Trade

1. 'Allit [alley]: a terlll from dIe Lyons region to refer to the entrance of a

building.
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'In this paft ofthe rue Rivet st2nds the biliOus "three hundred ",indow�

building, which overlooks the place Rouville and which one can see from the rh"er
banks of the Saone downtown. impressive for its austere harmony and the height of
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2. 'Doctors underscore mal the alcoholi(: inueases purchase poi ms fur frOIll

the neighborhood

in order to ulIlningly lose me traces of his or her �shameM by

diminishing the chances of being �recognized." A shopkeeper re(:emly confided in

its facades, it was erected in 1826 by the Sa\'oyard architect Brunet, who wanted to

me that me purchase of wine in plastic bottles, which contain a liler and a half

make it into a �ymbol of time: four portes cocheres for each of the seasons, two

(which, it seems to me, did not exist around 1975), has become the almost indu

times si� noors for the months, fifty-six apartments for the weeks, and 360 windows

bitable sign that one is dealing with an alcoholic, a real one, a uti ppler," because the

for the days. Moreover, a plaque, affixed in 1990 between the numhers 1 5 and 17 on
architen: "Here Tony Garnier, 1869-1948, was born, architect, 'Premier gr.md prix

really not good." On mese ruses and tactics, se� Veronique
gi( hiRoriqlle (Paris: Quai
Voltaire, 1991); Pierre hbyol, �Les seuils de I'�lcoo!isme,� Elprir (November

de Rome,' precursor of courempor:lry architecture and urban development.M

December 1980): 155-63.

ple instead of me more form:ll W/lS form in French. TrailS.]

"Quand mon ,'erre est vide je Ie plains, qU31ld il est plein ie Ie vide," only partia lly

the

ruc

Rivet, recalls (something I did not know) the birth of a much more famous

3. [In orner words, he uses the informal til form when addressing lhcsc peo

(pratiqumt) La Germaine's store as opposed

[Lyons restaurants] downtown h�ve put mem back on their menus and their tables,

[In me original French, the phr.olse is "J'y aime pas bien" and I\1ayol

expl�ins in a note that the use ofy in this cOntext is particular to the Rhone-Alpes

region. Because this lin guistic particularity disappears in English trnnslation, I have

chosen to omit me denils of this note. Tram.)
6.

'Onu, that is,

the origin�1 double rhyme (plains-phin and vidt-vitl(). TrailS.)

4. 'Since then, this one-pint pot has gotten a promotion in Lyons restllur:ants.
People sell them in antique �nd secondhand shops, and the owners of the hol/chom

to the occasional female Uclients" (climt(s). TrailS.]
5.

3. [Unforrun�tely, the English trnnslation here of the French proverb,

reproduces

4. lJ\hyol makes a distinction here between me marginali1.c:d regular
�patronsn (pratiquams) who �patronizen

wine they contain "is

Nahoum-Grappe, U, mitlirY dt I'ivrrsu: mai tI( phblO1l1ill%

I I percent alcohol winc in a liter bottle. This denil means

that Madame X was buying a family wine more "proper" than the discredinble

as a witness to Ihe pbce's cultllTal identity.
5. See Paul Fournel, L'Nis/airY viritpb/t tI( GlIigllOI (Lyons: Federop, 1975).
6. [Fra!1(;ois Rabelais,

Garganrua alld Palltagnl(/, trans. Sunon Raffel (New

York and London: W. \-V. Nonon, 1990), 22. Tram.]
7.

"\tVhen I was writing these pages, wine still had a considerable symbolic

tI()I/U [12 percent], "much too heal,),," and connoting the sU"ong wine of big

'"lIlue. I am nOI cenain that it has preserved il. The poetics of wine, the �lifeblood of

a low-quality wine just right for cenain sauces with boiled meats, nicely referred to

Lrs grm dt�/l (paris: PUr, 1991), I do not share his " appreciati,'e," even euphoric,

drinkers. As for the dix \10 percenlj, tOO light to be "reim'igorating," it is considered

the worker," has gone out offushion. \¥hile appreciating the book by Pierre Sansot,

point of view on the �public dnmkard" (chap. 9). According to my study, the dnlllk

as ragtmgnasru, a pejorative diminutive of ragrnir Istew].

7. 'Ali ne shocked her futher with a marital behavior that the "good old folks"

of the rue Rivet and elsewhere called �shacking up togcther," but that the demogra

pher Louis Roussel characterized more seriously in 1978, in the review Poplliatioll,

ard was and still is considered, even by heany drinkers, as the cause or me conse
quence of a disastrous social and personal situation. It also seems to me that the

"dbow sportsmen," whose principal activity consists in " bending thcir dhows," are

as �jun�nile cohabitation.� At the time, it involved less than 10 percent of young

now more often standing at the bar than sitting at mbles, in other words, more soli

(.'Ouples. This new behavior was, as Olle knows, destined for a brilliant future, in all

ury. Over the years, I noticed mat people were drinking less and less alcohol (beer,

soci�llllilieu.s.

aperitifs, liqueurs) and \\�ne, whether at home, in �just passing by" C"3fes, or in �neigh

borhood" ClIes.
f This recem modifiClition of social behaviors in rebtion to drinlcing

5. Breod and Wine

isolates the heavy drinkers even more; reprobation is no longer moral, directed

1.

'Since the time of this study, the cultural sntus of bread has changed
greatly. Then a prodUCT of necessity ill advised by nutritionists (bad for the figure),

toward others, but "healm smart" and C\'en ecological, directed to\\"lIrd oneself.

\Vhatever the case, the statistics are crystal clear: people drink less w
ine, and choose

iT is today an object of ceremony, of �distinction,� with recognized dietetic virtues

it more carefully (like bread). Thus, consumption at home per person and per year

(good for Ihe heart and the intestinal tract). Ali lhe same, ils place in

was 91 liters of wine, of which 84 liters of ordinary wine, in 1965: it was still 55

not ceased 10 diminish:

the lIleal has

people uscd to COllsume 84.3 kg per year and per person in

1965; 68.4 kg in 1969: 5 1 . 3 kgin 1979 (shortly after thesrudy), �nd "only" 44.3

kg

COIIS()1l1mmioll �f lirllx d'arhat du produits alimtn
taimm 1989 [JNSEE., Au!,'ust 19921, 31). As wim wine, peoplc consume less, but of
betler quality (sec note 5 below). Sec the wonderful book by Bernard Dupaigne, Lr
Pllill (Paris: ,\Iessidor, \979); �s well as Lionel Poil5ne, GuMt dt I'anumllr dt paill
(Paris: Robert Laffom, 1981): Andre Gamier, Pains rl vitnlloiJrrirl (Lucerne: Dor
marval, 1993), 11 recipe book Ihal contains a historic and symbolic synthesis on
in 1989 (source: Michele Bertund,

bread.

liters, ofwhich 48 liters of ordinary wine, in 1979; in 1 989, it is 31 liters, of which

2 1 liters ofordinary wine. The quantities have thus been divided by three for wine

in general, by four for ordinary wine. In this regular decline, one noticcs mat the

"volume indicator, base 1 00 in 1980" is clearly fuvorablc 10 corked wine
Qualite Su�rieure. Appellation d'Origine

(Vin de

Comrol€e), �s the data in uble 1 3 show.
8. See Pierre Ahrol, "Le jeu: Approche anthropologitl ue," Edurat
iall 1000,
no. I I (Deeember 1978).
9. "This rererence is �n 1IIIusion to the book by the psychoanalyst Denis
i (Paris: Seuil, \969).
Vasse, i.e umps d/l dsir
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3 . She is referring to Robert.

4. On the rue Saint-jean, see chapter 3, "The R. Family in Its Neighbo�
hood."
S. Madame Marie is confusing the generations. Jean, her grandson, twenty
fi"e years old a[ the time, did not attend the same sehool as her two sons, Maurice
and Joseph.
6. The current location of the bus sorion on the square.

7. The neighborhood movie theater.
8. [Puvis de Chav:mncs is a nineteenth-century French painter (1824-98).

1989,
u�SEE (August 1992): 31; 1\lonique Gomben et al., lA romfnlllla
l l;O" d(I nlillagr$ til 1991,

SoUr«J: "'lichele Bertr:lI1d, CORSlnl/marioll tt fiwx d'a(bar dnpnxluiu ali",wlair(l til

Rcsultlts, no. 177-78, Consommation�Modes de vie, no. 39-40, 11'\,'SE£ (Ma}' 1992).

6.

TrailS.]
9. Madame Marguerite had a sister.

10. [Sec chap. 3, note 29. TrOllS.)
1 1 . He ran a hardware store in the rue Jean-Baptiste Say.
12. [The French ten plays on three pronunciations of the word cubbyh(lir:

The End of the Week

I. "The Sarunlay euphoria was linked to the recent decrease of work time in

SOllprnU, llIspmtr, and IlIs-pmtr. This play cannOt be easily reproduced in English,

but seems to stress the notion of above (ms) as opposed to below (s(lm), inherent in

soeial life. It has become effet;tive for Joseph and his fellow faewry workers, as well

the reference to these sorts uf mezzanines built "above» the rest of the apartmem.

as for a numbe r of his neig hbors and salaried friends, through the progressive con

TrailS.]

queSt first of Sarurday afternoon, then an entire Saturday once every twO wcek.�, und

1 3 . This was the neighborhood for prostitutes.

finally with the entire day �very week. The "weekly effective work durntion for
workers� was on average around forty-seven hours from 1950 to 1968, and then it

14. [�To paw" is undoubtedly an inadequaTe translation of the dated Lyons
sl ang word pitofillrr. It means something like tripotn; �ro grope.M Trans.]

inJanuary 1982). In addition, for people who began to work very young �in the fac

r
young woman has sexual relations before muriage. (This curious e�pression (Voi

began to decrease: forty-two hours in 19i 5, forty in 1978 (and th irty-nine beginning
tory" after \Vorld \Var U, one must remember that the third week of p".oIid vacation

dates from the law of March 17, 1957, and the founh from that of May 16, 1959
(the

fifth week is the result of the edict ofJanuary 16, 1982, which also institutes the

15. A curious expression used by Madame Marguerite to refer to the fact that a
pitrr It IOllp sur/n pinTt dt bois) seems to be related to another slang phrase, Awir VII
Ir 1(ll/p, which means to lose one's virginity. BCl."ause the former expression is so

"curious," I decided to do a translarion as literal as possible imo English in order to

thirty-nine-hour worl·week). My research is situated right in the middle of the

emphasize the bizarre, bordering on incomprehensible, naNre ofthe original

period of e�perimenorion with "freed time.," oking m'er the "con�tnined li me". of

phrase. Trans.)

work; hence,

my emphasis on the appropriation of the ciq< �s market Splitt:, up u11

then accessible "'ith difficulty, suddenly revealed in all its glory thanks to the br:md
ncw freedom of Sarunbys.
2.

I remind the reader that this srudy was completed before the Part-Oieu

neighborhood became dominant.

3. (These remarks from Madame ,'-'brie are taken &om her conversation with

Mayol O'llnscribed in chapter 7. The citation here differs slightly in punctuation and
becauSt.: of minor editorial omissions. Trans.]
4. (The word crichr in the name of this cafe has several distinct connot"niuns

in French. First, it can be a day-care center, hence the parenthetical reference to a
nursery school. Second, it refers to a crib, mure speci fical ly to the manger where
jesus lay, whos� circumSTances and disposition afe still displ ayed at churches and

Finally, in cuntemporary inforr� al
usage, une's crtrbr refers to one's apartment. All these connotations will be explOIted

with special store-window displays in December.
in the discussion that follows. Trans.]

7.

"And So for Shopping, There's Always Robert�"

I . The materials ",ken from these imervicws have been used in chapters

2. Rohen runs a grocery store whe�e he also sells bread.

3--6.

16. On the jiul/t, see bter in this section.
17. Madame Marguerite refers to the buildings constructed on the plateau in

the last twenq< years, especially the public housing tower erected on the site of the
fonner Croix-Rousse train sotion and the Saint Bernard residence, a building of
l u�ury apartments at the end of the boulevard on the site of the fonner Teppn
factories.
18. Postcards from the period show this trnin maneuvering down the middle
ofthc boulevard de la Croi�-Rousse. Created in 1864 by the Compagnie des
Dombes, it went from Lyon-Croix-Rousse to Bourg-en-Bresse. Its starion was
located neX[ to the current exit for the highway nmllel coming from the rue
Tcnnc.
19. Madame Marb'llCrite is in error. The first funicular was on the rue Terme,
inaugurnted on june 3, 1862; the second woul d not bebrin running unril 1 89 1 .
10. By �sweet wine," she refers to new wine and nO[ sugared wine. At the fair,
IlCople also used to eat a SOrt of thick, very nu tritious pa ncake called a 1III1tt/aim.
2 1 . Further 011, I'Ihdame Marguerite writes: �My father, undoubtedly through
a spi�it for contradiction and so as to not do like everyone else, had refused to have
electricity installed, which at that time was done for free. \Ve thus t;ontinued to live
with an oil lamp suspc:ndetl over our heads that smoked for all it was wonh. in the.
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store, there was a gas lamp that required die lamplighter ro climb up on a chair n
i
order to light it or put it out.�

22.

The store was open at si)! o'clock in the morning in the summer, a half

hour later in the winter; they dosed at nine o'clock at night. In the winter, there

were no days off, not even on Sunday. In the summer, they closed on Sundays u two
o'clock. Madame Ahrguerite remembers: "Once a year, on Easter Monday, we

would close for thl; whole day. On that day, we would go to the old folks' home in
Albigny to visit a very old female relative who had a wooden leg. \Vith this once-a

year visit, my father thought himself to be the benefactor of the infirm and so his

conscience was at rest. \Vc used to uk!! a train from the Saint Paul station, an old

raulctrap with no conveniences; it W:.l.S perhaps a half-hour or forty-fi\'e-minute: trip
dunoon of the trip, my mother used to bring a snack. This single: :.l.nnual

9.

23.

Located along the Sa6ne north of Lyons, I[e:-Barbe was a p[:.l.ce to take

the steam power unit that towed the tuins on the banks of tht: Sacllle between

1932, a high-c�p�city tl"l1lllway was substituted,
which remained in service unti l 1957 and which was instead nicknamed the Blue
Tl"l1in. See Jean Arriven. Histoiff du trllnsportJ ii Lyon (Lyons: Editions Realisation,
1966).

Ghosts in the City

I . Jean-Claude: Jo[ain, "'nventer du nouve:.l.U sans defigllrer I'ancien," U

MOl/dr, Fehruary

1974): 557-66; and Gerard Raulet, ed., StTllti
gierdr
1'lItopit (Paris: G:.l.lilee, 1979), Michel de Certeau and Luce Giard connibuted to this

raison dans l'im:.l.ginaire" (April
work.

Port II. Doing-Cooking
I. IThis expression is a rather awkward tnlnslation of the unique phrase that

Luce Giard uses to specify the pr-actice of cooking. She uses the inventive tenn

fain-la-fJlisil/t ("doing-cooJ,:jng�) to resonate with the underlying theme for both
volumes provided by Michel de Certeau n
i the expression Ilmdrfain. Tram.]

10.

15, 1979.

1. On the quai de:s CClestins, see E Chaslin, "Rehabi[itation par Ie: vide,� Lr

18, 1982; on he
t
Saint Paul block, see A. jacoh, "Ou neufdans Ie
vieul( pour Ie rv· arrondissement," Lr kloflde, Novcmber 22, 1979.
3. Volker Plageman, Dfll dmtlrbr Kllnrtmusrllnt 1790-1870 (Munich: Prestel,
1967), on the organization of German museums during the nineteenth century:
MOl/dr, February

1981.

4.

P. Maillard, "L'an s'installera-t-il dans I'usine a Ir-u.:?" u MOl/de, April

5.
6.
7.

M. Champenois, U MOlldt, September
Pierre-j:.l.kez: Helin, U

7,

12, 1979.
Cbrolll d'orgud(Paris: Pion, 1975), 14-16.

I. Luce Giard, "La fabrication des filles," EIprit Qune 1976): 1108-23, and n
i

BpritOune

2.

Trfllis.)
8. Jules Michelct, La SQrdh'r (Paris: Calmann-Lcvy, n.d.), 23 ff.
9. See Dominique Poulor, �l:avenir du passe: Les musees ell lllouvement, Lt
Dr'blll, no. [Z (May 1981): lOS-IS; orJean Clair, �Erostr.1te, Otl Ic musce en ques
tion, � Rnlllt d'mbitiqllt, no. 3-4 (1974): 185-206.
10. On the A'ial"l1is, see O. Benassaya, "Un luxe sur Ie dos ues pauvrc:s," u
Atoll/lr, May 15, I Y79. The sallie problem exists in other cities, for example, the rue
dcpartment in Brinany.

n

I I . See U '}tul/dr, November 20,

1979.

1976): 1079-85.

Marcd Mauss, Sodolo1fJ Ilnd PryrboloJl:t,

ledge and Kegan Paul,

3.

tnlns.

1979),95-123.

Ben Brewster (London: Rout

Ch:.l.nral Akerman, interview in Ti'b-tmlll, cited in Et1Idts (Apri
l

1976):

564.

4. Ch:.l.nral Akerman, a conversation with Jacques Siclicr, Lt Mondt, January
22, 1976; this interview was prettded by an article by Louis Marcorelles, "Com
mcnt dire chef-d'a:uvre au f
Clllinin?"

[The bigolldm cosrume refers to a festival costume worn in the Finistt:re

des Tanneurs in Colm�r.

The Nourishing Arts

collaboration, "Note conjoinre sur l'eminente relativitc du concept de femme,"

these pedagogical displays combine progress of the mind with the promotion of the
futherbnd.

Private Spaces

2. Luce Giard, "Voyageuse raison," Esprit, special issue titlcd "L'utopie au la

Lyons and Neu\'i11e-sur-S�6ne. [n

8.

10

I. Muie-Claire Ferrier, Enflll/ts dejuniu (paris: Maspcro, 1981), 123.

trip had to

walks that ,,'as very crowded on Sundays. "The Guillotine" was a nickname given to

Chapter

12. Ibid.
13. See Michel de Certeau, La CUlt/Iff Illl pilln'tl, new ed. (paris: Seui
l , Points,
19(3), chap. 3, "La beaufe du mort.� lin Michel de Certeau, Hmrologirs: Dirrollrst
on tbr Otb"- mms. Bri�n �bssumi (Minneapolis: University of Minne:sota Press,
1986), 1 19-36. Tralll.]
14. j. de Barrin, "Le musee d'un paysan," Lr Monde, April 9, 1977.
15. See Michel de Ccrteau, Tbe Prllctiu ofEvtrydllY Lifr, trans. Steven Rendall
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984).
16. SeeJean-Pierre Faye, Lmgllges totlllitllirtS (Paris: Hennann, 1972).
17. Pierre Janet, L'Evollltion dt Ia mimoirt (Paris: Chahine, 1928), 188.

with the tnlin moving along step by step and stopping often. In spite: of the: short
he given the allure of:.l. true: journey!M

[0

5.
6.
7.

Interview ..
,
,.
ith Chantal Akerman, Gllbierfdll finma, no.

278 Quly 1977): 41.
1974): 296.
Le 11u!:
kre des cuisines, M§mfln traVlliflr PIlS, II rrop d'orwrage! (Montreal:
Editions du Remue-menage, 1976).
8. On Rabe[ais, Noelle CMtelet, u COrpl iJ C(Jrpl cti/illllirr (Paris: Seuil, 1977),
55-92.
9. "This narrative, but also all the: others, and this one with no exception, are
Freddy Laurent, La Rrvur nOllvrllr (March

interlarded with long lists of mounds of food, as in Dickens, Rabdais, Cervanres . .

For Verne, as for those writers. there is a naive and simple fantasy of feeling full, the
horror of emptiness. . . . narure is the mother and she provides food. She s
i full

everywhere. as Leibni7. SlIid, and she cannOt be hungry. Man is the hole in Nature,
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Trans.]
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i the same building, one floor down;
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3pamnenL
25. The small room adjoining me kitchen; see note 20.
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the
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1 5 . An allusion [0 the period of time preceding]ean and Irene's marriage.

17. [ORTF refers
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10. Ceneau, Tbr Practi« ofEvtryday Lift, chaps. 1-3.

Inde.

[This index is based on Luce Giard's index for tlu: 1994 French edition of
volume 2. Giard created primarily a proper name index that also included

the titles of anonymous works and those of special journal editions. The

list of proper names indudes real people, fictive charJcu,:rs, and any cited

authors. Following Giard's practice, I h3vC placed a single asterisk before
the names of prople interviewed for Pierre Mayol's study and a double as

terisk before the names of those whose n
i terviews wefC cited n
i Giard's

own srudy. Given mat the latter twO groups are only cired by first names,

the family or friend ties of these people have been specified in parentheses.
Although Giard induded the names of the three main authors of volume 2
in her index, I have chosen to omit them here. Trll1U.j
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Calvel, Louis-Jean, 32, 165 n . 1 1
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Gonthier,Josene, 261 n.l
Goy, Joseph, 178 nn. 7, 2 1

Grafteaux. Serge, 262 n.2, 278 nn.16, 1 8
Gnnger, Gilles-Gaston, 159 n.15

Faye,jean-Pierre, 275 n.16
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Faure, Edgar, xv

Ferrier, Marie (or Marie-Claire), xxiv,
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63, 168, 175, 179,
xxvii-uviii, 160

223-46, 275 n. l, 183 n. 7, 184n. 18

Feyerabend, Paul, 261 n.8

Denises, the (Irene's fri�nds), 231

Guganrua, 93

Farge, Arlene, 2 7 8 n.IO
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Cer�sa, Fnn�is, 281 n.14
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Fessard, Gaslon, 264 n.l

174-75

Garden, Maurice, 265 n. I
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Elvin, Mark, 279 n. 31

Ddeuu:, Gilles, IXIi

Delouvrier, Paul, xviii

Gajdusek. Daniel Carleton, 177 n . 3 \

Galen, 281 n.ll

Emilie, Mme, III

Exodus, 1 8 1

Oacher, Michele, 279 n. 47

Gabriel , 1 8 8

Girard, Augustin, xviii-xix, xxxv, 260 n . I

Courtine, Robert., 276 nn. 10-11
Curien, Hubert., xviii

258 n.4

Eift, 234-35, 237

Cros, Uon, 140

"Denise, 162

Qlerier, Marie-Claire, 280 nn. 71-72

" Elisabeth, 162, 189

Escoffier-Lambione, Dr., 277 nn. 27, 19
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Cauquelin, Anne, 143

Elias, Norbert, xxxix
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Edison, Thomas, 136
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Dupuy, Marie-Pierre, xxiv, 260 n.2
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Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich, xxvi,
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Maillard, P., 274 n. 4

MaltllUI, Andre, 134
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260 n.4, 278 n.19
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Pierre (lr�ne's stepson), 223. 226-28, 18}

".2

Plageman. Volker, 274 n. 3

Lojldne, jean, 266 n . 1

Lupu, Fr:m�oi5, 277 n . 3 3

Pascal, Blais�, x
xxi

Philippe (Trene's friend), 241

Michel�, JO

L'objtt illdusrritJ, 282 n. 14

Lwniere, jean, 70

I'ar�. Ambroise, 18S

Perdu, jacques, 269 n.29

""lichel (Robert the greengrocer's brother),

U fi1l1Y Jans '" vi� '1uotidimnt, 282 n.}

Lucie (Mme Marguerite'S neighbor), 1 24

I'anlmv, Gisela, 264 n.2
Pantagruel, 173

Pasteur. Louis, 118, 90

Leibnil., Gonfried \Vilhelm, 27S n.9

L'lmpafir"f, 280 n. 75
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Plato, xn:i
Poiline. Lionel, 270 n. 1

Poitrineau, Abel, 278 n.26
Pompidou, Georges. 90

Poplcin. Richud, xx.wi
i, 261 n.9
Popper, Karl. xxvi, xxxvi-xxxvii, 182, 160
".7

Pothinus (rn�rtyr), 6 1
PoulOt, Dominique, 2 7 4 n. 9
Poupard.

B.. 264 n,6

Ltl Pratilfllts ("I/11/•..,lItl dts FrlJnrlJu, 263

".J

Prevert,jacques, 4()

U Progris dt Lyon, 266 n. 8

Puvis de Chavarmes, Piem:�CCcile, 119,
271 n.8

Manet, Edouard, 196

Mousnier, Robnd, 277 n . 3

Kant, lnunanuel. xxxi, 175, 278 n. 17

Marcel (l\1me Marie's friend). 105, 1 1 8
Marcel (rolling mill opetlltor), 285 n.9

"'Iozart, \Volfg-mg Amadeus. 40, 267

"Kartn, 162

Marcorelles, Louis, 275 n.4

Musil. Robert, 255

Rab�bis, Fran�ois. 158. 1 7 3 , 1 7 1 n.6, 275

Nahoum-Gnppe, Vcronique, 271 n.2

Rabino..... Paul. 259 n . l 2

Kardec, Philippe (aka Allan), 112
KarmiD"., Marin, 263 n.3
Kleinclausz, A., 266 n. I

Kristen.Julia. 32, 265 nn.l2, 13, 15. 16
La Bardonnie, "hthilde, 285 n. 7
Labasse,j., 265 n. 1

Lacan,jacques, ri,--xv, 2 58 n.4

Ladriere. Jean, 261 n . I O

Llfferrere, ,\1., 265 n . l , 2 6 8 n. 2 1
Labtos, lmre. 261 nn. 7. 8, 9

·M�rguerite, Mme, xliv. 45, 1 1 8-29, 266

n.8, 273 nn.9 15. 17, 19, 2 1

Marie, Aunt, 216, 234

n,13

Namur, G., 265

n.

13

Marie. Gtllndm�, 188

Nicole. 1 7 6 n. 13

"Marie, Mme, xli,', 10. 38-}9, 42, 44--45,

Nietzsche, Friedrich, XXlIi

47-51 . 67-70, 72-76, 80-82, 85-87.

9Q.-92, 95. 99. \03-6, 108, 1 1 S-18, 263

nA, 172 n.}, 273 n. 5

Marin, Louis. 261 n. iO

J\hrtens, Francis. 181, 279 nn. 38-39

Nussooum, Julien. 278 n. 20, 279 n. 30
Obeli", 93

Oliver. Raymond. 217

Orgogozo, Isabelle. xxiv

Quere, Louis. xlii, 261 n . 2 1

Quine, xxxi

nn.8-9

Raulel, Ger:lf(.l, 275 n.2
Ravel, Maurice, 267 n. 1 3
Raymond �Trem!JIing-Hand.� 128
Rebeyrol, Y''Onne, 277 n.33

Rt(btJTbts, 262 n . l

Regnier. Marcel. xxxvi. 260 n. 6

R�/igionl t/ m�dirions poP"I,,;..,s, 181

Remond. Alain, 281 n. I

n.

i
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Rendall, Steven, i:<�:<, 257 n . l , 258 n. 19,
262 n . 2 3
Revel,Jacques, 258 n. 1 3 , 260 nn.40, 5;

lardieu, Suzanne, 281 n. 1 3
Tchaikovsky, Pyotr Ilieh, 267 n. 13
'Ierdiman, Richard, 259 o. 31
Terme, prefect, 269 n.29

261 n . 1 2

Teste, Monsieur, 180

Reynier,Joseph,62

Therese (Irene's friend), 245

Ribes, Jean-Paul, 281 n. [ 1
Richelieu, :<iv

Thevoz, Michel, 140

Rigby, Brian, 262 n.24

Thill, Georges, 260 n. 35, 261 n. 10
Thuillier, Guy, 177,262 n . l , 277 nn. l, 5;

Rilke, R�iner Maria, 1 5 7
Robert (the greengrocer), 64, 72�83, 87,

278 nn.24-25, 28; 281 n.4, 282 n . 1 7

94-96, Y9�100, 105, 108�9, 1 1 5-17, 272

Tintin, 93

n.2, 273 n.3

Tomet, Old, 1 1 7

ous articles and booh, including The fV1'iting ofHist01Y, The Mystic Fable,

Robert Ooseph's friend), 1 1 0

Toulouse-Lautrec, Mapie, 234

Robert, Mme (the greengrocer's wife), 81

Tournier, Michel, 186, 279 n. 56

Rolling Stones, 267 n. 1 3

Trampoglicri, Raymond, 261 0 . 1 9
Trav(1Tts, 284 n . 3

Roman,Joel, 26[ n . 1 7

Tremolieres, Fcrnand, 276 nn. 18-1 9, 279

Rossi, Tina, 40
Roth, Michael S., 261 n . 1 2

0 . 5 1 , 280n.59

Roulleau-Berger, Laurence, 268 n. 1 9
Rousseau, jean-jacques, xxxi
Roussel, Louis, 270 n. 7

Sarah (Irene's daughter), 223-25, 228-30,
284 nn. 13, 20
Sarrautc, Claucie, 282 n.4
Schreier, Bernard, 266 n . 9
Schuller, Edmond, 277 n. 3 1
Schumann, Robert, 267 n . 1 3
Schwan, Lotte, 278 n . 14
Seheok, Thomas A., 265 n. 5
Segalen, Martine, 261 n.17

Serville, Y\"Onne, 276 nn. 18--19, 278 n. 23,
279 o. 5 1 , 280 n. 59

van Gogh, Vincent, 136

Sig>luI, Fran"ois, 277 n.4
Sil"erstone, Roger, 262 n. 24
Sirnenon, Georges, 4, 1 1 7 , 158, 262 0.5,
276n. [ [
Simonnct, Dominique, 28[ n. l 1
Solier, Mme, 72
Soucy, Claude, 259 n. 28
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